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Abstract
This thesis presents a number of applications of symbolic computing to the study of
differential equations (DEs). In particular, three packages have been produced for the com-
puter algebra system MAPLE and used to find a variety of symmetries (and corresponding
invariant solutions) for a range of DEs.
The MAPLE symmetry package DESOLVII (Vu, Jefferson and Carminati [141]) was
produced as an updated version of the package DESOLV (Vu and Carminati [19, 18, 140]).
DESOLVII is able to find generalised (higher) symmetries of DEs in the form of con-
tact and Lie–Bäcklund symmetries. In the following study, both types of generalised
symmetries are found for a number of DEs. Moreover, we demonstrate the use of the
DESOLVII classification routine for finding particular forms of arbitrary functions or con-
stants present in the given DEs which may extend the generalised symmetry algebras. A
comparison study is also carried out which compared the usability, efficiency and accuracy
of DESOLVII against two other MAPLE packages.
Following this comparative study, a novel method for the determination of con-
tact symmetries is introduced whose iterative nature makes it well suited to the use of
DESOLVII. The associate symmetry method is concerned with finding special analyt-
ical solutions of the set of determining equations for contact symmetries when this set
cannot be solved directly. The resulting similarity solutions (found using classical point
symmetries of the determining equations) correspond to a subset of all possible contact
symmetries. Using the associate symmetry method we are able to find (non-trivial) contact
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symmetries for a number of DEs for which no such symmetries could be previously (or
practicably) found. In some cases, it may also be possible to retrieve all known symmetries
for a particular DE.
Next, we introduce the package ASP (Jefferson and Carminati [77]), which auto-
mates three known methods for calculating approximate symmetries of DEs. In this study,
ASP is used to find approximate symmetries for a number of PDEs including a system
which describes the motion of a column of stratified fluid affected by the Earth’s rota-
tion [75]. These symmetries are then used to provide new approximate solutions which
are compared to existing invariant solutions. Further, ASP is used to find the full sym-
metry classification of a forced Korteweg–de Vries (fKDV) equation which arises in the
modelling of tsunami generation by submarine landslides [124]. Following classification,
optimal systems of one-dimensional subalgebras are found which allow for the description
of all inequivalent classes of invariant solutions. Some extensions are also proposed to the
existing theories to improve the algorithms used in ASP.
Finally, the package FracSym (Jefferson and Carminati [80]) was developed in re-
sponse to an increased interest in the applications of symmetry analysis to fractional order
differential equations (FDEs). Some extensions to the basic theory have also been included
which allow symmetries to be found for systems of both partial and ordinary FDEs as well
as FDEs with any number of independent variables.
To the best of the author’s knowledge, ASP and FracSym are the only MAPLE sym-
metry packages available which are able to find approximate symmetries, and classical Lie
point symmetries of FDEs, respectively.
Chapter 1
An introduction to Lie symmetry analysis
”Everyone starts at the beginning. I know it’s hard...But yeh’ll have a great time.”
—Hagrid from J.K. Rowling’s Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone (1997)
The research described in this thesis is concerned with novel applications of com-
puter algebra for automating a variety of symmetry methods as applied to the study of
differential equations (DEs). This chapter has been designed as an introduction to ele-
mentary Lie symmetry analysis and its applications for finding special analytical solutions
(invariant solutions) to both partial and ordinary differential equations (PDEs and ODEs
respectively). Some extensions to the classical theory are briefly mentioned in this section;
the full technical details for some of these methods may be found in their corresponding
chapters.
Following an overview of symmetry methods, it will become apparent that the deter-
mination of symmetry transformations is essentially algorithmic in nature. This property
makes the study of symmetries well suited to computer automation. As a result, the MAPLE
computer algebra package DESOLV (Vu and Carminati [19]) is briefly introduced, partic-
ularly as it will form a basis for the MAPLE packages produced for this thesis. A number
of other popular MAPLE packages are also discussed by summarising a recent comparative
study using DESOLV. Finally, an outline of the thesis is provided.
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It is intended that the following sections represent an overview of the methods, nota-
tion and definitions used in this work. For more detailed examples and proofs, the reader is
referred to the given references.
1.1 Historical background and recent advances
To begin, a history of Lie and the development of his theory of symmetry analysis of differ-
ential equations is presented. This is followed by a review of the numerous contemporary
extensions to the basic theory which have since been proposed.
1.1.1 The life and times of Sophus Lie
Marius Sophus Lie (1842–1899) was born on December 17, 1842 in Nordfjordeid, Nor-
way [62]. Through fortuitous academic friendships, fierce self belief and a unique way of
seeing the world, Lie would go on to develop a theory which would forever change the
way in which mathematicians would approach the study, and analytical solution, of dif-
ferential equations (DEs). Like many visionaries before him, throughout his career, Lie
found it difficult to attain support for his theories from the academic community. In light
of what we now know, it is interesting to historically contextualise Lie’s struggle and iden-
tify the key developments in his life which led him to become one of the most important
mathematicians of his generation.
Lie’s foray into mathematics occurred somewhat later in life. Having finished univer-
sity studies in the natural sciences at the age of 26, Lie was at a crossroads. Unsure of his
future direction, and busily supporting himself by teaching mathematics at a local school,
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a young Lie came across the work of French engineer and mathematician Jean-Victor Pon-
celet (1788–1867) and German mathematician and physicist Julius Plücker (1801–1868).
It is believed that their works, given specifically in [53] as being Poncelet’s ”Trait des
proprits projectives des figures” (1822) and ”Thorie des polaires rciproques” (Crelle’s
Journal 1829) as well as Plücker’s ”System der Geometrie des Raumes in neuer an-
alytischer Behandlungsweise” (Crelle’s Journal 1846), fostered in Lie a great interest in
geometry. He proceeded to carry out his own studies in this area and produced his first writ-
ten work ”Reprsentation der Imaginren der Plangeometrie” which was later published
and gained Lie a research travel scholarship [40].
It was during a resulting semester studying in Berlin, during 1869-1870, that Lie
would meet the man who would have the greatest influence on his academic life: German
mathematician Felix Klein (1849–1925). A former student of Plücker, Klein’s invigorating
academic discourses, and support, were invaluable for the quiet Norwegian’s confidence.
Their shared interest in geometry led Klein and Lie to desire a meeting with group theorist
Camille Jordan (1838–1922) and differential geometer Gaston Darboux (1842–1917).
Travelling to France together in early 1870, the pair’s meeting did not go at all ac-
cording to plan. A number of important events were taking place during this time through-
out Europe [145]. Particularly important were the actions of the German chancellor of
the North German Confederation, Otto von Bismarck (1815–1898), who was encouraging
King Wilhelm I of Prussia (1797–1888) to unite Germany and accept the title of Kaiser
of a North German Confederation. In France, aging emperor Napoleon III (1808–1873)
became concerned. He already found himself surrounded by social rebellion in his own
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capital as a result of his wasteful, oligarchical political system; a united Germany would
be, to his mind, a powerful adversary. The final straw for the French emperor came as
Spain, on the back of their own revolutions, offered the vacant Spanish throne to a prince
distantly related to the Prussian king [83]. The French, believing themselves surrounded
by an imposing Prussian threat, declared war: the Franco-Prussian War had begun.
Lie and Klein found themselves in Paris during the French protests. The German
Klein, was understandably anxious to leave the country. As a Norwegian, Lie had no reason
to leave, and decided instead to hike through France and Italy. However, it was during his
ramblings in Fontainebleau (just outside of Paris) that Lie was stopped by French police.
He was searched and found in possession of a map, German correspondence (between his
contemporaries) and a notebook of mathematical formulae. This was enough for the French
police to suggest Lie was a Prussian spy and he served four weeks in prison before being
helped to freedom by his friend Darboux [53]. It has been said that, during this time of
solitude, Lie made great steps in developing his theories. In fact, such was his success that
Lie has been quoted as suggesting to friend Ernst Motzfeldt [67] that "a mathematician is
well suited to be in prison".
Completing his doctoral thesis at the University of Christiania (today the University
of Oslo), Lie was still intrigued by the possible applications of continuous groups of trans-
formations. However, he found himself surrounded by colleagues who had little time for,
or interest in, his work. Klein, who was to take leave from his current posting, suggested
that Lie take over his chair of geometry at Leipzig University. It is here that Lie found the
scientific community he desired and, from this crucial period until his death, Lie would go
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on to complete a life’s work which amassed a staggering 245 publications [40]. Among
these, a number would be written in collaboration with students who would go on to make
names for themselves including Freidrich Engel, Georg Scheffers and Felix Hausdorff [51].
During his collaboration with Engel in particular, Lie published the seminal three volume
series ”Theorie der Transformationsgruppen” (spanning the period from 1888-1893),
which developed his theories regarding continuous groups.
The use of infinitesimal transformations and Lie groups led crucially to a unifica-
tion of many (at the time) disparate "ad hoc" integration strategies for ordinary differential
equations (ODEs). In fact, Lie would show that, using symmetries, most second order
ODEs could be reduced, via appropriate variable transformation, into one of four canonical
forms:
y = f(y), y = f(x), y =
1
x
f(y), y = f(x)y, (1.1)
therefore systematising the method for solving such DEs. Symmetry analysis may also be
used to reduce the order of a given ODE, so that, with enough symmetries, a higher order
ODEmay be reduced to simple quadrature. Furthermore, Lie’s method is the only universal
method for finding analytical solutions to non-linear partial differential equations (PDEs)
[67].
Lie would go on to win a number of awards throughout his career. However, as age
began to weary the prolific author, Lie returned to his native Norway in 1889 to take up
a special posting which had been created for him in Cristiania. In poor health, Lie died
in February 1899 from cerebral anaemia [62]. At a plenary meeting of the Royal Saxon
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Society of the Sciences in the same year, Lie’s student Engel had these words to say of the
man who had such a profound impact on his academic life [40]:
”If the capacity for discovery is the true measure of a mathematician’s greatness,
then Sophus Lie must be ranked among the foremost mathematicians of all
time... It will be a long time before everything he knew and mastered, but
introduced in only concise suggestions, can be treated.”
Unbeknownst to Engel, this statement turned out to be sadly true. Fifty years passed
before the first systematic approach was taken to Lie’s theory by Lev Vasil’evich Ovsian-
nikov and his collaborators during the 1950s [15]. It would be even later, with the advent
of computer algebra, until Lie’s ideas finally began to receive the widespread interest they
so rightly deserved within the mathematical community.
1.1.2 A contemporary revival
The study of Lie group analysis has undergone a great resurgence of late, largely in light
of the pioneering (and accessible) work carried out in the 1950 and 60s by L.V. Ovsian-
nikov. His pioneering text ”Group Analysis of Diﬀerential Equations” [110], and its
translation into English, disseminated the theory of Lie groups amongst mathematicians
across the world. Nail H. Ibragimov is another important contemporary advocate of the
applications of symmetry analysis. Having written his first paper under the direction of
L.V. Ovsiannikov [62], N.H. Ibragimov has since written and edited a number of essen-
tial texts (cited particularly throughout this study) including one of the first university texts
to present the solution of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) from a group theoretic
perspective [67] and the ”CRC Handbook of Lie Group Analysis of Diﬀerential Equa-
tions” series [63, 64, 65]; for the first university text concerning group analysis of ODEs,
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see the work by James Morris Page [111]. N.H. Ibragimov continues to this day to refine
and extend the basic theories of Lie group analysis through numerous publications and col-
laborations. In addition, the theory of classical Lie point symmetries and their applications
to the solution of DEs in a range of disciplines is also provided in [12, 14, 60, 106, 130],
among others.
When Lie’s method is applied to DEs it leads to the determination of one-parameter
groups of transformations (classical Lie point symmetries). Essentially, the method re-
quires the determination of finite, continuous variable transformations (for some continu-
ous parameter/s) which leave a differential equation or system S unchanged (invariant) in
form. The tangential form of such transformations is expressed as a linear differential op-
erator X referred to as the symmetry operator of S. For classical Lie point symmetries,
the functional coefficients of X (the infinitesimal functions) depend only on the indepen-
dent and dependent variables of S. Consequently, the linearised symmetry condition which
results when X is applied to S may be split according to different orders and degrees of
the differential quantities. This split system of so called determining equations is a set of
linear PDEs for which solution is generally straightforward.
For ODEs, symmetries may be used to systematically find optimal variable changes
(canonical coordinates) or to reduce the differential order of the equations, both with the
intention of facilitating analytical solution [67]. For partial differential equations (PDEs),
the aim is to find variable transformations which allow for a reduction in the number of
independent variables, possibly even yielding systems of ODEs or purely algebraic systems
[12]. This reduced system is then, hopefully, easier to solve in the new variables.
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For both ODEs and PDEs, any analytical solutions found using symmetries are called
group-invariant solutions. Aside from providing insight into a range of differential sys-
tems, analytical group-invariant solutions may also be used as a yardstick for numerical
solutions and schemes. Unfortunately, it should be stated that such solutions are often
required to be compatible with any boundary or initial conditions provided, and such a
property is often unable to be guaranteed.
In light of such shortcomings, many varied extensions to the basic theory of Lie
group analysis have since been proposed including (but not limited to) the following review.
Most of these generalisations come under the broad heading defined by Olver and Rosenau
[105] of "a differential equation with side conditions"; their study provides an interesting
discussion of a number of methods for determining special solutions using extensions of
Lie’s method. We present now a brief overview of such methods.
Perhaps the most important extension to Lie point symmetries is that of generalised
(or higher) symmetries. These include both contact (first-order tangent) symmetries and
Lie–Bäcklund (infinite-order tangent) symmetries for which infinitesimal transformations
depend on increasing orders of differential quantities. It should be noted that Lie had an
early interest in the applications of contact transformations from a geometric point of view.
Having found a contact transformation in 1870 which was able to transform straight lines
to spheres in space, the first explicit generalisation of point symmetries is attributed to Lie
himself who showed that scalar PDEs could admit contact symmetries [40], that is, sym-
metry generators which depended on some first order derivatives of the dependent variable.
Later, German mathematician Emmy Noether (1882–1935) considered the possibility of
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finding symmetries with infinitesimal generators which would depend on derivatives of the
dependent variable to any finite order. Such symmetries are now commonly called Lie–
Bäcklund symmetries [12] and appear to have been first discovered for particular PDEs
by Anderson, Kumei, and Wulfman [1] where they propose generalised symmetries of
Schrödinger equations with some applications. The determination of generalised symme-
tries is considered in this study through the introduction of the MAPLE symmetry package
DESOLVII (Vu, Jefferson and Carminati).
The study of self-invariant symmetries, as introduced by Hydon [61], proposes an
alternative method for finding contact symmetries of DEs. This method assumes that, as
well as the given DE/s, the characteristic function is also invariant under the application of
the contact symmetry operator. For example, the self-invariant condition implies that, for
some dependent variable u and characteristic function Q, we have Q,u = 0. This condition
greatly simplifies the determining equations and often makes the determination of a suitable
(non-trivial)Qmuch simpler. These contact symmetries may then be used for linearisation
and/or finding invariant solutions. We will discuss such symmetries in greater detail in
Chapter 3 where Hydon’s method is compared with our method of associate symmetries.
This iterative method is shown to be able to find a number of classes of contact symmetries
where none could be previously (or practicably) found.
Further generalising the classical symmetry method, the theory of nonclassical sym-
metries was introduced by Bluman and Cole [11]. The method is described succinctly
in [60]. Consider a differential system S and symmetry operator X with characteristic
function Q (this function is expressed entirely in terms of the infinitesimal functions of
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X and discussed in further detail in Chapter 2). The linearised symmetry condition re-
quires XS = 0 when S = 0. However, a weaker analogue for this exists whereby the
linearised symmetry condition is satisfied only when, in addition, Q = 0. Such symme-
tries X are termed nonclassical symmetries. Consequently, any classical symmetry is a
nonclassical symmetry, but the converse is not true. This may not initially seem evident,
however, since the expression Q contains derivatives of the dependent variable, this will
affect the modding of XS using Q = 0. Consequently, splitting this expression according
to dependence on differential quantities will result in a different system than would result
if only S = 0 were used. More importantly, since Q also depends on the infinitesimal
functions, the resulting set of determining equations will be nonlinear and is consequently
(often) difficult to solve. For an excellent comparison of the method of Bluman and Cole
with that of Clarkson and Kruskal [25], as well as a number of examples, the reader is
referred to a study by Arrigo, Broadbridge and Hill [4]. Interestingly, since the method
is algorithmic in nature, a novel method for automating the determination of nonclassical
symmetries was developed by Bîla˘ and Niesen in [10]. This method utilises placeholders
to reduce intermediate expression swell and save computational time and memory. Again,
while the resulting non-linear system of PDEs which comprise the determining equations
for nonclassical symmetries is difficult to solve, the example provided in [10] is in so called
"triangular" form and hence a non-classical operator may be described.
Conditional and weak symmetries are considered to be further generalisations of
the nonclassical method; a thorough discussion and comparison of these methods, and non-
classical symmetries, may be found in Olver and Vorob’ev’s study [108]. Conditional sym-
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metries assume some system E of differential constraints is appended to the DE or system
S. A conditional symmetry is simply any classical Lie symmetry of S ∩ E. Nonclassical
symmetries, then, are a particular example of a conditional symmetry. Later, Fokas and
Liu [36] would go on to introduce the concept of generalised conditional symmetries and
algorithms for constructing accompanying invariant solutions.
The definition of weak symmetries is more involved. For a system S of PDEs, a weak
symmetry group of S is any group of transformations for which invariant solutions of the
system may be found from a reduced system of DEs while crucially no longer transforming
solutions to other solutions. Symmetries which are not weak (classical Lie symmetries, for
example) are referred to as strong symmetries. As is the case for conditional symmetries,
weak symmetry transformations may also be found for generalised symmetries; this implies
that both weak and strong generalised symmetry groups may be considered for systems S
[107].
Potential symmetries were first proposed by Bluman and Kumei [12] who consider
the applications of non-local symmetries where the infinitesimal functions depend on the
global behaviour of the dependent variable/s. For a given PDE, or system, at least one of the
PDEs may be expressed in conserved form resulting in an auxiliary system of potentials.
A local symmetry of this auxiliary system gives a potential (non-local) symmetry of the
original PDEs [13] and such symmetries may be used as per normal (for linearisations and
determining invariant solutions).
In a different vein, the study of approximate symmetries considers the problem of
symmetry operator stability and deals fundamentally with a combination of perturbation
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theory and classical Lie group analysis. The determination of approximate symmetries has
been approached independently in a number of ways by: Baikov, Gazizov and Ibragimov
[7, 65]; Fushchych and Shtelen [42]; and Pakdemirli, Yürüsoy and Dolapçi [112], in a
modification of Fushchych and Shtelen’s method. The main aim of all three methods is
to find a set of stable symmetries given some small change in a particular perturbation
parameter present in the DEs. We note that classical symmetries are (generally) extremely
sensitive to such perturbations. This property of approximate invariance allows invariant
solutions to be found for a given system which are correct up to some specified order of the
perturbation parameter; such approximate solutions have important applications in a range
of physical problems (as illustrated in Chapters 5 and 6).
More recently, applications of the Lie symmetry method to fractional diﬀerential
equations (FDEs) have been proposed by Buckwar & Luchko [17] and Gazizov, Kasatkin
& Lukashchuk [45, 46, 47]. The basic Lie theory of invariance of the DEs under some
linear operator persists. However, the form of the prolongations for this operator are unique
to the study of FDEs which have additional requirements for "invariance" (including the
invariance of the lower limit of the integral used for fractional derivatives of Riemann-
Liouville type). Alexei Kasatkin (personal communication, February 21, 2013) believes
that, at present, only a subset of all possible Lie symmetries are being found using the
current method; additional symmetries appear as yet "un-findable". Consequently, it would
be interesting to continue work in this area, expanding perhaps into considerations of non-
local transformations.
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For now, we turn to the specifics of the classical Lie symmetry method where we will
introduce a number of definitions and theorems which will be important for the remainder
of this study.
1.2 Lie point symmetries
We present here a brief summary of Lie’s classical method for finding and using point
symmetries to solve differential equations. For further information, the reader is referred
to [12, 14, 60, 67, 106, 130, 110], among others.
1.2.1 Definitions
The following definitions are essential to this study. In particular, we will focus on those
relating to groups of transformations.
Definition 1 Group: A non-empty set G with a law of composition (binary operation) γ
between elements in G forms a group provided the following axioms hold [48]:
1. Closure: For all a, b ∈ G, γ(a, b) must also be in G.
2. Associativity: For all a, b, c ∈ G, γ(a, γ(b, c)) = γ(γ(a, b), c).
3. Existence of Identity: There exists an identity element e ∈ G such that γ(a, e) =
γ(e, a) = a for all a ∈ G.
4. Existence of Inverse: For all a ∈ G there exists a unique inverse element a−1 ∈ G
such that γ(a, a−1) = γ(a−1, a) = e.
Of interest are two particular types of groups:
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Definition 2 Abelian Group: A group G is Abelian if γ(a, b) = γ(b, a) for all a, b ∈ G.
Definition 3 Subgroup: A subset of elements ofGwith the same binary operation γ forms
a subgroup of G provided the group axioms are satisfied.
We define an r-parameter group as follows:
Definition 4 Group of Parameters: The r-parameter space Sr ⊂ Rr forms a group under
the law of composition (binary operation) φ : Sr×Sr → Sr [58] if the following conditions
are met:
1. Closure: For all ε, δ ∈ Sr, we require that φ(ε, δ) ∈ Sr and φ(δ, ε) ∈ Sr.
2. Associativity: For all ε, δ, γ ∈ Sr, φ(φ(ε, δ), γ) = φ(ε,φ(δ, γ)).
3. Existence of Identity: There exists an identity element ε0 ∈ Sr such that φ(ε, ε0)
= φ(ε0, ε) = ε.
4. Existence of Inverse: For all ε ∈ Sr there exists ε−1 ∈ Sr such that φ(ε, ε−1)
= φ(ε−1, ε) = ε0.
Definition 5 One-Parameter Group of Transformations:
Consider a set of transformations
x´i = x´i(x; ), (1.2)
for some x = (x1, ..., xn) which lie in a region D ⊂ Rn and parameter  contained in a
set S ⊂ R. For some law of composition (binary operation) ϕ(, δ) with , δ ∈ S, these
transformations form a one-parameter group of transformations on D if [12]:
1. Closure: The transformations (1.2) are one-to-one onto in D for all  ∈ S and x´ lies
in D.
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2. S forms a group with the law of composition ϕ (see Definition 4).
3. Existence of Identity: There exists an identity element e ∈ S such that x´i(x; e) = xi.
4. Associativity: If x´i = x´i(x; ) and x˝ j = x˝ j(x´; δ) then x˝ j = x˝ j(x;ϕ(, δ)).
Definition 6 One-Parameter Lie Group of Transformations: In addition to satisfying the
above axioms, a group of one-parameter transformations is a Lie group of transformations
if the following three additional conditions are satisfied [12]:
5.  is a continuous parameter. Without loss in generality, we may also choose  = 0 to
correspond to the identity element e in Axiom 3.
6. The transformation x´i is infinitely differentiable with respect to x inD and an analytic
function of  in S.
7. ϕ(, δ) is an analytic function of all , δ ∈ S.
We are now in a position to consider transformations and Lie groups of differential
equations.
1.2.2 Finite transformations of differential equations
Consider a system of p PDEs of the form
F μ(x,u,u(1), ...,u(k)) = 0 μ = 1, ..., p, (1.3)
with x = (x1, ..., xn) independent variables, u = (u1, ..., um) dependent variables, where
u(q) are all qth order partial derivatives of u with respect to x such that u(1) = {u,k},
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u(2) = {u,ik}, ... etc. for i, k = 1, ..., n and where a comma preceding a subscripted
variable denotes a derivative with respect to that variable.
Consider a one parameter finite transformation group (diffeomorphism) in x and u,
up to kth order, of the form
x˜i = x˜i(x,u; ),
u˜α = u˜α(x,u; ),
...
u˜α,i1i2...ik = u˜
α
,i1i2...ik
(x,u, ..,u(k); ), α = 1, ...,m, k = 1, 2, .... (1.4)
for il = 1, ..., n, l = 1, 2, ..., k, for some continuous parameter , and where u˜α,i1 ≡
∂u˜α
∂x˜i1
,
u˜α,i1i2 ≡
∂u˜α
∂x˜i1∂x˜i2
, etc. Then, the finite variable transformations (1.4) leave the system of
kth order PDEs (1.3) invariant if (1.4) leave the surfaces F μ invariant, that is,
F μ(x˜, u˜, u˜(1), ..., u˜(k))|Fμ=0 = 0, μ = 1, ..., p. (1.5)
These transformations (1.4) then form a Lie symmetry group provided the group
properties are satisfied as per Definition 6.
1.2.3 Finite orbits and tangential vector fields
We briefly outline now the relationship between the finite transformations considered in
(1.4) and the so called "infinitesimal" forms we will focus on for the remainder of this
study.
Consider a set of point transformations of the form (1.4), for simplicity in the x-u
plane only. Further, suppose that this set forms a group. Let  = 0 corresponds to some
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point (x0, u0). The images of (x0, u0) after the point transformation, (x˜0, u˜0), plot out some
curve in the plane. If we choose a series of different initial points, we may form a family
of curves (where the parameter  is varied accordingly). These curves are the orbits of the
group and are self contained sets (such that the orbits don’t cross) which are connected to
each other via the symmetry transformations [130]. These orbits correspond to a function
of the variables x and u which is form invariant under the particular point transformation.
Next, suppose we move tangentially along a particular orbit. If we continue to do
this at different points along each orbit, we will form a vector field of tangents which
are fully equivalent to the original finite transformation orbits. This vector field is the
infinitesimal transformationwhich we find formally by taking the Taylor Series expansion
of the finite transformations about (the identity)  = 0 and ignoring the non-linear terms
[67]. Moreover, we may then construct the corresponding infinitesimal generator from
these series expansions, as we will discuss in the following section.
1.2.4 Infinitesimal transformations of differential equations
Let us express the transformations (1.4) as Taylor series about  = 0 (where, without loss
in generality,  = 0 corresponds to the identity transformation). Hence, we have
x˜i = xi + 

ξ
i(x,u)

+O(2), ξi ≡ ∂x˜
i
∂
|
=0
u˜α = uα +  [ηα(x,u)] +O(2), ηα ≡ ∂u˜
α
∂
|
=0
...
u˜α,i1i2...ik = u
α
,i1i2...ik
+ 

(k)ηαi1i2...ik(x,u, ...u(k))

+O(2), (k)ηαi1i2...ik ≡
∂u˜α,i1i2...ik
∂
|
=0
(1.6)
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where the functions ξi and ηγ are referred to as the infinitesimal functions (or simply
"infinitesimals") and the (k)ηγi1i2...ik as the extended infinitesimals. Note that the Latin and
Greek scripts are used for independent and dependent variables respectively.
The extended transformations (also referred to as prolongations or prolongation for-
mulae) are given explicitly in terms of ξi and ηγ in [12, 130] by
(1)ηαi = Dxi (η
α)− uα,jDxi(ξj), (1.7)
...
(k)ηαi1i2...ik = Dxik
%
(k−1)ηαi1i2...ik−1
&
− uα,i1i2...ik−1jDxik (ξ
j), (1.8)
for il = 1, 2, .., n and l = 1, .., k, and where Dxi is the total derivative operator
Dxi =
∂
∂xi
+ uα,i
∂
∂uα
+ uα,ij
∂
∂uα,j
+ ...+ uα,ii1i2...in
∂
∂uα,i1i2...in
+ ... (1.9)
At this point, it is convenient to define a differential operator X, to kth extension, as
follows:
Definition 7 The extended infinitesimal generator X(k) for a one parameter Lie group of
point transformations in (x,u, ..,u(k))-space, is given by
X(k) = ξi(x,u)
∂
∂xi
+ ηγ(x,u)
∂
∂uγ
+ (1)ηγi (x,u,u(1))
∂
∂uγ,i
+ ...
+ (k)ηγi1i2...ik(x,u, ...,u(k))
∂
∂uγ,i1i2...ik
(1.10)
for k = 1, 2, .., where we assume the usual convention of summation over repeated indices
and with extended infinitesimal functions described by (1.8).
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The generator X(k) is a Lie point symmetry of the system (1.3) if, under the applica-
tion ofX(k), (1.3) remains form invariant. Hence we state the following theorem according
to [12]:
Theorem 1 Infinitesimal Invariance: The generator X(k) in (1.10) is a symmetry of (1.3)
if and only if X(k) leaves the surfaces F μ = 0 invariant, that is, if
X(k)F μ(x,u,u(1), ...,u(k))|Fμ=0 = 0, for μ = 1, ..., p. (1.11)
Consequently, (1.4) and (1.10) are completely equivalent as are the respective condi-
tions for system invariance given by (1.5) and (1.11).
Remark 1 To simplify notation, for the remainder of this study we assume each infin-
itesimal generator X is extended to the appropriate order k for a kth order differential
equation/system. Hence, we will simply use X in place of X(k).
For a given differential system (1.3) then, the condition (1.11) is used to find the
unknown infinitesimal functions ξi and ηα. Since these functions are independent of any
differential quantities, we may set to zero the coefficients of various "independent" or-
ders/degrees of the derivatives u(k) of the dependent variables in (1.11). The resulting
system of linear, homogeneous PDEs may then be solved to determine the explicit form
of the symmetry operator X . We illustrate the method of finding a symmetry generator X
with the following example.
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1.2.5 Lie symmetries of a nonlinear PDE
Consider the second order nonlinear wave PDE described in [139] and given by
u,t − uu,xx − u2,x = 0, (1.12)
where u = u(x, t). Since (1.12) is a second order PDE, we require the extended operator
X of the form:
X = ξx(x, t, u)
∂
∂x
+ ξt(x, t, u)
∂
∂t
+ ηu(x, t, u)
∂
∂u
+(1) ηux(x, t, u, u(1))
∂
∂u,x
+
(1)ηut (x, t, u, u(1))
∂
∂u,t
+ (2)ηuxx(x, t, u, u(1), u(2))
∂
∂u,xx
. (1.13)
Hence, we will require the prolongation formulae which we find using (1.8) to be:
(1)ηux = η
u
,x + η
u
,uu,x − u,xξx,x − ξx,uu2,x − u,tξt,x − u,tξt,uu,x,
(1)ηut = η
u
,t + η
u
,uu,t − u,xξx,t − u,xξx,uu,t − u,tξt,t − ξt,uu2,t,
(2)ηuxx = η
u
,xx + 2η
u
,xuu,x + η
u
,uuu
2
,x + η
u
,uu,xx − 2u,xxξx,x −
3u,xxu,xξ
x
,u − u,xξx,xx − 2ξx,xuu2,x − ξx,uuu3,x − 2u,xtξt,x −
2u,xtξ
t
,uu,x − u,tξt,xx − 2u,tu,xξt,xu − u,tu2,xξt,uu − u,tu,xxξt,u.
Now, the conditionX(u,t− uu,xx− u2,x) = 0 modulo u,xx = (u,t− u2,x)/u for u = 0 yields
the PDE:
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−u2ηu,xx + 2u2u,xtξt,uu,x + 2u2u,tξt,xuu,x + u2u,tξt,uuu2,x + uηu,t +
2uu,xu,tξ
t
,x + uu,tξ
t
,uu
2
,x − 2u2ηu,xuu,x − u2ηu,uuu2,x +
u2u,xξ
x
,xx + 2u
2ξ
x
,xuu
2
,x + u
2ξ
x
,uuu
3
,x + 2u
2u,xtξ
t
,x + u
2u,tξ
t
,xx −
2uu,xη
u
,x − uηu,uu2,x − uξx,uu3,x − uu,xξx,t − uu,tξt,t + ηuu2,x − ηuu,t +
2uξx,xu,t + 2uu,xξ
x
,uu,t = 0. (1.14)
Since the infinitesimals ξx, ξt and ηu are independent of any derivatives, we may split (1.14)
according to dependency on u,t, u,x and u,xt and set each expression to zero. This gives
an overdetermined system of linear, homogeneous PDEs which, after some simplification,
becomes:
ξ
t
,u = 0,
ξ
t
,x = 0,
ξ
x
,u = 0,
ηu,t − uηu,xx = 0,
2uξx,x − ηu − uξt,t = 0,
u2ηu,uu + uη
u
,u − ηu = 0,
2ηu,x + ξ
x
,t − uξx,xx + 2uηu,xu = 0.
Solving this system stepwise, we find that the solutions are
ξ
x = c1 + c2x, ξ
t = c3 + c4t, η
u = 2uc2 − c4u,
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for arbitrary constants ci where i = 1, .., 4. Thus the four linearly independent Lie symme-
try operators of the form (1.13) are
X1 =
∂
∂x
, X2 =
∂
∂t
, X3 = x
∂
∂x
+ 2u
∂
∂u
, X4 = t
∂
∂t
− u ∂
∂u
. (1.15)
1.3 Lie algebras
The study of Lie algebras is necessary in understanding the relationships between symme-
try operators and how they may be used to facilitate the reduction and solution of DEs. In
this section, we present a brief overview of the theory of Lie algebras; we will consider
applications in the next section.
1.3.1 Definitions and theorems
Consider an r-parameter group with r linearly independent infinitesimal generators
Xk = ξ
i
k(x,u)
∂
∂xi
+ ηγk(x,u)
∂
∂uγ
, k = 1, ..., r, (1.16)
with independent variables x = (x1, ..., xn), dependent variablesu = (u1, ..., um) and with
the standard convention of summation over repeated indices. Now, let us form the vector
space
Lr = X1, ..., Xr. (1.17)
The following definitions and theorems will allow us to define and work within a space Lr
which forms a Lie algebra.
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Definition 8 Commutator: The commutator of two symmetry operatorsXα andXβ of the
form (1.16) for Xα, Xβ ∈ Lr is given by [67]:
[Xα, Xβ] = XαXβ −XβXα, (1.18)
or the following explicit form:
[Xα, Xβ] =
n 
i=1

Xαξ
i
β −Xβξiα
 ∂
∂xi
+
m 
γ=1

Xαη
γ
β −Xβηγα
 ∂
∂uγ
.
The commutator is necessarily anti-symmetric since [Xα, Xβ] = −[Xβ, Xα] and
therefore [Xα, Xα] = 0.
The commutator relations for a set of elements may be expressed visually as a com-
mutator table where the entry in the ith row and jth column corresponds to the commu-
tator of the elements [Xi, Xj].Moreover, we are now in a position to define a Lie algebra.
Definition 9 Lie Algebra: Let Lr be an r-dimensional vector space (1.17) where the Xk
are (linearly independent) infinitesimal operators of the form (1.16). Additionally, let Lr
have a law of combination given by the commutator (1.18). Lr forms an r-dimensional Lie
algebra provided that the following conditions [12, 67] are satisfied for allXα, Xβ, Xγ ∈ Lr
and constants a, b ∈ R :
1. aXα + bXβ ∈ Lr,
2. Xα +Xβ = Xβ +Xα,
3. Xα + (Xβ +Xγ) = (Xα +Xβ) +Xγ,
4. [Xα, Xβ] ∈ Lr,
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5. [Xα, Xβ] = −[Xβ, Xα],
6. Jacobi’s Identity: [ Xα, [Xβ, Xγ] ] + [ Xγ, [Xα, Xβ] ] + [ Xβ, [Xγ, Xα] ] = 0,
7. Bilinear Property: [aXα+bXβ, Xγ] = a[Xα, Xγ]+b[Xβ, Xγ] and [Xγ, aXα+bXβ] =
a[Xγ, Xα] + b[Xγ, Xβ].
Note that if [Xα, Xβ] = 0 for all Xα, Xβ ∈ Lr, then Lr is referred to as an Abelian
Lie algebra with corresponding Abelian group Gr. In addition, the commutators of all the
operators inLr form a Lie algebra referred to as the derived Lie algebrawhich is expressed
as L(1)r where
L(1)r = [Lr,Lr].
The following theorems highlight the role of the structure constants.
Theorem 2 (Second Fundamental Theorem of Lie): For an r-parameter Lie Group Gr
with corresponding Lie AlgebraLr, the commutator of two infinitesimal generatorsXα, Xβ ∈
Lr is a linear combination of the r base generators Xγ ∈ Lr such that
[Xα, Xβ] = C
γ
αβXγ γ = 1, ...r, (1.19)
where the Cγαβ are termed the structure constants of the group [130].
Theorem 3 (Third Fundamental Theorem of Lie): The structure constants Cαδβ defined by
(1.19) satisfy the Jacobi identity and are anti-symmetric in the lower indices [12], that is,
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they satisfy
Cγαβ = −C
γ
βα, (1.20)
CραβC
δ
ργ + C
ρ
βγC
δ
ρα + C
ρ
γαC
δ
ρβ = 0. (1.21)
Finally, we consider a subset of elements from Lr which is closed under commuta-
tion:
Definition 10 Subalgebras and Ideals: Consider the subspace Kq = Y1, ..., Yq where
Yγ = c
α
γXα for constants cαγ and Xα ∈ Lr. Kq is a subalgebra of Lr if, for any elements
Yρ, Yβ ∈ Kq, Kq is closed under the commutator action such that
[Yρ, Yβ] ∈ Kq, (1.22)
or simply [Kq,Kq] ⊂ Kq. The subalgebra Kq is an ideal of Lr if, for any Yρ ∈ Kq and
Xα ∈ Lr,
[Yρ, Xα] ∈ Kq (1.23)
that is, [Kq,Lr] ⊂ Kq.
Subalgebras, in particular, will play a key role in the classification of invariant so-
lutions as discussed in Chapter 5. Interestingly, we note that all derived algebras L(1)r are
ideals of Lr. Moreover, an ideal is to an algebra as a normal subgroup is to a group [37].
Definition 11 Solvable Lie algebras: A finite dimensional Lie algebra Lr is solvable if
there is a sequence of subalgebras
Lr ⊃ Lr−1 ⊃ ... ⊃ L1, (1.24)
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where the dimension of each successive algebra is reduced, such that Lk−1 is an ideal in Lk
for k = 2..., r.
Theorem 4 A Lie algebra is solvable if and only if its derived algebra of some finite order
s > 0 vanishes, that is, L(s)r = 0 [67].
Up to this point we have only considered Lie algebras Lr with a finite number of
basis elements Xα, α = 1, ..., r, which span the algebra. However, with a study of PDEs
we are often faced with generators which include arbitrary functions. For example, when
analysing linear PDEs, generators have the structure
X = cβXβ + f
α(x)
∂
∂uα
(1.25)
where cβ are constants and the fα(x) are solutions to the PDE [130]. The presence of these
functions reflects the linear superposition property of linear PDEs. Clearly, there exist
an infinite number of solutions for fα(x) which leads to an infinite number of linearly
independent generators. However, it should be noted that {X} as given by (1.25) does not,
in general, constitute a Lie algebra, since elements of the form (1.25) may not satisfy the
condition (1.19).
1.3.2 An illustrative example
Consider the four-dimensional Lie algebra L4 found for the nonlinear wave equation (1.12)
and spanned by the following operators:
X1 =
∂
∂x
, X2 =
∂
∂t
, X3 = x
∂
∂x
+ 2u
∂
∂u
, X4 = t
∂
∂t
− u ∂
∂u
.
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The commutator [X1, X3] is calculated as
[X1, X3] = X1X3 −X3X1
=
∂
∂x

2u
∂
∂u
+ x
∂
∂x

− 2u ∂
∂u

∂
∂x

− x ∂
∂x

∂
∂x

=
∂
∂x
.
Hence [X1, X3] = X1 with the structure constant of the form (1.19) given by C113 = 1. The
commutators for the remaining operators may be similarly found and are displayed (for
simplicity) in the following commutator table:
[Xi, Xj] X1 X2 X3 X4
X1 0 0 X1 0
X2 0 0 0 X2
X3 −X1 0 0 0
X4 0 −X2 0 0
Using the commutator table, the anti-symmetric nature of the commutator bracket is clearly
evident.
From the table, we can also see that, for L4 = X1, X2, X3, X4, the first derived
algebra (and hence an ideal) of L4 is L(1)4 = X1, X2. Since L(1)4 is an Abelian Lie algebra,
the remaining derived algebra is L(2)4 = 0. By Theorem 4, L4 is shown to be a solvable
algebra. A suitable chain of subalgebras to prove this may be given by L3 = X1, X2, X3,
L2 = X1, X3 and L1 = X1.
1.4 Invariant solutions
To conclude our discussion of Lie point symmetries, we discuss the applications of sym-
metries for finding special analytical solutions of DEs. The most popular is the Invariant
Form Method. This method allows for the determination of new variables which facilitate
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a reduction in the number of independent variables in a DE or system; such variables are
called similarity variables, while any solutions found using this method are similarity so-
lutions. For more detailed information regarding this and other methods (such as the direct
substitution method), the reader is again referred to any of [12, 14, 60, 67, 106, 130, 110].
1.4.1 The invariant form method
Let S be a system of PDEs given by (1.3) which admits a Lie group G with 1-p subgroup
H . LetX of the form (1.10) be the generator corresponding toH . The solution u = Θ(x),
with components uμ = Θμ(x) for μ = 1, ...,m, is an H-invariant solution of S if and only
if the following two conditions [12] are met:
1. uμ = Θμ(x) is an invariant surface under H for each μ = 1, ...,m, that is
X (uμ −Θμ(x)) ≡ −ξn∂Θ
μ(x)
∂xn
+ ημ = 0, (1.26)
and
2. u = Θ(x) is a solution to S.
The notion of connectedness of symmetry operators will assist in the construction of
such invariant solutions. The differential operators X1, ..., Xr are said to be connected, or
functionally dependent, if there exist functions λβ(x) not all zero such that
λ
1(x)X1 + ...+ λ
r(x)Xr = 0. (1.27)
If (1.27) implies that λβ(x) = 0 for all β, then the generators are unconnected, or func-
tionally independent. Additionally, the maximum number R of unconnected operators is
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equal to the rank of the r × n matrix of the infinitesimals
R = rank
		ξiα
		 (1.28)
where Xα = ξiα(x)
∂
∂xi
, α = 1, ..., r and i = 1, ..., n and where α and i denote rows and
columns respectively [67].
Now, it can be shown that a Lie group of transformationsG,with general infinitesimal
generator given by (1.10), has n +m− R functionally independent invariants [58]. These
functions form a basis of invariants where R corresponds to the number of functionally
independent operators as per (1.28). Consequently, for any function F (x, u) invariant
under G, F (x, u) may always be constructed using (only) these base invariants.
To find the invariant solution u = Θ(x) using these basic invariants, we must solve
the characteristic equations
dx1
ξ
1(x,u)
= ... =
dxn
ξ
n(x,u)
=
du1
η1(x,u)
= ... =
dum
ηm(x,u)
. (1.29)
Solving (1.29), we find n + m − 1 functionally independent invariants of H which we
denote by
I1(x,u), ..., In+m−1(x,u). (1.30)
The following theorem allows us to use these invariants to implicitly express theH-invariant
solution of S.
Theorem 5 Let S be the system of PDEs given by (1.3) which admits the 1-p group H .
Next, consider the set (1.30) of n +m − 1 functionally independent invariants of H . Let
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the Jacobian of I with respect to u be of rankm, that is,
rank
				
∂Iβ(x,u)
∂uα
				 = m, (1.31)
where β = 1, ...,m and α = 1, ...,m. By setting υβ(x, u) = Iβ(x,u), β = 1, ...,m and
λ
j = I j+m, j = 1, ..., n−1,wemay express theH-invariant (similarity) solution u = Θ(x)
of S implicitly by [58]
υβ(x,u) = φβ(λ1(x,u), ...,λn−1(x,u)), β = 1, ...,m. (1.32)
These functions φβ are determined by a system of differential equations, denoted by S/H,
involving only invariant functions, that is, the dependent variables υβ, β = 1, ...,m, inde-
pendent variables λα, α = 1, ..., n− 1, and partial derivatives of υ with respect to λα.
Using an appropriately chosen basis of invariants, we are able to reduce the system
S of order n (with n independent variables x) to the system S/H of order n− 1 (with the
independent variables λ =

λ
1, ...,λn−1

. These "new" independent variables λ are called
similarity variables.
We note that the n+m− 1 variables λ and υ = (υ1, ..., υm) satisfy
Xυ = Xλ = 0. (1.33)
By letting λn be the (n+m) th coordinate satisfying
Xλn = 1, (1.34)
the generator X may be reduced to the normal form [130]
X =
∂
∂λ
n . (1.35)
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Consequently, if S is transformed to the system with independent variables λ and
dependent variables υ, we immediately see from (1.35) that the transformed system is
independent of λn (reduced by one). Thus the invariant solutions are of the given form
(1.32).
We illustrate the procedure for finding similarity variables and solutions for DEs with
the following example.
1.4.2 Similarity solutions of a PDE
Recall the nonlinear wave equation (1.12) of the form
u,t − uu,xx − u2,x = 0, (1.36)
with Lie algebras spanned by the operators (1.15). Let us use the operator X3 for the
reduction of the PDE which is given by
X3 = x
∂
∂x
+ 2u
∂
∂u
.
Characteristic equations of the form (1.29) are
dx
x
=
dt
0
=
du
2u
.
Solving, we have the functionally independent invariants
I1(x, t, u) = t, I2(x, t, u) =
u
x2
. (1.37)
Now, if we consider I1 ≡ λ1 and I2 ≡ υ, we will have implicit solutions for u of the form
(1.32) such that
υ = φ(λ1), (1.38)
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for some function φ.
Using the chain rule, we have the following expressions for the derivatives of u(x, t)
in terms of the new variables:
u = x2υ,
∂u
∂t
= x2
dυ
dt
,
∂u
∂x
= 2υx,
∂2u
∂x2
= 2υ,
which reduces the PDE (1.12) to the ODE
dυ
dt
− 6υ2 = 0. (1.39)
The number of independent variables has decreased by one, as expected. This reduced DE
has the general solution
υ =
−1
6λ1 − c1
,
for constant c1. Reverting to the original variables we have
u
x2
=
−1
6t− c1
,
and solving for u(x, t), gives the X3–invariant solution to the nonlinear wave equation
u(x, t) =
−x2
6t− c1
.
1.5 Computer algebra packages
The Lie symmetry method, while essentially algorithmic, is generally rather laborious to
carry out by hand. This makes the process well suited to the use of computers and symbolic
algebra systems such as MAPLE (B. Char, University of Waterloo, Canada). Using routines
written for MAPLE, one may automate the process of solving the determining equations and
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therefore generate the symmetries which are used to find similarity solutions. Of particular
interest to this study is the MAPLE package DESOLV [18].
1.5.1 The package DESOLV
The original version of DESOLV (K. Vu and J. Carminati [19, 18, 140]) runs in MAPLE
versions 9 or higher. DESOLV automates the process of deriving and solving determin-
ing equations for both ODEs and PDEs and thus yields the explicit expressions for the
infinitesimal functions ξ and η for a Lie point symmetry generator X of the form
X = ξk
∂
∂xk
+ ηβ
∂
∂uβ
.
Having found X ≡ cαXα, the user may choose one or any combination of Xα to find a
particular similarity solution. The main routines used by DESOLV (and, by extension, the
updated package DESOLVII to be discussed in Chapter 2) are listed below. For illustrative
examples and a thorough discussion of the DESOLV algorithms, see [19, 18, 140].
gendef
Description: For a given PDE/ODE or system S, gendef uses the condition XS ≡ 0
(modS) to generate a set of determining equations.
Syntax: gendef(EQN,DVAR,IVAR) where EQN is a list of differential equations,
DVAR a list of dependent variables and IVAR a list of independent variables.
Output: A list of the form [DET,INF,ARGS] where DET is a list of determining
equations (assumed “= 0” as per usual MAPLE output), INF a list of infinitesimal
functions and ARGS a list of dependent and independent variables.
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Remark 2 For all DESOLV and DESOLVII routines, the user should keep the same order
of the variables in DVAR and IVAR for consistency of output.
icde (internal/not accessible to user)
Description: The icde routine makes use of the equality of mixed partials to generate
(possibly) new equations to append to the original set of determining equations. This is
done by an ordering process which systematically takes and equates mixed partial
derivatives of increasing order for a given set of determining equations (for more
information, see [19]).
pdesolv
Description: A complex routine which attempts to integrate the set of differential
equations arising from the icde and gendef routines.
Syntax: pdesolv(LEQ,FV,IVAR,<options>) where LEQ is a list of linear
differential equations and FV a list of dependent functions. For a thorough discussion of
this routine and the additional options, see [19].
Output: A list of the form [UNSOL,INEQ,INF2,COF] where UNSOL is a list of
unsolved equations or conditions which must be satisfied by any functions denoted F_k,
k = 1, ... and constants denoted C_i, i = 1, ... appearing in the generator. If there are no
conditions present in UNSOL then the functions are assumed arbitrary for the given
arguments. INEQ is a list of the inequality conditions assumed on F_k and C_i, INF2 is
a list of solved infinitesimal functions and COF is a list of the functions and constants F_k
and C_i which appear in the generator.
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genvec
Description: Lists the set of linearly independent one parameter Lie point symmetry
operators.
Syntax: genvec(LSOL,LPAR,ARGS) where LSOL is a list of solved infinitesimals
and LPAR a list of parameters.
Output: A list containing the symmetries for each parameter (where _P is a merely a
placeholder for the differential operator).
classify
Description: Keeps track of any special cases which arise during the derivation and
solution of the determining equations; these include any denominators assumed to be
non-zero.
Syntax: classify();
Output: Lists, using MAPLE’s print command, any non-zero and linearly independent
assumptions made during the PDE solution process.
reduceVar
Description: Uses Lie’s method of reduction via invariants to reduce a DE or system of
DEs for a chosen symmetry operator.
Syntax: reduceVar(HEQNS,SYMM,ARGS,NAME) where HEQNS is a list of DEs to
be reduced (each equation must be expressed in the explicit form A = 0), SYMM is the
symmetry (or combination of symmetries) chosen for the reduction and expressed in the
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form as output by genvec, and NAME is an optional argument which stores the variable
change and can be accessed globally using the specified name.
Output: A set {REDEQNS} containing the reduced DEs expressed in the new variables.
originalVar
Description: Returns a set or list of reduced DEs which results from reduceVar to the
original variables.
Syntax: originalVar(REDEQNS,NAME) where NAME is the same as that used in the
original reduction using reduceVar.
Output: A set or list (depending on input) of equations expressed in the original variables.
1.5.2 A comparative study of DESOLV
While there exist a number of computer algebras packages, we have chosen in this study
to build packages around DESOLV. The reasons for this are two-fold. First, a recent com-
parative study by Butcher, Carminati and Vu [18] compared DESOLV to four other sym-
metry packages across a number of platforms. These were LIEPDE by T. Wolf [149]
and DIMSYM by Sherring and Prince [126] written for REDUCE, LIE [55] and BIGLIE
[56] by A.K. Head written for MUMATH; and MATHLIE by G. Baumann [9] written for
MATHEMATICA and available through the MATHEMATICA Program Library. Another ex-
cellent comparative study by [54] may also be of interest to the reader keen to broaden their
knowledge of available computer algebra symmetry packages and their uses. A review of
more recent automated symmetry packages may also be found in Chapter 2.
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We now briefly summarise the results of the comparative study [18]. For the com-
parisons, a set of 19 non-trivial PDEs and systems of PDEs was chosen and each package
used to find classical Lie point symmetries for each PDE. We note that a number of cri-
teria were used to determine the "best" package for finding Lie symmetries with minimal
user intervention. The number of symmetries, and time taken to find them, was recorded
and these symmetries were then compared with those known in the literature. The pack-
age which found all (or the most) correct symmetries for a PDE or system was declared
the "best" for that run; if two or more packages found the same number of symmetries, the
fastest time decided the best package. The ease of use was also considered for each pack-
age and analysed the type of input, need for initial transformations, format of the output
and the amount of user intervention required throughout the procedure. Overall, DESOLV
finds complete sets of symmetries for the given set of equations (the only package to do
so), requires no user intervention throughout the procedure and no re-expression of PDEs
to match a predefined form, and provides output in a standard mathematical format (output
is printed to mimic the familiar vector form for symmetry operators). Consequently, while
not the fastest at each run, DESOLV was considered for these reasons to be the most effi-
cient and accurate symmetry package of the five packages compared. Hence, we believe
the result of this comparative study supports our choice to use DESOLV as the base for the
symmetry packages presented in this thesis.
The second reason for using DESOLV is that, from a program design perspective,
the package uses small modules and sub-routines which may be extracted (by following a
command tree) and are able to operate independent of the main package. Consequently,
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useful routines from DESOLV may be adapted to other problems. An example of this is
found in the work of Bîla˘ [10] who modified the gendef routine to find the determining
equations of nonclassical symmetries with a new routine gendefnc. In Chapter 4 we
will discuss extracted DESOLV routines and, in particular, their applications to finding
approximate symmetries in this study.
1.6 Outline of the thesis
The aim of this thesis is to provide an overview of the application of computer algebra
packages for automating a number of symmetry methods. These include the determination
of higher symmetries (both contact and Lie–Bäcklund), approximate symmetries (using
three known methods) and symmetries for fractional differential equations (FDEs). In the
case of the latter two methods, two symmetry packages (ASP and FracSym) have been
entirely written by the author (G.F. Jefferson) and used to provide interesting new solutions
and classifications for a number of physical problems. A novel symmetry method (associate
symmetries) has also been proposed for finding a subset of contact symmetries for DEs for
which no contact symmetries could previously be found.
In Chapter 2, we introduce the MAPLE symmetry package DESOLVII (Vu, Jefferson
and Carminati [141]), which is the latest version of the package DESOLV (Vu and Carmi-
nati [19]). This updated package is now able to efficiently find higher symmetries (both
contact and Lie–Bäcklund) for differential equations and systems with minimal user inter-
vention. The syntax and applications of DESOLVII are described and the package is then
compared against two other similar MAPLE packages, GeM (Cheviakov [21]) and SADE
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(Rocha Filho and Figueiredo [119]), using a testbed of DEs. The results of this thorough
comparison are provided and a number of previously unreported higher symmetries, found
using DESOLVII, are also presented.
Extending the work from the previous chapters, Chapter 3 proposes a new method for
finding contact symmetries for both ordinary and partial DEs. The method was proposed in
light of the fact that symmetries more general than Lie point are often difficult to find. This
is due to an increased dependency of the infinitesimal functions on differential quantities.
As a consequence, the invariant surface condition is often unable to be "split" into a rea-
sonably sized set of determining equations ψρ = 0, if at all. The problem of solving such a
system of equations is here reduced to the problem of finding its own point symmetries V
and thus subsequent similarity solutions to ψρ = 0. These solutions will (in general) corre-
spond to some subset of symmetries of the original differential equations. For this reason,
we have termed these symmetries V associate symmetries. We use this method of asso-
ciate symmetries to determine new contact symmetries for a non-linear PDE and a second
order ODE which could not previously be found using computer algebra packages; such
symmetries for the latter are particularly difficult to find. We also consider a differential
equation with known contact symmetries in order to illustrate that the associate symmetry
procedure may, in some cases, be able to retrieve all such symmetries.
In Chapter 4, a recent paper [112] is considered which compared three methods of
determining approximate symmetries of differential equations. Two of these methods
are well known and involve either a perturbation of the classical Lie symmetry genera-
tor of the differential system (Baikov, Gazizov and Ibragimov [7, 65]) or a perturbation of
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the dependent variable/s and subsequent determination of the classical Lie point symme-
tries of the resulting coupled system (Fushchych and Shtelen [42]), both up to a specified
order in the perturbation parameter. The third method, proposed by Pakdemirli, Yürü-
soy and Dolapçi [112], simplifies the calculations required by Fushchych and Shtelen’s
method through the assignment of arbitrary functions to the non-linear components prior
to computing symmetries. All three methods have been implemented in the new MAPLE
package ASP (Automated Symmetry Package) which is an add-on to DESOLVII. To our
knowledge, this is the first computer package to automate all three methods of determining
approximate symmetries for differential systems. Extensions to the theory have also been
suggested for the third method (regarding the input form of the given DEs) and to gener-
alise the first method to systems of differential equations. Finally, using ASP, a number of
approximate symmetries and corresponding solutions are compared with results in the lit-
erature and the package’s classification routine is used to find functions which extend the
approximate symmetry algebra for a given DE.
Following the discussion of ASP’s algorithms and the presentation of new approxi-
mate symmetries, Chapter 5 provides an example of the application of ASP in finding ana-
lytical solutions for a particular physical problem. The exact solutions of three-dimensional
equations of motion for internal gravity waves, given in cylindrical coordinates in un-
bounded media, are found by means of approximate transformation groups of equations
with a small parameter. The introduction of the small parameter was motivated by the
Kelvin hypothesis which predicts a vanishing of the component of the velocity ur normal
to the wall of rectilinear motion. As a particular application to oceanic and atmospheric
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modeling, the time series of the energy density was visualized as spinning patterns which,
compared with the flow around a low-pressure area, are linked to the modelling of hurri-
canes. More specifically, the zeroth-order (classical) invariant solutions were visualized as
funnels having something in common with the geometric structure of oceanic whirlpools.
To assess the effects of the small parameter, the approximate invariant solutions are com-
pared to the exact (zeroth-order) solutions and the physical implications are then briefly
discussed.
To conclude the study of approximate symmetries, Chapter 6 investigates a forced
Korteweg-de Vries (fKdV) equation, u,t + cu,x + αuu,x + βu,xxx = βF (t), which arises
in the modelling of tsunami generation by submarine landslides. Approximate symmetries
are found for the fKdV equation using the method as proposed by Fushchich and Shtelen
[42]. Symmetries are found to second order in the perturbation parameter using ASP (Jef-
ferson and Carminati [77]). ASP also allows particular forms of the arbitrary function F (t)
to be found which extend the symmetry algebra and hence a full approximate symmetry
classification of the fKdV equation is obtained. Optimal systems of one-dimensional sub-
algebras are also determined. Corresponding approximate invariant solutions to the fKdV
equation are then constructed for particular F (t) using DESOLVII routines.
Chapter 7 explores one of the most recent advancements in Lie symmetry analysis;
that of the applications of symmetries for finding invariant solutions for fractional order
differential equations (FDEs). Consequently, we present an algorithm for the systematic
calculation of Lie point symmetries for FDEs using the method first described by Buckwar
& Luchko [17] and Gazizov, Kasatkin & Lukashchuk [45, 46, 47]. The method has been
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generalised here to allow for the determination of symmetries for FDEs with n independent
variables and for systems of partial FDEs. The algorithm has been implemented in the
new MAPLE package FracSym (Jefferson and Carminati 2013 [80]) which uses routines
from DESOLVII (Vu, Jefferson and Carminati [141]) and ASP (Jefferson and Carminati
[77]). We introduce FracSym by investigating the symmetries of a number of FDEs.
Specific forms of any arbitrary functions, which may extend the symmetry algebras, are
also determined. For each of the FDEs discussed, selected invariant solutions are then
presented.
Finally, Chapter 8 summarises the main findings of the thesis. This section also
contains some concluding remarks and proposals for future work.
Throughout the thesis, a number of illustrative examples are provided to clarify pro-
posed theory and demonstrate the input and output of various algorithms/packages. While
the algorithms are described in detail in the corresponding sections, it should be noted
that, for brevity, the source code for each of the symmetry packages presented is contained
in the supplementary material rather than in the body of the text. Instructional MAPLE
worksheets and the source code may also be accessed for DESOLV, DESOLVII, ASP and
FracSym directly from the authors or from the CPC Program Library, Queen’s Univer-
sity of Belfast, N. Ireland.
Chapter 2
Finding higher symmetries of differential
equations using the MAPLE package
DESOLVII
’Do you think we were all created for a purpose? I’d like to think so.’
— Sonny from I, Robot (2004)
In this chapter, we introduce and describe the MAPLE computer algebra package
DESOLVII, which is a major upgrade of DESOLV. DESOLVII now includes new rou-
tines allowing the determination of higher symmetries (contact and Lie–Bäcklund) for sys-
tems of both ordinary and partial differential equations (ODEs and PDEs respectively). A
number of illustrative examples are presented to demonstrate DESOLVII and the ability
of the package to find particular forms for arbitrary functions which may extend a given
symmetry algebra. In addition, significant improvements have been implemented to the al-
gorithms in DESOLVII, particularly with regards to PDE solution. Finally, we have made
some improvements in the overall automated process so as to improve user friendliness by
reducing user intervention where possible. For a program summary describing the specifics
of DESOLVII, please refer to Appendix A.
The theory of continuous groups of Lie point transformations, and their application
to determining group invariant solutions for differential equations, has been discussed in
Chapter 1. Here, we present the theory for generalised (or higher) symmetries.
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2.1 Higher symmetries: Contact and Lie–Bäcklund
In comparison to classical point symmetries, higher symmetries present problems in that
the split system of determining equations is (often) more difficult to solve. The difficulty
arises from the fact that the infinitesimal functions (and corresponding finite variable trans-
formations) are dependent on derivatives of the dependent variable/s of a differential equa-
tion (or system). The volumes [63, 64, 65] serve as useful compendiums for both point and
higher symmetries.
First, in order to generalise Lie’s infinitesimal functions, a key result is that the two
local coordinate transformations
x˜i = xi + εξˆ
i
(x,u,u(1),u(2), ...,u(k)) +O(ε
2),
u˜γ = uγ + εηˆγ(x,u,u(1),u(2), ...,u(k)) +O(ε
2), (2.40)
and
x˜i = xi,
u˜γ = uγ + ε[ηˆγ(x,u,u(1),u(2), ...,u(k))− uγ,iξˆ
i
(x,u,u(1),u(2), ...,u(k))] +O(ε
2)
≡ uγ + εηγ(x,u,u(1),u(2), ...,u(k)) +O(ε2), (2.41)
are fully equivalent for i = 1, .., n and γ = 1, ...,m [12]. Consequently, the two corre-
sponding infinitesimal generators
Xˆ = ξˆ
i
(x,u,u(1),u(2), ...,u(k))
∂
∂xi
+ ηˆγ(x,u,u(1),u(2), ...,u(k))
∂
∂uγ
, (2.42)
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and
U = [ηˆγ(x,u,u(1),u(2), ...,u(k))− uγ,iξˆ
i
(x,u,u(1),u(2), ...,u(k))]
∂
∂uγ
(2.43)
≡ ηγ(x,u,u(1),u(2), ...,u(k))
∂
∂uγ
, (2.44)
are also equivalent. Hence for symmetries higher than Lie point, we shall only, without
loss in generality, consider symmetry generators U of the form (2.44). Note that (2.44) is
called a canonical Lie–Bäcklund operator [63] and any operator of the form (2.42) may be
reduced to this form (the DESOLVII output is given in canonical form).
2.1.1 Lie–Bäcklund symmetries
Lie–Bäcklund transformations are the most general one parameter (continuous) symmetry
group transformations. This is because the (finite) transformations depend not only on x
and u but essentially on some derivative/s of order  2, that is
x˜i = x˜i(x,u,u(1),u(2), ...; ε),
u˜α = u˜α(x,u,u(1),u(2), ...; ε), (2.45)
for n independent variables x = (x1, ..., xn), m dependent variables u = (u1, ..., um),
derivatives u(1) = {u,k}, u(2) = {u,ik}, ... for some continuous parameter ε where ε = 0
corresponds to the identity and i = 1, .., n, α = 1, ...,m. These transformations must also
be extended to the derivatives according to
u˜α,i = u˜
α
,i(x,u,u(1),u(2), ...; ε),
u˜α,ij = u˜
α
,ij(x,u,u(1),u(2), ...; ε),
... (2.46)
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for i, j = 1, .., n.
By expanding (2.45) in a Taylor series about ε = 0 we will have a system of the
form (2.40). Hence, this implies that the infinitesimal forms for (2.45) are given by the
equivalent expressions
x˜i = xi
u˜α = uα + ε
%
ηˆ
α(x,u,u(1))− uα,iξˆ
i
(x,u,u(1))
&
+O(ε2)
≈ uα + ε

ηα(x,u,u(1),u(2), ...)

+O(ε2), ηα ≡ ∂u˜
α
∂ε
|
ε=0
...
u˜α,i1i2...ik = u
α
,i1i2...ik
+ ε

(k)ηαi1i2...ik(x,u,u(1),u(2), ...)

+O(ε2),
(k)ηαi1i2...ik ≡
∂u˜αi1i2...ik
∂ε
|
ε=0
(2.47)
for k = 1, .., n and where the extension formulae for (k)ηαi1i2...ik may be found in [12]. The
corresponding infinitesimal symmetry generator for (2.47) in the canonical form is thus
U (k) = ηα(x,u,u(1),u(2), ...)
∂
∂uα
+ ...+(k) ηαi1i2...ik(x,u,u(1),u(2), ...)
∂
∂uα,i1i2...ik
, (2.48)
for α = 1, ...,m, and where U (k) is the kth extension of U.
Consider a system S of PDEs given by
S : F σ(x,u,u(1),u(2), ...,u(k)) = 0, σ = 1, ..., p. (2.49)
From an infinitesimal standpoint, a transformation of the form (2.45) with generator (2.48)
is a Lie–Bäcklund symmetry of (2.49) if and only if
U (k)F σ(x,u,u(1),u(2), ...,u(k))|Fσ=0 = 0, for σ = 1, ..., p. (2.50)
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As was the case for point symmetries, Lie–Bäcklund symmetries may be used for the re-
duction in the number of variables of a PDE or system.
2.1.2 Contact symmetries
For contact symmetries, one or more of the infinitesimal functions must depend on some
first derivative/s of the dependent variable; no higher derivatives may be present in the
infinitesimals. Consequently, contact transformations may be considered a particular case
of Lie–Bäcklund transformations [118].
Consider a kth order PDE with n independent variables x = (x1, ..., xn) and one
dependent variable u given by
F (x, u, u(1), u(2), ..., u(k)) = 0. (2.51)
We need only consider this situation since it has been stated in the literature [130]
that no genuine contact symmetry exists for PDEs with more than one dependent variable.
Hence, we define a one parameter finite transformation group (diffeomorphism) in x, u,
and all first (partial) derivatives of u, of the form
x˜i = x˜i(x, u, u(1); ε), u˜ = u˜(x, u, u(1); ε), u˜,j = u˜,j(x, u, u(1); ε), ... (2.52)
with parameter ε where ε = 0 corresponds to the identity and i, j = 1, .., n. At this point,
it is important to note that, in order for the transformations u˜,i to be independent of u(2),
every contact transformation must satisfy the contact condition [12, 60]
du˜ = u˜,jdx˜j
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and
∂u˜
∂u,i
− u˜,j
∂x˜j
∂u,i
= 0, (2.53)
∂u˜
∂xi
+ u,i
∂u˜
∂u
= u˜,j

∂x˜j
∂xi
+ u,i
∂x˜j
∂u

. (2.54)
This contact condition, and its finite and infinitesimal implications, are discussed further in
the following chapter.
Again, by expanding the transformations (2.52) in a Taylor series about ε = 0 we
have
x˜i = xi + ε
%
ξˆ
i
(x, u, u(1))
&
+O(ε2), ξˆ
i ≡ ∂x˜
i
∂ε
|
ε=0
u˜ = u+ ε

ηˆ(x, u, u(1))

+O(ε2), ηˆ ≡ ∂u˜
∂ε
|
ε=0
u˜,i = u,i + ε

(1)ηˆi(x, u, u(1))

+O(ε2), (1)ηˆi ≡
∂u˜,i
∂ε
|
ε=0
... (2.55)
The corresponding infinitesimal generator of (2.52) to first extension is thus
Xˆ(1) = ξˆ
i
(x, u, u(1))
∂
∂xi
+ ηˆ(x, u, u(1))
∂
∂u
+ (1)ηˆi(x, u, u(1))
∂
∂u,i
, (2.56)
where the (1)ηˆi are given by
(1)ηˆi = Dxi ηˆ − u,jD
j
xi
ξˆ, (2.57)
with total derivative Dxi =
∂
∂xi
+ u,i
∂
∂u
+ u,ik
∂
∂u,k
+ .... The prolongation formulae for
higher derivatives of ηˆ may be found in [12].
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Of course, we may also consider the equivalent finite transformation to (2.55)
x˜i = xi, (2.58)
u˜ = u+ ε[ηˆ(x, u, u(1))− u,iξˆ
i
(x, u, u(1))] +O(ε
2)
≡ u+ εη(x, u, u(1)) +O(ε2),
with corresponding generator
U = [ηˆ(x, u, u(1))− u,iξˆ
i
(x, u, u(1))]
∂
∂u
≡ η(x, u, u(1))
∂
∂u
. (2.59)
Thus, any first order Lie–Bäcklund transformation with generator η(x, u, u(1))
∂
∂u
is uniquely
equivalent to a contact transformation. Furthermore, it is required that the function η(x, u, u(1))
contains at least one term non-linear in the first derivative u(1) in order to correspond to a
true contact symmetry [96]. Functions linear in u(1) simply correspond to extended point
symmetries; hereafter we are concerned only with genuine higher symmetries.
Formally, the contact transformation given by (2.59) is a contact symmetry if U (k)
leaves F invariant in the sense that
U (k)F (x, u, u(1), u(2), ..., u(k))|F=0 = 0, (2.60)
where U (k) is the kth extension of U .
In a similar manner as for point symmetries, contact symmetries may be used to
reduce the number of variables in a PDE. The method of reduction of variables relies on
the fact that the infinitesimal contact symmetry generator (2.59) leaves invariant not only a
PDE of the form (2.51) as per (2.60) but also the homogeneous PDE
η(x, u, u(1)) = 0, (2.61)
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that is [130]
U (1)η(x, u, u(1))|η=0 = 0. (2.62)
Essentially, the condition η = 0 may be solved for a particular u,i. This u,i is then used (by
taking additional partial derivatives) to eliminate u,ip etc. For an illustrative example, see
[130].
Another application of contact symmetries is their use in linearising PDEs (see [137]
for a simple example). If there exists an invertible transformation μ which maps a given
nonlinear scalar PDE to a linear scalar PDE then μ must be a contact transformation [12].
2.2 An algorithm for finding higher symmetries
For contact and Lie–Bäcklund symmetries, the infinitesimal functions have an increased
number of dependencies than for Lie point symmetries. However, by representing an infin-
itesimal symmetry operator in canonical form, there are a smaller number of infinitesimal
functions to be solved. The algorithm for generating the determining equations for higher
symmetries using the function defeqn can be divided into four main steps:
Step 1. Sort the equations of the input system in ascending order according to their leading
derivatives.
Step 2. For each input equation:
Step 2.1 Create an infinitesimal symmetry operator in canonical form which only has
dependent variables and derivatives that occur in the equation.
Step 2.2 Apply the infinitesimal symmetry operator to the input equation.
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Step 2.3 Apply the modding process by reducing the result of Step 2.2 with the derivative
quantities (and differential consequences) of those chosen to be solved for. Note:
DESOLVII chooses these quantities automatically.
Step 2.4 Extract coefficients of derivatives of dependent variables which the infinitesimal
functions do not depend on.
Step 3 Sort the extracted system according to their leading derivatives in ascending order.
Step 4 Reduce the extracted system with respect to its one-term equations.
In DESOLVII, we introduce an extra switch, blocksize, for the pdesolv func-
tion. This switch gives the user control over how many equations pdesolv solves at a
time and can be very useful for large determining systems. The routine pdesolv uses
the blocksize switch to split the system into multiple blocks with the number of equa-
tions in each block equal to blocksize (a similar method has been used in [149, 130]).
We note that generally (and within reason), a larger number of smaller blocks is to be pre-
ferred to a smaller number of larger blocks since, in the former, less resources are used and
pdesolv is more efficient. To begin the process, pdesolv first solves equations in block
1. Then it couples the remaining unsolved equations from block 1 with equations in block
2 and solves them, and so on. It terminates the process when it attempts to solve all the
blocks and returns the remaining unsolved equations, if any. The algorithm for using the
blocksize switch is as follows:
Function of pdesolv with blocksize = s
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Step 1. Sort equations according to their length in ascending order.
Step 2. Set number of blocks = number of equation/s chosen.
Step 3 Set H = an empty system.
Step 3.1 For B from 1 by 1 to number of blocks set i = B ∗ s.
Step 3.2 Set H = H union [Ei+1, .., Ei+s].
Step 3.3 Solve the system H and assign unsolved equations back to H.
Step 4 Return the solution with unsolved equations, if any.
2.3 Syntax for DESOLVII
DESOLVII (Vu and Carminati, 2010) has been written for MAPLE versions 9 and above to
find classical Lie point, contact and Lie–Bäcklund symmetries for differential systems. To
load, the read command is used and the package is initialised by with(desolv). In this
section, we present the operation of DESOLVII with particular emphasis on its ability to
determine contact and Lie–Bäcklund symmetries. For Lie point symmetries, both DESOLV
[19] and DESOLVII may be used.
Table 2.1 contains all commands for DESOLVII. However, we summarise the syntax
for defeqn, pdesolv, genvec, gendef and classify only; for information on the
additional commands which are also used in DESOLV, see [140]. Note that the DESOLVII
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PDE solution routine pdesolv should not be confused with the in-built MAPLE PDE
solution routine pdsolve.
Table 2.1. Description of package commands
Command Output
defeqn Lie point or higher determining systems
pdesolv Solution of a system of PDEs
genvec Independent symmetry generators in operator form
gendef Lie point determining system
classify List of non-zero assumptions made during solution process
comtab Commutator table for given operators
liesolve Invariant solution with chosen symmetry
originalVar Similarity variables in terms of original variables
reduceVar Lists PDEs expressed in terms of the similarity variables
symmetry Collection of symmetries admitted by the system
Input/output parameters
deqns - a list of differential equations (maybe of the form A = B, A = 0 or A where
"=0" is assumed).
dvar - a list of dependent variables.
ivar - a list of independent variables.
deteqs - a list of the determining equations.
infs - a list of the infinitesimal functions η to be found. These are subscripted by the
appropriate dependent variable, e.g. ηu
args - the list of arguments of the infinitesimal functions.
lpar - a list of parameters.
defeqn
Function: Generates determining equations for Lie point as well as higher symmetries
(contact and Lie–Bäcklund)
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Calling sequence: defeqn(deqns,dvar,ivar,type=’symm’,order=q)where
symm is either point, contact or liebacklund. q (optional) is an integer > 1
and is the order of the highest derivative of the variable/s present in the infinitesimal
function when symm = liebacklund. Note that the switch order is not used for point
or contact symmetries. Additionally, while Lie–Bäcklund symmetries of order=0 and
order=1 may correspond to point and contact type symmetries respectively,
symm=point or symm=contact should be used instead.
Output: A list [deteqs,infs,args]. Output may be used directly as the input for
pdesolv.
pdesolv
Function: The pdesolv routine has been retained and improved from DESOLV and is
used to integrate systems of PDEs. For further details on pdesolv see [19]. The
"Blocksize" option has now been introduced to improve efficiency.
Calling sequence: pdesolv(deqns,lofn,lvar) where lofn is a list of functions
to be solved for (with arguments) and lvar a list of arguments for the functions in lofn.
Output: A list of the form [unsol,ineq,sols,cf] where unsol is a list of
unsolved equations which must be satisfied by any functions present in sols, ineq is a
list of inequality conditions assumed on the unknown functions, sols is the list of
solutions for the functions lofn and cf a list of constants and functions which appear in
the solutions.
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genvec
Function: Lists the one-parameter symmetry groups.
Calling sequence: genvec(lsol,lpar,lvar) where lsol is a list of solutions for
the infinitesimal functions (lsol may be the output from pdesolv) and lvar a list of
the dependent variables which must match the order of dependent variables used in the
defeqn routine
Output: The infinitesimal generators in a form which is dependent on the chosen
infolevel. The default output for k parameters is a list of k symmetry generators.
Note that for higher symmetries inm dependent variables u, generators will be in the
canonical form ηui(args)∂/∂ui for i = 1, ..,m.
classify
Function: Keeps track of any non-zero and linearly independent assumptions on the
variable combinations automatically assumed during the solution process using
pdesolv.
Calling sequence: classify()
Output: Prints any non-zero and linearly independent assumptions made during the
solution process.
2.4 An illustrative example: higher symmetries of the
Harry-Dym equation
As an illustrative example, we provide the MAPLE input and output (with comments) using
the routine defeqn for determining the Lie–Bäcklund symmetries of the non-linear Harry-
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Dym equation [131]:
∂u
∂t
− λu3∂
3u
∂x3
= 0. (2.63)
> #-Input DE, declare variables and order of Lie-Backlund symmetry
> liebacklunddef := defeqn([diff(u(x,t),t) - lambda*u(x,t)^3*
diff(u(x,t),x,x,x) = 0],[u],[x,t],type=’liebacklund’,order=5):
#-Solve the resulting system of determining equations
> lbsol := pdesolv(liebacklunddef[1],liebacklunddef[2],
liebacklunddef[3]);
lbsol := [[ ], [ ], [ηu(x, t, u, u_x, u_xx, u_xxx, u_xxxx, u_xxxxx) = C_1 u_x+
C_2 xu_x+ 3 C_2 u3tλu_xxx+ 3u3 C_3 u_xxx tλ+ 5 C_4 u3u_xxx u_x2+
10 C_4 u4u_xxx u_xx+ 10 C_4 u4u_xxxx u_x+ 2 C_4 u5u_xxxxx+ u C_3
−x2 C_5 u_x+ 2x C_5 u+ u3u_xxx C_6], [C_1, C_2, C_3, C_4, C_5, C_6]]
> #-Generate independent symmetry vectors
> lhvec := genvec(lbsol[3],lbsol[4],[u]);
lhvec :=

u_x

∂
∂u

, (3u3tλu_xxx+ xu_x)

∂
∂u

, (3u3tλu_xxx+ u)

∂
∂u

,
(2u5u_xxxxx+ 10u4u_x u_xxxx+ 10u4u_xx u_xxx+ 5u3u_x2u_xxx)

∂
∂u

,
(−x2u_x+ 2ux)

∂
∂u

, u3u_xxx

∂
∂u

Jet notation has been used such that, for example, u_xx ≡ ∂
2u
∂x2
.Additionally, DESOLVII
has automatically chosen to solve (2.63) for u_t and thus the infinitesimal functions to fifth
order depend on (x, t, u_x, u_xx, u_xxx, u_xxxx, u_xxxxx). We note that the output is
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clear and easy to interpret since it is in conventional mathematical form. Minimal user in-
tervention is required as DESOLVII automatically rearranges the differential equation/s
into the required form and generates derivative quantities for which to solve. DESOLVII
relies on its own PDE solution routine pdesolv which utilises the MAPLE PDE solver
pdsolve1.
There are two key steps in the solving process as used by the MAPLE routine pdsolve.
Essentially they are: (1) Uncoupling of the differential system using differential algebra
techniques and (2) the PDE subsystems are solved for a single unknown, and, after remov-
ing this unknown, there will exist a PDE subsystem that sequentially depends only on one
less unknown. NB: For further information, see the pdsolve MAPLE help file [143].
2.5 Exact solutions using higher symmetries
The method for using Lie–Bäcklund symmetries to find exact solutions is detailed in [130],
but essentially, there are two methods we may use with the generator/s given in the canon-
ical form [63]. The first method involves determining the finite variable transformations
from their corresponding infinitesimal functions by integration of the resulting character-
istic equations (see [12]). For the second method, we begin by using the infinitesimal
functions in canonical form U = ηα ∂∂uα (for α dependent variables). Next, let the ηα = 0
and augment these conditions with the original PDE/s. This, with substitution taking ap-
propriate differential consequences into account, may allow us to find a particular solution
of the PDE or system. As an example, we consider determining a third order Lie–Bäcklund
1 Note comments by Cheviakov in relation to his symmetry package GeM [23] and problems with pdsolve.
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symmetry and corresponding similarity solution for the Fokker-Planck equation [18]:
∂u
∂t
=
∂2u
∂x2
+ x
∂u
∂x
+ u, (2.64)
where the infinitesimal functions depend on (x, t, u_x, u_xx, u_xxx). Note that the full
sets of both Lie point and third order Lie–Bäcklund symmetries for (2.64) are given in
Appendix B. We will use the following symmetry, found by DESOLVII:
U = e−t(u,xxx + xu,xx)
∂
∂u
, (2.65)
to generate a similarity solution to (2.64). According to the second method, we append
ηu = 0 to the original equation where:
ηu ≡
∂v
∂x
+ xv = 0, v =
∂2u
∂x2
. (2.66)
Solving the system (2.66) for u yields
u(x, t) = F_3(t) +
1
2
F_1(t)
√
π erf

1
2
√
2x
√
2x+ F_1(t)e−
1
2
x2 + F_2(t)x, (2.67)
where F_1(t), F_2(t) and F_3(t) are arbitrary functions. Next, we substitute (2.67) into
the original differential equation (2.64) with the result that
F_3(t) +
1
2
F_1(t)
√
π erf

1
2
√
2x
√
2x+ F_1(t)e−
1
2
x2 + F_2(t)x−
2F_1(t)e−
1
2
x2 − F_1(t)
√
π erf

1
2
√
2x
√
2x− 2F_2(t)x− F_2(t) = 0, (2.68)
where derivatives with respect to t are denoted by . Solving (2.68) gives
F_1(t) = c1e2t, F_2(t) = c2e2t, F_3(t) = c3et, ci = const. (2.69)
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Substituting (2.69) into (2.67) and simplifying, the similarity solution corresponding to the
third order Lie–Bäcklund generator (2.65) is
u(x, t) =
1
2
et

c1e
t
√
π erf

1
2
√
2x
√
2x+ 2c1e
te−
1
2
x2 + 2c2e
tx+ 2c3

. (2.70)
2.6 Comparative study
Recently, a number of comparative studies of computer algebra packages for finding Lie
point symmetries have been published (see [18, 54] amongst others). Since DESOLVII is
capable of determining higher symmetries of differential systems, we present a brief com-
parison of some packages currently available for the popular symbolic computing program
MAPLE. We focus on three of the latest packages which are able to determine higher sym-
metries; these are listed in Table 2.2 with their authors and current version of the package.
Note that other packages also exist for finding higher symmetries including REDUCE pack-
ages CRACK/LIEPDE [148, 149] and DIMSYM [126] as well as MUMATH packages LIE
and BIGLIE [55, 56]. Furthermore, due to the nature of this study, only a short summary
of the key findings is presented here.
Table 2.2. Higher symmetries packages for comparison
Package (version) Program (version/s) Author/s
DESOLVII MAPLE (11 and higher) Carminati and Vu
GeM (0.31.28.6) MAPLE (12 and 13, Classic only ) Cheviakov
SADE (3-Beta) MAPLE (12 and 13) Filho and Figueiredo
For this comparison, a PC clone was used with the following key features: an In-
tel Core i7-740QM, 1.73 GHz CPU with 4 GB of 1066MHz SDRAM and a 640 GB
5400rpm HDD. A small testbed of 8 PDEs was selected and each package was used to
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determine (genuine) contact and Lie–Bäcklund symmetries which exist, if any. Where pos-
sible, symmetries were compared with those in the literature; in particular we again note
that [63, 64, 65] serve as valuable compendiums for this purpose.
The next section provides a concise introduction to GeM [21, 23] and SADE [119].
For a more thorough explanation of syntax and worked examples for each of the listed
packages, we refer the reader to the relevant literature.
2.6.1 GeM and SADE package details
We present here a summary of the key features of the two other packages in the comparative
study, GeM and SADE, with a focus on determination of higher symmetries.
The package GeM
GeM ("General Module") [21, 23] generates and solves a set of determining equations
given a PDE/system for both point and higher symmetries. GeM is also able to compute
conservation laws. It is important to note that the determining equations that GeM outputs
are fed to the MAPLE rifsimp routine, for simplification and case splitting, when the
given PDE/system contains arbitrary functions and/or constants (these must be specified
and input by the user). The MAPLE pdsolve routine is then used to integrate the system.
The MAPLE packages linalg, DEtools and PDEtools may also be initialised with
GeM, however, we note that the latest version of GeM [23] has different syntax to the
version presented in [21].
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In terms of the new syntax, three key declarations must be made. First, the command
gem_decl_vars(indeps=[IV], deps=[DV], freefunc=[AF], freeconst
=[AC]) is used to declare the following: independent [IV] and dependent [DV] vari-
ables (it is suggested that capitals be used for dependent variables to aid readability), con-
stitutive functions [AF] (optional) and free constants [AC] (optional).
The second command, gem_decl_eqs([eqs],[solve_for]), requires the
declarations of the given system of equations (ODEs/PDEs) in [eqs] which must be ex-
pressed in the form "A = 0" or "A = B" and the derivative quantities for which each equa-
tion in [eqs] must be solved for in [solve_for] (if the PDE/system is not solvable
for the given quantities, an error is returned). Third, the split system of determining equa-
tions is obtained by using the command overdet_sys := gem_symm_det_eqs
([symmetry_depends_on], < options >). The declarations made should in-
clude the list [symmetry_depends_on] which states the independent and dependent
variables, as well as any derivatives, the tangent vector field components ξi and ηα may de-
pend upon. An important option is the switch in_evolutionary_form=K. If K=TRUE
then the infinitesimal generators are given in the canonical form (2.48). If K=FALSE, the
generators are given in the familiar form (2.42).
The GeM command gem_symm_det_eqs(sym_sol) outputs the symmetry gen-
erators where sym_sol is the solution of overdet_sys. We note that for an infinite
dimensional algebra, only those generators which comprise a finite dimensional algebra
appear to be returned.
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The package SADE
The symmetry package SADE ("Symmetry Analysis of Differential Equations") has
a broad range of functions including determining Lie point, nonclassical, Lie–Bäcklund
and potential symmetries, and invariant solutions (for a full list of functions, see [119]).
The syntax for SADE in finding point and higher order classical symmetries is straight-
forward. For Lie–Bäcklund symmetries, the command LBsymmetries(eqs, unks,
derdep, <,options >) is used to obtain the symmetry generators of the form (2.48)
where the PDE/system is stored as a set eqs, unks is a list of the dependent variables
with their arguments and derdep is the list of derivatives upon which the infinitesimal
function/s depend. Optional arguments include determining (outputs the determin-
ing equations), involutive (reduces the determining system to its involutive form) and
parameter = paramset which finds generators with conditions placed on the free
parameters as stated in paramset.
2.6.2 Results
The results from the comparative study are displayed in Tables 2.3 and 2.4 where the
number of determining equations returned (for GeM these are taken as the number before
rifsimp is applied) and the total time taken (in secs) for the complete solution (from
input of PDEs to output of the vector space) has been recorded for each package. Point
symmetries of the PDEs were also determined using all three packages. The PDEs used for
comparison are: 1. Sine-Gordon [12]; 2. Fokker-Planck [18]; 3. Special Euler-Poisson-
Darboux [64]; 4. Fokas-Yortsos-Rosen [35]; 5. Harry-Dym [131]; 6. Korteweg-de Vries
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[131]; 7. Quasi-linear Evolution [134]; 8. 1D Schrödinger Cubic Nonlinearity [64] (a
system of PDEs).
The time (in secs) taken to find only the determining equations has also been in-
cluded in brackets next to the number of determining equations found for each system.
All packages found all the expected point symmetries for every PDE/system except for the
Fokas-Yortsos-Rosen equation (SADE fails). Note that the order of the higher symmetries
for each PDE/system may be found in Appendix B. When a package fails to find the full set
of symmetries for the PDE/s, the number missing is listed. Additionally, the symbol "−" is
used to denote a PDE for which a package has been unable to produce any symmetries in
a "reasonable" amount of time, "None" denotes a PDE where the package outputs 0 sym-
metries while "FAIL" indicates a fatal error or exception has occurred within the package
(such as recursive assignment or an improper op or subscript selector) and has prevented it
from finding any solutions.
Table 2.3. Comparison results for point symmetries
DESOLVII GeM SADE
Equation # # Det. Eqns Time (s) # Det. Eqns Time (s) # Det. Eqns Time (s)
1 8 (0.062) 0.156 12 (0.093) 0.561 12 (0.031) 0.125
2 7 (0.031) 0.140 9 (0.063) 0.967 9 (0.015) 0.203
3 8 (0.015) 0.124 16 (0.093) 0.795 16 (0.015) 0.265
4 7 (0.062) 0.125 10 (0.296) 1.029 FAIL FAIL
5 8 (0.031) 0.125 20 (0.110) 0.671 19 (0.016) 0.187
6 8 (0.047) 0.094 20 (0.109) 0.686 19 (0.031) 0.140
7 10 (0.125) 0.172 24 (0.188) 0.780 19 (0.031) 0.203
8 21 (0.078) 0.327 41 (0.156) 1.046 44 (0.047) 0.390
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Table 2.4. Comparison results for higher symmetries
DESOLVII GeM SADE
Equation # # Det. Eqns Time (s) # Det. Eqns Time (s) # Det. Eqns Time (s)
1 4 (0.156) 6.568 8 (0.250) 2.075 3 (1.326) Missing 2*
2 3 (0.047) 0.266 3 (0.125) Missing 3 3 (0.343) Missing 6*
3 4 (0.110) 1.966 5 (0.234) 6.334 3 (0.640) -
4 3 (0.390) 1.279 3 (1.155) 77.626 FAIL FAIL
5 5 (0.561) 2.059 6 (1.623) 6.693 6 (2.527) 3.495
6 5 (0.327) 0.951 6 (0.999) 3.463 3 (4.399) 5.008
7 5 (0.639) 3.011 6 (3.854) 7.941 FAIL FAIL
8 15 (0.234) 10.031 15 (0.639) 67.688 15 (12.215) None
*system appears to be not fully integrated
2.6.3 Discussion
DESOLVII finds complete solution sets for all point and Lie–Bäcklund symmetries. For
Lie–Bäcklund symmetries, DESOLVII is the only package that finds all full solution sets,
and mostly does so in the fastest times (see Table 2.4). Importantly, in both tables it is
apparent that DESOLVII produces fewer determining equations for pdesolv to integrate.
This is because defeqn includes preliminary simplification procedures which eliminate
redundancies. As a result, the solution process proceeds much faster than for the other two
packages.
Key to DESOLVII’s speed is the “blocksize” switch in the pdesolv routine.
This switch plays a large part in the integration speed of the package as the gains in speed
are made primarily during the initial stages of the solving process. Since the pdesolv
routine has applications outside of this area of study (it may be used to solve any system of
linear homogeneous PDEs), it would be illuminating to experiment further with this feature
to determine optimal blocksize depending on perhaps the form and the size of the equations
input.
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In terms of finding point symmetries, Table 2.3 shows that all packages determine
these in relatively similar times. For higher symmetries, the times recorded for GeM are
only noticeably slower than DESOLVII for the Fokas-Yortas-Rosen and 1D Schrödinger
equations with cubic nonlinearity. GeM is slower in these instances due primarily to the use
of the in-built rifsimp routine for determining equation simplification, and the MAPLE
pdsolve algorithm (the simplification and solution of the determining equations is where
GeM takes more time, not in the derivation of the equations). That being said, GeM performs
very well by finding all symmetries, in mostly comparative times to DESOLVII and SADE,
for all PDEs except the Fokker-Planck equation where GeM returns a partial solution set
(missing 3 generators).
We acknowledge that SADE is capable of implementing a broad range of classifica-
tion solution methods for PDEs; however this comparative study does not provide a thor-
ough assessment of this aspect of the package. Interestingly, we have found that while
SADE is as fast as DESOLVII at determining point symmetries, it fails to find any point
symmetries for the Fokkas-Yortas equation due to a recursive assignment error and takes
more than a reasonable/competitive amount of time to find second order higher symme-
tries for the Special Euler-Poisson-Darboux equation. The package also incorrectly finds
an empty set of Lie–Bäcklund solutions for the 1D Schrödinger equations with cubic non-
linearity.
With regard to user friendliness, the modding processes for GeM and SADE require
the user to choose the differential quantities for which the differential system is solved.
While this may be useful for a user who has a specific form of the generators in mind (in
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terms of derivative dependencies), we believe it would be advantageous for these packages
to include an automated feature, which DESOLVII has, enabling the package to choose
derivative quantities automatically and minimise user input. Additionally, GeM requires
more declarations to be made than either SADE or DESOLVII including any arbitrary
functions and constants, and more lines of input are needed including using the rifsimp
routine. However, the informative user notifications printed by GeM during the generation
and solution processes were useful in that the progress of the operations could be tracked
by the user; assumptions made were clear and the final output was also easy to read. In
fact, since the generators were numbered, it was also easy to determine the dimension of
the solution space.
Finally, we consider case classification. DESOLVII has the ability to keep track of
special cases through the classify routine which stores non-zero assumptions made dur-
ing the solution process. These are easily accessed at any time using the classify();
command. This functionality is of considerable benefit to the symmetry analysis and may
allow additional similarity solutions to be found for exceptional cases. In a similar way,
GeM uses the “casesplit” switch in the in-built MAPLE DEtools[rifsimp] rou-
tine which allows it to find the determining equations for special cases; this does however
increase the time taken to generate the equations as each case is considered. SADE’s classi-
fying routine approaches the problem from a different point of view. The SADE command
equivalence determines the most general form of a class of equations given a particular
symmetry algebra.
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2.7 Concluding remarks
In this chapter, we have presented the new MAPLE symmetry package DESOLVII, an
upgrade of DESOLV [19, 18, 140] which now includes the functionality to determine higher
classical symmetries (contact and Lie–Bäcklund) for PDEs, as well as an improved PDE
solution algorithm in pdesolv. Overall, with optimal choices of blocksize, computation
times and resource requirements decrease significantly.
In the brief comparative study carried out, DESOLVII was found to be the only
package to find all full solution sets for both point and higher symmetries in fast times.
DESOLVII is also very easy to use as it requires minimal user input and the output for
all packages is in easy-to-read conventional mathematical form. We note that both GeM
[21, 23] and SADE [119] are very capable packages in their own right, with GeM finding
all but one full set of symmetries and also being able to isolate special cases. Additionally,
both GeM and SADE are able to find conservation laws (SADE finds even more symmetries
and invariant quantities) in addition to classical point and higher symmetries.
At this point, we extend our study of higher symmetries and further applications of
DESOLVII. In particular, we will consider ways DESOLVII may be used to find contact
symmetries when the conventional method fails. This leads us to the next aspect of our
study: the introduction of the associate symmetry method.
Chapter 3
Associate symmetries: A novel procedure for
finding contact symmetries
’...everyone agrees that our recent horrors should never be repeated. But collective
thinking is usually short-lived.’
— Plutarch Heavensbee from Suzanne Collins’Mockingjay (2010)
Symmetries more general than Lie point are typically more difficult to find owing to
the dependence of the infinitesimal functions on increasing numbers and orders of differen-
tial quantities. True contact (first-order tangent) symmetries possess infinitesimal functions
which are necessarily dependent on some first order derivative of the dependent variable/s.
Similarly, Lie–Bäcklund (infinite-order tangent) symmetries depend essentially on some
derivative/s of at least second order. Moreover, we note that for ordinary differential sys-
tems S of order k solvable in the highest derivative, symmetries of order k − 1 cannot be
practicably found. This is due to the inability of the invariant surface condition to be split
into a set of determining equations and hence the system is often impossible to solve; such
conditions actually possess an infinite number of solutions [67]. The challenge for find-
ing generalised symmetries is to find some particular solution to the unsolved determining
equation/s ψρ = 0. Considering the method of symmetry analysis already being applied,
why not find the symmetries V of this system and use these symmetries to find particular
solutions Aψ to ψρ = 0? Clearly, the solutions Aψ will correspond to what will (generally)
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be a subset of symmetries of the original system S and hence may be used to reduce S
and hopefully determine similarity solutions. Of course it is not in fact necessary to find
the general solution to ψρ = 0 since we don’t require all the solutions to enable the re-
duction of S. These symmetries V are termed the associate symmetries of S. Clearly, for
systems ψρ = 0 which could not previously be solved, such symmetries are of particular
importance.
In view of the amount of calculation required to find both point and generalised sym-
metries, and the (usually elementary) integration of determining systems comprising large
numbers of linear PDEs, the use of computer algebra packages has recently made Lie
group analysis more accessible. For a thorough comparative study of some of the ear-
lier computer packages, the reader is referred to Heremann [54] and Butcher et. al. [18].
Since the method of associate symmetries presented in this study essentially requires the
generation and solution of invariant surface conditions and determining systems for both
point and contact symmetries, we have chosen the MAPLE generalised symmetry package
DESOLVII (Vu, Jefferson and Carminati [141]).
We note that the proposed associate symmetry method has elements in common with
other extensions to the basic theory, namely that of conditional symmetries. We recall
that conditional symmetries assume some system E of differential constraints is appended
to the DE or system S. A conditional symmetry is simply any classical Lie symmetry of
S ∩E [108]. Specifically, we note that nonclassical symmetries require that the linearised
symmetry conditionXS = 0when S = 0 is satisfied only when (in addition) the character-
istic function condition Q = 0 is added. Such symmetries may be considered as particular
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examples of conditional symmetries; this motivates the terminology Q-conditional sym-
metry as used in [43]. A rigorous discussion of such symmetries may be found in [117]
and an extension to nonclassical potential symmetries in [44]. Another related extension to
the classical Lie theory for finding higher symmetries is proposed by Webb [146] whereby
Bäcklund transformations are found by analysing the prolongation space of the classical
Lie algebra found for a given PDE and forcing closure.
In the case of associate symmetries then, we may consider the determining equa-
tions of ψρ = 0 as differential conditions appended to the DE. Hence, the method may be
considered as both a conditional-type symmetry and an iterative application of the Lie sym-
metry method. Consequently, it is interesting to compare the associate symmetry method
with the iterative nonclassical symmetry method discussed by Nucci in [101, 102] which
demonstrates the method of making assumptions on the coefficients of the invariant sur-
face condition (involving the function G) and applying the nonclassical symmetry method
using this condition to obtain a so-called G-equation. This process is then repeated on
the G-equation to give other “heir-equations” for which the invariant solutions provide ex-
amples of Zhdanov’s conditional Lie–Bäcklund symmetries [151]; these equations inherit
the symmetry algebra of the original DE under a particular prolongation. This iterative
process is similarly computationally intensive to that of associate symmetries since each
subsequent heir-equation adds another independent variable and (generally) increases in
size. By comparison, we will see that the determining equations of ψρ = 0 are significantly
larger equations (than ψρ = 0) which now consider the original infinitesimal functions (and
arguments) to be “new” independent variables appended to the set of independent and de-
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pendent variables from the given DE. In the study of iterative nonclassical symmetries, the
increased complexity of calculations necessitated the use of automated REDUCE programs
in [101, 102]. Similarly, the associate symmetry method is most easily demonstrated using
a symbolic computing package. Hence, we use DESOLVII (Vu, Jefferson and Carminati
[141]) for the following study.
3.1 Contact symmetries and the characteristic function
In the previous chapter, we introduced the theory of higher symmetries. For this study, we
present an extended discussion of contact symmetries and the role of the so called charac-
teristic function as this will be necessary when we discuss self invariant symmetries.
First, we note that no genuine contact symmetries exist for PDEs with more than
one dependent variable; they are simply equivalent to extended point transformations to
the first derivatives in the dependent variables [66, 130]. While it is thought that this notion
existed in Lie’s time, it was not formally proven until 1965 by L.V. Ovsiannikov with the
proof communicated to N.H. Ibragimov [2]. This assertion is also supported by Bäcklund’s
theorem which states that no tangent transformations of finite order > 1 exist [66].
Consequently, we need only consider scalar PDEs of the form
F (x, u, u(1), ..., u(k)) = 0, (3.71)
with independent variables x = (x1, ..., xn) and a single dependent variable u. In order to
generalise Lie’s infinitesimal operators, consider the extended infinitesimal contact gen-
erator U for a one parameter Lie group of contact transformations in (x, u, .., u(k))-space,
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which is given by
U = ξi(x, u, u(1))
∂
∂xi
+ η(x, u, u(1))
∂
∂uα
+ (1)ηi(x, u, u(1))
∂
∂uα,i
+ ...
+ (k)ηi1i2...ik(x, u, ..., u(k))
∂
∂uα,i1i2...ik
(3.72)
where the extended infinitesimal functions (k)ηαi1i2...ik , expressed in terms of ξi and η
α, may
be found in any of [12, 67, 106, 130].
In order to ensure that the (1)ηi do not depend on any second order derivatives of u,
the infinitesimal functions ξi and η must satisfy the contact condition
∂η
∂u,i
− u,j
∂ξj
∂u,i
= 0, (3.73)
for i, j = 1, ..., n.
We now restate the theorem for infinitesimal invariance for contact symmetries [130]:
Theorem 6 (Infinitesimal Invariance for Contact Symmetries) The infinitesimal contact
generator given by (3.72) is a contact symmetry if U leaves the surface F = 0 invariant,
that is
UF (x, u, u(1), u(2), ..., u(k))|F=0 = 0, (3.74)
provided (3.73) holds.
Let us introduce the characteristic function [60] given by
Q(x, u, u(1)) = η − u,jξj, (3.75)
j = 1, ..., n. To be a true (non-trivial) contact symmetry, it is required that the characteris-
tic function Q is non-linear in the first derivative u(1) [96]. Characteristic functions which
are linear in u(1) simply correspond to extended point symmetries. Furthermore, the infin-
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itesimal functions {ξi, η}, for the contact symmetry generator U given in (3.72), may be
written in terms of the characteristic function as
ξj = −
∂Q
∂u,j
, η = Q− u,i
∂Q
∂u,i
, η
(1)
j =
∂Q
∂xj
+ u,j
∂Q
∂u
, (3.76)
for i, j = 1, ..., n. This leads us to state an important theorem which is central to this study
[12]:
Theorem 7 Any contact symmetry generator of the form (3.72) is equivalent to the infin-
itesimal generator
U = Q(x, u, u(1))
∂
∂u
, (3.77)
with characteristic function Q of the form (3.75).
Consequently, without loss in generality, for contact symmetries we shall only con-
sider symmetry generators of the form (3.77). This type of operator is commonly referred
to as a canonical operator [63]; the DESOLVII output for contact symmetries as presented
in this study is given in the canonical form.
3.2 A novel procedure for finding contact symmetries
Contact symmetries for differential equations are often very difficult to find owing to the
dependence of the characteristic function on some first order derivative of the dependent
variable/s; the determining equations are thus sometimes unable to be easily solved. We
introduce now a novel method which essentially requires finding point symmetries of
these determining equations. These symmetries allow for (special) invariant solutions to
be found which correspond to (particular) contact symmetries of the original differential
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equation/s. While we focus here on contact symmetries, the following procedure may be
adjusted to find both point and more generalised symmetries.
Recall the scalar PDE (3.71) and consider the system of s determining equations
which result from splitting the condition (3.74). We may express this system of PDEs as:
ψ
ρ(x, u, u(1), Q,Q(1), Q(2), ...) = 0, ρ = 1, ..., s, (3.78)
for characteristic function Q of the form (3.75). Note that, for a DE (3.71) of order k solv-
able in the highest derivative (given some canonical ordering of the variables, derivatives
and differential operators), if the differential order of the operator U is k − 1 we will be
unable to split (3.74) at any orders u(i) for i = 1, ..., l. Hence, (3.78) will be a single equa-
tion (s = 1) and, consequently, may be difficult to solve2. Moreover, even if the differential
orders do not match, (3.78) may still be hard to solve if the number of variables is large.
Consequently, let us consider then the point symmetries of (3.78) with generator
V = ζxi(x, u, u(1), Q)
∂
∂xi
+ ζu(x, u, u(1), Q)
∂
∂u
+ ζu,xi (x, u, u(1), Q)
∂
∂u,xi
+
θ(x, u, u(1), Q)
∂
∂Q
, (3.79)
where the "new" independent and dependent variables are {x, u, u(1)} and Q respectively.
The following theorem is of importance:
Theorem 8 (Associate Infinitesimal Invariance) The surface (3.74), with operator U of
the form (3.77), is invariant under the application of the symmetry generator V if and only
2 This occurs, for example, when finding contact (first order tangential) symmetries for second order ODEs
of the form y = (x, y, y) as noted in [61].
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if V leaves the surfaces ψρ = 0 invariant, that is
V ψρ(x, u, u(1), Q,Q(1), Q(2), ...)|
ψρ=0
= 0. (3.80)
The symmetries V are linked to the original DE in (3.71) as per the following defini-
tion:
Definition 12 For a differential equation of the form (3.71), the associate symmetries of
(3.71) correspond to the point symmetries V given in (3.80) which leave the determining
equations (3.78) invariant.
Since the infinitesimal functions ζj and θ, for j ∈ {xi, u, u,xi}, are independent of any
derivatives of the characteristic functionQ, (3.80) will split to give a new set of determining
equations which, hopefully, will be easier to solve than (3.74). Assuming (3.80) can be
solved for at least some particular solutions for the operator V , we may use V to reduce the
order of (3.78) and possibly determine particular solutions Aψ of (3.74). These solutions
Aψ are, of course, symmetries U of equation (3.71)! The method of associate symmetries
helps to find at least some symmetries of (3.71), which is particularly valuable if none could
be found otherwise. In addition, we note that only particular solutions V of (3.80) need be
found to reduce and solve (3.74) for what will, generally, be a subset of all symmetries U .
The procedure for finding associate symmetries is summarised in Figure 3.1.
Remark 3 We may have also considered higher symmetries V for the determining equa-
tions (3.78). For this study however, we have focused on point symmetries only since they
are easily found using a range of computer algebra packages.
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Fig. 3.1. The associate symmetry method.
We now present a number of illustrative examples for finding contact symmetries us-
ing this new method of associate symmetries. The symmetries, differential invariants, re-
ductions and PDE solution are carried out using the MAPLE symmetry package DESOLVII
(Vu, Jefferson and Carminati [141]) and, in some cases, the MAPLE routine pdsolve.
For more details regarding the syntax and algorithms used within DESOLVII and its
predecessor DESOLV, or for illustrative examples of their use, the reader is referred to
[19, 18, 140, 141].
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3.3 Applications of the associate symmetry method for finding
contact symmetries
We now present some illustrative examples of the associate symmetry method being used
to find new contact symmetries for both partial and ordinary DEs. Moreover, we show that
the method may also be used to retrieve the full set of contact symmetries for a given PDE.
3.3.1 Finding new contact symmetries
The following two examples demonstrate the application of the associate symmetry method
for finding contact symmetries for which such symmetries could not previously be found
using MAPLE. In particular, we draw attention to the determination of a contact symmetry
for a second order ordinary differential equation; a problem for which there is currently no
systematic method.
A second order ODE
Second order ODEs which can be solved for the highest order derivative have an
infinite number of contact symmetries [61]. This is because we will be unable to split
the invariance condition (3.74) as Q depends on all the variables present in the system.
Consider an ODE of this type given by
xyy + yny − xy2 = 0, for n = 1, (3.81)
with y = y(x) and some constant n. This ODE is not easily integrable using MAPLE, with
the implicit solution given by
ln(x)−
# y(x)
− n− 1
τn − τ ln(τn−1)− τc1 (n− 1)
dτ − c2 = 0,
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for constants ci. Furthermore, (3.81) possesses the single Lie point symmetry
X = x
∂
∂x
.
We note that when n = 1, (3.81) reduces to the ODE considered in [121, 153] which is
easily integrable and gives the solution y = c1xc2 . We seek here contact symmetries for
(3.81) of the form
U = Q(x, y, y)
∂
∂y
. (3.82)
Using the DESOLVII routine defeqn with the switch type=’contact’ we have the
following single determining equation for contact symmetries of the form (3.82)
ψ ≡ −Qyxyn +Qynxyn +Qy2x2 +Q,xxyn+1 − 2Q,xyyx2 −
Q,yy
2yx2 +Q,xxy
2x2 + 2Q,yxy
y2x2 − 2Q,yxyxyn+1 + 2Q,yxy2yx2 +
Q,yyy
2y2x2 − 2y2Q,yyxyn+1 + 2y3Q,yyyx2 +Q,yyy2y2n − 2Q,yyy3xyn +
Q,yyy
4x2 −Q,yy2nxyn +Q,yyyn+1 +Q,yy2xyn −Q,yx2y3 = 0. (3.83)
The PDE solution routines for both DESOLVII (pdesolv) and MAPLE (pdsolve) are
unable to find any solutions for this equation. To assist in the solution of such a problem,
Hydon [61] recently introduced the useful method of self-invariant symmetries for second
order ODEs. The method essentially requires that the characteristic function Q also be
invariant under U. Applying U to Q and simplifying, we have the condition
QQ,y = 0, (3.84)
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which implies Q,y = 0. This reduced class of contact symmetries Q is hence easier (in
general) to find. The equation (3.83) thus reduces to
−Qyxyn +Qynxyn +Qy2x2 +Q,xxyn+1 − 2Q,xyyx2 +Q,xxy2x2 −
2Q,yxy
xyn+1 + 2Q,yxy
2yx2 +Q,yyy
2y2n − 2Q,yyy3xyn +Q,yyy4x2 −
Q,yy
2nxyn +Q,yy
yn+1 +Q,yy
2xyn −Q,yx2y3 = 0, (3.85)
which cannot be solved directly using MAPLE. Since this expression contains terms depen-
dent on y, y2, yn, y2n and yn+1, we must consider the cases for n ∈ {−1, 0, 1
2
, 2} separate
to the general case; these cases will effect the splitting of (3.85) carried out according to
dependency on different degrees of y. For all other n = 1, we may treat each order of y as
being independent and hence split accordingly. After testing each of these cases, we find
using MAPLE that the only solution for all cases is
Q = cxy,
with constant c (provided n = 1). Since Q is linear in y, this is simply the characteristic
function for the extended point symmetry of X and not a genuine contact symmetry.
We now turn to the associate symmetry method to find non-trivial contact symmetries
and consider the equation (3.83) to be an equation of the form ψ(x, y, y) = 0. Next, we
seek a point symmetry operator
V = ζx(x, y, y
, Q)
∂
∂x
+ζy(x, y, y
, Q)
∂
∂y
+ζy(x, y, y
, Q)
∂
∂y
+θ(x, y, y, Q)
∂
∂Q
, (3.86)
such that (3.80) is satisfied for the determining equations ψ = 0 given by (3.83).
Using the DESOLVII routine gendef, we find the determining equations for the
condition (3.80), not stated for brevity. Solving these with DESOLVII’s pdesolv, we
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obtain the infinitesimal functions:
ζx = −F3 −
QxyF6
y (yn − xy) , ζy = −F1 −
QxyF6
yn − xy , ζy = −F5 +QF6,
θ =
Q2F6(x
2y2 + nxyyn − xyyn − yn+1)
y (yn − xy)2
+Q2
∂F6
∂y
−
1
xyy (yn − xy)

Q2x2y2
∂F6
∂x
− F7 −QF8

− Q
2xy
(yn − xy)
∂F6
∂y
, (3.87)
where the functions Fi = Fi(x, y, y) for i ∈ {1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8} satisfy six large, coupled
differential conditions (which, for brevity, we do not include here). Finding the general
solution for V is difficult. However, since we don’t need the full set of all possible point
symmetries V of (3.83) in order to reduce ψ = 0, we may, for simplicity, set F1 = 0, F8 =
0, F7 = 0, F6 = 0. Using MAPLE, we then find the solution for this simplified system is
F3(x, y, y
) = c3x, F5(x, y, y
) = −c3y,
for constant c3.After substitution into (3.87), we have the point symmetry (in vector form)
V1 = −x
∂
∂x
+ y
∂
∂y
. (3.88)
If we reduce (3.83) with the symmetry V1, using the DESOLVII routine reduceVar we
find the differential invariants are
K1 = y, K2 = xy
, W = Q,
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which reduce ψ = 0 to
−2 (K1)n+1W,K2K2K2 +W,K2K2 (K2)
3 − (K1)nW +K2W − 2W,K2K1 (K1)
n+1K2 +
W,K2 (K1)
nK2 + 2W,K2K1 (K1)
2K2 −W,K2n (K1)
nK2 + 2W,K2K1K1 (K2)
2 −
W,K2 (K2)
2 − 2W,K2K2 (K1)
n (K2)
2 + 2W,K2K2K1 (K2)
2 +W,K2K2 (K1)
2nK2 −
W,K1K1K2 + n (K1)
nW + (K1)
2W,K2K2K2 +W,K1K1 (K1)
2K2 = 0, (3.89)
whereW = W (K1, K2). Using MAPLE, the general solution for this PDE cannot be found.
However, after finding solutions for particular values of n (provided n = 1), we are then
able to deduce that a particular class of solutions for (3.89) may be given by
W (K1, K2) = φ

(K1)
n−1
n− 1 − lnK1 +
K2
K1

(n− 1)K2, (3.90)
where the function φ is arbitrary in the given variables. Using the DESOLVII routine
originalVar, we re-express equation (3.90) in the original variables and solve to give
Q(x, y, y) = φ

yn−1
n− 1 − ln y +
xy
y

(n− 1)xy. (3.91)
Since φ is any function of the given variables, this solution of ψ = 0 may be expressed as
a solution non-linear in y and is hence a contact symmetry! Thus Q is the characteristic
function for a (true) contact symmetry for the second order ODE given by (3.81) for n = 1.
It is clear that, while we have made some simple assumptions in order to reduce
ψ = 0, the final contact symmetry is non-trivial. It is better to make simple ansatzae
during the associate symmetry procedure in order to solve for V (and consequently reduce
and solve ψ = 0) than it is to make such assumptions for the original system ψ = 0 in order
to solve it directly.
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A second order non-linear PDE
Consider a combination Hunter-Saxton and Bateman equation
(u,t + uu,x),x −
1
2
u2,x + u,xxu
2
,t + u,ttu
2
,x − 2u,xu,tu,xt = 0, (3.92)
where u = u(x, t). The Hunter-Saxton equation arises in the study of the director field
of a nematic liquid crystal [59] while the Bateman equation has applications in the two-
dimensional motion of a compressible fluid [6].
If we consider the contact symmetries of (3.92) of the form
U = Q(x, t, u, u,x, u,t)
∂
∂u
, (3.93)
using the DESOLVII routine defeqn with the switch type=’contact’, we have the
following determining equations:
ψ
1 ≡ Q,u,tu,tu−Q,u,xu,t +Q,u,tu,tu2,t +Q,u,xu,xu2,x + 2Q,u,xu,tu,tu,x = 0,
ψ
2 ≡ −2Qu2,x + 2Q,xu,tu+ 4Q,uu2,xu− 4Q,xu,xuu2,x + 2Qu,xu,xu4,x + 2Q,u,xu3,x−
4Q,tu
2
,xu,t − 2Q,tu,xu2,x − 4Q,xu,tu3,tu,x − 4Q,uu,xuu3,x + 4u2,xQ,tu,tu2,t+
2Qu,xu,tu,tu
3
,x + 4Q,tu,xu,tu
3
,x + 2u,xQ,uu,tu−Qu,xu,tu2,x + 2u,xQ,uu,tu2,t+
4u2,xQ,tu,tu− 4Q,xu,tu,tu,xu+ 2Q,u,tu,tu2,x + 4Q,xu,xu+ 2Q,xu,tu2,t−
4Q,xu,xu
2
,tu
2
,x + 4Q,xu,xu
2
,t − 2Q,uu,xu,tu2,x = 0,
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ψ
3 ≡ 4Q,uxu3,t + 4Q,txu2,t + 4Q,txu+ 4Q,xxu4,t + 4Q,xxu2 − 4Q,tu2,xu,t+
8Q,uxu,xu
2 − 8Q,txu3,tu,x + 4u,xQ,utu2,t + 4u,xQ,uuu3,t + 4u2,xQ,ttu2,t + 4u,xQ,utu−
2Qu2,x + 4Q,uxu,tu+ 4Q,tu,xu,tu
3
,x + 2Q,uu
2
,xu− 4Q,xu,xuu2,x − 4Q,uu,xuu3,x−
2Q,uu,xu,tu
2
,x − 2Q,uu2,tu2,x + 2Q,u,tu,tu2,x − 2Q,tu,xu2,x + 2Q,u,xu3,x +Qu,xu,xu4,x+
4Q,xu,xu+ 4Q,xu,xu
2
,t − 4Q,xu,xu2,tu2,x + 4u2,xQ,uuu2,tu− 8Q,txu,tu,xu+
8Q,uxu
2
,tu,xu+ 4Q,uuu
2
,xu
2 + 8Q,xxuu
2
,t + 4u
2
,xQ,ttu+ 4u,xQ,uuu,tu = 0,
ψ
4 ≡ −2Q,xu,xu2,t − 2Q,xu,xu− 4Q,uu2,t − 4Q,tu,t + 2Q,uu,tu3,t − 4Q,xu3,t −
2Q,uu,xu,t + 2Q,u,tu,t + 2Q,u,xu,x + 4Q,xu,tu
4
,t + 4Q,xu,tu
2 + 2Q,tu,tu
2
,t + 2Q,tu,tu−
2Q+ 4Qu,tu,x + 4Q,tu
2
,tu,x + 8Q,tu,xu,tu,x − 2Q,tu,x +Qu,xu,xu2,x − 4Q,xu,tu+
4Q,uu,tu
2
,tu,xu− 8Q,uu,xu,tu+ 4Q,xu,xu,tu,xu− 4Q,tu,xu− 4Q,u,xu2,xu,t −
4Q,u,tu,xu
2
,t − 2u,xQ,uu,xu− 4Q,tu,tu3,tu,x + 4Q,xu,xu3,tu,x + 4u,xQ,uu,tu2 +
4u2,xQ,tu,xu− 2Qu,xu,tu2,tu2,x + 6u,xQ,uu,xu2,t − 2Qu,xu,xu,tu3,x − 2Qu,xu,tuu2,x +
2Q,uu,tu,tu− 4u2,xQ,tu,xu2,t + 8Q,uu,xuu,tu2,x + 8Q,xu,tuu2,t − 4Q,tu,tu,tu,xu = 0.(3.94)
The PDE solution routine for MAPLE (pdsolve) is unable to find any solutions for this
system. The DESOLVII PDE solver (pdesolv) gives a solution which is incomplete:
Q(x, t, u, u,x, u,t) = f(t, u, u,x, u,t)− xa1 + xu,xa2 + xtu,xa1,
where f(t, u, u,x, u,t) cannot be fully integrated and must satisfy 8 large differential condi-
tions which depend on the constants a1 and a2. Hence, no (non-trivial) contact symmetries
for the equation (3.92) can be found using MAPLE directly from (3.94).
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Let us consider the method of self invariant symmetries [61] to determine a simplified
Q. Applying the U to Q, we have the self invariant condition
QQ,u = 0, (3.95)
which implies Q,u = 0. Substituting this condition into (3.94), splitting according to de-
pendence on degrees of u and using MAPLE’s pdsolve routine returns the solution
Q(x, t, u,x, u,t) = b1u,xt+ b2u,xx+
b2u,t
u,x
− b2
6u2,x
+ b4u,x − b1 + b3u,t,
for constants bi. We note that this is the characteristic function of a non-trivial contact
symmetry; this highlights the importance of Hydon’s self-invariant symmetry method for
finding particular contact symmetries. To find other contact symmetries U for whichQ,u =
0, we must turn again to the associate symmetry method.
Let us find some point symmetry V of the form
V = ζx(x, t, u, u,x, u,t, Q)
∂
∂x
+ ζt(x, t, u, u,x, u,t, Q)
∂
∂t
+ ζu(x, t, u, u,x, u,t, Q)
∂
∂u
+
ζu,x(x, t, u, u,x, u,t, Q)
∂
∂u,x
+ ζu,t(x, t, u, u,x, u,t, Q)
∂
∂u,t
+
θQ(x, t, u, u,x, u,t, Q)
∂
∂Q
, (3.96)
such that (3.80) is satisfied for the determining equations ψρ = 0, ρ = 1, .., 4 given by
(3.94).
Using the DESOLVII routine gendef, we find the determining equations for con-
dition (3.80). Solving this system of linear equations with DESOLVII’s pdesolv, we
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have the following solutions for the infinitesimal functions
ζx = 2c5u,tx−
c5x
u,x
+ 4u,xc5ux− x
F8
u,x
− 2u,x
∂F11
∂u,t
x+ 2u2,x
∂F11
∂u,t
xu,t +
2xu3,x
∂F11
∂u,x
+ x
∂F11
∂u
− 2xu,x
∂F11
∂t
+
F22
u,x
,
ζt = F9,
ζu = F11 − c5x,
ζu,x = F8,
ζu,t = −
F8u,t
u,x
− 2u2,x
∂F11
∂u,t
u− 3u,x
∂F11
∂u,t
u,t + 4u
2
,x
∂F11
∂u,t
u2,t +
4u3,x
∂F11
∂u,t
uu,t + 8c5u
2u2,x + u,xxc5 −
c5u,t
u,x
+ 4c5u
2
,t − 2c5u+
12c5uu,xu,t − 2F8u+ 4u3,xu,t
∂F11
∂u,x
+ 4u4,xu
∂F11
∂u,x
− u,xF11 −
u2,x
∂F11
∂u,x
− 4u2,xu
∂F11
∂t
− 4u,tu,x
∂F11
∂t
+
∂F11
∂t
+
1
2
∂F11
∂u,t
,
θ = F16 − xc4 + xu,xc2 + xtu,xc4 +QF10, (3.97)
where the functions Fi = Fi(t, u, u,x, u,t) for i ∈ {8, 9, 10, 11, 16, 22} satisfy a large
set of 29 conditions (not included here for brevity) which depend on the constants cj
for j ∈ {2, 4, 5, 6}. Again, we find that the general solution for V is difficult to deter-
mine. However, since any particular solution V will enable us to reduce (3.94) and pro-
vide some special invariant solution for Q, we set for simplicity F11 = 0, F8 = 0, F16 =
F16(u,x, u,t), c6 = 0, c5 = 0 and c4 = 0. We then find that the final solutions for the
remaining functions are
F9 = c9, F10 = c10, F22 = c11u,x, F16 =

c2
u,x
+ c8

u,t −
c2 − 6c7u3,x
6u2,x
,
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for constants ck. Upon substitution of these solutions back into (3.97), along with the
additional zero assumptions, we have the infinitesimal functions
ζx = c11, ζt = c9, ζu = 0, ζu,x = 0, ζu,t = 0,
θ =
6u,tu,xc2 + 6u,tu
2
,xc8 − c2 + 6c7u3,x + 6xu3,xc2 + 6Qc10u2,x
6u2,x
.
The corresponding symmetry vectors are
V1 =
∂
∂x
, V2 =
∂
∂t
, V3 = Q
∂
∂Q
, V4 = u,x
∂
∂Q
,
V5 = u,t
∂
∂Q
V6 =

6u,t
u,x
− 1
u2,x
+ 6xu,x

∂
∂Q
. (3.98)
Now, let us reduce (3.94) with the combination symmetry V = aV2+V4+bV5 for constants
a, b. Using the DESOLVII routine reduceVar we find the differential invariants are
K1 = x, K2 = u, K3 = u,x, K4 = u,t, W =
aQ− tu,x − tbu,t
a
,
which reduce (3.94) to a PDE inW = W (K1, K2, K3, K4). Solving using pdsolve and
the DESOLVII routine originalVar to revert to the original variables as in the previous
example, we find the general invariant solution Q, and thus the characteristic function of a
contact symmetry U for (3.92), given by
Q(x, t, u, u,x, u,t) =
1
6au2,x

(4u2,xu+ 4u,tu,x − 1)3/2C1a− 12buu2,x
+6u,tu
2
,xaC2 + 6u,tu,xaC3 + 6xu
3
,xC3a+ 18xu
3
,xb− 6u2,x −
C3a+ 6u
3
,xC4a+ 6tu
3
,x + 6tu
2
,xbu,t

, (3.99)
for constants Cl. Here, the contact symmetry U is clearly non-trivial (non-linear in the
derivatives u,t and u,x) and, since Q,u = 0, U is not of self-invariant type. Hence, the as-
sociate symmetry method has allowed us to determine a non-trivial infinite dimensional
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contact symmetry U for the combination Hunter-Saxton and Bateman equation (3.92). Us-
ing MAPLE, no such non-trivial contact symmetry could previously be found either directly
from the determining equations (3.94), or by the self invariant contact symmetry method.
We note that other such non-trivial contact symmetries exist given a different choice of
symmetries V from (3.98) as used to reduce and solve the system (3.94).
3.3.2 Retrieving a full set of known contact symmetries
A possible concern with the use of the associate symmetry method is whether it is possible
to recover all symmetries for a given DE. To this end, we consider a DE for which the form
of all possible contact symmetries are known and use the associate symmetry method to
recover these.
Monge–Ampère equation
Let us consider the well known Monge–Ampère equation studied in [51] given by
u,yyu,xx − u2,xy = 0, (3.100)
where u = u(x, y). We seek contact symmetries of the form
u = Q(x, y, u, u,x, u,y)
∂
∂u
. (3.101)
Using the DESOLVII routine defeqn with type=’contact’, the resulting determin-
ing equations for the contact symmetries of (3.100) are
ψ
1 ≡ 2Q,yuu,y +Q,yy +Q,uuu2,y = 0, ψ2 ≡ 2u,yu,xQ,yx − u2,xQ,yy − u2,yQ,xx = 0,
ψ
3 ≡ u,xQ,yuu,y + u,xQ,yy − u2,yQ,ux − u,yQ,yx = 0. (3.102)
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Using pdsolve, we find directly that equation (3.100) actually possesses an infinite num-
ber of contact symmetries where the characteristic function Q is of the form
Q(x, x, u, u,x, u,x) = B1(u,x, u,y,−u,yy − u,xx+ u) +B2(u,x, u,y,−u,yy − u,xx+ u)x+
B3(u,x, u,y,−u,yy − u,xx+ u)y, (3.103)
where the functions Bi are arbitrary in the given arguments. This symmetry has also been
described in [51]. If we use the associate symmetry method, we again seek a point symme-
try operator
V = ζx(x, y, u, u,x, u,y, Q)
∂
∂x
+ ζy(x, y, u, u,x, u,y, Q)
∂
∂y
+ ζu(x, y, u, u,x, u,y, Q)
∂
∂u
+
ζu,x(x, y, u, u,x, u,y, Q)
∂
∂u,x
+ ζu,y(x, y, u, u,x, u,y, Q)
∂
∂u,y
+
θ(x, y, u, u,x, u,y, Q)
∂
∂Q
, (3.104)
such that (3.80) is satisfied for the determining equations ψρ = 0, ρ = 1, .., 3 given by
(3.102). Using DESOLVII’s gendef, we find the determining equations for the condition
(3.80) and solve them using pdesolv to give
ζx = F3 +QF4,
ζy = F5 +QF6,
ζu = F1 +Qu,xF4 +Qu,yF6,
ζu,x = F8,
ζu,y = F7, θ = QF2 +Q
2∂F4
∂x
+Q2u,x
∂F4
∂u
+ F9, (3.105)
where the Fi = Fi(x, y, u, u,x, u,y) for i ∈ {1, ..., 9} satisfy a large set of conditions. After
solving using MAPLE, we find only three of these functions fail to be fully solved. For
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simplicity, we set F1 = 0, F3 = 0, F5 = 0 , which in turn determines a subset of all
point symmetries. This allows us to reduce ψρ = 0 and thus the final solved infinitesimal
functions are given by
ζx = QG8x+QG7, ζy = QG9 +QG8y, ζu,x = 0, ζu,y = 0,
ζu = Qu,xG7 +Qu,xxG8 +Qu,yyG8 +Qu,yG9, θQ = QG1 +Q
2G8 +G5 +G6y +G4x,
for Gi = Gi(u,x, u,y,−u,yy − u,xx + u) for i ∈ {4, ..., 9}. The resulting point symmetries
are:
V1 = QG1
∂
∂Q
, V2 = xG4
∂
∂Q
, V3 = G5
∂
∂Q
, V4 = yG6
∂
∂Q
,
V5 = Qu,xG7
∂
∂u
+QG7
∂
∂x
, V6 = QxG8
∂
∂x
+QyG8
∂
∂y
+
Q2G8
∂
∂Q
+ [Qu,xxG8 +Qu,yyG8]
∂
∂u
, V7 = Qu,yG9
∂
∂u
+QG9
∂
∂y
.
We will use the symmetries V5 − V7 to find invariant solutions to the determining
equations ψρ = 0. First, using V5 to reduce (3.100), we have the differential invariants
W = Q, K1 = y, K2 = u,x, K3 = u,y, K4 = −u,xx+ u,
whereW = W (K1, K2, K3, K4). We then have the reduced system
W,K1K1 +W,K4K4 (K3)
2 + 2W,K4K1K3 = 0, (3.106)
which yields the invariant solution in the original variables:
Q = B1(u,x, u,y,−u,yy − u,xx+ u) +B3(u,x, u,y,−u,yy − u,xx+ u)y. (3.107)
For V6, the system ψρ = 0 is reduced to
W,K1K1 = 0. (3.108)
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with differential invariants
W =
Q
x
, K1 =
y
x
, K2 = u,x, K3 = u,y, K4 = −u,yy − u,xx+ u.
The invariant solution is
Q = B3(u,x, u,y,−u,yy − u,xx+ u)y +B2(u,x, u,y,−u,yy − u,xx+ u)x. (3.109)
Finally, using V7 we have the invariants
W = Q, K1 = x, K2 = u,x, K3 = u,y, K4 = −u,yy + u,
with the reduced system being
W,K1K1 +W,K4K4 (K2)
2 + 2W,K4K1K2 = 0. (3.110)
The invariant solution Q of this system in the original variables is
Q = B1(u,x, u,y,−u,yy − u,xx+ u) +B2(u,x, u,y,−u,yy − u,xx+ u)x. (3.111)
It is apparent that, by addition of the invariant solutions (3.107) and (3.109), we
can retrieve the original contact symmetry U with characteristic function Q of the form
(3.103). The associate symmetry method has hence been able to retrieve all known contact
symmetries for the Monge–Ampère equation (3.100).
An interesting question raised by this study is whether the retrieval of all contact
symmetries using the associate symmetry method may be systematised in some way, per-
haps through classification (optimal systems) of associate symmetry algebras. We intend
to pursue this idea in future work.
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3.4 Conclusions
The associate symmetry method is a straightforward method of determining contact sym-
metries for both partial and ordinary differential equations (ODEs and PDEs respectively).
The method requires the determination of point symmetries V for the determining equa-
tions ψρ = 0 of a given DE. If the determining equations cannot be solved directly, or by
a "good" ansatz, V is used to find invariant (special) solutions to these equations which
correspond to symmetries of the original DE. Since the method requires the determina-
tion of point and contact symmetries, as well as the solutions of large systems of PDEs, it
is well suited to the use of computer algebra packages. Hence, we have used the MAPLE
generalised symmetry package DESOLVII (Vu, Jefferson & Carminati [141]).
The advantages of the associate symmetry method are two-fold. First, while a sim-
ple ansatz may be made to find some/all of the symmetries V of the determining equations
ψ
ρ = 0, the resulting invariant solutions for ψρ = 0 may in fact be quite complex in
form (non-trivial). This is in contrast to the standard method of making an ansatz on the
characteristic function/s of the DE which, while aiding in their calculation, may limit the
generality of the solutions. For example, the self invariant contact symmetry method for
finding contact symmetries (Hydon [60]), is geared toward providing a good balance be-
tween both calculability and usability. However, we have shown for one example that,
where the self-invariant method fails, the associate symmetry method succeeds in find-
ing non-trivial contact symmetries. Moreover, we have shown that the associate symmetry
method provides a systematic means of finding contact symmetries for second order ordi-
nary DEs; such non-trivial symmetries are particularly difficult to find.
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Second, we have demonstrated that for a given DE, the associate symmetry method
can retrieve all contact symmetries. An interesting problem, then, would be to determine
under what conditions this method would lead to the determination of all contact symme-
tries. We intend to pursue this idea by considering the applications of conjugate inequiva-
lent subalgebras (optimal systems) in future work.
While we have focused here on contact symmetries, the results of this study infer that
the associate symmetry method may be easily adapted to find both point and generalised
(Lie–Bäcklund) symmetries, and hence, aid in the determination of new corresponding
invariant solutions for a range of differential equations.
In the next chapter, we continue to explore the generalisations of Lie’s classical group
analysis. While the method of associate symmetries proposes an extension to the basic the-
ory of generalised Lie symmetry analysis, another popular extension to the basic theory is
the study of approximate symmetries of differential systems. This method deals, funda-
mentally, with a combination of classical Lie group analysis and perturbation theory.
Chapter 4
ASP: Automated Symbolic Computation of
Approximate Symmetries of Differential
Equations
‘Asps... very dangerous. You go first.’
— Sallah from Indiana Jones and the Raiders of the Lost Ark (1981)
The study of approximate symmetries arose in response to the sensitivity of tradi-
tional group symmetry methods to any perturbations in parameters present in the original
differential equation/system. Since these changes often alter the symmetry group admitted
by the equations, a stable method was sought which allowed for such small perturbations
in the differential equations to have no effect on the symmetry group [7]. These considera-
tions led to the development of the now well known group analysis method of approximate
symmetries, a method which has allowed for the analysis of such diverse physical prob-
lems as the study of the spreading of a liquid drop on a slowly dropping flat plane [97] and
non-linear wave equations with small dissipation, including those which arise from one-
dimensional gas dynamics and longitudinal-wave propagation along a moving threadline
[16] or which describe dissipative media [138].
Essentially, there exist two main ways in which to approach the calculation of approx-
imate symmetries. The first, proposed by Baikov, Gazizov and Ibragimov [7], involves a
perturbation of the exact symmetry generator by expansion into a series to a specified or-
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der in the perturbation parameter. The approximate symmetry group is, thus, a deformation
of the exact symmetry group for the differential system. The second method, proposed by
Fushchych and Shtelen [42] uses a more traditional technique (from a perturbation theory
perspective) in that the dependent variable/s are first expanded in a perturbation series to
a particular order in the perturbation parameter before being substituted back into the dif-
ferential system. This new system is then split at each order of approximation resulting in
a coupled system now independent of the perturbation parameter. The approximate sym-
metries of the original system then correspond to the exact symmetries3 of the coupled
system. A third method has also been proposed by Pakdemirli, Yürüsoy and Dolapçi [112]
which is a simplification of the second method, provided that the differential equation/s
are of a particular form. The method relies on the fact that linear components will remain
"unchanged" in form at each order of perturbation after the dependent variable/s are ex-
panded in a perturbation series and substituted. Thus the equation/s may be re-expressed
as a non-coupled system where the non-linear components are considered to be arbitrary
functions in the independent variables. Approximate symmetries are then found, as for the
second method, by determining exact symmetries of this non-coupled system.
Since group analysis for differential systems is well suited to automation using com-
puter algebra systems, it seemed natural to develop a symmetry package which was able to
determine approximate symmetries via all three methods. Hence, we introduce the package
ASP (Jefferson and Carminati) which calculates approximate symmetries for differential
3 We use here the term “exact” when referring to the classical Lie point symmetries of a given system.
This is in order to make the distinction clear between such symmetries and their approximate symmetry
counterparts.
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equations using any of the three methods as proposed by Baikov, Gazizov and Ibragimov
[7, 65], Fushchych and Shtelen [42] or Pakdemirli, Yürüsoy and Dolapçi [112]. This pack-
age includes an altered version of the DESOLVII package (Vu, Jefferson and Carminati
[141]) which is used for PDE solution and calculating classical determining equations.
In the following sections, the theory and the algorithms used for determining approxi-
mate symmetries using ASP are presented for each of the three methods (for further details,
including full proofs, the reader is directed to the relevant literature). For a program sum-
mary of ASP, please refer to Appendix C. The source code (without DESOLVII) may be
found in Appendix E.
4.1 Approximate Symmetries
To find approximate symmetries using ASP for all three methods, the command is
ApproximateSymmetry(DES,DVARS,IVARS,PARAM,order=q,method=i)where
DES is the list of differential equations, DVARS and IVARS are the lists of dependent and
independent variables respectively, PARAM is a symbol and corresponds to the perturbation
parameter, q is the order of perturbation and i is the method to be used.
4.1.1 Method I (Baikov, Gazizov and Ibragimov)
This first method for determining approximate symmetries is different to Methods II and
III in that the infinitesimal generatorX is expanded in a perturbation series, rather than the
dependent variable/s. For first method approximate symmetries, we shall only be concerned
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with deformations of the exact symmetry generator up to first order in some perturbation
parameter ε.
Consider a system of differential equations of the form
S : F μ(z) ≡ F μ0 (z) + εF
μ
1 (z) = o(ε), μ = 1, .., p. (4.112)
For ease of notation, we have replaced the functional arguments (x,u,u(1), ...,u()) with
z where u = (u1, ..., um) is a set of m dependent variables, x = (x1, ..., xn) the set of n
independent variables, F μ0 and F
μ
1 are smooth vector functions in the given arguments and
ε is the perturbation parameter such that ε << 1.
Each of the functions F μ0 and F
μ
1 in (4.112) then correspond to the perturbed system
to zeroth and first order respectively. The functions F μ0 are of particular importance:
Definition 13 The unperturbed system associated with (4.112) is the system which cor-
responds to the zeroth order of approximation in the perturbation parameter ε and is given
by
F μ0 (z) = 0. (4.113)
Now consider the one-parameter group of approximate transformations, to first
order of precision in ε, given by
x¯i ≈ f i0(x,u, a) + εf i1(x,u, a),
u¯i ≈ gi0(x,u, a) + εgi1(x,u, a), (4.114)
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for vector-functions f0 = (f 10 , ..., fn0 ), g0 = (g10, ..., gm0 ) and where a is a real parameter
[65]. As for the classical Lie point symmetries, we have the infinitesimal representation of
the finite approximate symmetry group [65]:
Definition 14 The infinitesimal generator X for the one-parameter group of approximate
transformations (4.114) in (x,u)-space is
X = X0 + εX1, (4.115)
≡ ξi0(x,u)
∂
∂xi
+ ηα0 (x,u)
∂
∂uα
+ ε

ξ
i
1(x,u)
∂
∂xi
+ ηα1 (x,u)
∂
∂uα

for i = 1, .., n, α = 1, ...,m, and where the vector functions are given by
ξ
i
v(x,u) =
∂f iv(x,u; a)
∂a

a=0
, v = 0, 1, i = 1, ..., n,
ηαp (x,u) =
∂gαp (x,u; a)
∂a

a=0
, p = 0, 1, α = 1, ...,m.
X0 is called an exact symmetry of (4.112) if [65]
X0F μ0 (z)|Fμ0 (z)=0 ≡

ξ
i
0(x,u)
∂F μ0 (z)
∂xi
+ ηα0 (x,u)
∂F μ0 (z)
∂uα

Fμ0 (z)=0
= 0. (4.116)
X0 thus corresponds to the (exact) generator which leaves invariant the unperturbed differ-
ential system (4.113). The corresponding approximate symmetry operator X is given by
(4.115) such that
X (F μ0 (z) + εF
μ
1 (z)) |Fμ0 (z)+εFμ1 (z)=0 ≈ 0. (4.117)
The operator (4.115) is called a deformation (of first order) of X0. Any symmetries
not inherited in X from X0 are termed unstable. In order to determine the first order
deformation X1, we make use of the following [65]:
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Theorem 9 Suppose we define the auxiliary functions Hi for (4.112) as
Hi ≈
1
ε

X0(F i0(z) + εF
i
1(z))|Fμ0 (z)+εFμ1 (z)=0

i = 1, .., p. (4.118)
Then, to first order of approximation in ε, the determining equations for the approximate
symmetries of (4.112) are given by
X1F i0(z)|Fμ0 (z)=0 +Hi = 0, i = 1, .., p. (4.119)
Proof. For the proof of this theorem, the reader is referred to [65].
We have incorporated into ASP an extension of the theory for calculating approx-
imate symmetries by Method 1 to include systems of PDEs. The theory established by
Baikov, Gazizov and Ibragimov [7, 65] only considers the case for (4.112) with μ = 1. We
note that we have been able to replicate, for example, the approximate symmetries found
in [112] for the system of PDEs which describe non-Newtonian creeping flow of second
grade fluids; these are detailed in Section 4.4.
It is important to note that, according to [7], if a differential system admits the exact
symmetry operator X , it will also admit the operator εX . Such operators are deemed
inessential, that is, through a relabelling of structure constants, these inessential operators
may be "absorbed" into the exact operators. Consequently, we are concerned only with
identifying the essential approximate symmetry operators.
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Algorithm for Method I
To find approximate symmetries by Method I using ASP, the command is
ApproximateSymmetry (DES,DVARS,IVARS,PARAM,order=1,method=1).
The algorithm for automating Method I comprises of four key steps:
Step 1. The unperturbed system F μ0 is isolated from (4.112) by setting the perturbation
parameter equal to zero. Determining equations for the (exact) Lie symmetries of
(4.113) are found using the DESOLVII routine gendef and the resulting system of
linear, homogeneous PDEs is then solved using the DESOLVII routine pdesolv.
The exact symmetriesX0 of F μ0 are determined and the solved functions ξ
i
0 and ηα0 are
accessed using the command ExactSymms().
Step 2. The functions Hi are determined using (4.118) by substituting the solved X0
into the extended generator for the perturbed differential system (4.112) using the
extgenerator routine. This generator is then applied to (4.112) to yield (4.118).
The resulting system is subsequently modded with respect to (4.112) and divided
by the perturbation parameter to give the auxiliary functions Hi. These auxiliary
functions may then be accessed using the command AuxFuncs().
Step 3. The first order perturbationX1 is found using (4.119). F μ1 is isolated by expanding F μ
in a Taylor series about ε = 0 (for perturbation parameter ε) and finding the coefficients
of ε. The unknown functions ξi1 and ηα1 are then found by splitting the condition (4.119)
as per classical symmetries and solving the resultant determining equations. (4.119)
may be accessed using the command ApproximateSymmetryCondition().
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Importantly, during the solution process for X1, consistency conditions may be
imposed on some or all of the arbitrary constants in X0. ASP uses a modified version
of the DESOLVII pdesolv algorithm which keeps track of any of these conditions
and outputs them in the second list from pdesolv. The solutions for X1 are
accessible using X1symms().
Step 4. With X0 and X1 known, the final approximate symmetry X is then constructed
and output by ASP in the form (4.115), with all linearly independent and non-zero
assumptions made during the total solution and simplification process stored within
the procedure approxclassify();.
4.1.2 Method II (Fushchych and Shtelen)
In contrast to Method I, the second method for finding approximate symmetries of differ-
ential systems, as proposed by Fushchych and Shtelen [42], requires that the dependent
variable/s are expanded in a perturbation series to the required order in the perturbation
parameter. These perturbed variables are considered arbitrary solutions to the original dif-
ferential system and assumed to be analytic in the perturbation parameter [42].
Let u = (u1, ..., um) be the set ofm dependent variables and x ≡ (x1, ..., xn) be the
set of n independent variables. A system of s differential equations may then be expressed
F μ(x,u,u(1), ...,u(k); ε) = 0, μ = 1, ..., s, (4.120)
where u(k) is the set of all kth order derivatives of u. Note also that for n = 1, (4.120) is a
system of ODEs.
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Let us consider ε to be the perturbation parameter such that ε << 1. Expanding the
dependent variables to the qth order in ε, we have
u1 = u10 + u
1
1ε+ . . .+ u
1
qε
q, (4.121)
...
um = um0 + u
m
1 ε+ . . .+ u
m
q ε
q.
The uαp for α = 1, ..,m and p = 1, .., q are the "new" set of dependent variables and are
considered to be some smooth functions in x [42].
Substituting (4.121) into (4.120) we have
F μ(x,u,uj(1), ...,uj(k); ε, ..., ε
q) = o(εq), μ = 1, ..., s, j = 0, ..., p, (4.122)
which can be split at each order of ε and equated to zero to give the coupled system
O(1) : F μ0 (x,u,uj(1), ...,uj(k)) = 0, (4.123)
...
O(εq) : F μq (x,u,uj(1), ...,uj(k)) = 0.
At this point, we make the following formal definition according to [42]:
Definition 15 The approximate symmetries of the differential system (4.120) are the ex-
act symmetries of the coupled system (4.123).
Since there exist many computer algebra packages for the determination of classical
Lie point symmetries, this makes the determination of these exact symmetries of (4.123),
and hence the approximate symmetries of (4.120), relatively straightforward.
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According to [112], this method reflects well an approximation in terms of pertur-
bation theory as opposed to Method I which, through perturbing the symmetry generator
instead, results in many nonessential symmetries. However, it should be noted that this
method, whilst theoretically sound (in a perturbation sense), results in a dramatic increase
in the algebra required to find the exact symmetries of the coupled system. The reason for
this is that as the order of the parameter is increased, the number of dependent variables
also increases [112]. In fact, form dependent variables, a perturbation to order q increases
the number of the "new" dependent variables to m(q + 1) which is particularly problem-
atic for large systems and higher orders of q. Fortunately, while this may cause difficulties
when working by hand, with the use of symbolic computing packages, the only considera-
tion is the increase in calculation time which, for the differential systems dealt with in this
paper, were not excessive.
Algorithm for Method II
Since Method II only requires the determination of exact symmetries of a coupled system,
the algorithm is reasonably simple.
To find approximate symmetries by Method II using ASP, the command is
ApproximateSymmetry (DES,DVARS,IVARS,PARAM,order=q,method=2).
The algorithm for automating Method II comprises three key steps:
Step 1. First, the perturbations in the dependent variables as per (4.121) are found to
the required order in the perturbation parameter ε and substituted into the given
differential system. The resulting coupled system (4.123) is found using ASP by
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expanding (4.122) in a Taylor series about ε = 0. The coefficients of each order of ε
up to and including the order specified are then identified, set equal to zero, and may
be called using the procedure OrderFuncs();.
Step 2. Determining equations for the (exact) Lie symmetries of (4.123) are found using the
DESOLVII routine gendef and these are accessible to the user with the command
DetEqns(). This system of linear, homogeneous PDEs is then solved using the
DESOLVII routine pdesolv.
Step 3. The (exact) symmetries of (4.123), corresponding to the qth order approximate
symmetries of (4.120), are given infinitesimally by ASP as the generator
X = ξxi(x,u,u0, ...,uq)
∂
∂xi
+ ηuαp (x,u,u0, ...,uq)
∂
∂uαp
, (4.124)
for α = 1, ..,m, i = 1, .., n and p = 0, ..., q.We note that the infinitesimal functions
ξxi and ηuαp are equivalent to ξ
i and ηα from (4.115) and that the slightly different
notation is a result of the output by DESOLVII.
4.1.3 Method III (Pakdemirli, Yürüsoy and Dolapçi)
The third method, proposed by Pakdemirli, Yürüsoy and Dolapçi [112], is a simplification
of Method II, provided the system of differential equations is of a particular form. Consider
a simple scalar differential equation, where u is the dependent variable and is a function of
x ≡ (x1, ..., xn), and which can be written in the form
L(u) + εN (u) = 0, (4.125)
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for some linear and non-linear operators L and N respectively. The key feature of such a
system is that when the dependent variable is expanded in a perturbation series in the per-
turbation parameter, the form of the linear componentwill remain unchanged at each order
of the parameter. The form of the non-linear component will change however, depending
on the order required. To illustrate, consider the kth order expansion (about perturbation
parameter ε such that ε << 1) in u:
u = u0 + εu1 + ε
2u2...+ ε
quq (4.126)
for q = 1, .., k. Substituting (4.126) into (4.125) yields
L(u0 + εu1 + ...+ εkuk) = −εN (u0 + εu1 + ...+ εkuk). (4.127)
Since L(u0 + εu1 + ... + εkuk) ≡ L(u0) + εL(u1) + ... + εkL(uk), it is easy to split this
system at each order in ε to give the system
L(u0) = 0 ≡ h0(x), (4.128)
L(u1) = h1(x),
L(u2) = h2(x),
...
As the left hand side of (4.128) is unchanged in form at each order of ε, (4.128) may be
expressed L(ui) = hi(x), or more simply as
L(u) = h(x), (4.129)
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where h(x) is considered arbitrary in the independent variables and where i = 0, ..., k.
Approximate symmetries of (4.125) are then found according to the following definition
[112]:
Definition 16 The approximate symmetries of the non-linear differential equation (4.125)
are the exact symmetries of the non-homogeneous linear equation (4.129).
Hence, after finding the exact symmetry of (4.129), the known functions hi(x) from
(4.128) are then substituted into the generator to give the approximate symmetry of (4.125)
at the desired level of approximation in ε.Note that when ε = 0, the approximate symmetry
is simply the exact symmetry of the unperturbed equation, as expected.
Remark 4 Note that for the algorithmwithin ASP, we have extended the theory of Pakdemirli,
Yürüsoy and Dolapçi [112] by considering a system of differential equations of the form
Lμ(u) + εN μ(u) = 0, μ = 1, .., l. (4.130)
Consequently, the equivalent re-expression of (4.129) for this system is then
Lμ(u) = hμ(x), μ = 1, .., l. (4.131)
Thus for a system of l differential equations, we must consider the exact symmetries of the
l equations (4.131) at any particular order of the perturbation parameter.
Pakdemirli, Yürüsoy and Dolapçi [112] contend that the third method is an improve-
ment uponMethod II in two ways: (1) the exact symmetry calculations need only be carried
out once for approximate symmetries of all orders with the particular function hi(x) sub-
stituted into the generator at the end and (2) this method does not increase the number of
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dependent variables (and thus the complexity of the calculations) to be considered due to
the assumption that the split system (4.128) is uncoupled and can be solved accordingly.
However, while this method appears to produce approximate symmetries as perMethod
II, we suggest that there are three possible forms for differential equations depending on
whether the non-linear component disappears when the perturbation parameter is set to zero
and if linear components also disappear when this is done. These cases, and the resulting
steps taken to deal with them, are detailed in the following section.
Algorithm for Method III
The algorithm for Method III requires initial manipulation of the given differential system
before identifying the components to be replaced with arbitrary functions and finding the
exact symmetries of this relabelled system. Most importantly, the algorithm must deter-
mine the linear and non-linear parts of each equation, and this is done using the command
linear_split (routine called only internally). This routine converts an equation into
a list of all the added components and substitutes a dummy replacement for each depen-
dent variable of the form ui = ui + SUBiui. The components which contain powers of
SUBi greater than one or for which SUBi cannot be isolated as coefficients are non-linear
functions. These are isolated and moved to the right side of the equation and reformed into
a sum. All remaining linear quantities are likewise moved to the left. For example, the
PDE u,t − sin(u) = 0 would be re-expressed as u,t = sin(u) using linear_split. We
believe that this split is an important step because there exist (broadly speaking) three pos-
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sible forms for a given differential equation with perturbed quantity on the right hand side,
presented (for simplicity withm = 1) as follows:
Case 1. L(u) = εN (u) as per (4.125).
After substitution of (4.126), equations of this form allow us to re-express (4.128) as
L(ui) = hi(x) with arbitrary h. For example, a differential equation of this type is
∂u(x, t)
∂t
= εu(x, t)
∂2u(x, t)
∂x2
.
After making the substitution u = u0(x, t) + εu1(x, t), to first order in ε, the coupled
system is
O(1) :
∂u0(x, t)
∂t
= 0
O(ε) :
∂u1(x, t)
∂t
= u0(x, t)
∂2u0(x, t)
∂x2
,
which may be rewritten as
∂ui(x, t)
∂t
≡ L(ui) = hi(x, t), i = 0, 1.
Case 1a. L1(u) = εN (u) + εL2(u) where L1 may or may not be equal to L2.
This is a subcase of Case 1 since we may consider εN (u) + εL(u) ≡ εN2(u),
where N2 is a new "non-linear" operator, such that L(ui) = εN2(u) and the right
hand side may be replaced with arbitrary h(x) as before. Consequently, all perturbed
quantities should be kept on the right hand side irrespective of whether they are linear
or non-linear.
Case 2. L(u) +N1(u) = εN2(u).
This case is distinctly different to Case 1 as the equation cannot be re-expressed
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L(ui) = hi(x) since the left hand side does not remain unchanged in form at each
order of perturbation. For example, consider the differential equation
∂u(x, t)
∂t
+ u(x, t)2 = εu(x, t)
∂2u(x, t)
∂x2
.
After making the substitution u = u0(x, t) + εu1(x, t), to first order in ε, the coupled
system is
O(1) :
∂u0(x, t)
∂t
+ u0(x, t)
2 = 0
O(ε) :
∂u1(x, t)
∂t
+ 2u0(x, t)u1(x, t) = u0(x, t)
∂2u0(x, t)
∂x2
,
where the left hand side is no longer of the form
∂ui(x, t)
∂t
for i = 0, 1. Consequently,
we propose that in order to re-express the system as per L(ui) = hi(x, t), we must
move all nonlinear components to the right hand side of the equation, regardless
of whether or not they are perturbed by ε. If we do this for the above example, we have
∂u(x, t)
∂t
= εu(x, t)
∂2u(x, t)
∂x2
− u(x, t)2.
After substitution, the coupled system is now
O(1) :
∂u0(x, t)
∂t
= −u0(x, t)2
O(ε) :
∂u1(x, t)
∂t
= u0(x, t)
∂2u0(x, t)
∂x2
− 2u0(x, t)u1(x, t),
which then may be rewritten in the familiar form
∂ui(x, t)
∂t
≡ L(ui) = hi(x, t).
The algorithm for automating Method III thus comprises of four key steps (one more
than for Method II) as follows:
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Step 1. For an equation of the most general form L1(u) − εL2(u) − εN1(u) −N2(u) = 0,
for perturbation parameter ε, the linear and non-linear components of the given
differential system are determined using the ASP routine linear_split. All
non-linear components are moved to the right such that the equation is of the form
L1(u) − εL2(u) = εN1(u) + N2(u). Finally, any terms remaining on the left hand
side which are perturbed by the given perturbation parameter are moved to the right
hand side to give L1(u) = εN1(u) +N2(u) + εL2(u). Equations are now expressed
in the correct form to set the right hand side to an arbitrary function.
Step 2. Perturbations in the dependent variables as per (4.126) are found to the required
order and substituted into the re-expressed differential system. The resulting coupled
system (4.123) is found using ASP by expanding (4.127) in a Taylor series in ε
about ε = 0. The coefficients of each order of ε up to and including the order
specified are then identified, set equal to zero, and may be called using the procedure
OrderFuncs();.
Step 3. For a system of k equations as per (4.131), the arbitrary functions h_kj(x) are
determined at each order of perturbation in ε such that j = εp for p ∈ {0, .., q}.
For example, for a system of k differential equations, h_1ε(x) is the auxiliary
function h for the first equation in the list at first order in ε. These are accessible
to the user with the command hFunctions(). Determining equations for the
(exact) Lie symmetries of the relabelled system L(u) = h_kj(x) are found using the
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DESOLVII routine gendef and these are stored in DetEqns(). This system of
linear, homogeneous PDEs is then solved using the DESOLVII routine pdesolv.
Step 4. The (exact) symmetries of L(u) = h_k(x), corresponding to the approximate
symmetries of the original system, are given infinitesimally by ASP as the generator
of the form (4.124). ASP also outputs the form of the arbitrary functions h_kj(x) at
each order of perturbation in the perturbation parameter.
4.2 Syntax for ASP
The package ASP Automated Symmetries Package (Jefferson and Carminati, 2011) has
been written for MAPLE versions 11 and above to find approximate symmetries of differ-
ential systems by each of the three methods discussed. ASP extends the capabilities of
the MAPLE package DESOLVII (Vu, Jefferson and Carminati, 2011) which currently only
finds classical Lie point and higher symmetries. To load, the read command is used (the
altered MAPLE package DESOLVII has been included) and the package is initialised by
the commands with(desolv)and with(ASP). In this section, we present commands
for the operation of ASP. Note that several important commands have also been extracted
from DESOLVII and made available to the user and are used within ASP. The functions of
the ASP routines ApproximateSymmetry, approxclassify, commutator and
applygenerator, as well as the new DESOLVII routines extgenerator, icde_cons,
mod_eq, PointSymmetryCondition and deteq_split, are summarised in the
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following tables with their syntax. For more specific information on the algorithms used
by DESOLV and DESOLVII, please refer to [19, 18, 140, 141].
Input/output parameters
DES - a list of differential equations (may be of the form A = B, A = 0 or A where "=0"
is assumed).
DVAR - a list of dependent variables.
IVAR - a list of independent variables.
TOSPLIT - a list of the differential equations to be split into a system of determining
equations. List is in jet form e.g. ux ≡ u_x.
TOMOD - a list of the differential equations to be modded with respect to other differential
expressions. Jet form.
PARAM - the small perturbing parameter.
JETVARS - a list of all derivatives found in TOSPLIT or TOMOD. This list also contains
all elements from DVAR and IVAR.
INFS - a list of the infinitesimal functions to be found. These are subscripted by the
appropriate dependent variable, e.g. ηu.
ARGS - the list of arguments of the infinitesimal functions.
LPAR - a list of parameters.
ApproximateSymmetry (ASP routine)
Function: Calculates the approximate symmetries of a given differential system using one
of three available methods. Method I perturbs the classical Lie symmetry generator of the
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differential system (Baikov, Gazizov and Ibragimov [7, 65]); Method II perturbs the
dependent variable/s and requires the determination of the classical symmetries of the
resulting coupled system (Fushchych and Shtelen [42]); Method III simplifies Method II
by assigning arbitrary functions to non-linear components (M. Pakdemirli, Yürüsoy and
Dolapçi [112]).
Calling sequence:
ApproximateSymmetry(DES,DVARS,IVARS,PARAM,order=q,method=p)
and where p is an integer ∈ {1, 2, 3} corresponding to the method to be used for
calculating approximate symmetries of the given system. q is an integer > 1,
corresponding to the order of the perturbation in the perturbation parameter PARAM. Note
that q=1 if p=1.
Output: Output differs depending on the method: Method I: A list of the form
[UNSOL,SOLCONS,INFS,LPAR,ARGS] where SOLCONS are any conditions
assumed during the PDE solution process and UNSOL are all remaining differential
conditions on any functions remaining in INFS.Method II: A list of the form
[UNSOL,SOLCONS,INFS,LPAR,ARGS]Method III: A list
[[UNSOL,SOLCONS],[NSYS,ARBF],INFS,LPAR,ARGS] where NSYS is the
re-expressed system (4.131) and ARBF is a list of arbitrary functions expressed h_kj(x).
mod_eq (altered DESOLVII routine)
Function: Re-expresses a particular system TOMOD with derivatives in jet form by
modding with respect to derivatives from a given system DES.
Calling sequence: mod_eq(DES,DVAR,IVAR,TOMOD,JETVARS)
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Output: A list of the form [MODEQNS,JARGS] where MODEQNS is a list of (now
modded) equations, and JARGS is a list containing all elements from DVAR and IVAR, as
well as any remaining derivatives in MODEQNS in jet notation.
deteq_split (altered DESOLVII routine)
Function: Splits the symmetry condition resulting from the application of a symmetry
generator X onto a given differential system. May be used for both Lie point and
generalised symmetries (contact and Lie-Bäcklund) provided the relevant derivatives
(expressed in jet notation) are provided for splitting.
Calling sequence:
deteq_split(DES,DVAR,IVAR,TOSPLIT,DARGS,JETVARS)
Output: A list of the form [DETEQNS,INFS,ARGS] where DETEQNS is the list of the
determining equations and ARGS is the list of independent arguments.
icde_cons (altered DESOLVII routine)
Function: A very useful routine which calculates the integrability conditions of a given
system of differential equations. This routine forms part of the DESOLVII PDE solution
routine pdesolv.
Calling sequence: icde_cons(DES,LOFN,LVAR) where LOFN is a list of functions
to be solved (with arguments) and LVAR is a list of arguments for the functions in LOFN.
Output: A list [INTCONS] where INTCONS are the integrability conditions of DES.
Note that INTCONS should be appended to DES before solving the system.
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extgenerator (altered DESOLVII routine)
Function: Provides the extended infinitesimal point generator (with unsolved infinitesimal
functions) for a given differential system.
Calling sequence: extgenerator(DES,DVAR,IVAR)
Output: A list of the form [[DIFFEQS],[XGENS]] where the XGENS[i] are the
extended generators corresponding to each of the given differential equations
DIFFEQS[i]. Note that the ordering of the differential equations in DES may not
match that in DIFFEQS (and consequently not match the extended generators XGENS).
PointSymmetryCondition (altered DESOLVII routine)
Function: Displays the last classical Lie point symmetry condition calculated by
DESOLVII.
Calling sequence: PointSymmetryCondition();
Output: A list of the form [[SYMCON],LOFN,ALLJETS] where SYMCON is the last
classical point symmetry condition calculated, LOFN is a list of functions to be solved for
(with arguments) and ALLJETS is a list containing IVAR, DVAR and SYMCON derivatives
in jet form.
approxclassify (ASP routine)
Function: Uses the modified DESOLVII routine classify() to keep track of all
non-zero and linearly independent conditions assumed during the
ApproximateSymmetry solution process.
Calling sequence: approxclassify();
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Output: A printed list of non-zero and linearly independent assumptions made during the
solution process for finding approximate symmetries (this includes the PDE solution
processes for finding both the exact generatorX0 and the deformationX1 if using Method
I) as well as during the simplification of any remaining differential or functional
conditions post solution.
commutator (ASP routine)
Function: Calculates the commutator of two given symmetry generators.
Calling sequence: commutator([VEC1,VEC2],[op(DVAR),op(IVAR)]) where
VECi are the two generators.
Output: The generator which results from the commutator bracket.
applygenerator (ASP routine)
Function: Applies a given generator (in inactive form) to a given equation.
Calling sequence: applygenerator([GEN],[EQ],DVAR) where GEN is the
generator chosen and EQ the equation.
Output: The expression which results from the application of GEN to EQ.
4.3 Applications of ASP
We now provide illustrative examples demonstrating the use of the ApproximateSymmetry
routine to calculate the approximate symmetries of three different systems. This is done
using one of each of the three methods described. Using approxclassify, new special
cases have been found in the examples chosen which extend the approximate symmetry al-
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gebra and we also demonstrate the importance of re-expressing a system so as to determine
such special cases. We use the notation given in [65] such that X0α are the symmetries of
the unperturbed equation, and in the case that X0α are stable for certain coefficients of the
considered equations, Xα denotes a deformation of X0α caused by the particular perturba-
tion.
4.3.1 Approximate Symmetries by Method I
The ApproximateSymmetry routine has allowed us to determine new values for co-
efficients (functions and/or parameters) in a given problem which extend the approximate
symmetry algebra.
As an example, let us consider the wave equation with a small dissipation [65]
u,tt + εu,t = (f(u)u,x),x, (4.132)
where u = u(x, t), a subscript denotes a derivative with respect to that variable and ε is the
perturbation parameter such that ε << 1. The corresponding unperturbed equation is
u,tt = (f(u)u,x),x. (4.133)
Using ApproximateSymmetry with Method I, we find the exact symmetries X0α of
(4.132), that is, the point symmetries of the unperturbed equation (4.133), comprise a three
dimensional algebra spanned by the following operators (stored in ExactSymms):
X01 =
∂
∂t
, X02 =
∂
∂x
, X03 = t
∂
∂t
+ x
∂
∂x
. (4.134)
For arbitrary f(u), the approximate symmetry algebra (generators of the formXk = X0k +
εX1k) output by ASP is:
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Using METHOD I for Approximate Symmetry Determination
Solving for the EXACT CLASSICAL SYMMETRIES (X0) of the unperturbed
system...
Unperturbed System now stored in F0system();
Exact symmetries now stored in ExactSymms( );
Auxiliary function/s h now stored in AuxFuncs( );
Approximate Symmetry Condition/s now stored in ApproxSymmetryCondition( );
Solving for the APPROXIMATE CLASSICAL SYMMETRIES (X1) of the
perturbed system...
Infinitesimals X1 now stored in X1Symms( );
The approximate Symmetries of the DE/system of the form X0+parameter*X1 are:
[[ ], [B_1 = 0, C_10 = C_12], [ξx(x, t, u) = B_3 + ε(C_9 + xC_12),
ξt(x, t, u) = B_2 + ε(C_11 + tC_12), ηu(x, t, u) = 0], [B_2, B_3, C_9,
C_11, C_12], [x, t, u]]
Using the DESOLVII routine genvec, we find that the algebra is spanned by the
following (essential) operators:
X1 =
∂
∂t
, X2 =
∂
∂x
, X3 = ε

t
∂
∂t
+ x
∂
∂x

. (4.135)
According to [65], five cases are given which extend the approximate algebra (4.135).
Using approxclassify we find the following set of linearly independent assumptions:

{1, t}, {1, x}, {1, u, f(u)u, f(u)},

df(u)
du
t,
df(u)
du
u, f(u),
df(u)
du

,

df(u)
du
t,
df(u)
du
u,
df(u)
du
ut, f(u),
df(u)
du

(4.136)
Recall that we refer to these as "linearly independent assumptions" since, during the PDE
solution process used in DESOLVII, elementswithin each of these sets have been assumed
at some point to be linearly independent of one another. Of course, by taking any linear
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combination of these and solving for f(u), we may determine special cases which may be
considered. The five cases considered in [65], accompanied with the relevant extension to
the algebra, may all be found using the assumptions (4.136) as follows:
Remark 5 The cases found in [65] are all less general than those which we are able to
find using ASP. Below, we provide both cases for comparison. We label cases as stated in
[65] as Lit. Case.
Case 1. f(u) = Ceau(x,t), C, a = const. = 0.
Derived from the condition
df(u)
du
− af(u) = 0. Extension to the algebra is:
X˜3 = a

t+
εt2
2

∂
∂t
+ ax
∂
∂x
− 2tε ∂
∂u
, X4 = ax
∂
∂x
+ 2
∂
∂u
.
Case 1. (Lit. Case) f(u) = δeu(x,t), δ = ±1. This is a subcase of Case 1 with a = 1 and
C = ±1. Extension to the algebra is thus:
X˜3 =

t+
εt2
2

∂
∂t
+ x
∂
∂x
− 2tε ∂
∂u
, X4 = x
∂
∂x
+ 2
∂
∂u
.
Case 2. f(u) = Cu(x, t)σ, σ = const. /∈

0,−4,−4
3

, C = const. = 0.
Derived from the condition
1
σ
df(u)
du
u− f(u) = 0. Extension to the algebra is:
X˜3 =

t+
εσt2
2(σ + 4)

∂
∂t
+ x
∂
∂x
− 2εut
σ + 4
∂
∂u
, X4 = σx
∂
∂x
+ 2u
∂
∂u
.
The ASP approxclassify routine output
non-zero assumptions :
{C, σ, u,σ + 4, 4 + 3σ,−σ − 4}
linearly independent assumptions :
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{{1, t}, {1, u}, {1, x}, {1, uσ}}
determined the three cases σ ∈

0,−4,−4
3

which follow.
Case 2. (Lit. Case) f(u) = δu(x, t)σ, δ = ±1. This is a subcase of Case 2 with C = ±1.
Extension to the algebra is as per Case 2.
Case 3. f(u) = Cu(x, t)−4, C = const. = 0.
Derived from Case 2. Extension to the algebra is:
X4 = 2x
∂
∂x
− u ∂
∂u
, X5 = ε

t2
∂
∂t
+ tu
∂
∂u

.
Case 3. (Lit. Case) f(u) = δu(x, t)−4, δ = ±1. This is a subcase of Case 3 with C = ±1.
Extension to the algebra is as per Case 3.
Case 4. f(u) = Cu(x, t)−4/3, C = const. = 0.
Derived from Case 2. Extension to the algebra is:
X˜3 =

t− εt
2
4

∂
∂t
+ x
∂
∂x
− 3εut
4
∂
∂u
, X4 = −2x
∂
∂x
+ 3u
∂
∂u
,
X5 = −x2
∂
∂x
+ 3ux
∂
∂u
.
Case 4. (Lit. Case) f(u) = δu(x, t)−4/3, δ = ±1. This is a subcase of Case 4 with C = ±1.
Extension to the algebra is as per Case 4.
Case 5. f(u) = 1.
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The symmetries found using ASP are functions in x and t which satisfy a list of
unsolved differential conditions. Using the MAPLE routine pdsolve, we find that this
set of conditions can be solved such that the functions are now arbitrary in the arguments
(t− x) or (t+ x). The extension to the algebra is then:
[F5(t+ x) + F6(t− x) + ε(F3(t+ x)− F4(t− x) + c1)]
∂
∂t
+
[F5(t+ x)− F6(t− x) + c2 + ε(F3(t+ x) + F4(t− x))]
∂
∂x
+
[F1(t+ x) + F2(t− x) + b1u+ ε(F7(t+ x) + F8(t− x)
+
# x
D(_F1)(2_a+ t− x)_a d_a

− 1
2
xF2(t− x)
−1
2
u(F5(t+ x) + F6(t− x)) −1
2
c1u

]
∂
∂u
,
where c1, c2, b1 are constants and F1, .., F8 are arbitrary functions in the given arguments.
Case 5. (Lit. Case) This is a subcase of Case 5 where we set F5(t + x) = α1(t + x),
F6(t−x) = α2(t−x), F1(t+x) = β1(t+x), F2(t−x) = β2(t−x), F3(t+x) = 0,
F4(t−x) = 0, F7(t+x) = 0, c2 = 0, c1 = 0, b1 = C, F8(t−x) = −14(t−x)β2(t−x),
! x
(_a(D(_F1))(2_a+ t− x)d_a = −1
4
(t− x)β1(t+ x). Extension to the algebra as
per [65] is thus:
X∞ = (α1 + α2)
∂
∂t
+ (α1 − α2)
∂
∂x
+

Cu+ β1 + β2 − ε

1
2
(α1 + α2) u+
1
4
(t− x)β1 +
1
4
(t+ x)β2

∂
∂u
,
where C is a constant and α1, β1 and α2, β2 are arbitrary functions of the arguments
(t+ x) and (t− x) respectively.
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In fact, we find by using approxclassify that there exist other choices for
f(u), found through more general linear combinations of the assumptions (4.136), which
also extend the algebra. These include the following generalisation (Case 6) of Cases 2, 3,
4 and 5 which splits into additional subcases.
Case 6. f(u) = k(au+ b)c/a, a, b, c, k = const. = 0, a /∈

c,− c
4
,−3c
4

.
Derived from the condition a
df(u)
du
u + b
df(u)
du
− cf(u) = 0. The extension to the
algebra is:
X˜3 =

t+
ct2ε
2(4a+ c)

∂
∂t
+ x
∂
∂x
−

2t(au+ b)ε
4a+ c

∂
∂u
,
X4 = x
∂
∂x
+

2au+ 2b
c

∂
∂u
.
We note that Cases 2-5 can be retrieved from this result by setting a = 1, b = 0, c =
σ, k = C. Moreover, the ASP approxclassify routine output
non-zero assumptions :
{k, b, c, cb,−c− 4a,−c+ a, 4a+ c, 3c+ 4a}
linearly independent assumptions :
{{1, t}, {1, u}, {1, x}, {1, t, u}, {1, u, (au+ b)c/a, (au+ b)c/au}}
determined three cases a ∈

− c
4
, c,−3c
4

which follow.
Case 6a. f(u) = k

−1
4
cu+ b
−4
, b, c, k = const. = 0.
A subcase of Case 6 for a = −c/4. Extension to the algebra is:
X4 = x
∂
∂x
+
1
2

−u+ 4b
c

∂
∂u
, X5 = t
2ε
∂
∂t
+ ε

tu− 4bt
c

∂
∂u
.
Case 6b. f(u) = k (cu+ b) , k, c, b = const. = 0.
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A subcase of Case 6 for a = c. Extension to the algebra is:
X˜3 =

t2ε
10
+ t

∂
∂t
+ x
∂
∂x
− 2
5
ε

tu+
bt
c

∂
∂u
,
X4 = x
∂
∂x
+ 2

u+
b
c

∂
∂u
.
Case 6c. f(u) = k

−3
4
cu+ b
−4/3
, k, c, b = const. = 0.
A subcase of Case 6 for a = −3c/4. Extension to the algebra is:
X˜3 =

−1
4
εt2 + t

∂
∂t
+ x
∂
∂x
+ ε

bt
c
− 3
4
ut

∂
∂u
,
X4 = x
∂
∂x
+
1
2

−3u+ 4b
c

∂
∂u
, X5 = x
2 ∂
∂x
+

−3ux+ 4bx
c

∂
∂u
.
Clearly there exist many choices of f(u) which may extend the approximate algebra.
Specifically, we have shown that the approxclassify routine, by keeping track of the
non-zero and linearly independent assumptions, has enabled us to generalise the classifica-
tion of the wave equation with a small dissipation (4.132) as presented in [65].
An Approximate Solution using Method I
For illustrative purposes, we use the method for integration using approximate sym-
metries as presented in [68] to find solutions of the particular wave equation
u,tt + εu,t = ((u+ 1)u,x),x, (4.137)
which corresponds to Case 6b of (4.132) with b, c, k = 1. If we treat the parameter ε as a
small parameter such that ε << 1, we may find approximate symmetries of (4.137) such
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that u,tt + εu,t − ((u+ 1)u,x),x ≈ 0. We will use the generator
X ≡ X˜3 −X4 =

t2ε
10
+ t

∂
∂t
− 2 (u+ 1)

1 +
εt
5

∂
∂u
, (4.138)
to integrate the PDE. Using the DESOLVII routine reduceVar, we obtain the similarity
variables
K_1 = x, W_1 = (u+ 1)t2(10 + tε)2,
where we choose K_1 as the new independent variable. In terms of these variables, the
PDE (4.137) reduces to the ODE
−600W_1(K_1) + d
2W_1(K_1)
dK_12
W_1(K_1) +

dW_1(K_1)
dK_1
2
= 0.
This ODE is solved using the MAPLE routine dsolve to give two possible (non-trivial)
solutions
# W _1(K_1)
± _a√
400_a3 + c1
d_a−K_1− c2 = 0 (4.139)
for constants c1, c2. Choosing the positive sign and substituting c1 = 0, the integral may be
evaluated to give
1
10
W_1(K_1)2)
W_1(K_1)3
−K_1− c2 = 0. (4.140)
Reverting to the original variables and solving for u we have
u(x, t) =
−ε2t4 − 20t3ε− 100t2 + 100x2 + 200xc2 + 100c22
t2(10 + tε)2
.
Expanding in a Taylor series about ε = 0 to order 2 and solving for u, we have the approx-
imate solution
u(x, t) = − 1
5t2
(−10xc2 − 5c22 + 5t2 − 5x2 + tεx2 + 2tεxc2 + tεc22). (4.141)
Substituting (4.141) into (4.137), we get
ε2(x2 + 2xc2 + c
2
2)
25t2
which is O(ε2) as required.
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4.3.2 Approximate Symmetries by Method II
Here we use Method II to generate approximate symmetries for a PDE with an arbitrary
function as presented in [138]. We draw attention to the fact that, while the approxclassify
routine allows the user to identify new values for coefficients (which may extend the ap-
proximate symmetry algebra), it may be necessary to re-express the system as a potential
system in order to find such cases. We also demonstrate, using MAPLE, that a broader class
of solutions for one of the cases given in [138] may be found.
Let us consider the nonlinear wave equation with a small dissipation [138] of the
form
w,tt − f(w,x)w,xx = εw,xxt (4.142)
where f is some smooth function, w(x, t) is the dependent variable, ε << 1 is a small
parameter.
Using the ApproximateSymmetry routine and Method II, the dependent variable
w(x, t) is expanded to first order in ε, to give
w = w0 + w1ε. (4.143)
The wp for p = 0, 1 are the "new" set of dependent variables and are considered to be some
smooth functions in x and t. The algorithm then substitutes (4.143) into (4.142), splits at
each order of ε and equates each expression to zero. The resultant coupled system, stored
in OrderFunctions, is:
O(1) : w0,tt − f(w0,x)w0,xx = 0,
O(ε) : w1,tt − f(w0,x)w1,xx − f,w0,xw1,xw0,xx − w0,xxt = 0, (4.144)
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where f(w0,x) = f(w,x)|ε=0 and f,w0,x =
df(wx)
dwx
|ε=0. The approximate symmetries of
(4.142) are then the exact symmetries of (4.144). Crucially, we note that f is a function
of a derivative w0,x. The resulting symmetry condition is then split according not only to
dependence on the derivatives of w0 and w1, but also on f and its derivatives. Conse-
quently, the determining equations for (4.144) will be independent of f and, as such, no
assumptions (linearly independent or non-zero) will be made for f during the solution of
the determining system. Hence, special cases for f will not be found using (4.144). The
output using ASP for the approximate symmetries is:
Using METHOD II for Approximate Symmetry Determination
Finding DE/System at specified parameter order...
System ( stored in OrderFunctions( ); ) is given by:
D2, 2(w0)(x, t) - f(D1(w0)(x, t)) D1, 1(w0)(x, t)
-f(D1(w0)(x, t)) D1, 1(w1)(x, t) - D(f)(D1(w0)(x, t)) D1(w1)(x, t) D1, 1(w0)(x, t) -
D1, 1, 2(w0)(x, t) + D2, 2(w1)(x, t)
Determining CLASSICAL POINT SYMMETRIES for the new DE/system...
Determining equations stored in DetEqns( );
Solving determining equations...
Approximate infinitesimal symmetries given by:
[[ ], [ ], [ξx(x, t, w0, w1) = C_1 + xC_10, ξt(x, t, w0, w1) = C_3 + tC_10,
ηw0(x, t, w0, w1) = C_9 + w0C_10 + tC_8, ηw1(x, t, w0, w1) = C_6
+tC_5], [C_10, C_9, C_8, C_6, C_5, C_3, C_1], [x, t, w0, w1]]
where D (f) (D1(w0)(x, t)) ≡
df(w0,x)
dw0,x
. Using genvec, the seven dimensional approxi-
mate Lie algebra of (4.142) is spanned by the following operators:
X1 =
∂
∂t
, X2 =
∂
∂x
, X3 =
∂
∂w0
, X4 =
∂
∂w1
, X5 = t
∂
∂w0
,
X6 = t
∂
∂w1
, X7 = t
∂
∂t
+ x
∂
∂x
+ w0
∂
∂w0
(4.145)
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How can we determine particular functions f which extend this algebra? Since we require
that the function f be present in the determining system to keep track of assumptions made
during the PDE solution process, the system (4.142) must be re-expressed such that f is
not directly a function of a derivative of a dependent variable. The potential system is
w,x = v
w,tt − f(v)v,x = εv,xt (4.146)
where v = v(x, t). Expanding v as v = v0 + εv1, the order functions are now
O(1) : w0,x − v0 = 0,
O(1) : w0,tt − f(v0)v0,x = 0,
O(ε) : w1,x − v1 = 0,
O(ε) : w1,tt − v0,xt − f(v0)v1,x −D (f) (v0)v1v0,x = 0, (4.147)
with D (f) (v0) ≡
df(v0)
dv0
. The exact symmetries of (4.147) are
X1 =
∂
∂t
, X2 =
∂
∂x
, X3 =
∂
∂w0
, X4 =
∂
∂v0
, X5 = t
∂
∂w0
,
X6 = t
∂
∂v0
, X7 = t
∂
∂t
+ x
∂
∂x
− v1
∂
∂v1
+ w0
∂
∂w0
, (4.148)
and, using approxclassify, assumptions made on the function f are
non-zero assumptions ;

f(v0),
df(v0)
dv0

linearly independent assumptions ;
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{{1, w0, f(v0)},

df(v0)
dv0
v0, f(v0),
df(v0)
dv0

, {1, v0, v1, w0, w1}, {1, t, v0, w0, v0t, w0t}}
Since any linear combination of these may yield a function f which extends the
approximate algebra, we are able find both cases of f which extend the algebra as reported
in [138]. As v0 = w0,x by (4.147), the cases are:
Case 1. f(w0,x) = f0e
w0,x
p , f0, p = const. = 0.
Derived from f(w0,x)− p
df(w0,x)
dw0,x
= 0. Extension to the algebra (4.145) is:
X8 = x
∂
∂x
+ (2px+ w0)
∂
∂w0
− w1
∂
∂w1
.
Case 2. f(w0,x) = f0(w0,x + q)k, f0, k = const. = 0.
Derived from
df(w0,x)
dv0
w0,x − kf(w0,x) + q
df(w0,x)
dw0,x
= 0. We note that the case in
[138] is expressed as f(w0,x) = f0(w0,x+q)
2
p . Using this form, the extension to the algebra
(4.145) is:
X8 = x
∂
∂x
+ (pxq + pw0 + w0)
∂
∂w0
+ (pw1 − w1)
∂
∂w1
.
An Approximate Solution using Method II
An equation and approximate solution for a homogeneous viscoelastic bar of uniform
cross-section, assumed to be a nonlinear Kelvin solid, is proposed in [138]. The model
w,tt = τ ,x
with stress-strain relation of the form τ(x, t) = σ(w,x)+λ0w,xt may be reduced, by appro-
priate substitutions
dσ(w,x)
dw,x
= f and λ0 = ε, to the form (4.142). Consider the particular
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form of tension presented in [138]:
σ(w,x) = σ0 log(1 + w,x)
⇒ dσ(w,x)
dw,x
≡ f = σ0
(1 + w,x)
which corresponds to the Case 2 form of f with p = −2, q = 1 and f0 = σ0 = const..
Thus we may use the symmetry
X8 = x
∂
∂x
− (2x+ w0)
∂
∂w0
− 3w1
∂
∂w1
,
to reduce the order of the coupled system (4.144) and seek approximate solutions w(x, t)
such thatw,tt−σ0(w,x+1)−1w,xx−εw,xxt ≈ 0. Using the DESOLVII routine reduceVar
we obtain the similarity variables
K_1 = t, W_1 = (w0 + x)x, W_2 = w1x3,
where we chooseK_1 as the new independent variable. These variables reduce the system
of PDEs (4.144) to the system of ODEs
d2W_1(K_1)
dK_12
+ 2σ0 = 0,
d2W_2(K_1)
dK_12
W_1(K_1)− 2dW_1(K_1)
dK_1
W_1(K_1) + 6σ0W_2(K_1) = 0.
This system is solved using the MAPLE routine dsolve to give
W_1(K_1) = −σ0K_12 + c1K_1 + c2,
W_2(K_1) = DESol

6σ0Y (K_1)
W_1(K_1)
+
d2Y (K_1)
dK_12
− 2dW_1(K_1)
dK_1

, {Y (K_1)}

,
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with c1, c2 = const. To simplify the solution for W_2(K_1), we choose c1 = c2 = 0 to
give the solutions
W_1(K_1) = −σ0K_12,
W_2(K_1) = Y (K_1) =
c4
K_12
+ c3K_13 −
4
25
σ0K_13(−1 + 5 ln(K_1)).
Returning to the original variables using the DESOLVII routine originalVar and solv-
ing for w0 and w1 we have

w0 =
−(x2 + σ0t2)
x

,

w1 =
−1
25

−25c4 − 25t5c3 − 4σ0t5 + 20σ0t5 ln(t)
t2x3

(4.149)
We recall that a solution to the original differential equation (4.142) is given by w = w0 +
εw1, and hence
w(x, t) = −σ0t
2
x
− x− ε

−25c4 − 25t5c3 − 4σ0t5 + 20σ0t5 ln(t)
25t2x3

(4.150)
is an approximate solution which satisfies (4.142), with f = σ0(1 + w,x)−1, to O(ε2). We
note that setting c3 = 1/2, c4 = 1/2 results in the solution presented in [138]. Therefore,
such a solution is not as general as the one we have found in (4.150).
4.3.3 Approximate Symmetries by Method III
Here we consider the Potential Burgers equation
u,t = u,xx + εu
2
,x (4.151)
to demonstrate the determination of approximate symmetries via Method III as per [112].
The ASP routine linear_split identifies the linear and non-linear components of
(4.151) and re-expresses the equation in the form L(x, t, u) = εN (x, t, u) as u,t − u,xx =
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εu2,x. By substituting u = u0 + εu1 and expanding in a Taylor series about ε = 0, we have
the coupled system
O(1) : u0,t − u0,xx = 0,
O(ε) : u1,t − u1,xx = u20,x
where the left hand side remains unchanged in form. By setting the right hand side to
an arbitrary function h_1εk(x, t), for order k in ε, we are then left to find the approximate
symmetries of (4.151) by finding the exact symmetries of u,t − u,xx = h_1(x, t). The
ApproximateSymmetry output is
Using Method III for Approximate Symmetry Determination
Finding DE/System at specified parameter order...
System ( stored in OrderFunctions( ); ) is given by:
∂u0
∂t
− ∂
2u0
∂x2
= 0
∂u1
∂t
− ∂
2u1
∂x2
=

∂u0
∂x
2
The right hand functions (stored in hFunctions( ); ) are:
h_10(x, t) = 0
h_1ε(x, t) =

∂u0
∂x
2
Determining CLASSICAL POINT SYMMETRIES for the new DE/system...
∂u
∂t
− ∂
2u
∂x2
= h_1(x, t)
Determining equations stored in DetEqns( );
Solving determining equations...
Approximate infinitesimal symmetries given by:
[[[(C_6− 2C_4− 10tC_5− C_5x2 + C_2x)h_1(x, t)−
∂2F_4(x, t)
∂x2
− (xC_4 + 4xtC_5 + C_1− 2tC_2) ∂h_1
∂x
+
∂F_4(x, t)
∂t
− (4t2C_5 + 2tC_4 + C_3) ∂h_1
∂t

, [ ]

,

∂u
∂t
− ∂
2u
∂x2
= h_1(x, t)

,

h_10(x, t) = 0, h_1ε(x, t) =

∂u0
∂x
2
, [ξx(x, t, u) = xC_4+
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4xtC_5 + C_1− 2tC_2, ξt(x, t, u) = C_3 + 2tC_4 + 4t2C_5, ηu(x, t, u) =
F_4(x, t)− uC_5x2 + uC_2x− 2utC_5 + uC_6], [F_4(x, t),
C_6, C_5, C_4, C_3, C_2, C_1], [x, t, u]]
We can see from the output that the arbitrary functions h_1(x, t) at each order ε are
h_11(x, t) = 0 and h_1ε(x, t) = u02,x. Pakdemirli, Yürüsoy and Dolapçi [112] note that,
at zeroth order, the first condition in the above first list simplifies to F_4,t − F_4,xx = 0
which corresponds to the symmetries of the unperturbed equation u,t−u,xx = 0.Moreover,
to calculate the symmetries at higher orders in ε, we need only determine the form of the
functions h_1εk and substitute these into the first condition; no additional calculations need
be carried out. The infinite dimensional approximate symmetry algebra using Method III
is thus spanned by
X1 =
∂
∂x
, X2 = 2t
∂
∂x
− ux ∂
∂u
, X3 =
∂
∂t
, X4 = 2t
∂
∂t
+ x
∂
∂x
,
X5 = 4t
2 ∂
∂t
+ 4tx
∂
∂x
+ (−ux2 − 2ut) ∂
∂u
, X6 = u
∂
∂u
, X∞ = F_4(x, t)
∂
∂u
.
An Approximate Solution using Method III
The approximate solution is found by reducing the order of the transformed differen-
tial equation
∂uk
∂t
− ∂
2uk
∂x2
= h_1εk(x, t) k = 0, ..j (4.152)
where j is the required order in the perturbation parameter ε. For first order of precision,
solutions of u,t− u,xx− εu2,x ≈ 0 will be of the form u = u0 + εu1 as per Method II. First,
we find u0 by using X4 and reduceVar to reduce the order of the unperturbed equation
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(4.152) for k = 0 (that is, h_11(x, t) = 0)
u0,t − u0,xx = 0,
which yields similarity variables
K_1 =
x√
t
, W_1 = u0.
The reduced equation is then
dW_1(K_1)
dK_1
K_1 + 2
d2W_1(K_1)
dK_12
= 0,
which can be solved using dsolve to give the solution
W_1(K_1) = c1 + erf

K_1
2

c2, c1, c2 = const.
In the original variables, we have
u0(x, t) = c1 + erf

x
2
√
t

c2. (4.153)
Next, at first order in ε, h_1ε(x, t) = (u0,x)2 . Substituting (4.153), we find
h_1ε(x, t) =
1
πt
exp

−x2
4t
2
(c2)
2 . (4.154)
Substituting (4.154) into (4.152) with k = 1 and again usingX4 and reduceVar to reduce
the order, we have the similarity variablesK_1 =
x√
t
,W_1 = u1 and reduced equation
2 exp

−K_12
2

(c2)
2 +
dW_1(K_1)
dK_1
πK_1 + 2
d2W_1(K_1)
dK_12
π = 0,
with solution (using dsolve)
W_1(K_1) =
√
πc3 erf

K_1
2

− 1
2
(c2)
2 erf

K_1
2
2
+ c4.
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In original variables, we then have the solution for u1
u1(x, t) =
√
πc3 erf

x
2
√
t

− 1
2
(c2)
2 erf

x
2
√
t
2
+ c4.
for constants c3, c4. The approximate solution for (4.151) using the approximate symmetry
X4 of the form u = u0 + εu1 is thus
u(x, t) = c1 + erf

x
2
√
t

c2 + ε

√
πc3 erf

x
2
√
t

− 1
2
(c2)
2 erf

x
2
√
t
2
+ c4

.
4.4 Approximate symmetries of a system of PDEs using ASP
In this section, we demonstrate that ASP can readily reproduce the approximate symme-
tries of the non-Newtonian creeping flow equations of second grade fluids as considered in
[112]. The system of PDEs is given by
∂u
∂x
+
∂v
∂y
= 0,
−∂p
∂x
+ ε

∂2u
∂x2
+
∂2u
∂y2

+ ε1

5
∂u
∂x
∂2u
∂x2
+
∂u
∂x
∂2u
∂y2
+ u
∂3u
∂x3
+ v
∂3u
∂y3
+
u
∂3u
∂x∂y2
+ 2
∂v
∂x
∂2v
∂x2
+
∂u
∂y
∂2u
∂x∂y
+
∂u
∂y
∂2v
∂x2
+ v
∂3u
∂y∂x2

= 0,
−∂p
∂y
+ ε

∂2v
∂x2
− ∂
2u
∂x∂y

+ ε1

5
∂u
∂x
∂2u
∂x∂y
− ∂u
∂x
∂2v
∂x2
− v ∂
3u
∂x∂y2
+
u
∂3v
∂x3
− v∂
3u
∂x3
+ 2
∂u
∂y
∂2u
∂y2
− ∂v
∂x
∂2u
∂x2
+
∂v
∂x
∂2u
∂y2
− u ∂
3u
∂y∂x2

= 0, (4.155)
where u and v are the velocity components in the x and y directions respectively, p is
the pressure, ε = 1/Re (for Reynolds number Re, which is discussed further in the next
chapter) and with the dimensionless constant ε1 << ε. Using DESOLVII, we have the
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following MAPLE input/output for the exact symmetries of (4.155) which we have stored
as the system nnf:
> gendef([nnf],[u,v,p],[x,y]):
> pdesolv(%[]);
[ ], [ ], [ξx(x, y, u, v, p) = C_3 + xC_8, ξy(x, y, u, v, p) = C_1 + yC_8, ηu(x, y, u, v, p) =
uC_8, ηv(x, y, u, v, p) = vC_8, ηp(x, y, u, v, p) = C_10], [C_10, C_8, C_3, C_1]
> genvec(%[3],%[4],[x, y, u, v, p]);

∂
∂y
,
∂
∂p
,
∂
∂x
, u
∂
∂u
+ v
∂
∂v
+ x
∂
∂x
+ y
∂
∂y

Hence, we have a four dimensional Lie algebra of exact symmetries spanned by the
vectors
X1 =
∂
∂y
, X2 =
∂
∂p
, X3 =
∂
∂x
, X4 = u
∂
∂u
+ v
∂
∂v
+ x
∂
∂x
+ y
∂
∂y
.
Since ε1 << ε, we choose this constant to be the perturbation parameter for the
creeping flow system. We now use ASP to find the approximate symmetries of (4.155)
using all three methods.
4.4.1 Approximate Symmetries by Method I
The input/output from ASP for finding the approximate symmetries of (4.155) using this
method is as follows:
> systry1:=ApproximateSymmetry([nnf],[u,v,p],[x,y],ε1,
order=1,method=1);
Using METHOD I for Approximate Symmetry Determination
Solving for EXACT CLASSICAL SYMMETRIES (X0) of unperturbed system...
Unperturbed System now stored in F0system( );
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Exact symmetries now stored in ExactSymms( );
Auxiliary function/s h now stored in AuxFuncs( );
Approximate Symmetry Condition/s now stored in ApproxSymmetryCondition( );
Solving APPROXIMATE CLASSICAL SYMMETRIES (X1) of perturbed system...
Infinitesimals X1 now stored in X1Symms( );
The approximate symmetries of the DE/system of the form X0+parameterX1 are:
systry1 :=

∂F_19(x, y)
∂x
+
∂F_15(x, y)
∂y
,−∂
2F_24(x, y)
∂y2
− ∂
2F_24(x, y)
∂x2
,
−ε∂
2F_19(x, y)
∂x2
−ε∂
2F_19(x, y)
∂y2
+
∂F_24(x, y)
∂x
, −ε∂
2F_15(x, y)
∂x2
+ ε
∂2F_19(x, y)
∂y∂x

,
[G_2(x, y) = 0, G_3(x, y) = 0], [ξx(x, y, u, v, p) = B_3 + xB_2 + ε1(C_7 − xC_8),
ξy(x, y, u, v, p) = B_4+yB_2+ε1(C_3−yC_8), ηu(x, y, u, v, p) = B_2u+ε1(F_19(x, y)+
C_9u), ηv(x, y, u, v, p) = B_2v + ε1(F_15(x, y) + vC_9), ηp(x, y, u, v, p) = C_1 +
ε1(pC_9 + pC_8 + F_24(x, y))], [B_2, B_3, B_4, C_1, C_3, C_7, C_8, C_9,
F_15(x, y), F_19(x, y), F_24(x, y)], [x, y, u, v, p]]
> genvec(systry1[3],systry1[4],[x, y, u, v, p]);

u
∂
∂u
+ v
∂
∂v
+ x
∂
∂x
+ y
∂
∂y
,
∂
∂x
,
∂
∂y
,
∂
∂p
, ε1
∂
∂y
, ε1
∂
∂x
, ε1p
∂
∂p
− ε1x
∂
∂x
− ε1y
∂
∂y
,
ε1p
∂
∂p
+ ε1u
∂
∂u
+ ε1v
∂
∂v
, ε1F_15(x, y)
∂
∂v
, ε1F_19(x, y)
∂
∂u
, ε1F_24(x, y)
∂
∂p

This result matches the approximate symmetry algebra given in the literature by re-
labelling B_3 = b, B_2 = a, C_7 = B, C_8 = −A, C_3 = C, B_4 = c, F_19 = E,
C_9 = D, F_15 = F, F_24 = G and C_1 = g. Note that the condition
∂2F_24(x, y)
∂y2
+
∂2F_24(x, y)
∂x2
= 0, which is not found in [112], may be generated from the other three
conditions in the first list.
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4.4.2 Approximate Symmetries by Method II
Next, we use the second method and ASP to find the split coupled system and approximate
symmetries of (4.155):
> systry2:=ApproximateSymmetry([nnf],[u,v,p],[x,y],ε1,
order=1,method=2);
Using METHOD II for Approximate Symmetry Determination
Finding DE/System at specified parameter order...
System ( stored in OrderFunctions( ); ) is given by:
∂u0
∂x
+
∂v0
∂y
,
− ∂p0
∂x
+ ε
∂2u0
∂y2
+ ε
∂2u0
∂x2
,
− ∂p0
∂y
− ε ∂
2u0
∂x∂y
+ ε
∂2v0
∂x2
,
∂u1
∂x
+
∂v1
∂y
,
− ∂p1
∂x
+ ε
∂2u1
∂x2
+ 5
∂u0
∂x
∂2u0
∂x2
+ v0
∂3u0
∂y3
+ ε
∂2u1
∂y2
+
∂u0
∂y
∂2u0
∂x∂y
+ u0
∂3u0
∂x3
+
∂u0
∂y
∂2v0
∂x2
+
∂u0
∂x
∂2u0
∂y2
+ v0
∂3u0
∂x2∂y
+ u0
∂3u0
∂y2∂x
+ 2
∂v0
∂x
∂2v0
∂x2
,
− ∂p1
∂y
+ ε
∂2v1
∂x2
+ 5
∂u0
∂x
∂2u0
∂x∂y
+ u0
∂3v0
∂x3
− ε ∂
2u1
∂x∂y
− ∂v0
∂x
∂2u0
∂x2
− v0 ∂
3u0
∂y2∂x
+
∂v0
∂x
∂2u0
∂y2
− ∂u0
∂x
∂2v0
∂x2
− u0 ∂
3u0
∂x2∂y
− v0∂
3u0
∂x3
+ 2
∂u0
∂y
∂2u0
∂y2
Determining CLASSICAL POINT SYMMETRIES for the new DE/system...
Determining equations stored in DetEqns( );
Solving determining equations...
Approximate infinitesimal symmetries given by:
systry2 :=

∂F_56(x, y)
∂x
+
∂F_50(x, y)
∂y
,−∂
2F_67(x, y)
∂y2
− ∂
2F_67(x, y)
∂x2
,
−ε∂
2F_56(x, y)
∂x2
− ε∂
2F_56(x, y)
∂y2
+
∂F_67(x, y)
∂x
,
−ε∂
2F_50(x, y)
∂x2
− ε∂
2F_56(x, y)
∂y∂x
+
∂F_67(x, y)
∂y

, [ ], [ξx(x, y, u0, u1, v0, v1, p0, p1) =
C_3 + xC_11 + 2xC_6, ξy(x, y, u0, u1, v0, v1, p0, p1) = C_1 + yC_11 + 2yC_6,
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ηu0(x, y, u0, u1, v0, v1, p0, p1) = u0C_6, ηu1(x, y, u0, u1, v0, v1, p0, p1) =
F_56(x, y) + u0C_10− u1C_11, ηv0(x, y, u0, u1, v0, v1, p0, p1) = v0C_6,
ηv1(x, y, u0, u1, v0, v1, p0, p1) = F_50(x, y) + v0C_10− v1C_11,
ηp0(x, y, u0, u1, v0, v1, p0, p1) = −p0C_6− p0C_11 + C_12,
ηp1(x, y, u0, u1, v0, v1, p0, p1) = C_10p0− 2p1C_11− 2p1C_6 + F_67(x, y)],
[F_67(x, y), F_56(x, y), F_50(x, y), C_12, C_11, C_10, C_6, C_3, C_1],
[x, y, u0, v0, p0, u1, v1, p1]]
> genvec(systry2[3],systry2[4],systry2[5]);

∂
∂y
, p0
∂
∂p1
+ v0
∂
∂u1
+ u0
∂
∂v0
, − 2p1 ∂
∂p1
− v1 ∂
∂u1
− u1 ∂
∂v0
− p0 ∂
∂v1
+ x
∂
∂x
+ y
∂
∂y
,
∂
∂v1
,
∂
∂x
, v0
∂
∂p0
− 2p1 ∂
∂p1
+ u0
∂
∂u0
− p0 ∂
∂v1
+ 2x
∂
∂x
+ 2y
∂
∂y
, F_50(x, y)
∂
∂u1
,
F_56(x, y)
∂
∂v0
, F_67(x, y)
∂
∂p1

This approximate symmetry algebra, and the split coupled system, match those found
in [112] by relabelling the constants and functions such that C_11 = a− 2C_6, C_3 = b,
C_1 = c, C_6 = d, C_10 = f, F_56 = E, F_50 = F, C_12 = −e and F_67 = G.
As for the previous method, the expression −∂
2F_67(x, y)
∂y2
− ∂
2F_67(x, y)
∂x2
= 0 may be
generated using the other three differential conditions in the first list.
4.4.3 Approximate Symmetries by Method III
Finally, we use ASP to determine the approximate symmetries for the system (4.155) using
the third method:
> systry3:=ApproximateSymmetry([nnf],[u,v,p],[x,y],ε1,
order=1,method=3);
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Using Method III for Approximate Symmetry Determination
Finding DE/System at specified parameter order...
System ( stored in OrderFunctions( ); ) is given by:
∂u0
∂x
+
∂v0
∂y
= 0,
− ∂p0
∂x
+ ε
∂2u0
∂y2
+ ε
∂2u0
∂x2
= 0,
− ∂p0
∂y
− ε ∂
2u0
∂x∂y
+ ε
∂2v0
∂x2
= 0,
∂u1
∂x
+
∂v1
∂y
= 0,
− ∂p1
∂x
+ ε
∂2u1
∂x2
+ ε
∂2u1
∂y2
= −u0∂
3u0
∂x3
− 5∂u0
∂x
∂2u0
∂x2
− v0∂
3u0
∂y3
− ∂u0
∂y
∂2u0
∂x∂y
−
u0
∂3u0
∂y2∂x
− ∂u0
∂y
∂2v0
∂x2
− ∂u0
∂x
∂2u0
∂y2
− v0 ∂
3u0
∂x2∂y
− 2∂v0
∂x
∂2v0
∂x2
,
− ∂p1
∂y
+ ε
∂2v1
∂x2
− ε ∂
2u1
∂x∂y
= v0
∂3u0
∂y2∂x
− 5∂u0
∂x
∂2u0
∂x∂y
− u0∂
3v0
∂x3
+
∂v0
∂x
∂2u0
∂x2
+
v0
∂3u0
∂x3
− ∂v0
∂x
∂2u0
∂y2
+
∂u0
∂x
∂2v0
∂x2
+ u0
∂3u0
∂x2∂y
− 2∂u0
∂y
∂2u0
∂y2
The right hand functions (stored in hFunctions( ); ) are:
h1(x, y)1 = 0,
h1(x, y)ε1 = 0,
h2(x, y)1 = 0,
h2(x, y)ε1 = −u0
∂3u0
∂x3
− 5∂u0
∂x
∂2u0
∂x2
− v0∂
3u0
∂y3
− ∂u0
∂y
∂2u0
∂x∂y
−
u0
∂3u0
∂y2∂x
− ∂u0
∂y
∂2v0
∂x2
− ∂u0
∂x
∂2u0
∂y2
− v0 ∂
3u0
∂x2∂y
− 2∂v0
∂x
∂2v0
∂x2
,
h3(x, y)1 = 0,
h3(x, y)ε1 = v0
∂3u0
∂y2∂x
− 5∂u0
∂x
∂2u0
∂x∂y
− u0∂
3v0
∂x3
+
∂v0
∂x
∂2u0
∂x2
+
v0
∂3u0
∂x3
− ∂v0
∂x
∂2u0
∂y2
+
∂u0
∂x
∂2v0
∂x2
+ u0
∂3u0
∂x2∂y
− 2∂u0
∂y
∂2u0
∂y2
Determining CLASSICAL POINT SYMMETRIES for the new DE/system
∂u
∂x
+
∂v
∂y
= h1,−∂p
∂x
+ ε
∂2u
∂x2
+ ε
∂2u
∂y2
= h2,−∂p
∂y
+ ε
∂2v
∂x2
− ε ∂
2u
∂x∂y
= h3
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Determining equations stored in DetEqns( );
Solving determining equations...
Approximate infinitesimal symmetries given by:
systry3 :=

∂F_16(x, y)
∂y
+
∂F_11(x, y)
∂x
, (2C_5− C_6)h2 + (C_4 + xC_5)∂h2
∂x
+
(C_1+yC_5)
∂h2
∂y
+
∂F_21(x, y)
∂x
−ε∂
2F_11(x, y)
∂x2
−ε∂
2F_11(x, y)
∂y2
, (2C_5−C_6)h3+
(C_4+xC_5)
∂h3
∂x
+(C_1+yC_5)
∂h3
∂y
+ε
∂2F_11(x, y)
∂x∂y
−ε∂
2F_16(x, y)
∂x2
+
∂F_21(x, y)
∂y
,
(−3C_5+C_6)∂h2
∂x
+(−3C_5+C_6)∂h3
∂y
+(−C_1−yC_5) ∂
2h2
∂x∂y
+(−C_4−xC_5)∂
2h2
∂x2
+
(−C_1− yC_5)∂
2h3
∂y2
+ (−C_4− xC_5) ∂
2h3
∂x∂y
− ∂
2F_21(x, y)
∂y2
− ∂
2F_11(x, y)
∂x2

, [ ]

,

∂u
∂x
+
∂v
∂y
= h1(x, y), −∂p
∂x
+ ε
∂2u
∂x2
+ ε
∂2u
∂y2
= h2(x, y), −∂p
∂y
+ ε
∂2v
∂x2
− ε
∂2u
∂x∂y
= h3(x, y)

, [h1(x, y)1 = 0, h1(x, y)ε1 = 0, h2(x, y)1 = 0, h2(x, y)ε1 = −u0
∂3u0
∂x3
−
5
∂u0
∂x
∂2u0
∂x2
− v0∂
3u0
∂y3
− ∂u0
∂y
∂2u0
∂x∂y
− u0 ∂
3u0
∂y2∂x
− ∂u0
∂y
∂2v0
∂x2
− ∂u0
∂x
∂2u0
∂y2
− v0 ∂
3u0
∂x2∂y
−
2
∂v0
∂x
∂2v0
∂x2
, h3(x, y)1 = 0, h3(x, y)ε1 = v0
∂3u0
∂y2∂x
− 5∂u0
∂x
∂2u0
∂x∂y
− u0∂
3v0
∂x3
+
∂v0
∂x
∂2u0
∂x2
+ v0
∂3u0
∂x3
− ∂v0
∂x
∂2u0
∂y2
+
∂u0
∂x
∂2v0
∂x2
+ u0
∂3u0
∂x2∂y
−2∂u0
∂y
∂2u0
∂y2

,
[ξx(x, y, u, v, p) = C_4 + xC_5, ξy(x, y, u, v, p) = C_1 + yC_5, ηu(x, y, u, v, p) =
F_11(x, y) + C_6u, ηv(x, y, u, v, p) = F_16(x, y) + C_6v, ηp(x, y, u, v, p) =
pC_6− pC_5 + F_21(x, y)], [F_21(x, y), F_16(x, y), F_11(x, y), C_6, C_5,
C_4, C_1], [x, y, u, v, p]]
> genvec(systry3[3],systry3[4],systry3[5]);

∂
∂y
,
∂
∂x
, − p ∂
∂p
+ x
∂
∂x
+ y
∂
∂y
, p
∂
∂p
+ u
∂
∂u
+ v
∂
∂v
, F_11(x, y)
∂
∂u
, F_16(x, y)
∂
∂v
,
F_21(x, y)
∂
∂p

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As expected, the approximate symmetries of (4.155) found using ASP match those
found in [112] by relabelling C_4 = b, C_5 = a, C_1 = c, C_6 = d, F_11 = E,
F_16 = F and F_21 = G.
It is clear from this example that a large amount of calculations are required for
finding approximate symmetries, particularly for systems of PDEs. Symbolic computing
packages which automate these processes (such as ASP) are clearly of great benefit.
Having found the approximate symmetries of the non-Newtonian creeping flow equa-
tions (4.155), it is now possible to find corresponding approximate solutions. Fortunately,
the determination of such solutions for systems of PDEs is essentially the same as for scalar
PDEs. While we do not include any solutions here (for brevity), for selected approximate
solutions of the system (4.155), the reader is referred to [112].
4.5 Discussion
A number of findings have arisen from this study concerning the automatic determination
of approximate symmetries. Firstly, concerning the impetus for developing ASP, there is
a real need for a package of this type for the MAPLE user community. While we note
that REDUCE has programs which can find approximate symmetries (using Method I) [65],
GeM [21, 23] is the only MAPLE package we are aware of which has been able to deter-
mine approximate symmetries of differential systems (using Method II). In [21], GeM finds
approximate symmetries when the following options are used: symm_type=ApproxFS,
small_param=epsilon, where epsilon is the perturbation parameter. However, in
[22], this functionality is not discussed and examining the most current version of GeM,
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Version 0.31.28.6 downloadable from [23], we found that these commands are not con-
tained within the code. For this reason, we are led to believe that GeM no longer has this
functionality and that ASP is now the only MAPLE package currently available which can
determine approximate symmetries for differential systems.
Secondly, we have presented a comparison between each of the three methods, both
theoretically and practically. From a theoretical viewpoint, it is interesting to consider Wilt-
shire [147] who proposes that, while the methods are very different, Method II (Fushchych
and Shtelen) is both a more general method than that of Method I (Baikov, Gazizov and
Ibragimov) and Method I symmetries may be determined directly from Method II sym-
metries. Moreover, Pakdemirli et. al. [112] contend that solutions found using Method I
may not be true first-order approximations as they contain higher orders O(ε2) of the per-
turbation parameter ε (we refer the reader to [112] for a more detailed discussion on this
matter).
Thirdly, we highlight the ability of ASP to find more generalised functions which ex-
tend approximate algebras using a classification routine and an altered PDE solution rou-
tine. We believe that “more” symmetries have been found using ASP for two reasons. The
first is as a result of using a computer algebra package and the ability of PDE solvers, par-
ticularly pdesolv, to tackle large systems of linear, homogeneous PDEs. Hence, some
additional arbitrary functions (which had previously been chosen to be of a specific form
in the literature) have been found by the use of MAPLE which were not found when, pre-
sumably, the calculations have been done by hand. For example, we found using ASP and
DESOLVII, a broader solution class to that presented in [138] (see Section 4.3.2) since
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we were forced to set constants c3 = 1/2, c4 = 1/2 in our solution to match those in
the literature. In addition, the classify and approxclassify routines, which track
the non-zero and linearly independent assumptions made during the PDE solution process,
have allowed us to explore case splits. This, in turn, has led to the determination of broader
solution classes. For example, we have shown that the approximate algebra for the wave
equation with a small dissipation as presented in [65] can be extended for the cases pre-
sented in [65] with a more general choice of constants. In particular, an infinite dimensional
algebra as determined by ASP was found to be more general than the solution presented in
the literature, with the conditions F3(t + x) = 0, F4(t− x) = 0, F7(t + x) = 0, c2 = 0,
c1 = 0, F8(t−x) = −14(t−x)β2(t−x) needing to be assumed on arbitrary functions and
constants in order to match the result in the literature.
Finally, we note that it was necessary in automating Method I in ASP to alter the
DESOLVII routine pdesolv to accept an optional fourth argument. The argument is a
list that contains any constants which may need to be set to zero to enable the solution
of the determining system to proceed. These constants are then tracked throughout the
entire solution process. The reason for this is two fold. First, these constants are the
structure constants from the exact symmetry group (typically of the form B_i) and, if the
symmetry is not stable for a particular constant, this constant needs to be set to zero as per
the theory. For example, the relation B_1t + B_2 = 0 implies both constants B_1 and
B_2 must be zero for some variable t. Without this alteration, pdesolv would output a
contradiction error, assuming all constants to be non-zero. The altered routine now catches
such contradictions and stores the zero assumptions in the second list output by ASP’s
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ApproximateSymmetry routine. Secondly, if any changes are made to the original
structure constants, such as relabelling to new constants C_i, we must keep track of these
and ensure the final structure constants are given in terms of the original constants B_i,
if possible. If this is not done, the links between the exact symmetries and the deformed
generator will not be apparent.
4.6 Concluding remarks
In this chapter, we have presented the MAPLE package ASP (Automated Symmetries Pack-
age) which uses the MAPLE package DESOLVII (Vu, Jefferson & Carminati [141]) for the
determination of classical symmetries (point and higher) as well as improved PDE solu-
tion algorithms (particularly the pdesolv routine). In ASP, the algorithms for each of the
three methods for determining approximate symmetries as compared in [112] have been
implemented and tested, allowing the efficient computation of approximate symmetries for
differential systems. To our knowledge, it is now the only package currently available in
MAPLE which is able to find approximate symmetries by all three methods.
In the next chapter, we demonstrate ASP’s ability to find new approximate invariant
solutions for a physical model with applications to oceanic and atmospheric modelling.
Chapter 5
Invariant and approximately invariant
solutions of non-linear internal gravity waves
forming a column of stratified fluid affected by
the Earth’s rotation
’There’s a storm blowin’ up - a whopper, to speak in the vernacular of the
peasantry. Poor little kid, I hope she gets home all right.’
— Professor Marvel from The Wizard of Oz (1939)
In this chapter, we discuss the exact solutions of three dimensional equations of mo-
tion for internal gravity waves in cylindrical coordinates in unbounded media. These are
found by means of approximate transformation groups of equations with a small parameter,
the introduction of which is motivated by physical considerations.
5.1 Introduction
Currently, the consensus is that internal waves effected by the earth’s rotation may play an
important role in the dynamics of the ocean. They affect the large-scale general circula-
tion model and are responsible for a large fraction of mixing and energy exchange in the
deep ocean (see [99, 70, 71, 136]). Moreover, understanding internal waves is considered
essential since they are potentially hazardous to all sub-sea operations (such as oil and gas
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drilling operations) and have recently caused several costly and dangerous incidents [38].
In particular, the effects of internal waves on the Deepwater Horizon incident were recently
studied in [57].
The Euler equations for incompressible fluids within the Boussinesq approximation
are the fundamental governing equations of internal gravity waves. Our work addresses
exact solutions of three dimensional equations of motion for internal waves in cylindri-
cal coordinates with the model considered in a rotating reference frame. The investigation
is based on dynamically significant Coriolis forces in modeling oceanic and atmospheric
Kelvin waves with applications to meteorology [74], climate variability models [132], the
general atmospheric circulation model [72, 88, 89], and weather prediction (see, for exam-
ple, [8, 127]).
It is known that fluids that are both rotating and stratified possess a fascinating variety
of wave motions [39, 86]. Discussion of such fluid motion in unbounded media may be
found in a number of texts, including [81, 41], while some possible extensions to long shore
variations may be found in [98]. In addition, the mathematical and experimental treatments
of a model describing internal and surface waves in a contained rotating stratified fluid
were carried out in [39, 86]. The numerical simulations of two-layered flows of nonlinear
baroclinic waves in a circular basin were performed in [41]. More specifically, the authors
of [39] have investigated the question of existence of solutions for the eigenfrequencies
and eigenfunctions corresponding to the linearized small-amplitude time-dependent motion
of internal waves within the rigid container with two forms of geometry; cylindrical and
spherical. Internal waves contained in a large-scale circular basin can be associated with
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baroclinic Kelvin waves that are of great practical importance in modelling the Earth’s
atmosphere and ocean. The existence of the Kelvin wave relies on gravity (and stable
stratification for sustaining a gravitational oscillation), significant Coriolis acceleration,
and the presence of vertical boundaries or the equator.
Atmospheric Kelvin waves play an important role in a number of phenomena in-
cluding the adjustment of the tropical atmosphere to convective latent heat release, the
stratospheric quasibiennial oscillation and in the generation and maintenance of theMadden-
Julian Oscillation. Evidence for oceanic Kelvin wave propagation along the eastern bound-
ary of the Pacific Ocean has been observed in coastal sea level and temperature records.
According to [128], oceanic internal Kelvin waves have been observed for the first time
propagating poleward from the equator along the coasts of Ecuador and Peru. It has been
postulated in [115] that oceanic Kelvin waves play a prominent role in both the tidal motion
and adjustment of the tropical ocean to wind stress forcing, and in generating and sustain-
ing the phenomenon known as El Niño4 Southern Oscillation [92]. It is known that there
is little change in local coastal forcing that could give rise to El Niño. It is therefore likely
that the phenomenon is the result of some sudden change in the forcing conditions over the
interior ocean far from the coast.
In this work, the variety of exact solutions for nonlinear governing equations for in-
ternal waves in cylindrical coordinates were found by means of approximate transformation
groups and approximate symmetries of equations with some small (perturbation) parame-
ter. We will use both the symmetry packages ASP (Jefferson and Carminati [77]) and
4 Upwelling along the coast of Peru is seasonal, with a considerable interannual variability. At infrequent
intervals, the upwelling is absent for an entire season - a natural catastrophe referred to as El Niño.
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DESOLVII (Vu, Jefferson and Carminati [141]) to find the approximate symmetries and
approximately invariant solutions of the governing equations in question. In order to per-
mit the approximate symmetry analysis by the linear analysis of baroclinic Kelvin waves
contained in a cylindrical basin, the radial component of the velocity vector is assumed to
be small.
Our analysis is supported by comparing the results with available analytical and nu-
merical solutions reported in previous studies for similar situations of stratified flows. The
linear analysis is done by explicit calculation of the associated eigenfrequencies for internal
waves propagating along a coast and having a circular shape; this is prominently different
to the analysis presented in [39]. One of the purposes of the linear analysis is to character-
ize the effects of the basin’s aspect ratios on rotating stratified fluid oscillations in order to
justify the introduction of a small parameter (see [76]).
It will also be demonstrated in this work that the zeroth-order (non approximate)
invariant solutions of the nonlinear Boussinesq model may be visualized as funnels asso-
ciated with oceanic whirlpools. Importantly, it has been recently conjectured that oceanic
whirlpools may play a key role in the global climate, transporting ocean heat from the equa-
tor northward and eventually feeding into the Gulf Stream system; such whirlpools show
influence on the atmosphere and form cyclonical air masses.
5.2 Model Equations
In this study, we address the nonlinear equations of motion for internal waves affected by
the earth’s rotation. The axes are x (assumed eastward), y (northward) and with z in the
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vertical direction (opposite gravity) and unit vector $k . The fluid velocity is −→u = (u, v, w)
relative to the Cartesian coordinate system (x, y, z) . Motion is considered to be outside
frictional boundary layers, allowing viscosity and diffusion to be neglected.
In the theory of oceanic circulation, and within meteorological applications, it is com-
monplace to make the Boussinesq approximation. This approximation implies that the full
variation of density is retained only in the buoyancy force in the vertical momentum bal-
ance. Wherever else it occurs, in the horizontal momentum balance, and in the continuity
equation, density is assumed to be constant (in the simplest implementation). In particular,
this means that the three-dimensional velocity field is assumed to be solenoidal (see, for ex-
ample, [133]). Our analysis is carried out on geophysical flows, where the effect of rotation
due to Coriolis force, is a dominant feature. Thus within the Boussinesq approximation,
the governing equations of motion for internal waves, observed in a system of coordinates
rotating with angular velocity
−→
Ω can be written in the form (see [49])
ρ0

∂
−→u
∂t
+−→u ·∇−→u + 2−→Ω ×−→u

= −∇p− gρ$k, (5.156)
∂ρ
∂t
+−→u ·∇ρ+ wdρ
dz
= 0, (5.157)
∇ ·−→u = 0, (5.158)
where g is the acceleration due to gravity and where p and ρ are the pressure and density
changes, respectively, from their mean states
ρ (z) = −ρ0
g
N2z, p (z) = p0 − ρ0gz − g
z#
0
ρ (ξ) dξ. (5.159)
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Here, ρ0 is the constant reference density and ρ (z) is a background stable density profile
with the associated buoyancy frequency N given by
N2 = − g
ρ0
dρ
dz
. (5.160)
Further, we require that ρ0 + ρ and p be consistent with the state of rest, that is
dp
dz
= − (ρ0 + ρ) g. (5.161)
The quantity N measures the degree of density stratification of a fluid with average poten-
tial density ρ (z) and thus represents the frequency with which a vertically displaced fluid
element would be expected to oscillate because of restoring buoyancy forces. If the dis-
placement is not strictly vertical, as in the case of internal waves, the restoring force is less
and therefore, the frequency of oscillations is reduced. The traditional f -plane approxima-
tion results when we take 2
−→
Ω = (0, 0, f) , where f is the inertial frequency which depends
on the rotation rate of the earth (angular velocity Ω = 2π rad/day ≈ 0.73× 10−4 s−1).
Consider a cylindrical model basin with radius r0 and depthH where z ∈ [0, H] .We
introduce the usual cylindrical coordinates (r, θ, z) via x = r cos θ, y = r sin θ, z = z so
that the rate-of-strain tensor is
err =
∂ur
∂r
, eθθ =
1
r
∂uθ
∂θ
, erθ =
r
2
∂
∂r

uθ
r

+
1
2r
∂ur
∂θ
.
For completeness, we will introduce, explicitly, the three-dimensional nonlinear Euler
equations of motion (5.156) - (5.158) in the cylindrical domain within the Boussinesq ap-
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proximation:
∂ur
∂t
+ ur
∂ur
∂r
+
uθ
r
∂ur
∂θ
+ w
∂ur
∂z
− u
2
θ
r
− fuθ = −
∂p
∂r
, (5.162)
∂uθ
∂t
+ ur
∂uθ
∂r
+
uθ
r
∂uθ
∂θ
+ w
∂uθ
∂z
+
uruθ
r
+ fur = −
1
r
∂p
∂θ
, (5.163)
∂w
∂t
+ ur
∂w
∂r
+
uθ
r
∂w
∂θ
+ w
∂w
∂z
= −∂p
∂z
− ρg, (5.164)
∂ρ
∂t
+ ur
∂ρ
∂r
+
uθ
r
∂ρ
∂θ
=
N2
g
w, (5.165)
1
r
∂ (rur)
∂r
+
1
r
∂uθ
∂θ
+
∂w
∂z
= 0. (5.166)
Our model is idealized by assumingN to be uniform over the extent of the fluid which cor-
responds to a vertically linear density variation. While this simplification is commonly used
in laboratory and theoretical studies, and is quite reasonable for the thermocline region, it
is not valid in the deep region of the ocean except when considering short wavelengths in
comparisons with the scale of density changes [129]. At low frequencies, close to f, ro-
tational effects are important. Such internal waves are sometimes called inertial-internal
waves. At high frequencies, close to N and far from f, rotational effects are negligible.
We now derive the exact solutions for the nonlinear model (5.162) - (5.166) in a cylin-
drical wave field under the assumption that ur << 1. For the full analytical and numerical
justification of this assumption, the reader is referred to the article [76].
5.3 Invariant solutions for the case ur = 0
As was recounted in his presentation to the Royal Society of Edinburgh in 1879, Lord
Kelvin believed that the vanishing of the velocity component normal to the wall suggested
the possibility that it be zero everywhere. Following this hypothesis, we allow the compo-
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nent of the velocity that is normal to the lateral circular boundary be zero, that is,
ur = 0, (5.167)
throughout the domain and investigate the consequences.
The problem which forms the main focus of interest here is to obtain exact solutions
of the nonlinear Boussinesq model (5.162) - (5.166) within the Kelvin hypothesis (5.167):
∂uθ
∂t
+
uθ
r
∂uθ
∂θ
+ w
∂uθ
∂z
+
1
r
∂p
∂θ
= 0, (5.168)
∂w
∂t
+
uθ
r
∂w
∂θ
+ w
∂w
∂z
+
∂p
∂z
+ ρg = 0, (5.169)
∂p
∂r
− u
2
θ
r
− f uθ = 0, (5.170)
∂ρ
∂t
+
uθ
r
∂ρ
∂θ
− N
2
g
w = 0, (5.171)
1
r
∂uθ
∂θ
+
∂w
∂z
= 0. (5.172)
The symmetries of equations (5.168) - (5.172) contain two arbitrary functions, ϕ(z), ψ(t),
and are spanned by the following operators:
X1 =
∂
∂t
, X2 =
∂
∂θ
, X3 =
∂
∂z
, Xϕ = gϕ(z)
∂
∂p
− ϕ(z) ∂
∂ρ
,
Xψ = ψ(t)
∂
∂p
, X4 = r
∂
∂r
+ z
∂
∂z
+ uθ
∂
∂uθ
+ w
∂
∂w
+ 2p
∂
∂p
+ ρ
∂
∂ρ
,
X5 = 2(ft+ 2θ)
∂
∂θ
− 4r ∂
∂r
+ 2fr
∂
∂uθ
+ f 2r2
∂
∂p
. (5.173)
There are no group extensions in the case of the homogeneous fluid (N = 0) and in the
physically irrelevant case (for the ocean) where f = N. We note that, in the mid/high
latitude upper non-homogeneous ocean, N is typically one or two orders of magnitude
larger than f (N varies from 10−3 to 10−2 s−1 while f ∼ 10−4 s−1) .
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The symmetries (5.173) can be used for obtaining exact solutions of the system
(5.168) - (5.172) by computing the invariant solutions (see Chapter 1 for details). In order
to obtain all possible invariant solutions, one must construct optimal systems of subalge-
bras of the Lie algebra with the basis (5.173); we will discuss the determination of such
systems in the following chapter.
5.3.1 Well-known internal oscillation solution
We first construct the invariant solution based on the subalgebraL2 = X2, X3 . Invariance
with respect to the translations in θ and z, generated by X2 and X3 respectively, requires
that the dependent variables are functions of t and r only. Accordingly, the system (5.168)
- (5.172) reduces to the form
∂uθ
∂t
= 0, (5.174)
∂p
∂r
=
u2θ
r
+ fuθ , (5.175)
∂w
∂t
= −ρg, (5.176)
∂ρ
∂t
=
N2
g
w. (5.177)
Integration of equations (5.174) - (5.177) gives the invariant solution
uθ = U(r), (5.178)
p =
# 
1
r
U2(r) + fU(r)

dr + V (t− t0) , (5.179)
w = W1(r) cosN (t− t0) +W2(r) sinN (t− t0) , (5.180)
ρ =
N2
g
[W1(r) sinN (t− t0)−W2(r) cosN (t− t0)] , (5.181)
with arbitrary functions U(r), W1(r), W2(r) and V (t) and arbitrary constant t0.
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In particular, by setting U = V = 0, and for constantW1(r) andW2(r), we arrive at
the well-known internal oscillation solution
uθ = 0, p = 0, w = A cosN (t− t0) , gρ = AN sinN (t− t0) , (5.182)
where A, t0 are arbitrary constants.
5.3.2 Non-stationary solution
Let us construct the invariant solutions based on the three-dimensional subalgebra spanned
by the operators X3, X4, X5 from (5.173). According to the theorem on representation
of non-singular invariant manifolds (see, for example, Section 14.3 in [109]), the invari-
ant solutions may be represented via invariants J(t, θ, r, z, uθ, w, p, ρ) of the operators
X3, X4, X5. The invariance under X3 requires that J does not depend on z. Thus, we have
to solve the system
X4(J) ≡ r
∂J
∂r
+ uθ
∂J
∂uθ
+ w
∂J
∂w
+ 2p
∂J
∂p
+ ρ
∂J
∂ρ
= 0, (5.183)
X5(J) ≡ 2(ft+ 2θ)
∂J
∂θ
− 4r∂J
∂r
+ 2fr
∂J
∂uθ
+ f 2r2
∂J
∂p
= 0,
for the function J = J(t, θ, r, uθ, w, p, ρ). Integration of the system (5.183) gives the fol-
lowing basis of invariants:
J1 = t, J2 =
2uθ + fr
(ft+ 2θ)r
, J3 =
w
(ft+ 2θ)r
, (5.184)
J4 =
8p+ f 2r2
(ft+ 2θ)2r2
, J5 =
ρ
(ft+ 2θ)r
.
The representation of the invariant solutions via the basic invariants (5.184) is obtained by
assuming that J2, J3, J4, J5 are unknown functions of J1. This yields the following candi-
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dates for the invariant solutions:
uθ = −
fr
2
+ (ft+ 2θ)r F (t), w = (ft+ 2θ)r G(t), (5.185)
p = −f
2r2
8
+ (ft+ 2θ)2)r2H(t), ρ = (ft+ 2θ)r K(t).
Substituting (5.185) into equations (5.168) - (5.172) and solving the resulting equations for
the unknown functions F (t), G(t), H(t), K(t) we obtain
F (t) = 0, G(t) = A cos(Nt) +B sin(Nt), (5.186)
H(t) = 0, K(t) =
N
g
[A sin(Nt)−B cos(Nt)] ,
where A and B are arbitrary constants. Substituting (5.186) into (5.185) we obtain the
following non-stationary solution of the system (5.168) - (5.172):
uθ = −
fr
2
, w = (ft+ 2θ) r [A cos(Nt) +B sin(Nt)], (5.187)
p = −f
2r2
8
, ρ =
N
g
(ft+ 2θ) r [A sin(Nt)−B cos(Nt)] .
5.3.3 Stationary solution
Let us construct the invariant solutions based on the three-dimensional subalgebra spanned
by the operators X1, X3, X4 from (5.173). Proceeding as above, we obtain the following
candidates for the invariant solutions:
uθ = r F (θ), w = r G(θ), p = r
2H(θ), ρ = r K(θ). (5.188)
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Substituting (5.188) in equations (5.168) - (5.172) we obtain
F (θ) = F0, G(t) = C1 cos(kθ) + C2 sin(kθ), (5.189)
H(t) =
1
2
(F 20 + fF0), K(t) =
N
g
[C1 sin(kθ)− C2 cos(kθ)] ,
where C1, C2 are arbitrary constants, F0 is an arbitrary constant different from zero, and
k =
N
F0
.
If F0 = 0 the solution collapses to the trivial solution uθ = w = p = ρ = 0.
Substitution of (5.189) into equations (5.168) - (5.172) and (5.188) yields the follow-
ing steady-state solution of the system (5.168) - (5.172), given by
uθ = F0 r , w = r [C1 cos(kθ) + C2 sin(kθ)], (5.190)
p =
1
2
(F 20 + fF0) r
2, ρ =
N
g
r [C1 sin(kθ)− C2 cos(kθ)] .
5.3.4 Nonlinear Whirlpools
Constructing the invariant solutions based on the three-dimensional subalgebra spanned by
the operatorsX2, X4, X5 from (5.173), we obtain the following candidates for the invariant
solutions:
uθ = −
f r
2
+ z F (t), w = z G(t), p = −f
2 r2
8
+ z2H(t), ρ = z K(t).
Substituting these expressions in equations (5.168) - (5.172) we obtain
F (t) = 0, G(t) = 0, K(t) = k = const., H(t) = −k
2
g.
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Thus, we have the following solution of the system (5.168) - (5.172):
uθ = −
f r
2
, w = 0, p = −f
2 r2
8
− k
2
gz2, ρ = kz, (5.191)
where k is an arbitrary constant having the dimension [m−1].
If we take the coordinate system with z directed upward, then k should be negative.
In this coordinate system the pressure deviation p vanishes on the surface of the funnel
(whirlpool) with the apex on the bottom of the basin:
r =
2
f
)
−gk z, (5.192)
which is positive inside of the funnel, that is
r <
2
f
)
−gk z. (5.193)
This is illustrated in Figure 5.2 showing the solution (5.191) which demonstrates the sta-
tionary funnel expanding/narrowing with depth. For this reason, we call the invariant so-
lution (5.191) the whirlpool associated with nonlinear baroclinic Kelvin waves embedded
in the rotating column of stratified fluid. The pressure deviation from the mean state is
zero on the surface of the whirlpool, positive inside and negative outside of the whirlpool.
The intensity of rotation of fluid particles inside the whirlpool is monotonically increas-
ing from zero at the center of the whirlpool to its maximum value of the whirlpool’s shell.
We note that the existence of whirlpools in a water column of fixed radius r0 depends on
the choice of the parameter k. For example, for r0 = 1000 km and the fixed water column
level H = 1km the choice of k satisfying the inequality |k| < 1.653 × 10−7 [m−1] guar-
antees the existence of the whirlpools lying entirely in the cylindrical water column within
the latitude range φ ∈ [1o, 90o] North.
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Fig. 5.2. Nonlinear whirlpool in water column of width 1000 km. The choice of the para-
meter k = −9.5−7 is constrained by the requirement of the existence of the lowest latitude
whirlpool at latitude φ = 1o North.
In the ocean, whirlpools result from the currents that move in a rotating direction,
produced by rising and falling tides. Some of these exhibit a downward pull, called a
vortex. This is supported by natural phenomena, for example, the strait between Naruto and
Awaji island has a width of about 1.3 km (0.81 miles). The strait is one of the connections
between the Pacific Ocean and the Inland Sea, a body of water separating Honshu¯ and
Shikoku, two of the main islands of Japan. In most cases, the craters, or rings, are formed
as a result of so-called vertical currents. The latter appear as a result of varying water
density due to the difference in temperatures of water layers. Warm currents in the oceans
always flow closer to the surface, whereas colder currents flow closer to the bottom [24].
We now turn to the determination of corresponding classes of approximate invariant
solutions for small ur.
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5.4 Approximately Invariant solutions for the Case ur = εvr
In this section, we are interested in constructing the approximately invariant solutions of
the complete nonlinear model (5.162) - (5.166). Specifically, we shall use the approxi-
mate symmetry method as proposed by Fushchych and Shtelen [42] (refer to Chapter 4 for
details).
In terms of nonlinear modeling, we assume that ur << 1 throughout the domain
(see [76] for justification). As we have discussed, in the rectilinear trapped-wave solution,
the radial component of velocity is identically zero. However, in our case, the cylindrical
domain ur is non-zero and achieves its maximum in the interior; this also agrees with
analytical predictions in [39]. Further, as we observe from [76], we may assume ur → 0 as
σ → 0.We note that there are two possibilities for σ to approach zero: (i) when r0 is fixed
and H → 0 and (ii) when H is fixed and r0 →∞. Our conjecture, supported by Figure 11
in [76], is based on the first possibility (in fact, the second possibility will bring us to the
same conclusion).
As a consequence, we consider the case ur = εvr for some function vr and small
parameter ε << 1 such that as ε → 0, ur → 0. Therefore, we are interested in finding
approximate symmetries and invariant solutions of the complete nonlinear model (5.162) -
(5.166) with ur = εvr which is given to o(ε) by:
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ε
∂vr
∂t
+ ε
uθ
r
∂vr
∂θ
+ εw
∂vr
∂z
− u
2
θ
r
− fuθ = −
∂p
∂r
, (5.194)
∂uθ
∂t
+ εvr
∂uθ
∂r
+
uθ
r
∂uθ
∂θ
+ w
∂uθ
∂z
+ ε
vruθ
r
+ εfvr+ = −
1
r
∂p
∂θ
, (5.195)
∂w
∂t
+ εvr
∂w
∂r
+
uθ
r
∂w
∂θ
+ w
∂w
∂z
= −∂p
∂z
− ρg, (5.196)
∂ρ
∂t
+ εvr
∂ρ
∂r
+
uθ
r
∂ρ
∂θ
=
N2
g
w, (5.197)
ε
vr
r
+ ε
∂vr
∂r
+
1
r
∂uθ
∂θ
+
∂w
∂z
= 0. (5.198)
We use ASP to find both the approximate symmetries and approximately invariant
solutions of (5.194) - (5.198). Again, we shall refer to the classical Lie point symmetries
as the exact symmetries of a given differential system.
Let us consider the system (5.194) - (5.198) with perturbation parameter ε. To find
approximate symmetries we use the ASP routine ApproximateSymmetry routine with
method=2 and order=1. The routine first expands the dependent variables to first order
in ε such that
vr = vr0 + εvr1 + o

ε2

, (5.199)
uθ = uθ0 + εuθ1 + o

ε2

, (5.200)
p = p0 + εp1 + o

ε2

, (5.201)
w = w0 + εw1 + o

ε2

, (5.202)
ρ = ρ0 + ερ1 + o

ε2

. (5.203)
The variables vri, uθi, pi, wi, ρi for i = 0, 1 are the "new" dependent variables and
are considered to be some smooth functions of r, t, z and θ. However, note that as we
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are concerned only with expressions correct to o(ε), when we substitute (5.199) back into
equations (5.194) - (5.198), all instances of vr1 will vanish from the system. Since the
solution in the original variables will be given as ur = εvr ≡ εvr0 + ε2vr1, we find that
the function vr1 will disappear to o(ε) anyway. Hence, for the final approximately invariant
solutions, we need only substitute the solved new dependent variables back into
ur = εvr0, uθ = uθ0+εuθ1, p = p0+εp1, w = w0+εw1, ρ = ρ0+ερ1. (5.204)
The ApproximateSymmetry routine next substitutes (5.199) - (5.203) into the system
(5.194) - (5.198) and splits the system at each order of ε to give the coupled system:
Order 1
∂p0
∂r
r − fruθ0 − u2θ0 = 0, (5.205)
∂p0
∂θ
+
∂uθ0
∂t
r + uθ0
∂uθ0
∂θ
+ w0
∂uθ0
∂z
r = 0, (5.206)
∂w0
∂t
r + ρ0gr + w0
∂w0
∂z
r +
∂ρ0
∂z
r + uθ0
∂w0
∂θ
= 0, (5.207)
∂ρ0
∂t
gr −N2w0r + uθ0
∂ρ0
∂θ
g = 0, (5.208)
∂uθ0
∂θ
+
∂w0
∂z
r = 0, (5.209)
Order ε
∂p1
∂r
r − fruθ1 − 2uθ0uθ1 + w0
∂vr0
∂z
r +
∂vr0
∂t
r + uθ0
∂vr0
∂θ
= 0, (5.210)
frvr0 + vr0
∂uθ0
∂r
r +
∂p1
∂θ
+ uθ0
∂uθ1
∂θ
+ uθ1
∂uθ0
∂θ
+ uθ0vr0 +
∂uθ1
∂t
r + rw0
∂uθ1
∂z
+ rw1
∂uθ0
∂z
= 0, (5.211)
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∂p1
∂z
r +
∂w1
∂t
r + ρ1gr + vr0
∂w0
∂r
r + rw0
∂w1
∂z
+
rw1
∂w0
∂z
+ uθ0
∂w1
∂θ
+ uθ1
∂w0
∂θ
= 0, (5.212)
∂ρ1
∂t
gr −N2w1r + vr0
∂ρ0
∂r
gr + guθ0
∂ρ1
∂θ
+ guuθ1
∂ρ0
∂θ
= 0, (5.213)
∂uθ1
∂θ
+ r
∂vr0
∂r
+ vr0 +
∂w1
∂z
r = 0. (5.214)
These functions are stored by ASP and may be accessed using the command OrderFunctions();.
As proposed in [42], the approximate symmetries of the original system (5.194) - (5.198)
correspond to the exact symmetries of the split, coupled system (5.205) - (5.214). ASP cal-
culates the determining equations for the split coupled system using DESOLVII routines
and solves these using the DESOLVII PDE solver pdesolv.
The exact symmetries of the coupled system (5.205) - (5.214), and thus the approxi-
mate symmetries of equations (5.194) - (5.198), are spanned by the following operators:
Y1 =
∂
∂t
, Y2 =
∂
∂θ
, Y3 =
∂
∂z
, Yψ = ψ(t)
∂
∂p0
, Yσ = σ(t)
∂
∂p1
,
Yγ = γ
(z)
∂
∂ρ0
− gγ(z) ∂
∂p0
, Yϕ = ϕ
(z)
∂
∂ρ1
− gϕ(z) ∂
∂p1
,
Y4 = p1
∂
∂p1
+ uθ1
∂
∂uθ1
+ vr0
∂
∂vr0
+ w1
∂
∂w1
+ ρ1
∂
∂ρ1
,
Y5 = 2p0
∂
∂p0
+ p1
∂
∂p1
+ r
∂
∂r
+ uθ0
∂
∂uθ0
+ w0
∂
∂w0
+ z
∂
∂z
+ ρ0
∂
∂ρ0
(5.215)
with arbitrary functions ψ(t), σ(t), γ(z) and ϕ(z).
As in classical Lie symmetry analysis, we may use the operators (5.215), in any linear
combination, to obtain exact solutions of equations (5.205) - (5.214) by computing group
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invariant solutions. In particular, consider the operator
Y¯4 ≡ Y4 + Y5 = r
∂
∂r
+ z
∂
∂z
+ 2p0
∂
∂p0
+ 2p1
∂
∂p1
+ uθ0
∂
∂uθ0
+ (5.216)
uθ1
∂
∂uθ1
+ vr0
∂
∂vr0
+ w0
∂
∂w0
+ w1
∂
∂w1
+ ρ0
∂
∂ρ0
+ ρ1
∂
∂ρ1
,
which is equivalent to the symmetry generator X4 from (5.173) for the case where ur = 0.
We shall later use (5.216) to retrieve some of the invariant solutions found using the exact
symmetry generators for ur = 0.
The approximately invariant solutions of the original system (5.194) - (5.198) are
determined by substituting the exact invariant solutions for the variables vr0, uθi, pi, wi,
ρi for i = 0, 1 into (5.204). These approximately invariant solutions will satisfy equations
(5.194) - (5.198) to O(ε2).
We now seek to retrieve the approximate solutions analogous to the four solution
types found in the previous section with ur = 0 such that the solution for ur is non-zero.
5.4.1 Well-known internal oscillation solution
Let us construct the invariant solution based on the subalgebra L2 = Y2, Y3, which is
equivalent to that used for the reduction when ur = 0 (refer to the previous section).
The generators Y2 and Y3 are translations in θ and z respectively and hence imply that the
dependent variables are functions of t and r only. The system (5.205) - (5.214) thus reduces
to:
∂uθ0
∂t
r = 0, (5.217)
r
∂vr0
∂r
+ vr0 = 0,
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∂w0
∂t
r + ρ0gr = 0, (5.218)
∂ρ0
∂t
gr −N2rw0 = 0, (5.219)
∂p0
∂r
r − fruθ0 − u2θ0 = 0, (5.220)
∂w1
∂t
r + ρ1gr + vr0
∂w0
∂r
r = 0, (5.221)
∂ρ1
∂t
gr −N2w1r + vr0
∂ρ0
∂r
gr = 0, (5.222)
∂p1
∂r
r − fruθ1 − 2uθ0uθ1 +
∂vr0
∂t
r = 0, (5.223)
frvr0 + vr0r
∂uθ0
∂r
+ uθ0vr0 +
∂uθ1
∂t
r = 0. (5.224)
Since we seek to retrieve the internal oscillation solutions of the form (5.178) -
(5.181) as found when ur = 0, and hence ε = 0 in equations (5.194) - (5.198), we will
have the following solutions for the unperturbed dependent variables:
uθ0 = U(r), (5.225)
p0 =
# 
1
r
U2(r) + fU(r)

dr + V (t), (5.226)
w0 = W2(r) sinN(t− t0) +W1(r) cosN(t− t0), (5.227)
ρ0 =
N
g
[W1(r) sinN(t− t0)−W2(r) cosN(t− t0)] , (5.228)
with arbitrary functions U(r), V (t), W1(r), W2(r) and arbitrary constant t0. Substituting
equations (5.225) - (5.228) into the reduced system (5.217) - (5.224) and integrating, we
have the invariant solution for the variables vr0, uθ1, p1, w1 and ρ1. Subsequent substitution
of these solutions and the internal oscillation type solutions (5.225) - (5.228) back into
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(5.204) gives the approximately invariant solution:
ur = ε
G(t)
r
, (5.229)
uθ = U(r)− ε
1
r2
[fr
#
G(t) dt+ U (r)r
#
G(t) dt+ U(r)
#
G(t) dt− (5.230)
K(r)r2],
p =
# 
1
r
U2(r) + fU(r)

dr + V (t) + ε

F (t)−
# 
1
r3

−fr3K(r)+ (5.231)
f 2r2
#
G(t) dt+ fr2U (r)
#
G(t) dt+ 3U(r)fr
#
G(t) dt+ r2G(t) +
2U(r)U (r)r
#
G(t) dt+ 2U2(r)
#
G(t) dt− 2U(r)K(r)r2

dr

,
w = W2(r) sinN(t− t0) +W1(r) cosN(t− t0) + (5.232)
ε
1
rN
{ sin(Nt)F2(r)Nr − sin(Nt)
#
cos(Nt)[G(t)W 1(r) cos (N(t− t0)) +
+2G(t)W 2(r)N cos (N(t− t0))− 2G(t)W 1(r)N sin (N(t− t0)) +
G(t)W 2(r) sin (N(t− t0))] dt + cos(Nt)F1(r)Nr +
cos(Nt)
#
sin(Nt)[cos (N(t− t0))G(t)W 1(r) + 2 cos (N(t− t0))G(t)W 2(r)N −
2 sin (N(t− t0))G(t)W 1(r)N + sin (N(t− t0))G(t)W 2(r)] dt},
ρ =
N
g
[W1(r) sinN(t− t0)−W2(r) cosN(t− t0)]− (5.233)
ε
1
gr
{cos(Nt)NF2(r)r − cos(Nt)
#
[cos(Nt)[cos(N(t− t0))W 1(r)G(t) +
2 cos(N(t− t0))NW 2(r)G(t) + sin(N(t− t0))W 2(r)G(t)−
2 sin(N(t− t0))NW 1(r)G(t)] dt− sin(Nt)NF1(r)r −
sin(Nt)
#
sin(Nt)[cos(N(t− t0))W 1(r)G(t) + 2 cos(N(t− t0))NW 2(r)G(t) +
sin(N(t− t0))W 2(r)G(t)− 2 sin(N(t− t0))NW 1(r)G(t)] dt+
W 2(r)G(t) sin(N(t− t0)) +W 1(r)G(t) cos(N(t− t0))}.
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for arbitrary functions G(t), K(r), F (t), F1(r) and F2(r) and which satisfies the original
equations (5.194) - (5.198) to O(ε2). Moreover, when ε = 0 (and thus ur = 0), we retain
the internal oscillation solution (5.178) - (5.181) as expected.
5.4.2 Non-stationary solution
The invariant non-stationary type solution, as found for the case ur = 0, was based on the
three-dimensional subalgebra spanned by the operators X3, X4, X5 in (5.173). Unfortu-
nately, we do not have a candidate symmetry operator or linear combination of operators
from (5.215) which matches X5 in form. Hence, we use only the other two equivalent
operators Y3 and Y¯4, the first of which implies that the dependent variables in equations
(5.205) - (5.214), and basis invariants, be independent of z. Using the DESOLVII routine
reduceVar to reduce the system using the remaining symmetry operator Y¯4, we obtain
the following basis of invariants:
K1 = t, K2 = θ, W1 =
p0
r2
, W2 =
p1
r2
, W3 =
uθ0
r
, (5.234)
W4 =
uθ1
r
, W5 =
vr0
r
, W6 =
w0
r
, W7 =
w1
r
,
W8 =
ρ0
r
, W9 =
ρ1
r
.
The reduced system is found by using DESOLVII to re-express the derivatives of the de-
pendent variables vr0, uθ1, p1, w1, ρ1 in terms of the basic invariants which are then substi-
tuted back into the the split coupled system (5.205) - (5.214), now independent of z. The
invariant solutions of this now re-expressed system are found by assuming that the basic
invariantsWi, i = 1, .., 9 be unknown functions of K1.
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In order to retrieve the non-stationary solution found for the case ur = 0, we assume
the following solutions from (5.187) for the unperturbed dependent variables:
uθ0 = −
1
2
fr, (5.235)
p0 = −
1
8
f 2r2 (5.236)
w0 = r(ft+ 2θ)(A cos(Nt) +B sin(Nt)), (5.237)
ρ0 =
rN
g
(ft+ 2θ)(A sin(Nt)−B cos(Nt)), (5.238)
with arbitrary constants f , A and B. Equations (5.235) - (5.238) yield the solutions for the
basic invariants W1, W3, W6 and W8. Substituting (5.235) - (5.238) into the re-expressed
system and integrating for the unknown functions, we find the invariant solution for the
variables vr0, uθ1, p1, w1 and ρ1. Substituting these solutions, and the non-stationary so-
lutions (5.235) - (5.238), back into (5.204) yields the following approximately invariant
solution for equations (5.194) - (5.198):
ur = −ε
r
2
F 3

1
2
ft+ θ

,
uθ = −
1
2
fr + εrF3

1
2
ft+ θ

,
p = −f
2r2
8
,
w = r(ft+ 2θ)(A cos(Nt) +B sin(Nt)) + ε
r
2N

−2θA sin(Nt)F 3

1
2
ft+ θ

+
cos(Nt)AF 3

1
2
ft+ θ

ft2N + sin(Nt)BF 3

1
2
ft+ θ

ft2N +
2 sin(Nt)BF 3

1
2
ft+ θ

θtN + 2 cos(Nt)AF 3

1
2
ft+ θ

θtN −
4 sin(Nt)BF3

1
2
ft+ θ

tN − 4 cos(Nt)AF3

1
2
ft+ θ

tN+
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2 cos(Nt)F5

1
2
ft+ θ

g + 4A sin(Nt)F3

1
2
ft+ θ

−
2 sin(Nt)F4

1
2
ft+ θ

g − ftA sin(Nt)F 3

1
2
ft+ θ

,
ρ =
rN
g
(ft+ 2θ)(A sin(Nt)−B cos(Nt)) +
ε
r
2g

− cos(Nt)BNF 3

1
2
ft+ θ

ft2−
2 cos(Nt)BNF 3

1
2
ft+ θ

θt+ 2 cos(Nt)F4

1
2
ft+ θ

g +
ft2A sin(Nt)F 3

1
2
ft+ θ

N − 4A sin(Nt)F3

1
2
ft+ θ

Nt−
4AF3

1
2
ft+ θ

cos(Nt) + 2 sin(Nt)F5

1
2
ft+ θ

g +
4 cos(Nt)BNF3

1
2
ft+ θ

t+ ftAF 3

1
2
ft+ θ

cos(Nt) +
2θAF 3

1
2
ft+ θ

cos(Nt) + 2θA sin(Nt)F 3

1
2
ft+ θ

Nt

,
for arbitrary functions F3

1
2
ft+ θ

, F4

1
2
ft+ θ

and F5

1
2
ft+ θ

.
We note that, for space considerations, we have chosen a particular solution for
the variables vr0, uθ1, p1, w1 and ρ1, simply to demonstrate that we have regained the
desired non-stationary solution with a non-zero solution for ur such that substitution into
the original equations (5.194) - (5.198) is satisfied to O(ε2) as required. There is, for
example, the more general invariant solution which we show (for brevity) for the first three
dependent variables only:
ur = ε
r
2

4
# t
(F1(τ)(sin(fτ) cos(ft+ 2θ)− cos(fτ) sin(ft+ 2θ)) dτ)−
4
# t
(F2(τ)(cos(fτ) cos(ft+ 2θ) + sin(fτ) sin(ft+ 2θ)) dτ)− F 3

1
2
ft+ θ

,
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uθ = −
fr
2
+ ε
r
2

−4
# t
(F1(τ)(cos(fτ) cos(ft+ 2θ) + sin(fτ) sin(ft+ 2θ)) dτ)−
4
# t
(F2(τ)(sin(fτ) cos(ft+ 2θ)− cos(fτ) sin(ft+ 2θ) dτ) + 2F3

1
2
ft+ θ

,
p = −1
8
r2f 2 + εr2[2F1(t) sin(θ) cos(θ) + 2F2(t) cos
2(θ)− F2(t)].
5.4.3 Stationary solution
Next, we construct the invariant stationary solution, equivalent to that found for ur = 0,
based on the three-dimensional subalgebra spanned by the operators Y1, Y3, Y¯4. The gen-
erators Y1 and Y3 imply that the dependent variables in equations (5.205) - (5.214), and
basis invariants, be independent of t and z. Proceeding as above, using reduceVar to re-
duce the system with the remaining symmetry operator Y¯4, we have the following basis of
invariants:
K1 = θ, W1 =
p0
r2
, W2 =
p1
r2
, W3 =
uθ0
r
, W4 =
uθ1
r
, (5.239)
W5 =
ur0
r
, W6 =
w0
r
, W7 =
w1
r
, W8 =
ρ0
r
, W9 =
ρ1
r
,
To retrieve the stationary solution found for the case ur = 0, we have the following
solutions from (5.190) for the unperturbed dependent variables:
uθ0 = F0r, (5.240)
p0 =
1
2
r2(F 20 + fF0), (5.241)
w0 = r[C1 cos(kθ) + C2 sin(kθ)], (5.242)
ρ0 =
Nr
g
[C1 sin(kθ)− C2 cos(kθ)], (5.243)
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for arbitrary constants C1, C2 and F0 and where k = N/F0, which we substitute into the
re-expressed system. Integrating and then solving for the unknown functions, we find the
invariant solution for the variables vr0, uθ1, p1, w1 and ρ1. Substituting these solutions
and the stationary solutions (5.240) - (5.243) back into (5.204), we have the approximately
invariant solution:
ur = εr[C7 sin(2θ)− C6 cos(2θ)],
uθ = rF0 + εr[C5 + C6 sin(2θ) + cos(2θ)C7],
p =
1
2
r2(F 20 + fF0) + ε
r2
2
[C6f sin(2θ) + C7f cos(2θ) + fC5 + 2F0C5],
w = r[C1 cos(kθ) + C2 sin(kθ)] + ε
r
2F 20
[2N sin(kθ)C1C5θ − 2N cos(kθ)C2C5θ +
NC1C7 sin(kθ) sin(2θ)−NC2C7 cos(kθ) sin(2θ) +NC2C6 cos(kθ) cos(2θ) +
C1C6 cos(kθ)F0 sin(2θ) + sin(kθ)C2C5F0 + 2 cos(kθ)C3F
2
0 +
F0C1C7 cos(kθ) cos(2θ)−NC1C6 sin(kθ) cos(2θ) + C2C6 sin(kθ)F0 sin(2θ) +
F0C2C7 sin(kθ) cos(2θ) + cos(kθ)C1C5F0 + 2 sin(kθ)C4F
2
0 ],
ρ =
Nr
g
[C1 sin(kθ)− C2 cos(kθ)] + ε
Nr
2gF 20
[−2N sin(kθ)C2C5θ − 2N cos(kθ)C1C5θ +
NC2C6 sin(kθ) cos(2θ) +NC1C6 cos(kθ) cos(2θ)− C2C5 cos(kθ)F0 −
NC1C7 cos(kθ) sin(2θ) + F0C1C7 sin(kθ) cos(2θ)− 2 cos(kθ)C4F 20 −
NC2C7 sin(kθ) sin(2θ)− C2C6 cos(kθ)F0 sin(2θ)− F0C2C7 cos(kθ) cos(2θ) +
2 sin(kθ)C3F
2
0 + C1C6 sin(kθ)F0 sin(2θ) + C1C5 sin(kθ)F0],
for arbitrary constants C3, C4, C5, C6 and C7. It is evident that, for ε = 0, we have the
expected stationary solution (5.190).
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5.4.4 Nonlinear Whirlpools
Finally, we construct the invariant solution based on the subalgebra spanned by the op-
erators Y1, Y2, Y¯4, which are equivalent to the operators used to calculate the nonlinear
whirlpool solution when ur = 0. The generators Y1 and Y2 imply that the dependent vari-
ables in equations (5.205) - (5.214), and basis invariants, be independent of t and θ. Using
reduceVar and Y¯4, we have the following basis of invariants:
K1 =
r
z
, W1 =
p0
z2
, W2 =
p1
z2
, W3 =
uθ0
z
, W4 =
uθ1
z
, (5.244)
W5 =
vr0
z
, W6 =
w0
z
, W7 =
w1
z
, W8 =
ρ0
z
, W9 =
ρ1
z
.
Proceeding as before, to retrieve the nonlinear whirlpool solution found for the case ur =
0, we have the following solutions for the unperturbed dependent variables as given in
(5.191):
uθ0 = −
1
2
fr, p0 = −
1
8
f 2r2 − 1
2
kgz2, w0 = 0, ρ0 = kz, (5.245)
for arbitrary constant k having the dimension m−1.
Substituting (5.245) into the re-expressed system, we first find that uθ1 disappears
from the system and hence, may be considered an arbitrary function of the basis invariant
r/z. After integrating and solving for the remaining unknown functions, we find the in-
variant solution for the variables vr0, uθ1, p1, w1 and ρ1. Subsequent substitution of these
solutions and equations (5.245) back into equations (5.204) gives the approximately invari-
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ant nonlinear whirlpool type solution:
ur = ε
C2z
2
r
, (5.246)
uθ = −
1
2
fr + εF

r
z

, (5.247)
p = −1
8
f 2r2 − 1
2
kgz2 + εC1z
2, (5.248)
w = 0, (5.249)
ρ = kz − ε2C1z
g
, (5.250)
for arbitrary function F

r
z

and arbitrary constants C1 and C2.
5.5 Discussion and conclusions
In this chapter, we have presented exact solutions of three dimensional equations of motion
for internal gravity waves in cylindrical coordinates and in unbounded media. These were
found by means of approximate transformation groups of nonlinear governing equations
for internal waves with a small parameter. Introduction of the small parameter was sug-
gested by studying the eigenfrequencies of the linear model of uniformly stratified fluid
motion confined in a rigid cylindrical basin [76].
As a particular application to ocean and atmospheric modelling, in terms of linear
analysis, the time series of the energy density were visualized as spinning patterns that ap-
pear to be rotating in an anticlockwise sense (when viewed from above the North Pole).
Such spinning patterns were compared with the flow around a low-pressure area that is
usually linked with the modelling of hurricanes. In terms of nonlinear modeling, the con-
jecture of vanishing the radial component of velocity throughout the domain as σ → 0
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Fig. 5.3. Effects of rotation on the nonlinear whirlpool for different latitudes φ = 1o,
φ = 5o and φ = 20o North.
brought us to construct new exact solutions depending on r and z coordinates. Namely
the zeroth-order approximate transformations correspond to exact symmetries of the gov-
erning equations with ur = 0, that is, equations (5.168) - (5.172). In comparison, the
approximation ur = εvr provided us with approximate symmetries, and hence, approxi-
mately invariant solutions, corresponding to the modeling equations at the o(ε)-order given
by (5.194) - (5.198). The symmetries found for each system of equations were used for ob-
taining both exact and approximately invariant solutions which could be classified under
one of four distinct classes: internal oscillation, non-stationary, stationary and nonlinear
whirlpools.
The existence of the whirlpool in the water column of fixed radius r0 relies on the
choice of the parameter k. For example, for r0 = 1000 km and the fixed water column level
H = 1km, the choice of k satisfying the inequality |k| < 1.653 × 10−7 [m−1] guarantees
the existence of the whirlpools lying entirely in the cylindrical water column within the
latitude range φ ∈ [1o, 90o] North. Figure 5.3 is used to compare the intensities of the
whirlpools at different latitudes for the given radius r0 = 1000 km with k = −9.5−7m−1.
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We observe that the domain of positive pressure goes to zero (the center of the fluid
column) at higher latitudes. The velocity for this solution has only the azimuthal compo-
nent, which is a linearly increasing function of r. The pressure is the function quadratic
with respect to r and z, while the density deviation depends linearly on z. As a result of the
growing dependence of the nonlinear wave solution on r, it is reasonable to assume that the
obtained exact solution can be realized in the column of some radius R only; outside this
column, solution is trivial. The latter conclusion implies that, at the column boundary, the
velocity undergoes a "jump". Initially, one may conclude that the instability of the nonlin-
ear whirlpool is due to Kelvin-Helmholtz instability and the growth rate of this instability
will increase linearly with the wave number for plane interface. Thus, in the given case for
short perturbations with wavelength much less than R, one should expect instability. How-
ever, the preliminary analysis of stability/instability of the whirlpools reveals a non-trivial
stability criterion for the latitude-dependent vertical structure of the model.
In terms of future work then, it would be interesting to perform asymptotic stability
of the nonlinear whirlpools with the goal of relating them to whirlpools observed in nature.
For example, oceanic whirlpools, as a rule, are observed in the presence of external flows
which may be connected with tides.
In this chapter, we have demonstrated the use of ASP to find approximate invariant
solutions for a system of PDEs which describe oceanic whirlpools. We note that, in order
to obtain all possible invariant solutions, an optimal system of subalgebras of the exact
Lie algebra was constructed. In the next chapter, then, we will more closely examine the
method of construction of such optimal systems for an approximate symmetry algebra.
Chapter 6
On the second-order approximate
symmetry classification and optimal systems of
subalgebras for a forced Korteweg–de Vries
equation
’If you eliminate the impossible, whatever remains, however improbable, must be
the truth.’
— Spock from Star Trek (2009) quoting Arthur Conan Doyle’s Sherlock Holmes
As we have discussed previously, classical symmetry methods are not (in general)
stable for small perturbations in the DE/s. As a consequence, the method of approximate
symmetries was developed for DEs with some small perturbation parameter ε. In this chap-
ter, we will be using the method of approximate symmetries as proposed by Fushchich and
Shtelen [42] (see Chapter 4 for details), to investigate the classification of the resulting
symmetry algebras using an important study done by Patera and Winternitz [113].
6.1 Introduction
A recent paper [152] investigating the approximate symmetries of a class of nonlinear per-
turbed wave equations noted that, when compared to calculations for first order symme-
tries, those for second order are greatly increased in length and complexity and, hence,
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often require the use of symbolic computing. As a consequence, we present here the sec-
ond order approximate classification of a DE using the MAPLE symbolic computing plat-
form (B. Char, University of Waterloo, Canada) and symmetry package ASP (Jefferson
and Carminati [77]), an add-on to the symmetry package DESOLVII (Vu, Jefferson and
Carminati [141]). ASP automates both methods described above for the determination of
approximate symmetries (and a third more recent method [112]). The package has been
used most recently to construct approximately invariant solutions for models describing at-
mospheric and oceanic behaviours [75, 76]. We note that the MAPLE package GeM (Chevi-
akov 2007) was originally capable of calculating approximate symmetries using the method
of Fushchych and Shtelen [21], however, in a more recent version [22, 23], this functional-
ity appears to have been removed. Hence, we are not aware of any other MAPLE packages
which can calculate approximate symmetries. All approximate symmetries, special cases
and approximate group invariant solutions presented in this paper have been found using
both ASP and DESOLVII routines.
Specifically, we consider here a simplified model proposed in [114] for the generation
of tsunamis following submarine landslides:
u,t + cu,x + αuu,x + βu,xxx = −
c
2
z,x, (6.251)
for α, c = 0. Here u = u(x, t) is the height of the free water surface, the function z =
z(x, t) represents the solid submarine surface, and
α =
3c
2h
, β =
ch2
6
, (6.252)
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with h constant water depth and long wave speed c ≈
√
gh for gravitational acceleration
constant g. A particular form for z(x, t) was suggested in [124]
z = −2
c
F (t)x+ const., (6.253)
for arbitrary F (t). Analytic solutions of (6.251) for this z were then found using Hirota’s
bilinear method. We consider here a similar (and more general) form for z given by
z =
−2β
c
F (t)x+G(t), (6.254)
for arbitrary functions F (t) and G(t). Hence, we will be investigating here the following
particular form of (6.251) for this choice of z:
u,t + cu,x + αuu,x + βu,xxx = βF (t), F (t) = 0. (6.255)
Substituting (6.252) and c =
√
gh into (6.255) and simplifying, we have
6
√
h
√
g
u,t + 6hu,x + 9uu,x + h
3u,xxx = h
3F (t),
For small h, it is apparent that the coefficients of u,xxx and F (t) become (relatively) small.
Consequently, we are justified in this study to consider the coefficient β in (6.255) to be
some small continuous perturbation parameter for small mean water depth h. Equation
(6.255) is thus well suited for approximate symmetry analysis.
The outline of this chapter is as follows. In Section 6.2, a full second order approxi-
mate symmetry classification in β for (6.255) is carried out using the method as proposed
by Fushchich and Shtelen [42]. All calculations have been automated in ASP. Using ASP,
particular forms for the arbitrary function F (t) are also found which extend the approxi-
mate symmetry algebra. Section 6.3 then utilises a study by Patera and Winternitz [113] to
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find optimal systems of one-dimensional subalgebras for the symmetry algebras found in
Section 6.2. Section 6.4 presents all approximate group invariant solutions of (6.255) for
particular F (t) using the corresponding optimal systems of one-dimensional subalgebras.
Finally, Section 6.5 contains some concluding remarks.
6.2 Classification of approximate symmetries for the fKdV
equation
To determine approximate symmetries of (6.255) using Fushchich and Shtelen’s method,
we first expand u in a perturbation series about β such that
u = u0 + βu1 + β
2u2. (6.256)
Substituting this series into (6.255) and splitting at each order of β, we have the new cou-
pled system of PDEs
O(1) : u0,t + cu0,x + αu0u0,x = 0, (6.257)
O(β) : u1,t + cu1,x + αu0u1,x + αu1u0,x + u0,xxx = F (t),
O(β2) : u2,t + cu2,x + αu0u2,x + αu2u0,x + αu1u1,x + u1,xxx = 0.
We now make the following definition according to [42]:
Definition 17 The approximate symmetries of the differential system (6.255) are the ex-
act symmetries of the coupled system (6.257).
Next, we will use the ASP routine ApproximateSymmetry to find all second
order approximate symmetries of (6.255) using Fushchich and Shtelen’s method.
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With perturbation parameter β, we find the approximate two-dimensional symmetry
algebra Larb of (6.255), for arbitrary F (t), is spanned by the operators:
X1 =
∂
∂x
, X2 =
∂
∂u0
+ αt
∂
∂x
. (6.258)
Using the ASP routine approxclassify(), which tracks all non-zero and lin-
early independent assumptions made during the solution process, we find the following set
of linearly independent assumptions which have been made:

d
dt
F (t)

t, F (t),
d
dt
F (t)

. (6.259)
Hence we consider linear combinations of these elements (and subsequent non-zero
assumptions) leading to particular forms of F (t) and which may extend the symmetry
algebra (6.258). These forms, and their corresponding algebras, are summarised in the
following theorem:
Theorem 10 The full second-order approximate symmetry classification for (6.255) is
given as follows:
1. F (t) is arbitrary. The two-dimensional symmetry algebra Larb is spanned by the
operators X1 and X2 in (6.258).
2. F (t) = C1eμt for μ = 0 and constant C1 = 0. The three-dimensional symmetry
algebra Lexp is spanned by the operators X1 and X2 in (6.258) and
X3 = αx
∂
∂x
− 2α
μ
∂
∂t
+ (αu0 + c)
∂
∂u0
− 2αu1
∂
∂u1
− 5αu2
∂
∂u2
. (6.260)
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3. F (t) = C1(t + λ)μ for μ = 0, constants C1 = 0 and λ. The three-dimensional
symmetry algebra Lpoly is spanned by the operators X1 and X2 in (6.258) and
X4 = αx(1 + μ)
∂
∂x
− 2α(t+ λ) ∂
∂t
+ (3 + μ) (αu0 + c)
∂
∂u0
(6.261)
−2αu1(1 + μ)
∂
∂u1
− αu2(7 + 5μ)
∂
∂u2
.
4. F (t) = C1 for constant C1 = 0. The four-dimensional symmetry algebra Lconst is
spanned by the operators X1 and X2 in (6.258) and
X5 = αx
∂
∂x
− 2tα ∂
∂t
+ 3 (αu0 + c)
∂
∂u0
− 2αu1
∂
∂u1
− 7αu2
∂
∂u2
, (6.262)
X6 =
∂
∂t
.
Proof. We will demonstrate that the symmetry algebras described above are complete for
each case.
Case 2. For the linear combination of elements in (6.259) given by F (t)− 1
μ
dF (t)
dt
=
0, μ = 0, we have the solution F (t) = C1eμt for arbitrary constant C1. Using ASP, we find
the symmetry algebra is spanned by (6.260). Using ASP’s approxclassify() routine,
we find the non-zero assumptions made during the solutions process were {C1,μ, u2,α, eμt}.
We consider the only possible condition μ = 0 as in Case 4.
Case 3. The linear combination t
dF (t)
dt
− μF (t) + λdF (t)
dt
= 0 yields the so-
lution F (t) = C1(t + λ)μ for arbitrary constant C1. With ASP, we find the symme-
try algebra (6.261). Using approxclassify(), we have the non-zero assumptions
{C1,μ, u2,α, (t+ λ)μ, t+ λ}. No further cases are left to be considered (except for μ = 0,
as above).
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Case 4. Using the approxclassify() routine for Cases 1 and 2, we have the
non-zero assumption μ = 0. Setting μ = 0 in both we have the solution F (t) = C1 for
arbitrary constant C1. Using ASP, we find the extension to the algebra given by (6.262).
This exhausts all possible cases to be considered.
To construct second order approximately invariant solutions to (6.255), we first deter-
mine optimal systems of one-dimensional subalgebras for each case F (t) before perform-
ing the required symmetry reductions.
6.3 Optimal systems of one-dimensional subalgebras
We consider now the construction of inequivalent conjugate subalgebras which effectively
"partition" the algebra such that each element of distinct classes is inequivalent under con-
jugation. There are two popular methods for constructing all one-dimensional subalgebras
for a given Lie algebra L. The method as suggested by Ovsyannikov [110] uses a matrix of
all adjoint transformations. The second approach, presented by Olver [106], constructs the
subalgebra by forming a non-zero vector V as a linear combination (with constant coeffi-
cients ai) of all the elements spanned by the symmetry algebra. The aim is then to apply
adjoint maps to V in such a way as to simplify and/or eliminate as many of the coefficients
ai as possible. To proceed, we require the following definition [106]:
Definition 18 Consider a Lie algebra L. A list of s-parameter subalgebras forms an opti-
mal system if every s-parameter subalgebra of L is equivalent to a unique member of the
list under some element of the adjoint representation. The adjoint representation is most
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simply expressed as the Lie series
Ad(exp(εXi))Xj = Xj − ε[Xi, Xj] +
ε2
2
[Xi, [Xi, Xj]]− ..., (6.263)
where [Xi, Xj] = XiXj −XjXi is the commutator of Xi and Xj .
To this end, the commutator relations for the symmetry operators X1 to X6 (deter-
mined using the DESOLVII routine comtab) are given in Table 6.1 where φ = 2α2X1,
Φ1 = α(1 + μ), Φ3 = α(3 + μ) and an entry "−" is used when the operators belong to dif-
ferent cases for F (t). The adjoint representations for these operators is also given in Table
6.2.
Table 6.1. The commutator table of the symmetry operators X1 to X6
X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6
X1 0 0 αX1 Φ1X1 αX1 0
X2 0 0 αX2 +
φ
μ
Φ3X2 + λφ 3αX2 −αX1
X3 −αX1 −αX2 −
φ
μ
0 − − −
X4 −Φ1X1 −Φ3X2−λφ − 0 − −
X5 −αX1 −3αX2 − − 0 2αX6
X6 0 αX1 − − −2αX6 0
Table 6.2. The adjoint representation of the symmetry operators X1 to X6
X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6
X1 X1 X2 X3−εαX1 X4−εΦ1X1 X5−εαX1 X6
X2 X1 X2
X3−ε(φ/μ
+αX2)
X4−ε(λφ+
Φ3X2)
X5−3εαX2 X6+εαX1
X3 e
εαX1
eεαX2+
ε (φ/μ)
X3 − − −
X4 e
εΦ1X1
eεΦ3X2+
ελφ
− X4 − −
X5 e
εαX1 e
3εαX2 − − X5 e−2εαX6
X6 X1 X2−εαX1 − − X5+2εαX6 X6
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In conjunction with Olver’s method, we may also make use of the well known work
by Patera andWinternitz [113]. In [113], we are provided with the full optimal system clas-
sification for all two-, three- and four-dimensional real algebras, provided the commutator
relations of the basis match one of the given forms. Since we may add the elements of a Lie
algebra in any linear combination, we may re-express the basis of the approximate symme-
try algebras found in the previous section in order to apply the classification results directly
from [113]. We thus consider optimal systems for each case F (t), by transformation of
bases, in the following sections.
6.3.1 Case 1. F (t) is arbitrary
From Table 6.1, we see immediately that the algebra Larb spanned by the operators X1
and X2 in (6.258) is Abelian. Hence, from [113], we see that Larb corresponds to the two-
dimensional algebra A2. Thus, an optimal system of one-dimensional subalgebras of Larb
contains the following subalgebras:
{X2}, {X1 + σX2}, (6.264)
for all real σ.We note that in [113], the optimal system is expressed asX1 cosφ+X2 sinφ
for 0 ≤ φ < π. However, by performing a tangent space rotation, we can transform to the
equivalent basis (6.264).
6.3.2 Case 2. F (t) = C1eμt
Using Table 6.1, we see that the commutator relations for the algebra Lexp, spanned by the
operators X1 and X2 in (6.258) and X3 in (6.260), do not match any of the cases in [113].
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Consequently, let us consider the new basis with the following operators:
v21 ≡ X1, v22 ≡
μ
2α
X2, v
2
3 ≡
1
α
X3,
where we note that the upper index corresponds to the particular case number (we use
such notation for the remainder of this section). We then have the commutator table in the
transformed basis in Table 6.3. The adjoint table in this basis is also given in Table 6.4.
Table 6.3. The commutator table for {v21, v22, v23}.
v21 v
2
2 v
2
3
v21 0 0 v
2
1
v22 0 0 v
2
1 + v
2
2
v23 −v21 −v21 − v22 0
Table 6.4. The adjoint table for {v21, v22, v23}.
v21 v
2
2 v
2
3
v21 v
2
1 v
2
2 v
2
3 − εv21
v22 v
2
1 v
2
2 v
2
3 − εv21 − εv22
v23 e
εv21 εv
2
1 + e
εv22 v
2
3
From [113], we find the algebra in this transformed basis corresponds to the three-
dimensional algebra A3,2 and thus an optimal system of one-dimensional subalgebras con-
tains the following subalgebras
{v21}, {v22}, {v23}. (6.265)
In the original basis, this corresponds to the subalgebras
{X1},
'
μ
2α
X2
(
,

1
α
X3

. (6.266)
Similarly, following Olver’s method [106], we may use Table 6.4 to reduce the non-zero
vector
V = a1v
2
1 + a2v
2
2 + a3v
2
3,
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by applying adjoint maps to simplify the coefficients ai as far as possible. First, let us
assume a3 is non-zero. Hence we may scale to give
V  = a1v
2
1 + a

2v
2
2 + v
2
3,
for some constants a1 and a2. If we act on V  byAd(exp(a2v22))we can make the coefficient
of v22 disappear leaving V  = a1v21+v23 for constant a1.Acting on V  byAd(exp(a1v1))we
eliminate the coefficient of v21 to leave v23. Thus every 1-dimensional subalgebra generated
by a V with non-zero a3 is equivalent to {v23}. Similarly, we proceed for a3 = 0 with
either a1 or a2 non-zero to find the subalgebras {v21} and {v22} respectively. For brevity, we
present the classification according only to [113] in the remaining cases.
6.3.3 Case 3. F (t) = C1(t+ λ)μ
From Table 6.1 we see that the commutator relations for the algebra Lpoly, spanned by the
operators X1 and X2 in (6.258) and X4 in (6.261), again does not match any of the cases
in [113]. Hence, we consider the basis transformation:
v31 ≡ X2 +X1αλ, v32 ≡ X1, v33 ≡
1
α(3 + μ)
X4.
The commutator and adjoint tables in this new basis are given in Tables 6.5 and 6.6 respec-
tively.
Table 6.5. The commutator table for {v31, v32, v33}.
v31 v
3
2 v
3
3
v31 0 0 v
3
1
v32 0 0
1 + μ
3 + μ
v32
v33 −v31 −
1 + μ
3 + μ
v32 0
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Table 6.6. The adjoint table for {v31, v32, v33}.
v31 v
3
2 v
3
3
v31 v
3
1 v
3
2 v
3
3 − εv31
v32 v
3
1 v
3
2 v
3
3 − ε

1 + μ
3 + μ

v32
v33 e
εv31 exp

ε

1 + μ
3 + μ

v32 v
3
3
Using [113], we see now that the algebra in the new basis corresponds to the three-
dimensional algebra Aa3,5, provided the following condition is satisfied:
0 <

1 + μ
3 + μ
 < 1,
This expression is satisfied for all μ > −2 except μ = −1.We will also consider the case
when μ = −3 in the original basis. Hence we have two special cases to consider. First,
for μ > −2 with μ = −1, we have an optimal system of one-dimensional subalgebras
containing the following subalgebras:
{v31}, {v32}, {v33}, {v31 ± v32}. (6.267)
In the original basis, this corresponds to the subalgebras
{X2 +X1αλ} , {X1} ,

1
α(3 + μ)
X4

, {X2 + (αλ± 1)X1} . (6.268)
We consider now the remaining cases for μ.
Case 3a. μ = −1
The commutator table for μ = −1 in Lpoly is given in Table 6.7.
Table 6.7. The commutator table of the algebra Lpoly for μ = −1.
X1 X2 X3
X1 0 0 0
X2 0 0 2λα
2X1 + 2αX2
X3 0 −2λα2X1 − 2αX2 0
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The commutator relations do not match any classifications in [113]. Hence, we consider
the transformed basis
v3a1 ≡
1
−2αX4, v
3a
2 ≡ X2 + αλX1, v3a3 ≡ X1.
The commutator and adjoint tables in the new basis are given in Tables 6.8 and 6.9 respec-
tively.
Table 6.8. The commutator table for {v3a1 , v3a2 , v3a3 }.
v3a1 v
3a
2 v
3a
3
v3a1 0 v
3a
2 0
v3a2 −v3a2 0 0
v3a3 0 0 0
Table 6.9. The adjoint table for {v3a1 , v3a2 , v3a3 }.
v3a1 v
3a
2 v
3a
3
v3a1 v
3a
1 e
−εv3a2 v
3a
3
v3a2 v
3a
1 + εv
3a
2 v
3a
2 v
3a
3
v3a3 v
3a
1 v
3a
2 v
3a
3
In the new basis, we find the algebra is classified in [113] as A1 ⊕ A2. An optimal
system of one-dimensional algebras then is

v3a1 + σv
3a
3

,

v3a3

,

v3a2 ± v3a3

,

v3a2

, (6.269)
which corresponds to the subalgebras in the original basis:

1
−2αX4 + σX1

, {X1} , {X2 + (αλ± 1)X1} , {X2 + αλX1} , (6.270)
for some constant σ.
Case 3b. μ = −3
As for the previous case, the commutator table for μ = −3 in Lpoly is given in Table
6.10.
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Table 6.10. The commutator table of the algebra Lpoly for μ = −3.
X1 X2 X3
X1 0 0 −2αX1
X2 0 0 2λα
2X1
X3 2αX1 −2λα2X1 0
We see immediately by [113] that the commutator relations do not match any classi-
fications. However, in the transformed basis
v3b1 ≡
1
2α
X4, v
3b
2 ≡ X1, v3b3 ≡ X2 + αλX1,
the algebra has the same commutator and adjoint tables as those given in Tables 6.8 and 6.9.
Hence, we find that the algebra in the new basis is also classified in [113] as A1 ⊕ A2 and
has the optimal system of one-dimensional subalgebras (6.269). These are then expressed
in the original basis
{0},

1
2α
X4 + σ(X2 + αλX1)

, {X2 + αλX1} , {X1 ± (X2 + αλX1)} , {X1} ,
(6.271)
for arbitrary constant σ.
6.3.4 Case 4. F (t) = C1
Finally, from Table 6.1 we see that the commutator relations for the algebra Lconst, spanned
by the operators X1, X2 in (6.258) and X5, X6 in (6.262), does not match [113]. So we
consider the basis transformation
v41 ≡ X1, v42 ≡ X6, v43 ≡
1
α
X2, , v
4
4 ≡
1
−2αX5.
As before, the commutator and adjoint tables in the new basis are given in Tables 6.11 and
6.12 below.
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Table 6.11. The commutator table for {v41, v42, v43, v44}.
v41 v
4
2 v
4
3 v
4
4
v41 0 0 0 −
1
2
v41
v42 0 0 v
4
1 v
4
2
v43 0 −v41 0 −
3
2
v43
v44
1
2
v41 −v42
3
2
v43 0
Table 6.12. The adjoint table for {v41, v42, v43, v44}.
v41 v
4
2 v
4
3 v
4
4
v41 v
4
1 v
4
2 v
4
3 v
4
4 + ε
1
2
v41
v42 v
4
1 v
4
2 v
4
3 − εv41 v44 − εv42
v43 v
4
1 v
4
2 + εv
4
1 v
4
3 v
4
4 + ε
3
2
v43
v44 e
−ε1
2v41 e
εv42 e
−ε3
2v43 v
4
4
In the new basis, we now find the algebra is classified in [113] as Ab4,9 where b =
−3/2. An optimal system of one-dimensional subalgebras then is

v41

,

v42

,

v43

,

v44

,

v42 ± v43

, (6.272)
which corresponds to the subalgebras in the original basis:
{0}, {X1} , {X6} ,

1
α
X2

,

1
−2αX5

,

X6 ± 1
α
X2

. (6.273)
6.4 Approximate invariant solutions
We construct here the second order approximate invariant solutions for (6.255), and the
various special cases of the function F (t), using the optimal systems found in the previ-
ous section. For each subalgebra, differential invariants are found and the particular form
of the split coupled system (6.257) is reduced using these invariants. The reduced system
is then solved to give the group invariant solutions to u0, u1 and u2. Finally, these solu-
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tions are substituted into (6.256) to give the approximate invariant solutions, as required,
with ai the constants of integration. All differential invariants and reduced equations are
obtained using the DESOLVII routine reduceVar (see the previous chapters). For de-
tails regarding the standard Lie reduction method for determining invariant solutions, the
reader is directed to [12, 106, 67], among others.
6.4.1 Case 1. F (t) is arbitrary
We consider the two infinitesimal operators X2 and X1 + σX1 with Xi from (6.258).
(I) X = X2 ≡ ∂u0 + αt∂x.
The similarity variables for X are given by
K = t, W1 =
u0tα− x
tα
, W2 = u1, W3 = u2.
The reduced system (6.257) is
W 3K +W3 = 0, c+W

1αK +W1α = 0, − F (K)K +W 2K +W2 = 0,
whereWi = Wi(K). Using MAPLE, the solutions are
W1 = −
c
α
+
a1
K
, W2 =
!
F (K)K dK + a2
K
, W3 =
a3
K
,
for arbitrary constants ai. Using the DESOLVII routine originalVar, reverting to the
original variables and solving, we have
u0 =
x− ct+ a1α
αt
, u1 =
!
F (t)t dt+ a2
t
, u2 =
a3
t
.
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Substituting these solutions into (6.256), the second-order approximate invariant solution
using X for arbitrary F (t) is given by
u(x, t) =
x− ct+ a1α
αt
+ β
!
F (t)t dt+ a2
t
+ β2
a3
t
.
(II) X = X1 + σX2 ≡ ∂x + σ (∂u0 + αt∂x) .We consider two cases for σ :
(a) σ = 0.
Invariants are
K = t, W1 = u0, W2 = u1, W3 = u2.
which yield the reduced system
W 2 − F (K) = 0, W 1 = 0, W 3 = 0,
with solutions
W1 = a1, W2 =
!
F (K) dK + a2, W3 = a3.
We thus have the approximate invariant solution in the original variables
u(x, t) = a1 + β
!
F (t) dt+ a2

+ β2a3.
(b) σ = 0.
Invariants are
K = t, W1 =
u0 (1 + σtα)− x
1 + σtα
, W2 = u1, W3 = u2,
with reduced system
W 3 + σαW3 + σW

3αK = 0, σW

1αK + σW1α +W

1 + σc = 0,
W 2 + σαW2 − F (K) + σW 2αK − σF (K)αK = 0.
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The solutions are
W1 =
−cKσ + a1
1 + σKα
, W2 =
!
F (K)(1 + σKα) dK + a2
1 + σKα
, W3 =
a3
1 + σKα
,
and corresponding approximate invariant solution in the original variables is
u(x, t) =
a1 + σx− σct
1 + σtα
+ β
!
F (t)(1 + σtα) dt+ a2
1 + σtα
+ β2
a3
1 + σtα
.
6.4.2 Case 2. F (t) = C1eμt
We consider the reduction of the system (6.257) with F (t) = C1eμt for the three infinitesi-
mal operators X1, μ2αX2 and
1
α
X3 with Xi from (6.258) and (6.260).
(I) X = X1 ≡ ∂x.
The invariants for X are
K = t, W1 = u0, W2 = u1, W3 = u2,
which reduce the particular form of (6.257) to
W 2 − C1eμK = 0, W 1 = 0, W 3 = 0,
whereWi = Wi(K). Integrating gives the solutions
W1 = a3, W2 =
C1
μ
eμK + a1, W3 = a2.
Returning to the original variables, solving and substituting into (6.256), we have the sec-
ond order approximate invariant solution to (6.255) with F (t) = C1eμt given by
u(x, t) = a3 + β

C1
μ
eμK + a1

+ β2a2.
(II) X = (μ/2α)X2 ≡ (μ∂u0 + αμt∂x) /2α.
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The invariants are
K = t, W1 =
u0tα− x
tα
, W2 = u1, W3 = u2,
and therefore the system reduces to
W 3K +W3 = 0, c+W

1αK +W1α = 0, C1e
μKK −W 2K −W2 = 0.
Solutions are
W1 =
−c
α
+
a3
K
, W2 =
C1
μ

1− 1
μK

eμK +
a1
K
, W3 =
a2
K
,
which give the approximate invariant solution
u(x, t) =
x− ct+ a3α
tα
+ β

C1e
μt(μt− 1)
μ2t
+
a1
t

+ β2
a2
t
.
(III) X = (1/α)X3 ≡ x∂x − (2/μ)∂t + (u0 + c/α) ∂u0 − 2u1∂u1 − 5u2∂u2.
Invariants for X are given by
K =
μt+ 2 ln x
μ
, W1 =
c+ αu0
αx
, W2 = u1x
2, W3 = u2x
5.
The reduced system is
W 1μ+ (W1)
2
μα+ 2W 1W1α = 0, − e−μKW 2μ3 + C1μ3 + e−μKW2W1αμ3−
2e−μKW 2W1αμ
2 − 2e−μKαW 1W2μ2 + 2e−μKW 1μ2 − 8e−μKW 1 = 0,
W 3μ
3 − 4μ3W3W1α + 2μ2W 3W1α + 2αμ2W 1W3 + 2αμ2W 2W2 − 2αμ3 (W2)
2−
24W2μ
3 + 52W 2μ
2 − 36W 2 μ+ 8W 2 = 0.
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The full solution we obtain is too long to be included here. For example, the solutions for
the reduced system forW1 andW2 only are
W1 =
1
2
μ
αψ(K)
,
W2 =
ψ
2(K)
2 (α(1 + ψ(K))
#
1
ψ(K)[1 + ψ(K)]5
[20C1e
μKα (ψ(K))3 + 2C1e
μKα (ψ(K))5+
10C1e
μKαψ(K) + 10C1e
μKα (ψ(K))4 − (ψ(K))3 μ+ 2C1eμKα + 20C1eμKα (ψ(K))2−
4μ (ψ(K))2] dK + 2a2α,
where
ψ(K) = LambertW

1
2α
μe
1
2
μ(K+a3)

.
For simplicity here, we setW1 = 0 (which implies u0 = −c/α from the invariant expres-
sions) to yield the particular solution
W2 =
C1e
μK + a2μ
μ
, W3 =
2a2C1e
μKα + 2 (a2)
2Kαμ2 + 24a2Kμ
2 + a1μ
2
μ2
.
Hence, we obtain an approximate invariant solution for X given by
u(x, t) =
−c
α
+ β
C1x
2eμt + a2μ
x2μ
+
β
22a2C1x
2eμtα+ 2αμ (a2)
2 (μt+ 2 ln x) + 24a2(μt+ 2 ln x)μ+ a1μ
2
x5μ2
.
6.4.3 Case 3. F (t) = C1(t+ λ)μ, μ > −2 and μ = {−1,−3}
Let us consider now the reduction of the system (6.257) with F (t) = C1(t+ λ)μ, provided
μ > −2 and μ = {−1,−3}. The optimal system of one-dimensional subalgebras for this
case leads us to consider the five infinitesimal operators X2 + αλX1, X1, X4/[α(3 + μ)]
and X2 + (αλ± 1)X1 with Xi from (6.258) and (6.261).
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(I) X = X2 + αλX1 ≡ ∂u0 + α (t+ λ) ∂x.
The invariants are
K = t, W1 =
αu0(t+ λ)− x
α(t+ λ)
, W2 = u1, W3 = u2,
which give the reduced system
W3 +W

3K +W

3λ = 0, αW

1K + c+W1α + αW

1λ = 0,
(K + λ)−1+μC1K
2 −W2 −W 2K −W 2λ+
2(K + λ)−1+μC1Kλ+ (K + λ)
−1+μC1λ
2 = 0.
The solutions using MAPLE are
W1 = −
cK − a3α
α(K + λ)
, W2 =
(K + λ)2+μC1 + a1(2 + μ)
(2 + μ)(K + λ)
,
W3 =
a2
K + λ
,
Reverting to the original variables, the second order approximate invariant solution, using
X , to the particular (6.255) with F (t) = C1(t+ λ)μ, μ = {−1,−3} is
u(x, t) =
a3α + x− tc
α(t+ λ)
+ β
(t+ λ)2+μC1 + a1(2 + μ)
(2 + μ)(t+ λ)
+ β2
a2
t+ λ
.
(II) X = X1 ≡ ∂x.
Invariants are
K = t, W1 = u0, W2 = u1, W3 = u2,
Reduced system is
W 2 − C1(K + λ)μ = 0, W 1 = 0, W 3,= 0,
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and we obtain the solutions
W1 = a3, W2 =
(K + λ)1+μC1
1 + μ
+ a1, W3 = a2.
It follows that the approximate invariant solution is
u(x, t) = a3 + β
(t+ λ)1+μC1 + a1 + a1μ
1 + μ
+ β2a2.
(III) X = X4/[α(3 + μ)] ≡ [αx(1 + μ)∂x − 2α(t+ λ)∂t + (3 + μ) (αu0 + c) ∂u0−
2αu1(1 + μ)∂u1 − αu2(7 + 5μ)∂u2 ]/[α(3 + μ)].
The invariants found using ASP are
K = x(t+ λ)(
1
2
+ 1
2
μ), W1 =
1
α
(αu0 + c)(t+ λ)
( 32+
1
2
μ),
W2 = u1(t+ λ)
−1−μ, W3 = u2(t+ λ)
(− 72−
5
2
μ),
for which we have the reduced system
2W 1W1αK
−(5+μ)/(1+μ) − 3K−(5+μ)/(1+μ)W1 −K−(5+μ)/(1+μ)W1μ+W 1μK−4/(1+μ)+
W 1K
−4/(1+μ) = 0,
W 3K + 5W3μ+ 7W3 + 2W

2 +KW

3μ+ 2αW

2W2 + 2W

3W1α + 2αW

1W3 = 0,
2C1K
2μ/(1+μ) − 2K2μ/(1+μ)W 2W1α−K(1+3μ)/(1+μ)μW 2 − 2αW 1W2K2μ/(1+μ)−
K(1+3μ)/(1+μ)W 2 − 2μW2K2μ/(1+μ) − 2W2K2μ/(1+μ) − 2K2μ/(1+μ)W 1 = 0.
The solutions for this system introduce roots forW1. Hence, for simplicity we setW1 = 0
(which implies u0 = −c/α from the invariant expressions) to yield the particular solution
W2 =
C1K
2 + a2(1 + μ)
(1 + μ)K2
, W3 =
1
(1 + μ)(2 + μ)K5
[2a2αC1K
2+
2a2(μ+ 1)(μ+ 2)(αa2 + 12) + a1K
−2/(1+μ)(μ+ 2)(μ+ 1)],
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and thus, the approximate invariant solution for X is
u(x, t) =
−c
α
+ β
(t+ λ)(−1+μ)C1x
2(t+ λ)2 + a2(1 + μ)
x2(1 + μ)
+
β
2 1
x5(1 + μ)(2 + μ)
[2a2(2 + μ)(1 + μ)(t+ λ)(a2α+ 12)+
2C1x
2αa2(t+ λ)
μ(λ+ t)2 + a1x
−2/(1+μ)(1 + μ)(2 + μ)].
(IV) X = X2 +X1(αλ± 1) ≡ ∂u0 + (αt+ αλ± 1)∂x.
Let  = ±1. The invariants are
K = t, W1 =
αu0t+ αu0λ+ u0 − x
tα + λα+ 1
, W2 = u1, W3 = u2.
These allow the particular system (6.257) to be reduced to
W 3αK +W

3λα+ αW3 + W

3 = 0, αW

1K + αW

1λ+W1α + W

1 + c = 0,
C1(K + λ)
μαK − W 2 −W 2αK −W 2λα+ C1(K + λ)μλα+ C1(K + λ)μ − αW2 = 0.
Solutions are
W1 = −
Kc− a3
Kα+ λα+ 
, W2 =
1
(2 + μ)(1 + μ)(Kα+ λα+ )
{C1(K + λ)1+μ[μ+
μKα+ λαμ+ 2+ λα+Kα] + a1(μ+ 1)(μ+ 2)}, W3 = a2
Kα+ λα+ 
,
from which we obtain the approximate invariant solution
u(x, t) =
−tc+ a3 + x
tα + λα± 1 + β

1
(2 + μ)(1 + μ)(tα + λα+ )
{C1(t+ λ)1+μ[μ+
μtα+ λαμ+ 2+ λα+ tα] + a1(μ+ 1)(μ+ 2)}] + β2 a2
tα + λα+ 
.
Case 3a. μ = −1
For the reduction of the system (6.257) with F (t) = C1(t + λ)−1, we have the five
infinitesimal operators X4/(−2α) + σX1, X1, X2 + (αλ± 1)X1 and X2 + αλX1.
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(I)X = X4/(−2α)+σX1 ≡ (t+λ)∂t− (u0 + c/α) ∂u0+u2∂u2+σ∂x.We consider
two cases for σ.
(a) σ = 0.
Using ASP, the invariants are
K = x− σ ln(t+ λ), W1 =
αu0(t+ λ) + tc
α
, W2 = u1, W3 =
u2
t+ λ
.
The particular form of (6.257) with F (t) = C1(t+ λ)−1 is reduced to
−cλ+ cW 1αλ− αW 1σ + α2W 1W1 −W1α = 0,
−cW 2λ−W 2αW1 +W 2σ −W 1 + C1 − αW 1W2 = 0,
W 3W1α + αW

2W2 + αW

1W3 + cW

3λ+W

2 −W 3σ +W3 = 0.
The full solution we obtain is too long to be included here. For example, the solution for
the reduced system forW1 only is
W1 = −
1
α

LambertW

−exp

− cλ+K+a3
σ

σ

σ + cλ

.
Hence, we can simplify the problem by choosing the particular solution
W1 = −cλ/α,
which implies that u0 = −c/α from the invariant expressions. The particular solutions in
the remaining variables then are
W2 = −
C1K − a2σ
σ
, W3 =
−C1α (C1σ − a2σ + C1K)
σ2
+ a1e
K/σ,
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which give the second order approximate solution
u(x, t) =
−c
α
+ β
%
C1


−x
σ
+ ln(t+ λ)

+ a2
&
+ β2

αC1a2 (λ+ t)
σ
+
α (C1)
2 (t+ λ) [−σ − x+ σ ln(t+ λ)]
σ2
+ a1e
x/σ

.
(b) σ = 0.
The invariants are
K = x, W1 =
αu0 (t+ λ) + tc
α
, W2 = u1, W3 =
u2
t+ λ
.
The particular form of (6.257) is reduced to
αW 1 − 1 = 0, − cW 2λ−W 2αW1 −W 1 − αW 1W2 + C1 = 0,
W3 + αW

2W2 +W

2 +W

3W1α+ cW

3λ+ αW

1W3 = 0.
Solutions are
W1 =
K + a3α
α
, W2 = C1 +
a2
K + cλ+ a3α
, W3 =
C1a2α ln(K + cλ+ a3α)
(K + cλ+ a3α)2
+
α(− (a2)2 + 2a1a3)(K + cλ) + α2a3(a1a3 − (a2)2)− 3a2 + a1(K + cλ)2
(K + cλ+ a3α)4
.
Hence, we have the second order approximate solution
u(x, t) =
x− tc+ a3α
α(t+ λ)
+ β

C1 +
a2
x+ cλ+ a3α

+ β2

− (a2)
2 (t+ λ)α
(x+ cλ+ a3α)
3+
(t+ λ) (a1 + C1a2α ln(x+ cλ+ a3α))
(x+ cλ+ a3α)
2 −
3a2(t+ λ)
(x+ cλ+ a3α)
4

.
(II) X = X1 ≡ ∂x.
Invariants are
K = t, W1 = u0, W2 = u1, W3 = u2,
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with which we obtain the reduced system
C1 −W 2K −W 2λ = 0, W 1 = 0, W 3 = 0.
The solutions are
W1 = a3, W2 = C1 ln(K + λ) + a1, W3 = a2,
and corresponding approximate invariant solution is
u(x, t) = a3 + β [C1 ln(t+ λ) + a1] + β
2a2.
(III) X = X2 +X1 (αλ± 1) ≡ ∂u0 + (αt+ αλ± 1) ∂x.
Let  = ±1. X has invariants
K = t, W1 =
αu0 (t+ λ) + u0 − x
tα+ λα+ 
, W2 = u1, W3 = u2.
The reduced system is
W 3αK + W

3 +W

3λα+ αW3 = 0, αW

1K + αW

1λ+W1α + W

1 + c = 0,
C1λα−W 2αK2 − W 2K − 2W 2λαK − λ2W 2α + C1 −KαW2+
αC1K − αλW2 − λW 2 = 0,
from which we obtain the solutions
W1 =
−(cK − a3)
α (K + λ) + 
, W2 =
αC1K + C1 ln(K + λ) + a1
α (K + λ) + 
, W3 =
a2
α (K + λ) + 
.
The approximate invariant solution is
u(x, t) =
−tc+ a3 + x
α (t+ λ) + 
+ β
C1tα + C1 ln(t+ λ) + a1
α (t+ λ) + 
+ β2
a2
α (t+ λ) + 
.
(IV) X = X2 + αλX1 ≡ ∂u0 + α (t+ λ) ∂x.
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The invariants are
K = t, W1 =
αu0 (t+ λ)− x
α(t+ λ)
, W2 = u1, W3 = u2.
The corresponding reduced system is
W3+W

3K+W

3λ = 0, C1−W 2K−W 2λ−W2 = 0, αW 1K+ c+W1α+αW 1λ = 0.
Solutions are
W1 =
−cK + αa3
α(K + λ)
, W2 =
C1K + a2
K + λ
, W3 =
a1
K + λ
,
which yield the approximate invariant solution in the original variables
u(x, t) =
a3α + x− tc
α(t+ λ)
+ β
C1t+ a2
t+ λ
+ β2
a1
t+ λ
.
Case 3b. μ = −3
To reduce the system (6.257) with F (t) = C1(t + λ)−3, we consider the five infini-
tesimal operatorsX4/(2α)+σ(X2+αλX1), X2+αλX1, X1± (X2+αλX1) andX1. We
proceed as per the previous case.
(I) X = X4/(2α) + σ(X2 + αλX1) ≡ −x∂x − (t + λ)∂t + 2u1∂u1 + 4u2∂u2 +
σ [∂u0 + α (t+ λ) ∂x] . Two cases are explored here for σ.
(a) σ = 0.
The invariants using ASP are found to be
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K =
x+ ασ ln(t+ λ) (t+ λ)
(t+ λ)
,
W1 = u0 + σΨ(x, t),
W2 =
1
α2σ2 (Ψ(x, t))2
u1x
2 exp

−2(x+ ασ ln(t+ λ) (t+ λ))
(t+ λ)ασ

,
W3 =
1
α4σ4 (Ψ(x, t))4
u2x
4 exp

−4(x+ ασ ln(t+ λ) (t+ λ))
(t+ λ)ασ

,
where
Ψ(x, t) = LambertW

−x
ασ
exp

−(x+ ασ ln(t+ λ) (t+ λ))
(t+ λ)ασ

.
The full reduced system with thisX , for the particular form of (6.257) with F (t) = C1(t+
λ)−1, is too large to include here, as are the solutions. For this reason, we present only the
full solution for the particular case σ = 0.
(b) σ = 0.
The invariants for X with σ = 0 are
K =
x
t+ λ
, W1 = u0, W2 = u1(t+ λ)
2, W3 = u2(t+ λ)
4,
which give the reduced system
−αW 1W2 −W 2αW1 − cW 2 + 2W2 −W 1 + C1 +W 2K = 0,
−αW 1W3 − αW 2W2 −W 3W1α−W 2 + 4W3 − cW 3 +W 3K = 0, W 1 = 0.
The solutions are
W1 = a3, W2 = −
−C1(−a3α +K − c)2 + 2a2
2(−a3α +K − c)2
,
W3 =
(C1Ka2α + a1) (−a3α +K − c) + 2a2(a2α + 12)
(−a3α+K − c)5
.
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In the original variables, these solutions become very large. Hence, for brevity here, we
consider the particular solution where we set a1 = 0. We then obtain an approximate
invariant solution
u(x, t) = a3 + β

−C1((a3α + c) (t+ λ)− x)2 + 2a2 (t+ λ)2
2 (t+ λ)2 ((a3α + c) (t+ λ)− x)2

+
β
2

C1xa2α + (t+ λ)a1
(t+ λ) ((a3α + c) (t+ λ)− x)4
− 2a2(t+ λ)(a2α + 12)
((a3α + c) (t+ λ)− x)5

.
(II) X = X2 + αλX1 ≡ ∂u0 + α (t+ λ) ∂x.
Invariants are
K = t, W1 =
αu0 (t+ λ)− x
α(t+ λ)
, W2 = u1, W3 = u2,
which yield the reduced system
W3 +W

3K +W

3λ = 0, αW

1K + c+W1α + αW

1λ = 0,
C1 − 3W 2λ2K −K2W2 −W 2λ3 −W 2K3 − λ2W2 − 3W 2λK2 − 2λKW2 = 0.
Solutions are
W1 =
−cK + αa3
α (K + λ)
, W2 =
−(C1 − a1 (K + λ))
(K + λ)2
, W3 =
a2
K + λ
,
from which we find the approximate invariant solution
u(x, t) =
a3α + x− tc
α(t+ λ)
− βC1 − a1 (t+ λ)
(t+ λ)2
+ β2
a2
t+ λ
.
(III) X = X1 ± (X2 + αλX1) ≡ ∂x ± [∂u0 + α (t+ λ) ∂x].
Let  = ±1. The invariants for X are
K = t, W1 =
u0 + 1 +  (u0α (t+ λ)− x)
1 + α (t+ λ)
, W2 = u1, W3 = u2,
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with reduced system
W 3 + W

3λα+ αW3 + W

3αK = 0, W

1 + W

1αK + W

1λα+ W1α + c = 0,
C1 − W 2αK4 − W 2λ4α− 6W 2λ2αK2 − 3αλK2W2−
4K3W 2λα− 3W 2λK2 − K3αW2 −W 2λ3 −W 2K3 − 4W 2λ3αK−
3αλ2KW2 + C1λα+ C1αK − αλ3W2 − 3W 2λ2K = 0.
The solutions for the reduced system are
W1 =
−cK + a3
1 + α (K + λ)
,
W2 =
2a1 (K + λ)
2 − C1 (1 + α (K + λ))
2 (K + λ)2 (1 + α (K + λ))
,
W3 =
a2
1 + α (K + λ)
,
and the corresponding approximate solution for X is
u(x, t) =
a3 − ct+ x
1 + α (t+ λ)
− β

C1(1 + 2α (t+ λ))− 2a1(t+ λ)2
2(t+ λ)2(1 + α (t+ λ))

+
+ β2
a2
1 + α (t+ λ)
.
(IV) X = X1 ≡ ∂x.
The invariants are given by
K = t, W1 = u0, W2 = u1, W3 = u2.
The reduced system is
−W 2λ3 −W 2K3 − 3W 2λ2K − 3W 2λK2 + C1 = 0, W 1 = 0, W 3 = 0,
with solutions
W1 = a3, W2 = −
C1
2(K + λ)2
+ a1, W3 = a2.
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Hence, the approximate invariant solution is
u(x, t) = a3 − β

C1
2(t+ λ)2
− a1

+ β2a2.
6.4.4 Case 4. F (t) = C1,
Finally, in order to reduce the system (6.257) with F (t) = C1, we will use the six infin-
itesimal operators X1, X6, X2/α, X5/(−2α) and X6 ± 1
α
X2 with Xi from (6.258) and
(6.262).
(I) X = X1 ≡ ∂x.
Invariants for X are
K = t, W1 = u0, W2 = u1, W3 = u2.
withWi = W (K). The reduced system in the new variables is
W 2 − C1 = 0, W 1 = 0, W 3 = 0,
with solutions
W1 = a2, W2 = C1K + a3, W3 = a1.
Reverting to the original variables, the corresponding approximate invariant solution is
u(x, t) = a2 + β(C1t+ a3) + β
2a1.
(II) X = X6 ≡ ∂t.
Invariants are
K = x, W1 = u0, W2 = u1, W3 = u2.
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The reduced system is
−C1 + cW 2 +W 1 + αW 2W1 + αW 1W2 = 0, W 1 = 0
cW 3 + αW

3W1 + αW

1W3 + αW

2W2 +W

2 = 0,
Solutions in these variables are
W1 = a3, W2 =
C1K
c+ a3α
+ a2, W3 =
−C1α
(c+ a3α)2

C1K
2
2(c+ a3α)
+ a2K

+ a1,
which give the approximate invariant solution in the original variables
u(x, t) = a3 + β
C1x+ a2c+ a2a3α
c+ a3α
− β2 1
2(c3 + 3c2a3α + 3c (a3)
2
α2 + (a3)
3
α3)
[(C1)
2
αx2 + 2C1αxa2c+ 2C1α
2xa2a3 − 2a1c3 − 6a1c2a3α− 6a1c (a3)2 α2−
2a1 (a3)
3
α3].
(III) X = X2/α ≡ (∂u0 + αt∂x)/α.
The invariants are
K = t, W1 =
u0tα− x
tα
, W2 = u1, W3 = u2,
which give the reduced system
W 3K +W3 = 0, c+W

1αK +W1α = 0, C1K −W 2K −W2 = 0.
The solutions for this systems are given by
W1 =
−c
α
+
a3
K
, W2 =
C1K
2 + 2a2
2K
, W3 =
a1
K
,
and the approximate invariant solution is thus
u(x, t) =
x− ct+ a3α
tα
+ β
C1t
2 + 2a2
2t
+ β2
a1
t
.
(IV)X = X5/(−2α) ≡ − (αx∂x − 2tα∂t + 3 (αu0 + c) ∂u0 − 2αu1∂u1 − 7αu2∂u2) /2α.
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The invariants for X are given by
K = x
√
t, W1 =
(c+ αu0)t
3/2
α
, W2 =
u1
t
, W3 =
u2
t7/2
.
The corresponding reduced system is then
2W 1W1α− 3W1 +W 1K = 0,
W2 + (1/2)W

2K + αW

1W2 − C1 + αW 2W1 +W 1 = 0,
7W3 + 2αW

3W1 +W

3K + 2αW

2W2 + 2αW

1W3 + 2W

2 = 0.
The solutions found using MAPLE for this system are lengthy and introduce roots for W1.
For simplicity here, we setW1 = 0 (which implies u0 = −c/α from the invariant expres-
sions) to obtain the particular solution
W2 = C1 +
a2
K2
, W3 =
4a2

1
4
C1K
4α+

K2
2
(a2α + 12)

+ a1

K7
,
and thus the approximate invariant solution for X in original variables is
u(x, t) =
−c
α
+ β
C1x
2t+ a2
x2
+ β2
C1a2x
4t2α + 2x2t (a2)
2
α + 24a2x
2t+ a1
x7
.
(V) X = X6 ± 1
α
X2 ≡ ∂t ± (∂u0 + αt∂x)/α.
Let  = ±1. Invariants for X are
K = t2 − 2x, W1 =
αu0 − t
α
, W2 = u1, W3 = u2,
which give the reduced system
1
α
− 2cW 1 − 2W 1W1α = 0,
C1 + 2cW

2 + 2αW

2W1 + 2αW

1W2 + 8W

1 = 0,
2cW 3 + 2αW

3W1 + 8W

2 + 2αW

1W3 + 2αW

2W2 = 0.
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Full solutions in these variables are too long to include here. We instead include the par-
ticular solution
W1 =
−c+
√
c2 +K
α
,
W2 =
2− C1αK(c2 +K)3/2
2α(c2 +K)2
,
W3 =
1
8α(c2 +K)9/2
[−16(c2 +K)3/2C1αc2 − 2α2 (C1)2 (K2 + c2K + c4)(c2 +K)3 − 196].
A particular approximate invariant solution for X in the original variables is thus
u(x, t) =
t− c+
√
c2 − 2x+ t2
α
+ β
C1α(c
2 − 2x+ t2)3/2(2x− t2) + 2
2(c2 − 2x+ t2)2α
+ β2

−2α2 (C1)2 (c4 − 2c2x+ c2t2 − 4t2x+ 42x2 + t4)(c2 − 2x+ t2)3 − 196
8(c2 − 2x+ t2)9/2α −
2C1c
2
(c2 − 2x+ t2)3

.
6.5 Discussion and conclusions
In this paper we have determined the second order approximate symmetries for a forced
Korteweg-de Vries (fKdV) equation, u,t+ cu,x+αuu,x+ βu,xxx = βF (t), which arises in
the study of tsunami generation following submarine landslides, as proposed in [114, 124].
The approximate symmetries are found using the method introduced by Fushchich and
Shtelen [42] and automated in the MAPLE symmetry package ASP (Jefferson and Carminati
[77]), an add-on to the symmetry package DESOLVII (Vu, Jefferson and Carminati [141]).
We use ASP in light of recent concerns highlighted in [152] that the significantly increased
computations required for second order approximate symmetries necessitate the use of such
software.
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As well as the increased speed and minimal user intervention required, ASP and
DESOLVII also track non-zero and linearly independent assumptions made during the so-
lution of the determining system. These routines enable particular forms for any arbitrary
functions, which may extend the symmetry algebra, to be easily identified. Consequently,
the classification problem is both significantly simplified and systematically approached.
Thus, a full second order approximate symmetry classification of the fKDV equation is
presented. With the use of ASP routines, three particular forms for the arbitrary function
F (t) have been found which extend the symmetry algebra. For each of the particular forms
of F (t), an optimal system of one-dimensional subalgebras has been found using the clas-
sification results contained in [113].
Further, it is also stated in [152] that the second order approximate solutions for a
given differential equation represent a set of solutions which more closely approximate
the exact analytical solutions. Such approximate solutions, then, provide a more reliable
benchmark for proposed numerical solutions. Second order approximate invariant solutions
were thus constructed in MAPLE using the optimal systems for each of the forms of F (t)
and DESOLVII routines used to facilitate the symmetry reduction process.
While analytical solutions for the particular fKDV equation under consideration have
previously been determined in [124] when the coefficient of F (t) = 1, the second order
invariant solutions found in this study are distinctly different in form and hence represent
a new set of solutions for this equation. Furthermore, the problem of classification and
determination of optimal systems for this equation has not been carried out anywhere else
in the literature.
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Having demonstrated the uses of ASP, we now move to the final symmetry package
which was written for this study. This package automates the method of classical symme-
tries as applied to fractional order differential equations.
Chapter 7
FracSym: Automated symbolic computation
of symmetries of fractional differential
equations
’You remind me of someone... a man I met in a half-remembered dream.’
— Saito from Inception (2010)
In this chapter, we introduce the MAPLE symmetry package FracSym (Jefferson and
Carminati [80]), which utilises and extends the routines used in the MAPLE symmetry pack-
ages DESOLVII (Vu, Jefferson and Carminati [141]) and ASP (Jefferson and Carminati
[77]), in order to calculate the determining equations for Lie point symmetries of FDEs.
The routines in FracSym automate the method of finding symmetries for FDEs as pro-
posed by Buckwar & Luchko [17] and Gazizov, Kasatkin & Lukashchuk in [45, 46, 47]
and are the first routines to automate the symmetry method for FDEs in MAPLE. Some ex-
tensions to the basic theory have been used in FracSym which allow symmetries to be
found for FDEs with n independent variables and for systems of partial FDEs; previously,
symmetry methods as applied to FDEs have only been considered for scalar FDEs with
two independent variables and systems of ordinary FDEs. Additional routines (some inter-
nal and some available to the user) have been included which allow for the simplification
and expansion of infinite sums, identification and expression in MAPLE of fractional deriv-
atives (of Riemann-Liouville type) and calculation of the extended symmetry operators for
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FDEs. For the program summary of FracSym, we refer the reader to Appendix D. The
source code for FracSym may be found in Appendix E.
7.1 Overview
The use of continuous variable transformations (Lie groups) has proven to be a power-
ful technique for the systematic determination of special analytical solutions for both par-
tial and ordinary differential equations and systems (PDEs and ODEs respectively). Even
though this method of solution has been successfully applied to a range of DEs, it has not
been extensively applied to DEs of fractional order. These so called fractional order dif-
ferential equations (FDEs) have been used to model a variety of physical, biological and
chemical systems including control processing [91], anomalous diffusion [46], the study
of foam drainage [34] and sub-threshold nerve propagation [90]. Their solution has been
approached in a number of ways including homotopy analysis method (HAM) [27, 95],
Adomian decomposition method [150] and variational iteration method [104], among oth-
ers. Recently, in a series of papers by Buckwar & Luchko [17] and Gazizov, Kasatkin &
Lukashchuk [45, 46, 47], Lie’s symmetry method has been extended to allow the determi-
nation of (generally a subset of all) symmetry operators for a given FDE. Such symmetries
may then be used to find invariant transformations and corresponding analytical solutions.
Since this extension to the existing theory was proposed, a number of studies [123, 142]
have subsequently used this method to generate symmetries and reductions/solutions to
physically interesting FDEs.
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The essentially algorithmic nature of finding symmetries for FDEs led us to imple-
ment the method using the MAPLE symbolic computing platform (B. Char, University of
Waterloo, Canada). The resulting symmetry package FracSym (Jefferson and Carminati
2013), used in conjunction with the MAPLE symmetry packages DESOLVII (Vu, Jeffer-
son and Carminati [141]) and ASP (Jefferson and Carminati [77]), is able to determine the
extended generator and determining equations for symmetries of FDEs. The determining
equation may then be split and solved, often without having to solve any fractional or-
der PDEs or infinite summations which usually appear. Some generalisations have also
been made to allow the method to be used for FDEs with n independent variables and also
for systems of partial FDEs. To our knowledge, FracSym is the only computer algebra
package currently available for calculating the determining equations of FDEs.
It is important to note that a number of definitions for fractional derivatives exist
including the Grunwald-Letnikov, Weyl, Caputo, Riesz and Miller & Ross types [123].
In this study, and in FracSym, we consider the fractional derivative to be of Riemann-
Liouville type. A Riemann-Liouville fractional derivative is defined, for example for u =
u(x, t), as
∂αu
∂tα
=
⎧
⎪⎨
⎪⎩
∂mu
∂tm
, α = m ∈ N;
1
Γ(m− α)
∂m
∂tm
# t
0
u(τ , x)
(t− τ)α+1−mdτ , m− 1 < α < m, m ∈ N.
(7.274)
Using this definition, we will investigate the symmetries of a fractional ODE which is an
Abel equation of the second kind:
dαy
dxα
= cx−
α
2 +
b
y
,
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for 0 < α < 1 and non-zero constants c, b. We will also present symmetries of a time
fractional generalised Burgers equation with variable viscosity [29]
∂αu
∂tα
+ uu,x + g(t)u,xx = 0, g(t) = 0,
where 0 < α < 1 and the viscosity g(t) is an arbitrary function. The classification of
Lie symmetries for this FDE for α = 1 has been presented in [29] and [122]. For the
classification in this study, we will use the DESOLVII routine classify to find any
particular values of the fractional derivative α, and cases for g(t), which may extend the
symmetry algebra.
Finally, we consider a system of fractional PDEs used to describe stationary transonic
plane-parallel gas flows [63]:
∂αu
∂tα
= v,x,
∂αv
∂tα
= −uu,x,
where 0 < α ≤ 1. Symmetries of this system of FDEs for α = 1 are presented in [63] and
[110]. We are not aware of any studies which consider the application of Lie’s symmetry
method for finding special analytical solutions for systems of partial FDEs (an important
study by Kasatkin [82] does investigate conditional Lie symmetries of a system of ordinary
FDEs).
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7.2 Classical symmetries for fractional order differential
equations
The method of using Lie symmetries to find invariant solutions for FDEs is essentially the
same as for integer order DEs. However, we are now required to consider PDEs containing
some fractional derivative of the Riemann-Liouville fractional type of the form (7.274). For
more details regarding the fractional calculus, derivations of key identities and solutions of
FDEs, the reader is referred to [116].
For simplicity of notation, let us consider a fractional order PDE with one dependent
variable u and two independent variables x, t of the form:
∂αu
∂tα
= F (x, t, u, u(1), ...), α > 0. (7.275)
To continue, we will require the usual variable transformations (1.6) as well as the trans-
formation of the fractional derivative
∂αu˜
∂ t˜α
=
∂αu
∂tα
+ 

(α)ηi(x, t, u, u(α), u(1), ...)

+O(2). (7.276)
If we have the fractional order infinitesimal symmetry operator X(α) given by
X(α) = ξx(x, t, u)
∂
∂x
+ ξt(x, t, u)
∂
∂t
+ η(x, t, u)
∂
∂u
+ (1)ηi(x, t, u, u(1))
∂
∂u,i
+ ...
+ (k)ηi1i2...ik(x, t, u, ..., u(k))
∂
∂uγ,i1i2...ik
+ (α)ηt(x, t, u, ..., u(α), ...)
∂
∂u
(α)
,t
, (7.277)
where u(α),t ≡ ∂
αu
∂tα
, then we have the following theorem for invariance of an FDE of the
form (7.275):
Theorem 11 (Infinitesimal Invariance of FDEs) The generator X(α) in (7.277) is a sym-
metry of (7.275) if and only if X(α) leaves the surface ∂αu
∂tα
− F = 0 invariant, that is,
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if
X(α)

∂αu
∂tα
− F (x, t, u, u(1), ...)
 | ∂αu
∂tα
−F=0
= 0. (7.278)
Moreover, u = θ(x, t) is an invariant solution of the FDE (7.275) if and only if u = θ(x, t)
is an invariant surface [142]
X(α)θ = 0, (7.279)
and u = θ(x, t) is a solution of the FDE (7.275).
Remark 6 For simplicity, instead of X(k) we shall use the notation X for the remainder
of this study and assume all symmetry operators are extended to the appropriate order for
the given differential equation/s.
In conjunction with the theorem of invariance of FDEs, it is also required that the
transformation (7.276) leaves invariant the lower limit (in the Riemann-Liouville form) of
the fractional derivative ∂αu
∂tα
[46]. This invariance condition then manifests itself as the
condition
ξ
t(x, t, u)|t=0 = 0 . (7.280)
Analogous to the integer order generator, the fractional extended infinitesimals may
be given in terms of ξi and η. Hence, the αth order extended infinitesimal function (α)ηt is
given by the prolongation formula in [46]:
(α)ηt = D
α
t (η) + ξ
xDαt (u,x)−Dαt (ξxu,x) +Dαt (Dt(ξt)u)−Dα+1t (ξtu) + ξtDα+1t (u),
(7.281)
where Dαt is the total fractional derivative operator [123].
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It is useful here to introduce the generalised Leibnitz rule, which is given in [142]
as
Dαt [f(t)g(t)] =
∞"
n=0

α
n

Dα−nt f(t)D
n
t g(t), α > 0, (7.282)
where

α
n

=
(−1)n−1αΓ(n− α)
Γ(1− α)Γ(n+ 1) . (7.283)
Using the generalised Liebnitz rule (7.282) to simplify (7.281), we have
Dαt (ξ
xu,x) =
∞"
n=0

α
n

Dα−nt u,xD
n
t ξ
x, Dαt (Dt(ξ
t)u) =
∞"
n=0

α
n

Dα−nt uD
n+1
t ξ
t,
Dα+1t (ξ
tu) =
∞"
n=0

α+ 1
n

Dα+1−nt uD
n
t ξ
t ≡
∞"
n=−1

α+ 1
n+ 1

Dα−nt uD
n+1
t ξ
t. (7.284)
Upon substitution of (7.284), shifting sums to n = 1 and cancelling terms, the prolongation
formula (7.281) may then be re-expressed as
(α)ηt = D
α
t (η)−
∞"
n=1

α
n

Dα−nt (u,x)D
n
t (ξ
x)−α∂
αu
∂tα
Dt(ξ
t)−
∞"
n=1

α
n+ 1

Dα−nt (u)D
n+1
t (ξ
t).
(7.285)
At this point, we recall the generalisation of the chain rule [45]
dmg(y(t))
dtm
=
m"
k=0
k"
r=0

k
r

1
k!
[−y(t)]r d
m
dtm
(y(t)k−r)
∂kg(y)
∂yk
. (7.286)
In combination with the generalised Liebnitz rule (7.282), we are then able to rewrite the
term Dαt (η) in (7.285) as
Dαt (η) =
∂αη
∂tα
+ η,u
∂αu
∂tα
− u
∂α

η,u

∂tα
+
∞"
n=1

α
n

∂n

η,u

∂tn
Dα−nt (u) + μ, (7.287)
where, according to [45], we have
μ =
∞"
n=2
n"
m=2
m"
k=2
k−1"
r=0

α
n

n
m

k
r

1
k!
tn−α
Γ(n+ 1− α) [−u(x, t)]
r ∂
m
∂tm
(u(x, t)k−r)
∂n−m+kη
∂tn−m∂uk
.
(7.288)
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Hence, combining sums and factorising, we have the final form for the extended infinitesi-
mal (α)ηt given by:
(α)ηt =
∂αη
∂tα
+

η,u − αDt(ξt)
 ∂αu
∂tα
− u
∂α

η,u

∂tα
+ μ+
∞"
n=1

α
n

∂n

η,u

∂tn
−

α
n+ 1

Dn+1t (ξ
t)

Dα−nt (u)−
∞"
n=1

α
n

Dα−nt (u,x)D
n
t (ξ
x). (7.289)
It is important to note that when η is linear in u, the entire expression μ given in
(7.288) disappears in (7.289). In the literature [46, 123, 142], studies have been limited
to cases where μ = 0 and hence, we consider in this study (and using FracSym) only
symmetries where η is linear in the dependent variable (assume μ = 0), that is,
η(x, t, u) = uG(x, t) +H(x, t). (7.290)
7.3 Implementation of the method for finding symmetries of
FDEs in MAPLE
The method for finding the determining equations which results from (7.278) have been au-
tomated in MAPLE with the symmetry package FracSym (Jefferson and Carminati 2013).
The set of determining equations require the usual symmetry operator prolongations for
integer order differential quantities, as well as the prolongations for any fractional deriva-
tives; these are expressed in terms of partial fractional derivatives and infinite summations.
This set is then split according to dependence upon fractional derivatives into two sets: (1)
an overdetermined set of linear, homogeneous PDEs and (2) a set of fractional derivatives
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and sums which act as "auxiliary conditions" for the solution of the main determining sys-
tem. The first set of PDEs may often be fully solved without use of the auxiliary conditions
to yield the symmetries for the given FDE/s. These solutions are then substituted into the
auxiliary conditions to ensure they are all identically satisfied.
FracSym is the only MAPLE package currently available (to the authors’ knowledge)
which can find determining equations for FDEs. We believe it is timely for such a pack-
age to be produced since, in a related field of FDE analysis, the Adomian decomposition
method (ADM) was recently implemented as the MAPLE package ADMP [87].
To find the determining equations for an FDE, or system of FDEs, consider an FDE
of the form (7.275). To find the determining equations, the fracDet routine runs through
four key steps:
1. Setup: FracSym routines will first identify the fractional derivative/s, e.g. ∂αu
∂tα
. The
order of derivative, α, is identified, as is the variable with which differentiation is
taken. If the fractional derivative is given explicitly, rather than as a symbol, it is
substituted out for a dummy symbol α for the routine and the exact value substituted
back at the end of the procedure (this is to prevent any fractional quantities such as
∂1/2u
∂t1/2
being evaluated erroneously as u by MAPLE). It is assumed that if the symbolic
fractional order α is given as input, then 0 < α < 1. For higher orders, an integer
should be added to the symbolic order as appropriate. For example, if the fractional
order is to be considered between 1 and 2, then it should be expressed as α + 1.
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2. Extended operator: The fracGen routine is used to find the extended operator
for the given FDE. When the prolongation (7.289) for the particular order α is being
constructed, FracSym routines are then used to shift all sums to start at n = 1. An
important difference from the standard summations proposed in the literature [45] is
the expression
Dα+1t (ξ
tu) =
∞"
n=0

α + 1
n

Dα+1−nt uD
n
t ξ
t ≡
∞"
n=−1

α + 1
n+ 1

Dα−nt uD
n+1
t ξ
t.
By shifting n in the second form such that the sum starts at n = −1, all sums
which appear in the prolongation are automatically either coefficients of Dα−nt u or
Dα−nt (u,x) which allows the sums in the expression to be shifted and combined easily
and for splitting to occur later. In the final form of (7.289), it is assumed μ = 0 and
hence the fractional prolongation operator for the fractional part only is given by
fracGen as
(α)ηt =
∂αη
∂tα
+

η,u − αDt(ξt)

Dαt (u)− u
∂α

η,u

∂tα
+
∞"
n=1

α
n

∂n

η,u

∂tn
−

α
n+ 1

Dn+1t (ξ
t)

Dα−nt (u)−
∞"
n=1

α
n

Dα−nt (u,x)D
n
t (ξ
x). (7.291)
Accordingly, the condition
η,uu = 0, (7.292)
(or equivalent) is appended to the determining equations at the end of the procedure.
3. Modding, expanding sums and splitting: The resultant differential condition
(determining equation) from Step 2 must be modded with respect to the FDE and may
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be split according to dependence on the fractional derivatives Dα−nt u, Dα−nt (u,x) and
any other derivatives present (in MAPLE jet form where u_x ≡ u,x, etc.) since the
infinitesimal functions depend only on x, t, u. For modding purposes, the given FDEs
are assumed to be solvable for some fractional derivative present (if any). If there
exist multiple solutions for the fractional derivatives, then the first solution is chosen
and shown to the user. If another choice is required, the user should re-express the
FDE in the preferred solved form. If no fractional quantities exist, modding is carried
out using the DESOLVII routine mod_eq. Modding is done for fractional derivative
quantities first before modding with respect to any DEs which do not contain fractional
derivatives.
In an important extension to the general theory, before splitting the modded condition
we expand/peel off a number of terms (as specified by the user) out of the summation
in (7.291). For example, shifting all sums in (7.291) up by one, and hence peeling off
one term from each sum, we would have:
(α)ηt =
∂αη
∂tα
+

η,u − αDt(ξt)

Dαt (u)− u
∂α

η,u

∂tα
+

α
1

∂

η,u

∂t
Dα−1t (u)
−

α
2

D2t (ξ
t)Dα−1t (u)−

α
1

Dα−1t (u,x)Dt(ξ
x)+
∞"
n=2

α
n

∂n

η,u

∂tn
−

α
n+ 1

Dn+1t (ξ
t)

Dα−nt (u)−
∞"
n=2

α
n

Dα−nt (u,x)D
n
t (ξ
x).
Now, since α is a fraction, the fractional integrals Dα−1t (u) and Dα−1t (u,x) will not
coincide with any of the other differential quantities which may be present. Since we
will split according to the fractional derivatives/integrals, we have effectively "gained"
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the conditions
αη,ut −
1
2
α(α− 1)D2t (ξt) = 0, Dt(ξx) = 0,
whereDt is the total derivative operator. It is suggested that the user expand out at
least two terms (testing shows this often reduces further calculations). The resulting
condition is now split and total derivatives Dnt for n = 1, 2 are evaluated at this point.
The sums may be split off too since they will always depend on independent fractional
quantities. Most of the conditions will now be linear, homogeneous PDEs (as is the
case for symmetry analysis of non-fractional DEs).
4. Separation of sums, fractional quantities and final output: Any conditions in the
split set which are either sums or contain any remaining fractional derivatives, e.g.
∂αη
∂tα
, are split off into a list of "auxiliary conditions" to be satisfied after the main set is
solved. All other conditions are kept in this main list. The output is four lists: main list
of conditions (homogeneous PDEs); DEs containing sums and fractional quantities;
all infinitesimal functions to be solved for; all independent and dependent derivatives
of the given FDE (7.275).
Three further extensions to this basic algorithm are noted:
Extension 1: Integer orders of α for a fractional derivative ∂αu
∂tα
: If an interval
given for the calculation of α contains any integers, determining equations are found
separately for these cases (see fracDet input and output in Section 3.1).
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Extension 2. Dealing with n independent variables: In the literature, FDEs with
more than two independent variables have not been discussed and hence, a form for
the prolongation of the symmetry operator is lacking. The form for this generalised
prolongation can be determined using the prolongation formulae for ODEs given in [45]
and fractional PDEs in two variables given in [46, 123, 142]. Hence, for any fractional
PDE with n independent variables and dependent variable given by u = u(x1, ..., xn),
the form of a prolongation operator for
∂αu
∂ (xq)
α = f(x1, ..., xn, u), (7.293)
for fixed q ∈ {1, .., n} with symmetry generator
X = ξx0
∂
∂x0
+ ...+ ξxn
∂
∂xn
+ η
∂
∂u
+ ...+ (α)ηxq
∂
∂u
(α)
,xq
,
where ∂αu
∂(xq)
α ≡ u(α),xq would be
(α)ηxq = D
α
xq(η) +
n 
j=1, j =q


ξ
xjDαxq(u,xj)−D
α
xq(ξ
xju,xj)

+Dαxq(Dxq(ξ
xq)u)−
Dα+1xq (ξ
xqu) + ξxq(Dα+1xq (u)). (7.294)
This general form of the prolongation is used by FracSym.
Extension 3: Extensions to systems: Previously, Kasatkin [82] investigated condi-
tional Lie symmetries of a system of fractional ODEs. The theory presented in [45] is
also readily extended to systems of fractional PDEs since the extended infinitesimal for
any fractional derivative, such as ∂αu
∂tα
, does not depend on any other dependent vari-
ables which may also be in the FDE system.
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7.3.1 Syntax for FracSym routines
To load the package, the read command is used and the package is initialised by with(FracSym).
The DESOLVII and ASP packages should also be read and initialised in the MAPLE
worksheet. The functions and syntax of the FracSym routines Rfracdiff, fracDet,
fracGen, TotalD, applyFracgen, evalTotalD, split and expandsum are
summarised in the following tables. Note that the internal FracSym routine param_check
ensures that if any of the variables used in FracSym routines are present in the given
FDEs, they are relabelled with subscripts i = 1, 2... until the variables no longer coincide.
For more specific information on the algorithms used by DESOLVII and ASP, the reader
is referred to [141, 77].
Input/output parameters
FDES - A list of FDEs and DEs (may be of the form A = B, A = 0 or A where "=0" is
assumed by MAPLE).
DVARS - A list of dependent variables.
IVARS - A list of independent variables.
INFS - A list of the infinitesimal functions ξ and η with functional arguments.
DETEQ - The list of determining equations with only integer order derivatives.
SUM_PAR - A list of sums and partial fractional derivative conditions.
ARGS - A list of independent and dependent variables.
Rfracdiff
Function: The inert form of the Riemann-Liouville derivative. This routine is used for the
input and calculations used in the routines fracDet and fracGen. The generalised
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form of the Riemann-Liouville derivative (7.274) for u = u(x1, ..., xn) and a given xi is
given explicitly as [123]:
∂αu
∂ (xi)
α =
⎧
⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
∂mu
∂xmi
, α = m ∈ N;
1
Γ(m− α)
∂m
∂ (xi)
m
# xi
0
u(τ ,x)
(xi − τ)α+1−m
dτ , m− 1 < α < m,m ∈ N.
(7.295)
Calling sequence: Rfracdiff(funct,var,order) where funct is a function
with which the fractional derivative is to be taken, var is the xi in (7.295) and order the
order of the fractional derivative (may be a symbol or a rational number). funct may
also be of the type &* (this type is defined and identified by FracSym) which is used for
any non-commutable product of two functions. For example, typical input for a product of
functions would be
v(x, t)& ∗ w(x, t, z)).
Output: If funct is not a product, the MAPLE output is
Dvarorder(funct),
for example
Rfracdiff(u(x,t),t,alpha) ≡ Dtα(u(x, t)).
For a &* product, the generalised Liebnitz rule (7.282) is used for the output. For
example,
Rfracdiff(v(x,t)&*w(x,t,z),t,alpha)
≡
∞"
n=0

α
n

Dα−nt v(x, t)D
n
t w(x, t, z).
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The function which is first in the product will be the function evaluated for the
(order− n) th derivative of var.
fracDet
Function: Calculates the determining equations for a given list of FDEs.
Calling sequence: fracDet(FDES,DVARS,IVARS,TERMS,a=i..j) where
TERMS is an integer  1 which corresponds to the number of terms to be expanded
out/peeled off from the summations which appear in the prolongation for the fractional
derivative (all sums will be shifted up accordingly).
Optional Parameters: a (optional) - where a is any symbol used for the fractional
derivative and i and j are some rational values between which we consider evaluating the
fractional derivative. All integer values between and including the endpoints i and j of
this interval will be considered as separate cases for the splitting of the determining
equations. The symbol a may also be given as a single rational value (not an interval), e.g.
a=1/3. If no a is stated it is assumed to be fractional and kept as a symbol (this is the
default assumption).
Output*: If there is no a given in fracDet, the output is a list of the form
[DETEQ,SUM_PAR,INFS,ARGS]. If there are no FDEs given, SUM_PAR will be the
empty set []. * For optional argument a: If a is an interval, each element nk from the
set of integers {ni, ..., nj} considered between and including the end points of the interval,
is given after each corresponding determining equation set.
For example, for a=1/2..1 we would have
[[[DETEQ,SUM_PAR,INFS,ARGS],{a}],[[DETEQ,SUM_PAR,INFS,ARGS],{a=1}]].
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If a particular a = k is chosen (for rational k), the output is simply
[[DETEQ,SUM_PAR,INFS,ARGS],{a=k}].
fracGen
Function: Calculates the extended symmetry generator for a given FDE or system of
FDEs.
Calling sequence: fracGen(FDES,DVARS,IVARS)
Output*: [[[FDE1],[EXT1]],...,[[FDEn],[EXTn]]] with EXTn being the
extended operator for each of the n FDEs (FDEn) given in FDES. Fractional derivatives
are converted to "symbols" in the output so that the differential operators may be applied
to them uniquely.
* If the order of the FDE is given as a fraction r e.g. 1/2 (not a symbol α), a dummy
symbol α is used in the generator to avoid any fractional derivatives being evaluated by
MAPLE and disregarded (for example, ∂
1/2u(x,t)
∂x1/2
will eval in MAPLE as u(x, t)). The
expression {α = r} is then appended to the end of the usual output.
applyFracgen
Function: Applies an extended fractional symmetry generator of the form (7.277) to a
given FDE.
Calling sequence: applyFracgen([FDEn],[EXTn],DVARS,IVARS) with the
input usually being the output from fracGen.
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Output: [COND] where COND is the differential condition which results from applying
EXTn to FDEn. No modding is carried out with respect to the FDEn (this may be done
manually if required).
TotalD and evalTotalD
Function: evalTotalD evaluates any total derivatives (integer order) and outputs the
result in jet form. Total derivatives may be expressed manually or using the TotalD
routine (will map over a list). For example, for u = u(x, t), the total derivative
D2t (F (u(x, t))) may be expressed in FracSym manually by
D[t^2](F(u(x,t))):
or using the TotalD routine:
TotalD(F(u(x,t)),t,2):
Calling sequence: evalTotalD(EXPRS,DVARS,IVARS) where EXPRS is a list of
expressions containing total derivatives.
Output: OUT1 where OUT1 is the list of expressions with all total derivatives evaluated
and derivatives expressed in jet form, e.g. ∂u(x,t)
∂x
≡ u_x.
split
Function: split separates a system of DEs according to dependency on expressions
given in the second argument. It is useful for splitting the determining equations, output
using applyFracgen, according to dependency on derivatives.
Calling sequence: split(DES,LIST1) where LIST1 is a list of expressions with
which to split the system of DEs .
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Output: OUT2 where OUT2 is the list of split DEs (independent of all expressions in
LIST1).
expandsum
Function: expandsum expands out/peels off a given number of terms from a summation
and shifts the summation index up accordingly.
Calling sequence: expandsum(DES,a..b) where a is the starting value of the
summation index and b the number of terms to shift up in the sum.
Output: OUT3 where OUT3 is the list of expression/s with sums shifted and terms peeled
off.
7.4 Applications of the FracSym package
We present here the determining equations and symmetries, subject to μ = 0, for a frac-
tional order ODE, PDE and system of PDEs found using FracSym and DESOLVII rou-
tines5.
7.4.1 Symmetries of fractional ODEs
Let us consider the fractional ODE
dαy
dxα
= cx−
1
2
α +
b
y
, (7.296)
where y = y(x), c, b are real (non-zero) constants and 0 < α < 1. This is a particular
case of the Abel equation of the second kind given in [125]; these type of equations have
5 All examples were tested using MAPLE v15.00.
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applications, for example, in the study of oceanic circulation and tracking control. We seek
a point symmetry operator for (7.296) of the form:
X = ξx(x, y)
∂
∂x
+ ηy(x, y)
∂
∂y
.
Using the FracSym routine fracDet, we have the following input and output sequence
for generating the determining equations:
# Input the FDE:
de1:=Rfracdiff(y(x),x,alpha)=c*x^(-(1/2)*alpha)+b/y(x);
de1 := Dxα(y(x)) = cx
− 1
2
α +
b
y(x)
# Find the determining equations (peel off 2 terms out of
the sums):
deteqns:=fracDet([de1],[y],[x],2);
Intervals/values considered for the fractional derivative/s:
{0 < a, a < 1}
deteqns :=

∂2
∂y2
ηy(x, y)

,

∂
∂y
ξx(x, y)

α(α− 1),

∂2
∂y∂x
ξx(x, y)

α(α− 1), 1
y

∂
∂y
ξx(x, y)

α(cx−(1/2)αy + b),

∂2
∂y2
ξx(x, y)

α(α− 1),

∂
∂y
ξx(x, y)

α(α− 1)(α− 2),

∂2
∂y∂x
ξx(x, y)

α(α− 1)(α− 2),

∂2
∂y2
ξx(x, y)

α(α− 1)(α− 2),
α

(α− 1)

∂2
∂x2
ξx(x, y)

− 2

∂2
∂y∂x
ηy(x, y)

,

∂3
∂y3
ξx(x, y)

α(α− 1)(α− 2),
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∂3
∂y∂x2
ξx(x, y)

α(α− 1)(α− 2),

∂3
∂x∂y2
ξx(x, y)

α(α− 1)(α− 2),
α(α− 1)

∂3
∂x3
ξx(x, y)

(α− 2)− 3

∂3
∂y∂x2
ηy(x, y)

,

ξx(0, y) = 0,
1
2xy2

2xy2
∂
∂xα
ηy(x, y)− 2y3
∂
∂xα

∂
∂y
ηy(x, y)

x+
2

∂
∂y
ηy(x, y)


bxy + cx−
1
2
αxy2

+ 2ηy(x, y)bx+
ξx(x, y)cx
− 1
2
ααy2 − 2α

∂
∂x
ξx(x, y)


bxy + cx−
1
2
αxy2

,
−
 ∞"
n=3
binomial(a, n)Dxa−n(y(x))Dx1+n(ξx(x, y))(a− n)
(1 + n)
+
∞"
n=3
binomial(a, n)

∂n
∂xn

∂
∂y
ηy(x, y)

Dxa−n(y(x))

, [ξx(x, y), ηy(x, y)], [x, y]

To find the symmetries for the case where 0 < α < 1, we must solve the first set of
determining equations deteqns[1]. Solving this set using the DESOLVII PDE solver
pdesolv, we have the solution:
pdesolv(deteqns[1],deteqns[3],deteqns[4]);
[ξx(x, y) = c2 + 2c3x+ x
2c4, ηy(x, y) = F2(x) + y (α− 1) c3 + yx (α− 1) c4 + yc1].
(7.297)
for constants ci and arbitrary F2(x). We must now check that this solution satisfies the
conditions in the second list deteqns[2]. For the first condition in this list we have
ξx(0, y) = 0⇒ c2 = 0.
Next, after substitution and simplification, we have the second term of this list given by:
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−2x

dα
dxα
F2(x)

+ c4cx
(− 1
2
α+2) (α + 2) + 2cx(−
1
2
α+1) (−c1 + c3)

y2 +
4byx (c3 + xc4 − c1)− 2bxF2(x) = 0. (7.298)
Splitting according to dependency on y, we have
2bxF2(x) = 0, (7.299)
4bx (c3 + xc4 − c1) = 0, (7.300)
c4cx
(− 1
2
α+2) (α + 2) + 2cx(−
1
2
α+1) (−c1 + c3) = 2x

dα
dxα
F2(x)

. (7.301)
Since b = 0, the first two conditions imply
F2(x) = 0, c4 = 0, c1 = c3,
which satisfies (7.301) identically. Finally, the third condition in deteqns[2] is auto-
matically satisfied since:
−
∞"
n=3
binomial(α, n+ 1)Dxα−n(y(x))Dx1+n(2xc3)+
∞"
n=3
binomial(α, n)

∂n
∂xn
(αc3)Dxα−n(y(x))

≡ 0.
Hence, we have one point symmetry for the fractional ODE (7.296) given by
ξx(x, y) = 2xc3, ηy(x, y) = αyc3, (7.302)
which is expressed in the familiar vector form as
X1 = 2x
∂
∂x
+ αy
∂
∂y
.
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Using the DESOLVII classification routine classify, which tracks any non-zero and
linearly independent assumptions made during the PDE solution process, we have:
classify();
non-zero assumptions :
α
y
α(cx−
1
2
αy + b)
α(α− 1)
α(α− 1)(α− 2)
α+ 1
linearly independent assumptions :
Since 0 < α < 1, no further cases need be considered.
7.4.2 Symmetries of fractional PDEs
We now calculate the symmetries for the fractional generalised Burgers equation [29]
∂αu
∂tα
+ uu,x + g(t)u,xx = 0, g(t) = 0, (7.303)
where 0 < α < 1 and the viscosity g(t) is an arbitrary function of t.
For arbitrary g(t), using FracSym, the determining equations for the symmetries of
(7.303) of the form:
X = ξt(x, t, u)
∂
∂t
+ ξx(x, t, u)
∂
∂x
+ ηu(x, t, u)
∂
∂u
,
are found with the input (output suppressed):
de2:=Rfracdiff(u(x,t),t,alpha)+u(x,t)*diff(u(x,t),x)+
g(t)*diff(u(x,t),x,x):
deteqns:=fracDet([de2],[u],[x,t],2):
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The first set of determining equations, deteqns[1], has only one independent so-
lution
[ξx(x, t, u) = c1, ξt(x, t, u) = 0, ηu(x, t, u) = 0].
This leads to the translational symmetry:
X1 =
∂
∂x
.
This solution automatically satisfies the auxiliary conditions in deteqns[2]. Using the
classify routine we have:
non-zero assumptions:
α
α(α− 1)
g(t)(α− 1)
α(α− 1)(α− 2)
−1 + 3α
2α− 1
g(t)
linearly independent assumptions:
{1, u}
d
dt
g(t)

t, g(t),
d
dt
g(t)

First, the non-zero assumptions 1 − 3α = 0, 1 − 2α = 0 imply that we should
consider the fractional derivative orders α = 1/2 and α = 1/3 separately. For example, for
fractional order α = 1/3, we have the input:
deteqns:=fracDet([de2],[u],[x,t],alpha=1/3):
We find that the solutions for both fractional orders α = 1/3, 1/2 are the same as for
all other α in the given interval.
Next, let us consider the linearly independent assumptions. By linear combination
of the elements in the set

t

d
dt
g(t)

, g(t),
d
dt
g(t)

, we find three cases for g(t) which
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may lead to additional symmetries, as follows:
tg(t)− bg(t) = 0⇒ g(t) = ctb,
g(t)− bg(t) = 0⇒ g(t) = cebt,
tg(t) + bg(t) = 0⇒ g(t) = c.
for constants b, c = 0. For the different cases of g(t) we have:
Case 1. if g(t) = ctb, for fractional α = 1/2, 1/3 we have the additional symmetry operator
X2 = 2t
∂
∂t
+ u(b− α) ∂
∂u
+ x(b+ α)
∂
∂x
.
Using the classify routine, we find the only remaining cases are for α = 1/2 and
α = 1/3. In each case, the symmetry algebra remains the same.
Case 2. If g(t) = cebt, for fractional α = 1/2, 1/3 we have the solution
[ξx(x, t, u) = bc1x+ c3, ξt(x, t, u) = 2c1, ηu(x, t, u) = ubc1],
However, since we require (by the invariance condition) that ξt(x, t, u)|t=0 = 0 ⇒
c1 = 0, no new solutions for this case are found. No extensions are found for α = 1/2
and α = 1/3.
Case 3. Finally, for constant g(t) = c and α = 1/2, 1/3 the additional symmetry is
X2 = 2t
∂
∂t
+ xα
∂
∂x
− uα ∂
∂u
.
No other cases are found.
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Interestingly, the Lie algebras spanned by X1 and X2 in both Case 1 and Case 2 are
closed under the Lie commutator bracket. The algebra is Abelian only for Case 1 when
b = −α.
7.4.3 Symmetries of systems of fractional PDEs
Finally, let us consider a system of fractional PDEs:
∂αu
∂tα
= v,x,
∂αv
∂tα
= −uu,x, (7.304)
where 0 < α ≤ 1, which model stationary transonic plane-parallel gas flows. The sym-
metries for (7.304) for α = 1 are presented in [63, 110]. Here, we require a symmetry of
(7.304) of the form
X = ξx(x, t, u, v)
∂
∂x
+ ξt(x, t, u, v)
∂
∂t
+ ηu(x, t, u, v)
∂
∂u
+ ηv(x, t, u, v)
∂
∂v
.
Using FracSym, the determining equations for the symmetries of the system (7.303)
are found with the input:
sys1:=[Rfracdiff(u(x,t),t,alpha)=diff(v(x,t),x),
Rfracdiff(v(x,t),t,alpha)=-u(x,t)*diff(u(x,t),x)];
detsys:=fracDet([sys1],[u,v],[x,t],2,alpha=(0.1)..1):
Since we require an interval which does not contain zero, we have chosen an interval
for α in the input which will only contain the integer 1. The output detsys now contains
two sets of determining equations: they are (in order) detsys[1] for fractional {α} and
detsys[2] for {α = 1}.
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Solving the homogeneous PDEs for the first set of detsys[1] gives
[ξx(x, t, u, v) = F6(x), ξt(x, t, u, v) = c1 − tc2, ηu(x, t, u, v) = 2uαc2 +
2u
d
dx
(F6(x)) , ηv(x, t, u, v) = F8(x, t) + 3v
d
dx
(F6(x)) + 3vαc2]. (7.305)
The auxiliary conditions in detsys[1] are
ξt(x, 0, u, v) = 0,
− v ∂
α
∂tα

∂
∂v
ηv

+ u

∂
∂x
ηu

+
∂α
∂tα
(ηv) = 0,
− u ∂
α
∂tα

∂
∂u
ηu

−

∂
∂x
ηv

+
∂α
∂tα
(ηu) = 0,
∞"
n=3
−binomial(a, n)Dtα−n(v(x, t))
(n+ 1)

(a− n)Dt1+n(ξt)− (n+ 1)
∂n
∂tn

∂
∂v
ηv

− binomial(a, n)Dtα−n

∂
∂x
v(x, t)

Dtn(ξx) = 0,
∞"
n=3
−binomial(a, n)Dtα−n(u(x, t))
(n+ 1)

(a− n)Dt1+n(ξt)− (n+ 1)
∂n
∂tn

∂
∂u
ηu

− binomial(a, n)Dtα−n

∂
∂x
u(x, t)

Dtn(ξx) = 0. (7.306)
Ensuring (7.305) satisfy the auxiliary conditions, the first condition yields
ξt(x, t, u, v)|t=0 = 0⇒ c1 = 0.
The second two conditions in (7.306) simplify to:
2u2
d2
dx2
(F6(x)) +
∂α
∂tα
F8(x, t) = 0,
∂
∂x
F8(x, t) + 3v
d2
dx2
(F6(x)) = 0.
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Separating according to dependency on u and v, these conditions imply
F6(x) = c3x+ c4, (7.307)
dα
dtα
f(t) = 0, (7.308)
for some arbitrary function f(t). To solve (7.308), we use the Laplace transform method
outlined in [116] with the Laplace transform given by:
L{f(t)} =
∞#
0
e−stf(t)dt ≡ F (s).
The Laplace transform for fractional derivatives of Riemann-Liouville type with p > 0 is
given by [116] as:
L{Dpt f(t)} = spF (s)−
n−1"
k=0
sk
%
Dp−k−1t f(t)
&
t=0
, n− 1 < p  n. (7.309)
Let us assume the fractional integral of f(t) at t = 0 is some constant C, that is:

Dα−1t w(t)

t=0
= C.
Now, taking the Laplace transform of (7.308), where our interval 0 < α < 1 ⇒ n = 1 in
(7.309), we have
L {Dαt f(t)} = 0,
⇒ sαF (s)−

Dα−1t f(t)

t=0
= 0,
⇒ F (s) = C
sα
.
Taking inverse transforms gives the solution to (7.308) as
L−1 {F (s)} = C
Γ(α)
L−1

Γ(α)
sα

,
f(t) =
C
Γ(α)
tα−1.
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The final two conditions in (7.306) are now identically satisfied. Thus, for the system of
FDEs (7.304) with 0 < α < 1, we have the symmetries
[ξx(x, t, u, v) = c3x+ c4, ξt(x, t, u, v) = −tc2, ηu(x, t, u, v) = 2uαc2 +
2uc3, ηv(x, t, u, v) =
C
Γ(α)
tα−1 + 3vc3 + 3vαc2], (7.310)
given in the vector form:
X1 =
∂
∂x
, X2 = −t
∂
∂t
+2uα
∂
∂u
+3vα
∂
∂v
, X3 = x
∂
∂x
+2u
∂
∂u
+3v
∂
∂v
, X4 = t
α−1 ∂
∂v
.
(7.311)
As for the previous example, the Lie algebra spanned by the symmetry operatorsX1 −X4
is closed under the commutator action.
For the non-fractional order α = 1, solving detsys[2] we have the symmetries
for the system (7.304) given by
Y1 = (ux+ 2vt)
∂
∂t
+ (−u2t+ xv) ∂
∂x
− 2vu ∂
∂u
+

2
3
u3 − 3
2
v2

∂
∂v
,
Y2 = t
∂
∂t
+ x ∂
∂x
, Y3 = t
∂
∂t
− 2u ∂
∂u
− 3v ∂
∂v
, Y4 =
∂
∂v
,
Y5 = F12(u, v)
∂
∂x
, Y6 = F14(u, v)
∂
∂t
, (7.312)
where

∂
∂v
F12(u, v)

−

∂
∂u
F14(u, v)

= 0, u

∂
∂v
F14(u, v)

+

∂
∂u
F12(u, v)

= 0,
as per [63].
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7.5 Examples of invariant solutions for FDEs
As is the case for integer order DEs, symmetries of FDEs may be used to find invariant
(special analytical) solutions. The method for finding such solutions has been described in
[46]. We present here examples of invariant solutions for each of the three FDEs considered
in the previous sections.
1. Recall the fractional ODE (7.296) given by
dαy
dxα
= cx−
1
2
α +
b
y
,
with symmetry
X1 = 2x
∂
∂x
+ αy
∂
∂y
.
Using the method of characteristics [12, 67] we have the invariant
k = yx−
1
2
α,
where k is a constant and hence the invariant solution is
y(x) = kx
1
2
α. (7.313)
Substituting (7.313) into (7.296) we have
k
dαx
1
2
α
dxα
= cx−
1
2
α +
b
kx
1
2
α
. (7.314)
Now, we state the important result according to [5]:
dαxβ
dxα
=
x−α+βΓ(1 + β)
Γ(1− α + β) , β > −1, (7.315)
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where Γ is the Gamma function. Since 0 < α < 1 ⇒ 1
2
α > −1 for the FDE (7.296), we
utilise (7.315) to simplify the expression (7.314) to
x−
1
2
α

k
Γ

1 + 1
2
α

Γ

1− 1
2
α
 − c− b
k

= 0,
and solving for k using MAPLE we have
k =
cπ ±√π
*
2bα sin

1
2
πα

Γ

1
2
α
2
+ πc2
sin

1
2
πα

αΓ

1
2
α
2 .
Hence, the invariant solution found using the symmetry X1 which satisfies the fractional
ODE (7.296) is given by
y(x) =
⎛
⎝cπ ±
√
π
*
2bα sin

1
2
πα

Γ

1
2
α
2
+ πc2
sin

1
2
πα

αΓ

1
2
α
2
⎞
⎠x 12α.
2. We return to the generalised fractional Burgers equation (7.303) which, for vis-
cosity g(t) = ct−α, is given by
∂αu
∂tα
+ uu,x + ct
−αu,xx = 0, c = const. = 0. (7.316)
This case corresponds to Case 1 in the classification of (7.303) and thus the FDE
(7.316) possesses the two symmetries
X1 =
∂
∂x
, X2 = t
∂
∂t
− αu ∂
∂u
.
Let us now find invariant solutions for the FDE (7.316) using both symmetries. For
X1, we will have an invariant solution of the form
u(x, t) = w(t). (7.317)
Substituting (7.317) into (7.316) we obtain the homogeneous FDE
dαw(t)
dtα
= 0. (7.318)
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This is solved as per (7.308) in Section 7.4.3. Hence, we have the invariant solution to the
FDE (7.316), using the symmetry X1, given by
u(x, t) =
C0
Γ(α)
tα−1,
for constant C0.
Using X2 for the reduction, we have the invariants
k = x,w = utα,
where w = w(k). The invariant solution for this generator will thus have the form
u(x, t) = w(x)t−α. (7.319)
Substituting this solution into (7.316) and simplifying we have
w(x)
∂αt−α
∂tα
+ t−2α (w(x)w(x) + cw(x)) = 0.
Using (7.315) we have
dαt−α
dtα
=
t−2αΓ(1− α)
Γ(1− 2α) ,
provided α = 1/2 since the Gamma function has simple poles for all negative integers.
Hence, we are left to solve the ODE
w(x)
Γ(1− α)
Γ(1− 2α) + w
(x)w(x) + cw(x) = 0, (7.320)
which, using MAPLE, has the implicit solution
−4
−α
√
π
Γ

−α+ 1
2
# w(x) 1
Φ(x) + 1

dγ − x− C2 = 0, (7.321)
where
Φ(x) = LambertW

−4
−α
√
π
exp

−2c
√
π + 4−α (γ2 + 2C1)Γ

−α + 1
2

2c
√
π

,
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and Ci are constants. Thus the invariant solution for the FDE (7.316), found using the
generator X2, is given by (7.319) where w(x) has the implicit solution (7.321).
3. Finally, we return to the system of FDEs (7.304) for 0 < α < 1 given by
∂αu
∂tα
= v,x,
∂αv
∂tα
= −uu,x,
with symmetries
X1 =
∂
∂x
, X2 = −t
∂
∂t
+2uα
∂
∂u
+3vα
∂
∂v
, X3 = x
∂
∂x
+2u
∂
∂u
+3v
∂
∂v
, X4 = t
α−1 ∂
∂v
.
Using X2 to find invariant solutions, the invariants are
k = x, w1 = ut
2α, w2 = vt
3α,
with w1 = w1(k), w2 = w2(k). Invariant solutions are
u(x, t) = t−2αw1(x), v(x, t) = t
−3αw2(x). (7.322)
As for the previous sections, after substitution of (7.322) into (7.304), and using (7.315) to
evaluate the fractional derivatives, we have the reduced system of ODEs:
w1(x)Γ(1− 2α)
Γ(1− 3α) = w

2(x), (7.323)
w2(x)Γ(1− 3α)
Γ(1− 4α) = −w1(x)w

1(x), (7.324)
for α = 1/2, 1/3, 1/4.
One large, implicit, non-trivial solution is found for (7.323)-(7.324) using MAPLE;
however, the solution contains roots of integrals. Setting one of the constants to zero in this
large solution allows the integrals to be evaluated and gives the particular solution:
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w1(x) = −
1
6

(x2 + 2C3x+ (C3)
2)
√
π16α
Γ(1
2
− 2α)

,
w2(x) = −
1
54

Γ(−2α)2(x3 + 3C3x2 + 3x (C3)2 + (C3)3)
Γ(−3α)Γ(−4α)

,
for constant C3. Hence, the invariant solution for the system of FDEs in (7.304), found
using the symmetry X2, is
u(x, t) = −1
6

(x2 + 2C3x+ (C3)
2)
√
π16α
Γ(1
2
− 2α)

t−2α,
v(x, t) = − 1
54

Γ(−2α)2(x3 + 3C3x2 + 3x (C3)2 + (C3)3)
Γ(−3α)Γ(−4α)

t−3α.
7.6 Conclusions
In this study, we have introduced the MAPLE symmetry package FracSym (Jefferson and
Carminati 2013 [80]) which is able to calculate the determining equations of the Lie point
symmetries for fractional differential equations (FDEs) by automating the method as pro-
posed by Buckwar & Luchko [17] and Gazizov, Kasatkin & Lukashchuk [45, 46, 47].
The package uses some routines from the MAPLE packages DESOLVII (Vu, Jefferson
and Carminati [141]) and ASP (Jefferson and Carminati [77]) to find the extended sym-
metry operators for non-fractional derivatives. The determining equations for FDEs found
using FracSym may be solved using any PDE solver (here we have used DESOLVII’s
pdesolv routine). The routines used by FracSym also allow the extended symmetry
generator to be output for a given FDE or system of FDEs. Two important generalisations
have been made to the theory presented in [45, 46] and implemented in FracSym. Firstly,
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the proposal of a form for the prolongation of the symmetry operator for FDEs with n in-
dependent variables (previous studies, for example, [46, 123, 142], have only considered
scalar partial FDEs with two independent variables) and secondly, the application of the
symmetry method for systems of fractional ODEs and PDEs.
To demonstrate the applications of the FracSym routines, we calculated the symme-
tries of a fractional ODE by investigating a fractional Abel equation of the second kind. For
fractional PDEs, we carried out a full symmetry classification of the generalised fractional
Burgers equation. The DESOLVII classify routine found two forms for the arbitrary
function g(t) which extended the symmetry algebra. Symmetries were also found for a
coupled system of fractional equations of stationary transonic plane-parallel gas flows. Fi-
nally, selected invariant solutions were presented for the FDEs discussed. This was done to
illustrate the method of using Lie point symmetries for finding special analytical solutions
to FDEs.
At this time, we believe FracSym is the only MAPLE package available which is able
to find the determining equations, and hence Lie point symmetries, of FDEs. In future, we
hope to extend the package to automatically determine invariant solutions for FDEs given
a particular symmetry.
Chapter 8
Concluding remarks
’It’s important in life to conclude things properly. Only then can you let go.’
— Pi Patel from Yann Martel’s Life of Pi (2001)
In this thesis, we have investigated the applications of symbolic computing and sym-
metry analysis for solving a range of differential equations (DEs). In the process, three
new symmetry packages have been produced for the computer algebra system MAPLE.
These have been used for both the calculation of new symmetries (and corresponding spe-
cial analytical solutions) and the symmetry classification of DEs with arbitrary functions
and parameters. Furthermore, a novel symmetry method was proposed which allowed for
the calculation of contact symmetries when none could be previously found.
In the second chapter, a comparative study was carried out with the symmetry pack-
age DESOLVII (Vu, Carminati and Jefferson [141]), an update of the DESOLV (Vu and
Carminati [19]) package. DESOLVII is able to find generalised (or higher) symmetries
(contact and Lie–Bäcklund) for both ordinary and partial differential equations (ODEs
and PDEs respectively). An improved PDE solution algorithm was also implemented in
pdesolv which allowed the user to specify a "blocksize" (number of DEs solved at a par-
ticular time) which was shown to decrease computation times and resource requirements
significantly.
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In the comparative study, DESOLVII was compared to the MAPLE packages GeM
[21, 23] and SADE [119] and it was found that DESOLVII was the only package to find
all point and higher symmetries for the testbed of DEs, in fast times. However, it should be
stated that GeM also found all but one full set of symmetries and, similarly to DESOLVII,
is able to track and isolate special cases which arise during the PDE solution process. The
output for all packages is also given in conventional mathematical form. SADE, it can be
argued, is geared towards finding conservation laws and other invariant quantities which
may explain its performance in this study. However, in light of the results, and the minimal
user input required, DESOLVIIwas shown to be the most "successful" package for finding
classical point and higher symmetries.
Following on from the computer automation of finding higher symmetries of DEs in
MAPLE, in Chapter 3 we introduced the associate symmetry method for determining con-
tact symmetries for both ODEs and PDEs. The method required the determination of point
symmetries V of the determining equations of a given DE. If the determining equations
were unable to be solved directly (as is the case, for example, for contact symmetries of a
second-order ODE), or by a "good" ansatz, V is used to find invariant (special) solutions to
these equations which then correspond to symmetries of the original DE. Since the method
required the determination of point and contact symmetries, as well as the solution of large
systems of PDEs, it was hence well suited to the use of DESOLVII. We demonstrated that
the main advantage of the method is that it may be used to find complex (non-trivial) con-
tact symmetries. Moreover, while a simple ansatz was often made to find the symmetries
V of the determining equations, the resulting invariant solutions for the determining equa-
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tions were far from simple. This is in contrast to the standard method of making ansatz on
the characteristic function/s of the DE which, while aiding in their calculation, often lim-
its the generality (and hence complexity) of the solutions. The associate symmetry method
was also shown (in some cases) to be able to retrieve all contact symmetries for a given DE.
We contend that this method may be easily adapted to find both point and generalised (Lie–
Bäcklund) symmetries, and hence, aid in the determination of new corresponding invariant
solutions.
The second package ASP (Jefferson and Carminati [77]), as introduced in Chapter
4, automated three known methods for finding approximate symmetries. Along with com-
pletely new code, ASP utilises some altered DESOLVII routines for PDE solution and the
generation of classical symmetry determining equations. The package was able to show
that, using the approxclassify routine, the approximate symmetry algebra for a wave
equation with a small dissipation can be extended (compared to those cases presented in
the literature) with a more general choice of constants. Similarly, when finding approxi-
mate invariant solutions using the second method, a larger class of solutions (not present
in the literature) was found for a nonlinear wave equation with a small dissipation. These
findings highlight the applications of ASP, as well as the benefit of using computer au-
tomation to track cases throughout the PDE solution process. This was particularly evident
in Chapter 6 where ASP was used to find the second order approximate symmetries for a
forced Korteweg-de Vries (fKdV) equation which arises in the study of tsunami genera-
tion following submarine landslides. A full symmetry classification was carried out using
approxclassify and all inequivalent solution classes were presented.
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In terms of the novel aspects of ASP and its programming, first, it was necessary
in automating Method I in ASP to alter the DESOLVII routine pdesolv to accept an
optional fourth argument. The argument is a list of constants (found in the unperturbed
generator X0) which may need to be set to zero to enable the solution of the determining
system for X1 to proceed. It is important to track these constants throughout the solution
process since some generators are "switched off" after perturbation. Additionally, if any
changes are made to the original structure constants during PDE simplification, they must
be tracked to ensure the final structure constants are given in terms of the original constants.
This is vital in maintaining the links between the exact symmetries and the deformed gen-
erator. Extensions to the existing theory were also made to the method as proposed by
Pakdemirli, Yürüsoy and Dolapçi [112]. The most important of these was the finding that
all DEs must be re-expressed depending on the presence of linear and non-linear compo-
nents prior to the assignment of arbitrary functions. Currently, ASP appears to be the only
MAPLE package available which can determine approximate symmetries for differential
systems using all three methods as compared in [112].
In Chapter 5, ASP was used to find invariant solutions for a physical model which
described the three dimensional motion of internal gravity waves given in cylindrical co-
ordinates in unbounded media. The introduction of the small parameter in this model (and
subsequent approximate symmetry analysis) was supported by the Kelvin hypothesis which
predicted a vanishing of the component of the velocity normal to the wall of rectilinear mo-
tion. The resulting time series of the energy density were visualized as patterns which relate
to the modelling of hurricanes and oceanic whirlpools. The four classes of approximate in-
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variant solutions (internal oscillation, non-stationary, stationary and nonlinear whirlpool)
were compared to the corresponding exact (zeroth-order) solutions and found to be equiv-
alent and consistent, as expected.
In the final chapter, the symmetry package FracSym (Jefferson and Carminati [80])
was developed and described. FracSym finds classical symmetries for fractional order
differential equations (FDEs). The package was written in response to an increased inter-
est of late in the physical applications of FDEs and the corresponding use of the classical
symmetry method for finding invariant solutions. The theory considered here was that pro-
posed by Buckwar & Luchko [17] and Gazizov, Kasatkin & Lukashchuk [45, 46, 47]. The
package also utilises some routines from the MAPLE packages DESOLVII and ASP to find
the extended symmetry operators for non-fractional derivatives. Further, extensions to the
basic theory were proposed in this study and implemented in FracSym; these included the
proposal of a form for the prolongation of a symmetry operator for FDEs with n indepen-
dent variables and the application of the symmetry method for systems of fractional ODEs
and PDEs. Using FracSym, we determined the symmetries of a fractional ODE by in-
vestigating a fractional Abel equation of the second kind and carried out a full symmetry
classification of the generalised fractional Burgers equation. The classify routine found
two forms for the arbitrary function present which extended the symmetry algebra. Sym-
metries were also found for a coupled system of fractional equations of stationary transonic
plane-parallel gas flows. For each FDE, selected invariant solutions were then described.
As was the case for ASP and approximate symmetries, we believe FracSym is the only
MAPLE package available which is able to find the determining equations, and hence Lie
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point symmetries, of FDEs. Consequently, we believe the package will be useful for those
seeking special invariant solutions for FDEs using Lie’s classical symmetry method.
In terms of future work, it is of interest to the author to pursue automation of the
method for determining optimal n-dimensional Lie subalgebras and their corresponding
adjoint inequivalent classes of invariant solutions. It would also be interesting to carry out
further work in the field of symmetries and FDEs, particularly the applications of gener-
alised symmetries.
Ultimately, this thesis has demonstrated the use of symbolic computing for finding
invariant solutions for DEs using a number of symmetry approaches. The packages pro-
duced using MAPLE have enabled many new solutions and symmetries to be found for
differential equations and systems with applications in the physical sciences. Moreover, by
automating these symmetry methods in packages which require minimal user intervention,
it is the intention of this study that Sophus Lie’s pioneering work may become both more
accessible and widely used by researchers and students alike, now and into the future.
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Appendix A
DESOLVII program summary
We include here the program summary for DESOLVII as provided to the CPC Pro-
gram Library and described in [141].
Title of program: DESOLVII
Program obtainable from authors: jcarm@deakin.edu.au (J. Carminati) and from the
CPC Program Library, Queen’s University of Belfast, N. Ireland
Computer for which the program is designated and others in which it has been
tested: Linux, Windows XP and Windows 7
Programming language used: MAPLE internal language
Memory required to execute typical problem: Depends on the type of problem and the
complexity of the system (small ≈MB, large ≈ GB)
Number of bits in a word: Supports 32 and 64 bit platforms
Number of processes used: 1
No. of lines in distributed program, including test data, etc.: 7, 800
No. of bytes in distributed program, including test data, etc.: 327, 680
Distributed format: ASCII
Typical running time: Depends on the type of problem and the complexity of the system
(small ≈ seconds, large ≈ hours)
Restrictions on the complexity of the problem: Sufficient memory may be required for
complex systems
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Appendix B
List of higher symmetries
In the following we list the equations and associated symmetries included in our test-
bed. Lie point symmetries are given in the standard form (1.10) while higher symmetries
are given only for the lowest order of genuine (not simply extended point) Lie-Bäcklund
symmetries found. These are expressed in the canonical form (2.48).
A.1. Sine-Gordon Equation [12]
∂2u
∂x∂t
= sin(u).
The Lie point symmetries are:
X1 =
∂
∂x
, X2 =
∂
∂t
, X3 = x
∂
∂x
− t ∂
∂t
.
The 3rd order Lie-Bäcklund symmetries are:
U1 = u,x
∂
∂u
, U2 = u,t
∂
∂u
, U3 = (xu,x − tu,t)
∂
∂u
,
U4 =

u3,x + 2u,xxx
 ∂
∂u
, U5 =

u3,t + 2u,ttt
 ∂
∂u
.
A.2. Fokker-Planck Equation [18]
∂u
∂t
=
∂2u
∂x2
+ x
∂u
∂x
+ u.
The Lie point symmetries are:
X1 =
∂
∂t
, X2 = u
∂
∂u
, X3 = e
−t ∂
∂x
,
X4 = e
t ∂
∂x
− etux ∂
∂u
, X5 = e
−2tx
∂
∂x
− e−2t ∂
∂t
− e−2tu ∂
∂u
,
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X6 = e
2tx
∂
∂x
+ e2t
∂
∂t
− e2tux2 ∂
∂u
, X7 = F (x, t)
∂
∂u
,
where F (x, t) is a solution to the Fokker-Planck Equation.
The 3rd order Lie-Bäcklund symmetries are:
U1 = u
∂
∂u
, U2 = u,xe
−t ∂
∂u
, U3 = F (x, t)
∂
∂u
,
U4 = e
−3tu,xxx
∂
∂u
, U5 = e
−2tu,xx
∂
∂u
, U6 = (xu,x + u,xx)
∂
∂u
,
U7 = e
t (u,x + ux)
∂
∂u
, U8 = e
2t(u+ ux2 + 2xu,x + u,xx)
∂
∂u
,
U9 = e
t(−u,xxx − u,xx2 + ux− 2xu,xx)
∂
∂u
, U10 = e
−t(u,xxx + xu,xx)
∂
∂u
,
U11 = e
3t(3u,x + u,xxx + 3x
2u,x + 3ux+ ux
3 + 3xu,xx)
∂
∂u
.
A.3. Special Euler-Poisson-Darboux Equation (n = 1) [64]
∂2u
∂t2
− ∂
2u
∂x2
− p(p+ 1)
t2
u = 0.
The Lie point symmetries are:
X1 = u
∂
∂u
, X2 = t
∂
∂t
+ x
∂
∂x
, X3 = 2tx
∂
∂t
+ (t2 + x2)
∂
∂x
,
X4 =
∂
∂x
, X5 = F (t, x)
∂
∂u
,
where F (t, x) is a solution to the Special Euler-Poisson-Darboux equation.
The 2nd order Lie-Bäcklund symmetries are:
U1 = u,x
∂
∂u
, U2 = u,xx
∂
∂u
, U3 = F (t, x)
∂
∂u
,
U4 = u
∂
∂u
, U5 = (2p
2ux+ t3u,xt + 3t
2xu,xx + 3tx
2u,xt + x
3u,xx + 2pux)
∂
∂u
,
U6 = (t
2u,xx + 2txu,xt + x
2u,xx)
∂
∂u
, U7 = (t
2u,x + 2txu,t + x
2u,x)
∂
∂u
,
U8 = (tu,xt + xu,xx)
∂
∂u
, U9 = (tu,t + xu,x)
∂
∂u
,
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U10 = (4p
2ux2 + t4u,xx + 4t
3xu,xt + 6t
2x2u,xx
+4tx3u,xt + x
4u,xx + 4pux
2 + 2t3u,t + 6t
2xu,x + 6tx
2u,t + 2x
3u,x)
∂
∂u
.
A.4. Fokas-Yortsos-Rosen Equation [35]
∂u
∂t
=
∂
∂x

a(b− u)−2∂u
∂x

−ma(b− u)−2∂u
∂x
= 0.
The Lie point symmetries are:
X1 =
∂
∂t
, X2 =
∂
∂x
, X3 = 2bt
∂
∂t
+ (bu+ g)
∂
∂u
,
X4 = be
−ax ∂
∂x
+ ae−ax(bu+ g)
∂
∂u
.
The 3rd order Lie-Bäcklund symmetries are:
U1 = u,x
∂
∂u
, U2 = e
−ax (abu− bu,x + ag)
∂
∂u
,
U3 = (bu+ g)
−3 agu,x + gu,xx + bauu,x − 2bu2,x + buu,xx
 ∂
∂u
,
U4 = (bu+ g)
−3 (−u4b4 − 4gu3b3 − 6g2u2b2 + 2b2uu,xat+
2b2uu,xxt− 4b2u2,xt− 4g3ub+ 2bu,xxtg + 2bu,xagt− g4)
∂
∂u
,
U5 = (bu+ g)
−5 (2u,xa
2g2 + 3u,xxag
2 + 6buu,xxag + 4u,xa
2gub+
b2u2u,xxx + u,xxxg
2 + 12b2u3,x + 2u,xa
2u2b2 + 3b2u2u,xxa−
9b2uu,xxu,x − 9b2uau2,x + 2buu,xxxg − 9bgau2,x − 9bu,xxu,xg)
∂
∂u
.
A.5. Harry-Dym Equation [131]
∂u
∂t
− λu3∂
3u
∂x3
= 0.
The Lie point symmetries are:
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X1 =
∂
∂x
, X2 =
∂
∂t
, X3 = x
∂
∂x
+ 3t
∂
∂t
,
X4 = 3t
∂
∂t
− u ∂
∂u
, X5 = x
2 ∂
∂x
+ 2ux
∂
∂u
.
The 5th order Lie-Bäcklund symmetries are:
U1 = u,x
∂
∂u
, U2 = x (2u− xu,x)
∂
∂u
, U3 = u
3u,xxx
∂
∂u
,
U4 = (3λu
3tu,xxx + xu,x)
∂
∂u
, U5 = u (1 + 3λu
2tu,xxx)
∂
∂u
,
U6 = u
3

2u2u,xxxxx + 10uu,xu,xxxx + 10uu,xxu,xxx + 5u
2
,xu,xxx
 ∂
∂u
.
A.6. Korteweg-de Vries Equation [131]
∂3u
∂x3
+ u
∂u
∂x
+
∂u
∂t
= 0.
The Lie point symmetries are:
X1 =
∂
∂x
, X2 =
∂
∂t
, X3 = t
∂
∂x
+
∂
∂u
, X4 = x
∂
∂x
+ 3t
∂
∂t
− 2u ∂
∂u
.
The 5th order Lie-Bäcklund symmetries are:
U1 = u,x
∂
∂u
, U2 = (tu,x − 1)
∂
∂u
, U3 = (uu,x + u,xxx)
∂
∂u
,
U4 = (3tuu,x − xu,x + 3tu,xxx − 2u)
∂
∂u
,
U5 = (5u
2u,x + 10uu,xxx + 20u,xu,xx + 6u,xxxxx)
∂
∂u
.
A.7. Quasi-linear Evolution Equation

μ =
β
8

[134]
∂u
∂t
+ sin(u)
∂u
∂x
+
β
8

∂u
∂x
3
+ β
∂3u
∂x3
= 0.
The Lie point symmetries are:
X1 =
∂
∂x
, X2 =
∂
∂t
.
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The 5th order Lie-Bäcklund symmetries are:
U1 = u,x
∂
∂u
, U2 =

βu3,x + 8 sin(u)u,x + 8βu,xxx
 ∂
∂u
,
U3 = (240β sin(u)u
3
,x − 9β2u5,x + 320 cos2(u)u,x − 1280βu,xxu,x cos(u)
−240β2u2,xxu,x − 240β2u,xxxu2,x − 640βu,xxx sin(u)− 384β2u,xxxxx)
∂
∂u
.
A.8. 1D Schrdinger Equations with Cubic Nonlinearity [64]
∂u
∂t
+
∂2w
∂x2
+ w(u2 + w2) = 0,
∂w
∂t
− ∂
2u
∂x2
− u(u2 + w2) = 0.
The Lie point symmetries are:
X1 =
∂
∂t
, X2 =
∂
∂x
, X3 = u
∂
∂w
− w ∂
∂u
,
X4 = 2t
∂
∂x
+ ux
∂
∂w
− wx ∂
∂u
, X5 = 2t
∂
∂t
+ x
∂
∂x
− u ∂
∂u
− w ∂
∂w
.
The 3rd order Lie-Bäcklund symmetries are:
U1 = u
∂
∂w
− w ∂
∂u
, U2 = u,x
∂
∂u
+ w,x
∂
∂w
, U3 = (2tu,x + wx)
∂
∂u
+(2tw,x − ux)
∂
∂w
, U4 = − (w3 + u2w + w,xx)
∂
∂u
+ (u3 + uw2 + u,xx)
∂
∂w
,
U5 = (3u
2u,x + 3u,xw
2 + u,xxx)
∂
∂u
+ (3u2w,x + 3w,xw
2 + w,xxx)
∂
∂w
,
U6 = (−2tu2w − 2tw3 − 2tw,xx + xu,x + u)
∂
∂u
+ (2tu3 + 2tuw2 + 2tu,xx+
xw,x + w)
∂
∂w
.
Appendix C
ASP program summary
We include here the program summary for ASP as provided to the CPC Program
Library and described in [77].
Title of program: ASP
Program obtainable from authors: jcarm@deakin.edu.au (J. Carminati) and from the
CPC Program Library, Queen’s University of Belfast, N. Ireland
Computer for which the program is designated and others in which it has been
tested: Linux, Windows XP and Windows 7
Programming language used: MAPLE internal language
Memory required to execute typical problem: Depends on the type of problem and the
complexity of the system (small ≈MB, large ≈ GB)
Number of bits in a word: Supports 32 and 64 bit platforms
Number of processes used: 1
Number of lines in distributed program, including test data, etc.: 10, 500
Number of bytes in distributed program, including test data, etc.: 544, 000
Distributed format: ASCII
Typical running time: Depends on the type of problem and the complexity of the system
(small ≈ seconds, large ≈ hours).
Restrictions on the complexity of the problem: Sufficient memory may be required for
large systems.
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Appendix D
FracSym program summary
We include here the program summary for FracSym as provided to the CPC Pro-
gram Library and described in [80].
Program title: FracSym
Program obtainable from: CPC Program Library, Queen’s University, Belfast, N. Ireland
No. of lines in distributed program, including test data, etc.: 2,226
No. of bytes in distributed program, including test data, etc.: 72,816
Programming language: MAPLE internal language
Computer: PCs and workstations
Operating system: Linux, Windows XP and Windows 7.
Memory required to execute with typical data: Will depend on the order and/or
complexity of the differential equation or system given (typically MBs).
Nature of problem: Determination of the Lie point symmetries of fractional differential
equations (FDEs).
Restrictions: Sufficient memory may be required for large and/or complex differential
systems.
Running time: Depends on the order and complexity of the differential equations given.
Usually seconds.
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Appendix E
MAPLE code for ASP and FracSym
The MAPLE code for ASP and FracSym are included here. It should be noted that
the ASP code has been separated from the DESOLVII module upon which it relies; this
has been done for space considerations. For the full DESOLVII code, and instructional
worksheets for DESOLVII, ASP and FracSym, the reader is directed to the CPC Program
Library and the relevent articles [141, 77, 80].
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#================================================
#
# A U T O M A T E D
# S Y M M E T R I E S
# P A C K A G E   ( A S P )
#
# G. F. Jefferson and J. Carminati 
# Version 4 (2012)
#
# ::::,,,...,,,::::
# ::,,.............,,:::
# ::,...................,,:
# ::,,.....,,,,,,,,,,,.....,,::
# ::,,....,,,=N8Z,,,,,,,,,...,,::
# ::,,,,,,,,,N8OOO,....,,,,,,,,,,::
# ::,,,,,,,,,DOOOOOO,.....,,,,,,,,,::
# ::,,,,,,,,.NOOOOOOO,......,,,,,,,,,::
# :,,,,,,,...NOOOOOOO,.........,,,,,,,:
# :,,,,,,,....I8888888............,,,,,,:
# :,,,,,.......888888,.............,,,,,:
# :,,,.........:8888D................,,,::
# ,,,,..........$888,.................,,,:
# :,,,.......... 7DD:.................,,::
# :,,,,...........:DDD,N,............,,,:
# :,,,......+MN8+:,NDD8.ZDM=,........,,,:
# :,,....MNDDDDDDDDDDN:. .:NDNN,....,,:
# :,,..+NNN,. . :NNNNNNNM~..:NNI...,,:
# :,,..,NNNN??MMNNN7 .:ONNNNNN8...,,:
# :,,...:DNNNNND: ..... ........,,:
# :,,.........................,,:
# :,.......................,:
# ::,...................,,:
# :,,,...........,,,:
#
# A MAPLE Symmetry Package for
# Finding Determining Approximate 
# Symmetries of Differential
# Equations By Three Well Known Methods
#
# ASCII ART BY GlassGiant.com
#================================================
#-----------------------------------------------
# A U T H O R   I N F O R M A T I O N
#
#  Authors are based at the School of Information 
Technology (IT),
#  Deakin University, Waurn Ponds, Australia
#  Programming: G. F. Jefferson.   Concept: J. 
Carminati and G. F. Jefferson
#------------------------------------------------
#------------------------------------------------
#                N O T E
#
#  This package uses the DESOLVII package (Vu, 
Jefferson and Carminati, 2011) 
#  for PDE solution and determination of Lie
point symmetries.
#  For information on this package, refer to:
#  [1] K. T. Vu, G. F. Jefferson, J. Carminati, 
Finding generalised symmetries 
#      of differential equations using the MAPLE 
package DESOLVII, 
#      J Comput Phys Commun 183 (2012) 1044-1054.
#------------------------------------------------
print(``);
print(`ASP (November 2011), by Miss G. Jefferson 
and Dr. J. Carminati`);print(``);
print(`The authors kindly request that this 
software be referenced, if it is used in work 
eventuating in a publication, by citing the 
article:`);
print(`G.F. Jefferson, J. Carminati, ASP: 
Automated Symbolic Computation of Approximate 
Symmetries`);
print(`of Differential Equations, Comput. Phys. 
Comm. 184 (2013) 1045-1063.`);
print(``);
with(desolv);
ASP := module ()
description "package for finding approximate 
symmetries of partial differential equations";
export
ApproximateSymmetry,applygenerator,commutator;
local
`asp/lstset`,`asp/nderpr`,`asp/dselect`,`asp/sord
`,`asp/permord`,`asp/dselect2`,`asp/remdiflow`,`a
sp/backdselect2`,`asp/diffchoose2`,`asp/diffchoos
e`,
`asp/subinlst`,`asp/clean`,`asp/remin`,`asp/newdi
ff_choose_single`,`asp/newdiff_choose_ALL`,`asp/r
enamepdesolvout`,`asp/concat`,`asp/malgsubs`,
`asp/convertDtoJet`,`asp/trivial`,`asp/isoFuncsan
dDependencies`,`asp/check_if_relation`,`asp/ident
ifyalljets`,`asp/approxmethod1_one`,`asp/approxme
thod1FULL`,
`asp/approxmethod1_system`,`asp/id_allparams`,`as
p/approxmethod1sysFULL`,`asp/linear_split`,`asp/e
psimove`,`asp/nonlineps`,`asp/perturbDE3L`,
`asp/conv_taylor_toorder`,`asp/method2and3_params
ort`,`asp/method2and3_paramsortEXACT`,`asp/pertur
bDE2`,`asp/iso_funcs`,`asp/check_finaleliminate`,
`asp/collectC`,`asp/collectB`,`asp/powsubs2`,fiso
,fsubs,specs,check_approxsymm;
global doubleangle;
option package;
#////////////////////////////////////////////////
#
# S O L V I N G  F O R   A
# D I F F E R E N T I A L
#       Q U A N T I T Y  P R O C E D U R E S
#
#////////////////////////////////////////////////
#================================================
# Convert a LIST -> SET -> LIST
#------------------------------------------------
#--January 2011
`asp/lstset` :=proc(l6::list)
[op({l6[]})];
end proc:
#================================================
# Express ODE derivatives as per PDEs in MAPLE D 
notation
#------------------------------------------------
#--January 2011
`asp/nderpr` :=proc(lst1::list,indvar::list)
local i,ilst,k,storlst;
ilst:=seq(indvar[i]=i,i=1..nops(indvar));
storlst:=[][]:
for k in lst1 do
if is(op(1,k) in indvar) then
if is(op(0,op(0,k))=D) then
storlst:=storlst,[op(1,op(0,k)),subs(ilst,[op(1,k
)])];
else
storlst:=storlst,[op(1,op(0,k)),subs(ilst,[(seq(o
p(1,k),i=1..op(2,op(0,op(0,k)))))])];
end if;
else next;
end if;
 
 
end do;
storlst;
end proc:
#================================================
# DSELECT:
# Select Ders out of a list and store with dvar 
and indvars to differentiate wrt.
#------------------------------------------------
#--January 2011
`asp/dselect` :=proc(dlst::list,indvars::list)
local i,k,ndlst;
ndlst:=[][];
for k in dlst do
if nops(k)=1 then 
ndlst:=ndlst,`asp/nderpr`([k],indvars);
else
if is(op(0,op(0,op(0,k)))=D) then 
ndlst:=ndlst,[op(1,op(0,k)),sort([seq(op(i,op(0,o
p(0,k))),i=1..nops(op(0,op(0,k))))])];
else next;
end if;
end if;
end do;
`asp/lstset`([ndlst]);
end proc:
#================================================
# Sort a list in reverse length order
#------------------------------------------------
#--February 2011
`asp/sord` :=proc(lst1::list)
local i;
sort(lst1,length):
[seq(lst1[-i],i=1..nops(%))];
end proc:
#================================================
# All permuted lists of order less than the 
original list
#------------------------------------------------
#--February 2011
`asp/permord` :=proc(lst2::list)
local i,k,perlst;
perlst:=[][]:
for k from 1 to (nops(lst2)-1) do
perlst:=perlst,combinat[permute](lst2,k)[];
end do:
perlst;
end proc:
#================================================
# DSELECT2 (with extra argument)
# Select Ders out of a list and store with dvar 
and indvars to differentiate wrt 
# PLUS list of arguments (this proc is used in 
DIFFCHOOSE proc)
#------------------------------------------------
#--February 2011
`asp/dselect2` :=proc(dlst::list,indvars::list)
local i,k,ndlst;
ndlst:=[][];
for k in dlst do
if nops(k)=1 then 
ndlst:=ndlst,[`asp/nderpr`([k],indvars)[],[seq(op
(i,k),i=1..nops(k))]];
else
if is(op(0,op(0,op(0,k)))=D) then 
ndlst:=ndlst,[op(1,op(0,k)),sort([seq(op(i,op(0,o
p(0,k))),i=1..nops(op(0,op(0,k))))]),[seq(op(i,k)
,i=1..nops(k))]];
else next;
end if;
end if;
end do;
`asp/lstset`([ndlst]);
end proc:
#================================================
# REMOVE LOWER ORDERS OF DIFF QUANTS
# Remove lower derivatives contained in higher 
ones (for isolation purposes)
#------------------------------------------------
#--August 2011
`asp/remdiflow` :=proc(lst3::list)
local k,newlst,remls;
remls:=[][]:
newlst:=[][]:
for k in lst3 do
if nops(k)<>3 then remls:=remls,k;
else
[`asp/permord`(k[2])]:
seq([k[1],%[i],k[3]],i=1..nops(%)):
newlst:=newlst,%;
end if;
end do:
#All lower derivatives:
newlst;
#Leave only higher derivatives
[op({lst3[]} minus {newlst,remls})];
end proc:
#================================================
# BACKDSELECT2 (with extra argument)
# Convert dselect output back to D form.
#------------------------------------------------
#--FEBRUARY 2011
`asp/backdselect2`:=proc(dlst::list)
local i,k,ndlst;
ndlst:=[][];
for k in dlst do
ndlst:=ndlst,diff(k[1](op(k[3])),seq(k[3][i],i in 
k[2]));
end do:
convert([ndlst],D);
end proc:
#~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
#
# M A I N   M O D U L E
#
#~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
#================================================
# CHOOSE DERIVATIVE TO SOLVE FOR
# Choose a derivative in a DE to solve for 
# Selects as per the following: highest 
derivative with constant coeffs, 
# or smallest functional coeff (length + nops)
#------------------------------------------------
#--August 2011
`asp/diffchoose2`:=proc(de,dvars::list,indvars::l
ist)
local linform,ii,lin,storlst;
#--Turn DE into the form LINEAR=NONLINEAR. Solve 
for highest der on LHS
linform:=`asp/linear_split`(de,dvars,indvars);
lin:=[op(indets(linform))];
storlst:=[][]:
if lin=[] then RETURN(NULL);
else
for ii in lin do
if op(0,ii)=diff then storlst:=ii,storlst;
end if;
end do;
[storlst];
 
 
RETURN(%[1]);
end if;
end proc:
#================================================
# CHOOSE DERIVATIVE TO SOLVE FOR
# Choose a derivative in a DE to solve for 
# Selects as per the following: highest 
derivative with constant coeffs, 
# or smallest functional coeff (length + nops)
#------------------------------------------------
#--February 2011
`asp/diffchoose`:=proc(de,indvars::list)
local i,conde,tem1,k,caseloss,ll,tem2,tem3,de1;
#--Remove = from de so that it is not a relation
if type(de,relation) then de1:=lhs(de)-rhs(de):
else de1:=de:
end if:
tem1:=[][]:
conde:=convert(de1,D);
[op(indets(%) minus {indvars[]} minus 
{dvars[]})];
for k in % do
if op(0,op(0,op(0,k)))=D or op(0,op(0,k))=D or 
op(1,op(0,op(0,k)))=D then tem1:=tem1,k;
else next;
end if:
end do:
tem1:=`asp/sord`([tem1]);
#--Find derivatives to remove
caseloss:=[][]:
for k in tem1 do
try coeff(conde,k); catch: `Error, unable to 
compute coeff`; caseloss:=caseloss,k; end try;
end do:
#--Remove any ders in powers:
tem1:=`asp/sord`([op({tem1[]} minus 
{caseloss})]);
for k in tem1 do
if coeff(conde,k)=0 then caseloss:=caseloss,k; 
end if:
end do: 
tem1:=sort([op({tem1[]} minus 
{caseloss})],length);
#--If can't isolate any, then error:
if nops(tem1)=0 then error(`Can't automatically 
isolate an appropriate derivative quantity. 
Please specify`):end if:
#--HERE REMOVE LOWER DERS 
#--(this is because we can't solve for u_t if we 
have u_tx or u_tt for example)
tem1;
`asp/dselect2`(%,indvars):
`asp/remdiflow`(%);
sort(`asp/backdselect2`(%),length);
tem1:=`asp/sord`(%);
#--ISOLATION
#--tem2 WILL BE OUR SELECTED QUANTITY
tem2:=[][]:
tem3:=[][]:
#--ll WILL FIND THE LONGEST length+nops
ll:=0:
for k in tem1 do
#--Choose highest derivative with constant 
coefficient (1 first)
if coeff(conde,k)=1 then tem2:=k: break;
elif type(coeff(conde,k),constant) then tem2:=k: 
break;
#Else list contains 
else
tem3:=tem3,[k,length(coeff(conde,k))+nops(coeff(c
onde,k))]:
if length(coeff(conde,k))>ll then 
ll:=length(coeff(conde,k))+nops(coeff(conde,k)):
end if:
end if:
end do:
#--Choose shortest functional coefficient (if no 
constants)
if nops([tem2])=0 then 
tem3:=[tem3]:
for k in tem3 do
if length(k[2]) <(ll+1) then tem2:=k[1];
ll:=length(k[2]):
end if:
end do:
end if:
#--Return solved for quantity
RETURN(convert(tem2,diff));
end proc:
#================================================
# SUBS WITHIN A SUB LIST
#------------------------------------------------
#--February 2011
`asp/subinlst`:=proc(lst1::list)
local i,pos,pos1,k,newlst1,tem;
newlst1:=[][]:
#--Lists all subs left hand sides
pos1:={seq(lhs(lst1[i]),i=1..nops(lst1))}:
#--Lists all subs lhs=total subs
pos:=[seq(lhs(lst1[i])=lst1[i],i=1..nops(lst1))]:
for k in lst1 do
#--Determine which subs are found within another
if indets(rhs(k)) intersect pos1 <>{} then 
tem:=(subs(pos,[op(indets(rhs(k)) intersect 
pos1)])):
factor(subs(tem,k)):newlst1:=newlst1,%;
else newlst1:=newlst1,k:
end if:
end do:
#--Subbed list
[newlst1];
end proc:
#////////////////////////////////////////////////
#
# N E W E R   D E R I V A T I V E
# I S O L A T I O N   P R O C E D U R E S
#
#////////////////////////////////////////////////
#------------------------------------------------
# CLEAN - Remove 0s from a list
#------------------------------------------------
`asp/clean` := proc (lst) 
local kk, tem; 
tem := {}; 
for kk in lst while true do if 
eval(kk) <> 0 then tem := `union`(tem,{eval(kk)}) 
end if end do; 
[op(tem)]
end proc:
#------------------------------------------------
# Remove minus signs
#------------------------------------------------
`asp/remin`:=proc(exp1)
if sign(exp1)=-1 then RETURN(-1*exp1);
else RETURN(exp1);
end if:
end proc:
#------------------------------------------------
# CHOOSE DERIVATIVE TO SOLVE FOR (FOR A SINGLE 
DE)
# Choose a derivative in a DE to solve for 
# Selects as per the following: highest 
derivative with constant coeffs, 
# or smallest functional coeff (length + nops)
 
 
#------------------------------------------------
`asp/newdiff_choose_single`:=proc(des::list,dvars
::list,indvars::list)
local
ii,linlst,tem1,conde,kk,temlst,newtemlst,newtemls
t2,newde,tem0,intem;
#--Split to L=NL
linlst:=`asp/linear_split`(des,dvars,indvars)[];
#--Remove any in D form already
tem0:=[][]:
intem:=[op(indets(des))];
for kk in % do
if op(0,op(0,op(0,kk)))=D or op(0,op(0,kk))=D or 
op(1,op(0,op(0,kk)))=D then tem0:=tem0,kk=0;
else next;
end if:
end do:
tem0:=[tem0];
#--Identify all derivatives
tem1:=[][]:
conde:=convert(des,D);
indets(%) minus {indvars[]} minus {dvars[]};
[op(subs(tem0,%) minus {0})];
for kk in % do
if op(0,op(0,op(0,kk)))=D or op(0,op(0,kk))=D or 
op(1,op(0,op(0,kk)))=D then tem1:=tem1,kk;
else next;
end if:
end do:
#--All possible derivatives in the DE
tem1:=convert([tem1],diff);
if tem1=[] then error(`No derivatives present in 
the given differential system`);end if;
#--Lower ders of higher ders e.g. Dx if Dxx is 
present (can't be isolated on their own)
convert(tem1,D);
`asp/dselect2`(%,indvars):
`asp/remdiflow`(%);
sort(`asp/backdselect2`(%),length);
tem1:=convert(sort(%),diff);
newde:=lhs(linlst)-rhs(linlst);
#--Convert each side to a list
#--Added dummy +1 to each side to ensure lists 
form correctly
temlst:=[(convert(lhs(linlst)+1,list)),(convert((
(-1)*rhs(linlst))+1,list))];
#--Choose the most appropriate element of the L 
list
#--Going through the list, remove those with no 
derivatives
#--See if any tem1 elements are elements of each 
componet of the DE. If not, remove.
newtemlst:=[][]:
for ii in temlst[1] do
seq(is(tem1[kk] in indets(ii)),kk=1..nops(tem1));
if {%} intersect {true}={true} then 
newtemlst:=newtemlst,`asp/remin`(ii);
end if;
end do;
newtemlst:=[newtemlst];
if nops(newtemlst)>0 then
#--If first element is a multiple, there will be 
a non-zero assumption
if(op(0,newtemlst[1]))=`*` then 
#print(newtemlst[1]);
convert([(op(convert(newtemlst[1],set) minus 
{tem1[]}))],`*`);
#print(`Non-zero Assumption:`,%);
newtemlst[1]:=
factor(newtemlst[1]/convert([(op(convert(newtemls
t[1],set) minus {tem1[]}))],`*`));
end if;
end if;
#--Choose best derivative
if nops(newtemlst)>0 then
isolate(des[],newtemlst[1]);
else
#--If no linear quantities, go to NL side
print(`WARNING: Solving for a non-linear
differential quantity`);
#--Only NL derivative quantities
newtemlst2:=[][]:
for ii in temlst[2] do
seq(is(tem1[kk] in indets(ii)),kk=1..nops(tem1));
if {%} intersect {true}={true} then 
newtemlst2:=newtemlst2,`asp/remin`(ii);
end if;
end do;
newtemlst2:=[newtemlst2];
if newtemlst2=[] then error(`Can't isolate 
appropriate derivative. Please specify`);end if;
isolate(expand(des[]),newtemlst2[1]);
end if;
end proc:
#------------------------------------------------
# CHOOSE DERIVATIVE TO SOLVE FOR (1 OR MORE DEs)
# Choose a derivative in a DE to solve for 
# Selects as per the following: highest 
derivative with constant coeffs, 
# or smallest functional coeff (length + nops)
#------------------------------------------------
`asp/newdiff_choose_ALL`:=proc(des::list,dvars::l
ist,indvars::list)
local ii,temlst;
temlst:=[][]:
for ii in des do
temlst:=temlst,`asp/newdiff_choose_single`([ii],d
vars,indvars)
end do;
[temlst];
end proc:
#////////////////////////////////////////////////
#
# A P P R O X I M A T E   S Y M M E T R Y
# P R O C E D U R E S
#
#////////////////////////////////////////////////
#================================================
# PDESOLV RENAME 
# Isolate the constants and functionsin PDESOLV 
output for relabelling
#------------------------------------------------
#--(April 2011)
`asp/renamepdesolvout`
:=proc(lst1::list,lst2::list,lst3::list,lst4::lis
t,label::symbol,label2::symbol)
local k,convecs,funvecs,constsubs,i,funvecssubs;
#--Isolate the constants and functions for 
relabelling
convecs:=[][]:
funvecs:=[][]:
for k in lst4 do
if op(0,k)=symbol then convecs:=convecs,k;
else funvecs:=funvecs,k;
end if:
end do:
convecs:=[convecs]:
funvecs:=[funvecs]:
#--Substitution Lists
 
 
constsubs:=[seq(convecs[i]=cat(cat(label,_),i),i=
1..nops(convecs))];
funvecssubs:=[seq(op(0,funvecs[i])=cat(cat(label2
,_),i),i=1..nops(funvecs))];
subs([op(constsubs),op(funvecssubs)],[lst1,lst2,l
st3,lst4]);
end proc:
#================================================
# CONCAT 
# Concatenate a list in order
#------------------------------------------------
#--(January 2011)
`asp/concat` :=proc(l1::list)
local temp,p,j;
description "Concatenates elements in a list in 
order";
#--For one element
if nops(l1)=1 then RETURN(l1[]);break;
end if;
#--For only two elements
if nops(l1)=2 then 
temp:=cat(l1[1],l1[2]);
RETURN(%);break;
end if;
#--For all other cases
temp:=l1;
j:=nops(temp);
while j>1 do
temp:=[cat(temp[1],temp[2]),seq(temp[i],i=3..j)];
j:=nops(temp);
end do;
temp[];
end proc:
#================================================
# MANY ALG SUBS 
# Many algsubs at once (first arguments MUST be a 
list)
#--(February 2011)
`asp/malgsubs` :=proc(sublst::list,lst1::list)
local k, temlst;
temlst:=lst1:
for k in sublst do
temlst:=algsubs(k,temlst);
end do;
temlst;
end proc:
#================================================
# CONVERT D TO JET
# Convert D form D(U)(t,t) to Jet form U_tt etc.
#------------------------------------------------
#--(August 2011)
`asp/convertDtoJet` :=proc(des::list,dvars::list)
local
k,dlist1,dlist2,ilst,storlst,catlst1,catlst2,dlis
tdv,storlst1,arglst;;
[op(indets(des))];
#--D form
dlist1:=convert(%,D);
#--Extract dependent vars only with arguments
dlistdv:=[][]:
for k in dlist1 do
if is(op(0,k) in {dvars[]}) then
dlistdv:=dlistdv,k=convert(op(0,k),symbol);
end if;
end do;
dlistdv:=[dlistdv];
#--Extract Derivatives only
dlist2:=[][]:
for k in dlist1 do
if PDEtools[difforder](k)>0 then 
dlist2:=dlist2,k;
end if;
end do;
dlist2:=[dlist2];
#--Extract and put into a list with 
[Dform,[dvar],[indvars to diff with]]
#-Note: Only ders of dep vars are transformed
#ilst:=[seq(i=indvars[i],i=1..nops(indvars))];
storlst:=[][]:
for k in dlist2 do
if is(op(0,op(0,k))=D) then
if is(op(1,op(0,k)) in {dvars[]}) then
arglst:=[seq(ii=op(ii,k),ii=1..nops(k))];
storlst:=storlst,[k,cat(convert(op(1,op(0,k)),sym
bol),_),subs(arglst,[op(1,k)])];
end if;
else
if is(op(1,op(0,k)) in {dvars[]}) then
arglst:=[seq(ii=op(ii,k),ii=1..nops(k))];
storlst:=storlst,[k,cat(convert(op(1,op(0,k)),sym
bol),_),subs(arglst,[seq(op(i,op(0,op(0,k))),i=1.
.nops(op(0,op(0,k))))])];
end if;
end if;
end do;
storlst:=[storlst];
storlst1:=storlst;
storlst:=[][]:
#--Fix any that are ODEs
for k in storlst1 do
if op(1,k[3])<>D then storlst:=storlst,k;
else
storlst:=storlst,[k[1],k[2],[seq(op(1,k[1]),i=1..
op(2,k[3]))]];
end if;
end do;
storlst:=[storlst];
#--Concatenate the required elements in storlst
catlst1:=[][]:
for k in storlst do
catlst1:=catlst1,k[1]=`asp/concat`([op(k[2]),op(k
[3])]);
end do:
catlst1:=sort(convert([catlst1],diff),length);
catlst1:=[seq(catlst1[-i],i=1..nops(%))];
catlst2:=[seq(rhs(catlst1[i])=lhs(catlst1[i]),i=1
..nops(%))];
#--Converted Form (derivatives then dep vars)
`asp/malgsubs`(catlst1,des);
subs(dlistdv,%);
%,[op(catlst1),op(dlistdv)];
end proc:
#================================================
# TRIVIAL LIST ELEMENTS 
# Remove trivial x=x or 0 elements in lists
#------------------------------------------------
#--(January 2011)
`asp/trivial` :=proc(l2::list)
local k,newlst;
description "Removes trivial and zero list 
elements";
newlst:=[][]:
for k in l2 do
 
 
if is(k,relation) and 
factor(simplify(eval(rhs(k)-lhs(k))))=0 then 
next;
elif k=0 then next;
else newlst:=newlst,k;
end if;
end do;
[newlst];
end proc:
#================================================
# ISOLATE FUNCTION NAMES AND ARGUMENTS FROM A 
LIST WITH DEPENDENCIES
#------------------------------------------------
#--(August 2011)
`asp/isoFuncsandDependencies`:=proc(lst1::list)
local ii,lst2,lstFuncs,lstargs;
lst2:=[op(indets(lst1))];
lstargs:=[][]:
lstFuncs:=[][]:
for ii in lst2 do
if type(ii,function)=false then 
lstargs:=lstargs,ii;
else lstFuncs:=lstFuncs,op(0,ii);
end if;
end do:
lstargs:=[lstargs];
lstFuncs:=[lstFuncs];
#--Output for [G_1(x, y), G_2(x, y), G_3(x, y)] 
=> [G_1, G_2, G_3], [x, y]
lstFuncs,lstargs;
end proc:
#////////////////////////////////////////////////
#
# A P P R O X I M A T E   S Y M M E T R Y
# M E T H O D   O N E
# S I N G L E  E Q U A T I O N S
#
#////////////////////////////////////////////////
#================================================
# Check if elements in a list are relations. If 
yes (x=y), change to x-y=0
#------------------------------------------------
`asp/check_if_relation` :=proc(des::list)
local kk,loc1;
loc1:=[][]:
for kk in des do
if type(kk,relation) then loc1:=loc1,lhs(kk)-
rhs(kk);
else loc1:=loc1,kk;
end if;
end do;
[loc1];
end proc:
#================================================
# Identify any ders of dependent variables (in 
jet from) in a single expression
#------------------------------------------------
#--July 2011
`asp/identifyalljets`:=proc(tofind::list,dvars::l
ist,indvars::list)
local rem1jets,remjetsfind,k,alljets;
#--Identify remaining jet ders
rem1jets:=[][]:
remjetsfind:=indets(tofind):
for k in remjetsfind do 
if op(0,k)=symbol and substring(k,2)=_ and 
is(substring(k,1) in {dvars[]}) then 
rem1jets:=rem1jets,k;
end if:
end do;
alljets:=[op(indvars),op(dvars),rem1jets];
end proc:
#================================================
# METHOD 1 - One equation at a time
# Output has symmetry condition list (unsplit) 
and B constants --> Derfuncs list
#------------------------------------------------
`asp/approxmethod1_one`
:=proc(desls::list,dvars::list,indvars::list,para
m::symbol,order::integer,LBord::integer:=0)
#--The Method for generating approx. symmetries 
after Ibragimov (CRC Vol 3. p. 49)
#--Lambda Method
local
k,i,detsys0,symcon0,newdes0,extgencon0,extgencon0
ind,extgencon0_2,exactgens0,exactgens,exactfuncs,
funcs,funccons1,temp1,F0des,F0jetconv,F0desjet,F1
jetconv,F1desjet,F0desjet2,F1desjet2,X0subbed,lam
bda_func,F1func,X1gen,exactconsts,consttoder,cons
ttoderBACK,subbedoutfuncs,tobemodded,remj,remjets
,alljets,tosolve226,valueX0subbed,des,desls1,ii,a
llFdes,pp,all_injet,tosolv_quant,tosolv_quantJET,
sub1,forh,hauxjets,hauxfunc,arglst,X0subbed1,valu
eX0subbed1,tosolv_valueX0subbed,hauxjets1,firstmo
dH,firstmodHdes,firstmodHdesJets,exactgendepend,e
xactconsJet,exactconsJetsubs,exactconsJetsubsBACK
,alj1,secondmodH,inHfunc,finalmodH,temp,remj2,rem
jets2,alljets2,kk,des0,newdes01,solva,desi,chkset
;
global
ApproxSymmetryCondition,ExactSymms,LambdaFuncs,Au
xFuncs,F0system;
#--Checking Inputs
if LBord<0 then error(`Order of LB symmetry must 
be >0`);
end if;
if order>1 then error(`Method 1 may only be used 
for first order in`, param);
end if;
#~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
# Arrange system to the form F0+F1e+F2e^2
#~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
#--Rearrange all relations
desls1:=`asp/check_if_relation`(desls);
des0:=%;
#--All other orders F1, F2 etc (expand in Taylor 
series about epsilon=0 up to order specified)
des:=[taylor(desls1[],param=0,order+1)];
des:=`asp/conv_taylor_toorder`(des)[];
#--Check degree of param in DEs matches that of 
input --> else error
#coeff(des,param^(order));
#if %=0 then error(`Highest order of parameter 
present in differential system is #less than the 
order input.`); end if;
#--DE for param=0
cat(F||0,desi):=factor(subs(param=0,des));
#--For all other orders: (all labelled F1des, 
F2des etc
for ii from 1 to order do
cat(F||ii,desi):=coeff(des,param^ii);
end do;
allFdes:=expand([seq(eval(cat(F||ii,desi)),ii=0..
order)]);
#~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
# Exact Symmetries
#~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
#--Determine Classical Exact Symmetries (X0) for 
param=0
 
 
#--Solving for the EXACT CLASSICAL SYMMETRIES 
(X0) of the unperturbed system:
detsys0:=gendef([F0desi],dvars,indvars):
symcon0:=PointSymmetryCondition():
extgenerator(desls,dvars,indvars):
newdes0:=%[1];
extgencon0:=%%[2];
#--Store Unperturbed System 
F0system:=proc()
[F0desi];
end proc:
print(`Unperturbed System now stored in F0system( 
);`);
#--Make sure parameter doesn't turn up as a 
denominator of newdes0
newdes01:=[][]:
for ii in newdes0 do
#--Since param must be non-zero
if denom(ii)=param then 
newdes01:=newdes01,numer(factor(ii));
#elif denom(ii)<>1 and denom(ii)<>param and 
sign(denom(ii))<>-1 then 
newdes01:=newdes01,factor(denom(ii)*ii);
#elif denom(ii)<>1 and denom(ii)<>param and 
sign(denom(ii))=-1 then newdes01:=newdes01,(-
1)*factor(denom(ii)*ii);
elif denom(ii)<>1 and denom(ii)<>param then 
newdes01:=newdes01,factor(denom(ii)*ii);
else newdes01:=newdes01,ii;
end if;
end do;
newdes0:=[newdes01];
exactgens0:=pdesolv(detsys0[]);
for ii in exactgens0[3] do
if rhs(ii)=lhs(ii) then chkset:=1;
break;
else chkset:=NULL;
end if;
end do:
#--Stop process if EXACT SYMMETRIES cannot be 
found
detsys0[2];
[seq(%[ii]=%[ii],ii=1..nops(%))];
if %=exactgens0[3] then error(`No exact 
symmetries can be found for the system. Procedure 
FAILS`);
end if;
#--Store Exact symmetries 
ExactSymms:=proc()
`asp/renamepdesolvout`(exactgens0[],B,G);
end proc:
#--Exact symmetries now stored in ExactSymms( );
if chkset=1 then error(`Exact symmetries cannot 
be fully solved for the system. Procedure 
FAILS`);;
end if;
#--Change Vec to Diff(``) for easier substitution 
in Extended Generator
extgencon0ind:=indets(extgencon0);
extgencon0_2:=[][]:
for k in extgencon0ind do
if op(0,k)=Vec then
extgencon0_2:=extgencon0_2,k=Diff(``,op(1,k));
end if:
end do:
extgencon0_2:=[extgencon0_2];
extgencon0:=subs(extgencon0_2,extgencon0);
#--Relabel constants and functions so they don't 
get confused in 2nd pdesolv
exactgens:=`asp/renamepdesolvout`(exactgens0[],B,
G);
#--Extract functions from 4th list:
exactfuncs:=[][]:
exactconsts:=[][]:
for k in exactgens[4] do
if op(0,k)<>symbol then exactfuncs:=exactfuncs,k;
else exactconsts:=exactconsts,k;
end if;
end do:
exactfuncs:=[exactfuncs];
exactconsts:=[exactconsts];
print(`Exact symmetries now stored in ExactSymms( 
);`);
#--Constants in Der form
consttoder:=[seq(exactconsts[i]=Der(exactconsts[i
],[],[]),i=1..nops(exactconsts))]:
consttoderBACK:=[seq(rhs(consttoder[i])=lhs(const
toder[i]),i=1..nops(consttoder))]:
#--Solve functional conditions for modding 
#funccons1:=[][]:
#if nops(exactgens[1])>0 then
###temp1:=[seq(`asp/diffchoose`(exactgens[1][i],i
ndvars),i=1..nops(exactgens[1]))];
#temp1:=[seq(`asp/newdiff_choose_ALL`([exactgens[
1][i]],dvars,indvars),i=1..nops(exactgens[1]))];
#funccons1:=[seq(temp1[i]=solve(exactgens[1][i],t
emp1[i]),i=1..nops(temp1))];
#funccons1:=`asp/subinlst`(%);
#end if;
#--F0des solved for a DE and in jet form
#tosolv_quant:=`asp/newdiff_choose_ALL`([allFdes[
1]],dvars,indvars);
#tosolv_quantJET:=`asp/convertDtoJet`(tosolv_quan
t,dvars,indvars)[1][];
#--Diff Eqns at every order in Jet Form
pp:=0;
for ii in allFdes do
F||pp;
cat(%,jetconv):=`asp/convertDtoJet`([ii],dvars,in
dvars);
F||pp;
cat(%,desjet):=%%[1];
pp:=pp+1;
end do;
all_injet:=expand([seq(eval(cat(F||ii,desjet)),ii
=0..order)]);
#--Apply X0 to F0
X0subbed:=subs(consttoder,factor(eval(subs(exactg
ens[3],extgencon0))));
valueX0subbed:=value(subs(``=all_injet[0+1][],X0s
ubbed));
X0subbed1:=factor(eval(subs(exactgens[3],extgenco
n0)));
valueX0subbed1:=value(subs(``=all_injet[1][]+para
m*all_injet[2][],X0subbed1));
#~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
# NEW AUXILIARY H FUNCTIONS ROUTINE
#~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
tosolv_valueX0subbed:=valueX0subbed1;
#--Modding just with perturbed DEs: Before exact 
symmetry function conditions are applied
 
 
hauxjets1:=`asp/identifyalljets`(tosolv_valueX0su
bbed,dvars,indvars);
#--To ensure order doesn't change, mod each one 
individually wrt the WHOLE unpert. system
firstmodH:=simplify(mod_eq(des0,dvars,indvars,fac
tor(tosolv_valueX0subbed),hauxjets1),symbolic);
firstmodHdes,firstmodHdesJets:=firstmodH[1],first
modH[2];
if exactgens[1]<>[] then
#--Modding for the condition. All must be convert 
to jets first
exactgendepend:=`asp/isoFuncsandDependencies`(exa
ctfuncs);
exactconsJet,exactconsJetsubs:=`asp/convertDtoJet
`(firstmodHdes,%);
#--Back subs list
exactconsJetsubsBACK:=[seq(rhs(exactconsJetsubs[i
i])=lhs(exactconsJetsubs[ii]),ii=1..nops(exactcon
sJetsubs))];
#--All jets for the new converted conditions
alj1:=sort([op(indets(exactconsJet) intersect 
indets(exactconsJetsubs)),exactgendepend[1][],exa
ctgendepend[2][]],length);
#--Full modding now:
if exactconsJet<>0 then
secondmodH:=mod_eq(exactgens[1],exactgendepend[1]
,indvars,exactconsJet,alj1);
inHfunc:=subs(exactconsJetsubsBACK,secondmodH[1])
;
else inHfunc:=firstmodHdes;
end if;
else
inHfunc:=firstmodHdes;
end if;
finalmodH:=factor(inHfunc/param);
finalmodH:=expand(finalmodH);
#--Check if epsilon remains. If so, use 
alternative modding methods:
#--Check if epsilon multiplies all terms 
originally. If so, no modding required:
if
indets([expand(factor(tosolv_valueX0subbed)[]/par
am)]) intersect {param}={} then 
finalmodH:=[factor(expand(factor(tosolv_valueX0su
bbed)[]/param))];
end if;
#-MOD WRT DE IN JET FORM (SOLVE JET FORM AND SUB 
IN)
if indets(finalmodH) intersect {param}<>{} then
solva:=solve([all_injet[1][]+param*all_injet[2][]
],op(1,numer(all_injet[1][])));
subs(%,finalmodH);
finalmodH:=(factor(%));
end if;
#-MOD WRT DE
if indets(finalmodH) intersect {param}<>{} then
#try solva:=`asp/diffchoose`(des0,indvars); 
try
solva:=`asp/diffchoose`(subs(param=0,des0),indvar
s);
catch: `Error, (in asp/diffchoose) Can't 
automatically isolate an appropriate derivative 
quantity. Please specify`;
solva:=`asp/diffchoose2`(des0,dvars,indvars);
end try:
solva=solve(des0[],solva);
`asp/convertDtoJet`([%],dvars);
subs(%[1],finalmodH);
finalmodH:=(factor(%));
end if;
#--IF epsilon STILL remains, mod wrt the 
conditions
if indets(finalmodH) intersect {param}<>{} then
if exactgens[1]<>[] then
for kk from 1 to nops(exactgens[1]) do
try
solva:=`asp/diffchoose`([exactgens[1][kk]],[indva
rs[],dvars[]]);
catch: `Error, (in asp/diffchoose) Can't 
automatically isolate an appropriate derivative 
quantity. Please specify`;
solva:=`asp/diffchoose2`([exactgens[1][kk]],[seq(
op(0,exactfuncs[ii]),ii=1..nops(exactfuncs))],[op
({indvars[],dvars[]} intersect 
indets(exactgens[1][kk]))]);
end try:
solva=solve(exactgens[1][kk],solva);
subs(%,finalmodH);
finalmodH:=%;
end do;
end if; 
end if;
#--IF epsilon STILL remains, Keep only the non 
epsilon terms
if indets(finalmodH) intersect {param}<>{} then
finalmodH[]*param:factor(%);
coeff(%,param);
finalmodH:=[(factor(%))];
end if;
#--Solve for any obvious B relationships at this 
point
#Brels:=solve(finalmodH,exactconsts)[];
finalmodH:=simplify(finalmodH,symbolic);
#--Store Auxiliary Function/s
AuxFuncs:=proc()
[H=finalmodH[]];
end proc:
print(`Auxiliary function/s h now stored in 
AuxFuncs( );`);
#~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
# Finding Approximate Symmetries 
#~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
#--Equation 2.26: F0+eF1
X1gen:=subs(xi=xi1,eta=eta1,extgencon0)[];
simplify(value(subs(``=all_injet[0+1][],X1gen)));
tobemodded:=factor(simplify(expand(%),trig));
#--Identify remaining jet ders
remj:=[][]:
remjets:=indets(tobemodded):
for k in remjets do 
if op(0,k)=symbol and substring(k,2)=_ and 
is(substring(k,1) in {dvars[]}) then 
remj:=remj,k;
end if:
end do;
alljets:=[op(indvars),op(dvars),remj];
 
 
#--Mod wrt perturbed DE UNPERTURBED
tosolve226:=mod_eq([F0desi],dvars,indvars,[tobemo
dded],alljets);
#factor(subs(funccons1,%));
#[[%[1][]+finalmodH[]],subs(xi=xi1,eta=eta1,detsy
s0[2]),%[2]],consttoder,newdes0;
simplify([[%[1][]+finalmodH[]],subs(xi=xi1,eta=et
a1,detsys0[2]),%[2]],symbolic),consttoder,newdes0
;
end proc:
#================================================
# SORT LIST IN REVERSE LENGTH
#------------------------------------------------
# [February 2011]
`asp/sord`:=proc(lst1::list)
local i;
sort(lst1,length):
[seq(lst1[-i],i=1..nops(%))];
end proc:
#~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
#
#          M A I N   M O D U L E
# S I N G L E   E Q U A T I O N
#
#~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
#================================================
# METHOD I Approximate Symmetries -- Call:
`addon/approxmethod1`
# As definined in: N.H. Ibragimov (Ed.), CRC 
Handbook of Lie Group Analysis of Differential 
# Equations, Vol. 3, CRC Press, Boca Raton, FL, 
1996. (Algorithm pg. 49)
# Perturb the DE/System to order 1 in epsilon 
parameter (epsilon << 0)
# Using lambda theorem method
#------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------
`asp/approxmethod1FULL`
:=proc(des1::list,dvars::list,indvars::list,param
::symbol,order::integer,LBord::integer:=0)
local
k,defsyms2,exactgens,approxgens,consttodersubs,de
rtoconstsubs,approxFIN1,leftover,slst,sort4lst,sl
st2,defsyms3,cons2,approxFIN2,allBs,exfuncs,appro
xdet,allfin,exfuncs2,secondrndpds,classlst,nzlst,
lal,ii,solvdexfuncs,fin_out,FIN_OUT2,clst1,finalc
onslst,kk,newfinalmodH,des,flag2,FIN_OUT3,approxd
etjets,flst;
global
ExactSymms,ApproxSymmetryCondition,X1Symms,approx
classify;
#--The Method for generating approx. symmetries 
after Ibragimov (CRC Vol 3. p. 49)
print(``);
print(`Solving for the EXACT CLASSICAL SYMMETRIES 
(X0) of the unperturbed system...`);
#--Find all symcons for final perturbed sols
defsyms2,consttodersubs,des:=`asp/approxmethod1_o
ne`(des1,dvars,indvars,param,order,LBord);
#defsyms2:=%[1]:
#consttodersubs:=%%[2];
#print(`Exact symmetries now stored in 
ExactSymms( );`);
exactgens:=ExactSymms( );
exactgens:=`asp/renamepdesolvout`(exactgens[],B,G
);
dertoconstsubs:=[seq(rhs(consttodersubs[i])=lhs(c
onsttodersubs[i]),i=1..nops(consttodersubs))];
defsyms3:=subs(dertoconstsubs,defsyms2);
#--Store classify from 1st pdesolv
classlst:=[][]:
classlst:=classlst,classify(false)[];
#--Determine Constants
cons2:=[][]:exfuncs:=[][]:
for k in exactgens[4] do
if op(0,k)=symbol then cons2:=cons2,k;
else  exfuncs:=exfuncs,k;
end if;
end do;
cons2:=[cons2];
exfuncs:=[exfuncs];
#--Store approximate symmetry condition
ApproxSymmetryCondition:=proc()
defsyms3;
#defsyms2;
end proc:
print(`Approximate Symmetry Condition/s now 
stored in ApproxSymmetryCondition( );`);
#--Find generators X1 for the deformed system:
print(``);
print(`Solving for the APPROXIMATE CLASSICAL 
SYMMETRIES (X1) of the perturbed system...`);
#--Try without substitutions to Der functions:
#try
#approxdet:=simplify(
#deteq_split(subs(param=0,des),dvars,indvars,fact
or(simplify(defsyms3[1],trig)),defsyms3[2],defsym
s3[3]),trig);
#approxgens:=
#pdesolv(sort([approxdet[1][],exactgens[1][]],len
gth),[op(exfuncs),op(approxdet[2])],approxdet[3],
cons2):
#catch: `Error, (in desolv/split2) 
contradiction`;
#--Else with Der functions
#approxdet:=simplify(subs(consttodersubs,deteq_sp
lit(subs(param=0,des),dvars,indvars,simplify(defs
yms2[1],trig),defsyms2[2],defsyms2[3])),trig);
#approxgens:=pdesolv(sort([approxdet[1][],exactge
ns[1][]],length),[op(approxdet[2]),op(exfuncs)],a
pproxdet[3],[seq(lhs(consttodersubs[i]),i=1..nops
(consttodersubs))]):
#end try:
#----------------------------------------
#--Try without substitutions to Der functions 
first FOR DETEQNS ONLY:
try
approxdet:=simplify(deteq_split(subs(param=0,des)
,dvars,indvars,factor(simplify(defsyms3[1],trig))
,defsyms3[2],defsyms3[3]),trig);
catch: `Error, (in desolv/rmfac2) contradiction`;
approxdet:=[]:
end try:
if approxdet=[] then
#--Else with Der functions
try
approxdet:=simplify(subs(consttodersubs,deteq_spl
it(subs(param=0,des),dvars,indvars,simplify(defsy
ms2[1],trig),defsyms2[2],defsyms2[3])),trig);
catch: `Error, (in desolv/rmfac2) contradiction`;
approxdet:=[]:
end try:
end if;
if approxdet<>[] then
approxdetjets:=`asp/identifyalljets`(approxdet[1]
,dvars,indvars);
end if;
 
 
#--IF WE CAN FIND DETEQNS:
if approxdet<>[] then
#--Try without substitutions to Der functions:
try
#approxgens:=pdesolv(sort([approxdet[1][],exactge
ns[1][]],length),[op(exfuncs),op(approxdet[2])],a
pproxdet[3],cons2):
approxgens:=pdesolv(sort([approxdet[1][],exactgen
s[1][]],length),[op(exfuncs),op(approxdet[2])],ap
proxdetjets,cons2):
catch: `Error, (in desolv/split2) contradiction`;
#--Else with Der functions
#approxgens:=pdesolv(sort(subs(consttodersubs,[ap
proxdet[1][],exactgens[1][]]),length),[op(approxd
et[2]),op(exfuncs)],approxdet[3],[seq(lhs(constto
dersubs[i]),i=1..nops(consttodersubs))]):
approxgens:=pdesolv(sort(subs(consttodersubs,[app
roxdet[1][],exactgens[1][]]),length),[op(approxde
t[2]),op(exfuncs)],approxdetjets,[seq(lhs(constto
dersubs[i]),i=1..nops(consttodersubs))]):
end try;
else
#--NO DETEQNS, JUST PDESOLV THE WHOLE SYSTEM
try approxgens:=pdesolv(defsyms3[],cons2);
catch: `Error, (in desolv/split2) contradiction`;
approxgens:=pdesolv(subs(consttodersubs,defsyms3)
[],[seq(lhs(consttodersubs[i]),i=1..nops(consttod
ersubs))]);
end try:
end if;
#-------------------------------------------
approxgens:=[approxgens[1],approxgens[2],`asp/tri
vial`(simplify(approxgens[3],trig)),approxgens[4]
];
#--Remove any remaining Cs
#Cs list is:
clst1:=[seq(cat(C_,ii),ii=1..nops(approxgens[4]))
];
finalconslst:=[][]:
for kk in approxgens[2] do
if indets(kk) intersect {clst1[]} ={} then
finalconslst:=finalconslst,kk;
end if;
end do;
approxgens:=[approxgens[1],[finalconslst],approxg
ens[3],approxgens[4]];
#--Remove elements in the second list which are 
NOT relations
flst:=[][]:
for ii in approxgens[2] do
if type(ii,relation) then flst:=flst,ii;
else flst:=flst,ii=0;
end if;
end do;
approxgens[2]:=[flst];
#--Store X1 symmetries 
X1Symms:=proc()
approxgens;
end proc:
print(`Infinitesimals X1 now stored in X1Symms( 
);`);
#--Extract any solved exfuncs (as a result of 
approx symms) from original exact symmetries
solvdexfuncs:=[][]:
approxgens[3];
for ii in % do
if is(lhs(ii) in exfuncs) then 
solvdexfuncs:=solvdexfuncs,ii;
end if;
end do;
#--Store classify from 2nd pdesolv
classlst:=classlst,classify(false)[];
#--4th List
sort([op({op([approxgens[4][],exactgens[4][]])})]
);
sort4lst:=`asp/sord`(%);
#--Put together the final generators X0+param*X1
#[seq(lhs(exactgens[3][i])=rhs(exactgens[3][i])+p
aram*rhs(approxgens[3][i]),i=1..nops(exactgens[3]
))];
#approxFIN1:=[[approxgens[1][],exactgens[1][]],[a
pproxgens[2][],exactgens[2][]],%,
#sort([op({op([approxgens[4][],exactgens[4][]])})
])];
#--Alteration made:
[seq(lhs(exactgens[3][i])+param*subs(xi=xi1,eta=e
ta1,lhs(exactgens[3][i])),i=1..nops(exactgens[3])
)];
[seq(lhs(exactgens[3][ii])=subs([exactgens[3][],a
pproxgens[3][]],%[ii]),ii=1..nops(exactgens[3]))]
;
approxFIN1:=subs(approxgens[3],approxgens[2],[[ap
proxgens[1][],exactgens[1][]],[approxgens[2][],ex
actgens[2][]],%,sort([op({op([approxgens[4][],exa
ctgens[4][]])})])]);
approxFIN1:=[[op({%[1][]}minus{0})],approxgens[2]
,%[3],[op({%[4][]}minus{0})]];
#--Determine if any Bs in 2nd list are equal to 0 
or a constant
#leftover:=[][]:
#for k in approxFIN1[2] do 
#if type(k,relation) then
#if rhs(k)=0 or type(rhs(k),constant) then 
leftover:=leftover,k;
#else
leftover:=leftover,solve(k,`asp/collectC`([k]))[]
[];
#end if;
#else
leftover:=leftover,solve(k,`asp/collectC`([k]))[]
[];
#end if;
#end do;
#indets(subs([leftover],approxFIN1[3])) intersect
{approxFIN1[4][]};
#approxFIN2:=[approxFIN1[1],[exactgens[2][],op({l
eftover})],subs([leftover],approxFIN1[3]),sort([o
p(%)])];
approxFIN2:=[approxFIN1[1],[exactgens[2][],approx
FIN1[2][]],subs(approxFIN1[2],approxFIN1[3]),[op(
indets(approxFIN1[4]) minus  indets(des))]];
`asp/collectB`(exactgens[4]);
allBs:={seq(%[i]=0,i=1..nops(%))};
allfin:=[approxFIN2[1],approxFIN2[2],approxFIN2[3
],approxFIN2[4]];
#--Determine Functions for second round of 
PDESOLV on 1st list
exfuncs2:=[][]:
for k in allfin[4] do
if op(0,k)<>symbol then exfuncs2:=exfuncs2,k;
end if;
end do;
exfuncs2:=[exfuncs2];
 
 
flag2:=1:
if exfuncs2<>[]  and approxdet<>[] then
secondrndpds:=pdesolv(allfin[1],exfuncs2,approxde
t[3]);
else secondrndpds:=allfin;
flag2:=2;
end if;
#--Store classify from 3rd pdesolv
classlst:=classlst,classify(false)[];
#--TOTAL CLASSIFY LIST OVER ALL PDESOLV ROUTINES:
nzlst:=[][]:lal:=[][]:
for ii in classlst do
if ii[1]=non-zero then nzlst:=nzlst,op(ii[2]);
elif  ii[1]=linearly_independent then 
lal:=lal,op(ii[2])
end if;
end do:
nzlst:={nzlst};
lal:={lal};
#--Store approximate classify output
approxclassify:=proc()
print(`non-zero assumptions :`);
print(nzlst);
print(`linearly independent assumptions :`);
print(lal);
end proc:
#print(`Approximate classify now stored in 
approxclassify( );`);
print(``);
print(`The approximate Symmetries of the 
DE/system of the form X0+parameter*X1 are:`);
#--Final Output
if flag2=1 then
fin_out:=[secondrndpds[1],
[`asp/trivial`([secondrndpds[3][],secondrndpds[2]
[],allfin[2][],solvdexfuncs])[]],
allfin[3],
[op({allfin[4][]}minus{dvars[],indvars[]})]];
elif flag2=2 then
fin_out:=[secondrndpds[1],
[`asp/trivial`([secondrndpds[2][],allfin[2][],sol
vdexfuncs])[]],
allfin[3],
[op({allfin[4][]}minus{dvars[],indvars[]})]];
end if:
#--Check if any other conditions on the constants 
remain by using symmetry check:
check_approxsymm()[];
solve(%,cons2);
if %=[] then FIN_OUT2:=fin_out;
else
`asp/trivial`(%[]);
[fin_out[2][],%[]];
FIN_OUT2:=[fin_out[1],sort(%),fin_out[3],fin_out[
4]];
end if;
#--Remove any remaining Cs
#Cs list is:
clst1:=[seq(cat(C_,ii),ii=1..nops(FIN_OUT2[4]))];
finalconslst:=[][]:
for kk in FIN_OUT2[2] do
if indets(kk) intersect {clst1[]}<>{} then
finalconslst:=finalconslst,`asp/trivial`(solve(kk
,clst1)[])[];
else finalconslst:=finalconslst,kk;
end if;
end do;
finalconslst:=[op({finalconslst})];
FIN_OUT3:=[FIN_OUT2[1],finalconslst,FIN_OUT2[3],F
IN_OUT2[4]];
for kk in finalconslst do
if nops(lhs(kk))=1 and type(lhs(kk),symbol) and 
substring(lhs(kk),1)=C then 
FIN_OUT3:=(subs(kk,FIN_OUT3));
end if;
end do;
#[FIN_OUT2[1],finalconslst,FIN_OUT2[3],FIN_OUT2[4
]];
[FIN_OUT3[1],finalconslst,FIN_OUT3[3],[op(indets(
FIN_OUT3[4]) minus indets(des))]];
#--Final constant list check on finalconslst (may 
find inconsitencies after check_approxsymm)
finalconslst:=`asp/check_finaleliminate`([indvars
[],dvars[]],approxgens[4],finalconslst);
[subs(finalconslst,FIN_OUT3[1]),finalconslst,subs
(finalconslst,FIN_OUT3[3]),[op({subs(finalconslst
,[op(indets(FIN_OUT3[4]) minus 
indets(des))])[]}minus{0})]];
end proc:
#////////////////////////////////////////////////
#
#      A P P R O X I M A T E   S Y M M E T R Y
# M E T H O D   O N E
#    S Y S T E M S   O F   E Q U A T I O N S
#
#////////////////////////////////////////////////
#================================================
# METHOD 1 - For systems
# Output has symmetry condition list (unsplit) 
and B constants --> Derfuncs list
#------------------------------------------------
`asp/approxmethod1_system`
:=proc(desls::list,dvars::list,indvars::list,para
m::symbol,order::integer,LBord::integer:=0)
#--The Method for generating approx. symmetries 
after Ibragimov (CRC Vol 3. p. 49)
#--Lambda Method
local
k,i,detsys0,symcon0,newdes0,extgencon0,extgencon0
ind,extgencon0_2,exactgens0,exactgens,exactfuncs,
funcs,funccons1,temp1,F0des,F0jetconv,F0desjet,F1
jetconv,F1desjet,F0desjet2,F1desjet2,X0subbed,lam
bda_func,F1func,X1gen,exactconsts,consttoder,cons
ttoderBACK,subbedoutfuncs,tobemodded,remj,remjets
,alljets,tosolve226,valueX0subbed,kk,ii,tempi,top
desolv,jetlf,des,tosolv_quant,tosolv_quantJET,sub
1,forh,hauxjets,tosolv_valueX0subbed,hauxjets1,fi
rstmodHdes,firstmodHdesJets,exactgendepend,exactc
onsJet,exactconsJetsubs,exactconsJetsubsBACK,fina
lmodH,Brels,temp,remj2,remjets2,alljets2,newfinal
modH,des0,newdes01,solva,allconjets,chkset;
global
ApproxSymmetryCondition,ExactSymms,LambdaFuncs,Au
xFuncs,F0system;
#--Checking Inputs
if LBord<0 then error(`Order of LB symmetry must 
be >0`);
end if;
if order>1 then error(`Method 1 may only be used 
for first order in`, param);
end if;
#--Change to relation
des:=`asp/check_if_relation`(desls);
des0:=%;
#~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
 
 
# Exact Symmetries
#~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
#--Determine Classical Exact Symmetries (X0) for 
param=0
#--Extract Extended generators
newdes0:=[][];
extgencon0:=[][];
for kk from 1 to nops(des) do
extgenerator([des[kk]],dvars,indvars):
newdes0:=newdes0,%[1][];
extgencon0:=extgencon0,%%[2];
end do;
newdes0:=[newdes0];
extgencon0:=[extgencon0];
#--Make sure parameter doesn't turn up as a 
denominator of newdes0
newdes01:=[][]:
for ii in newdes0 do
#--Since param must be non-zero
if denom(ii)=param then 
newdes01:=newdes01,numer(factor(ii));
#elif denom(ii)<>1 and denom(ii)<>param and 
sign(denom(ii))<>-1 then 
newdes01:=newdes01,factor(denom(ii)*ii);
#elif denom(ii)<>1 and denom(ii)<>param and 
sign(denom(ii))=-1 then newdes01:=newdes01,(-
1)*factor(denom(ii)*ii);
elif denom(ii)<>1 and denom(ii)<>param then 
newdes01:=newdes01,factor(denom(ii)*ii);
else newdes01:=newdes01,ii;
end if;
end do;
newdes0:=[newdes01];
#--DE for param=0
F0des:=subs(param=0,newdes0);
#--Solving for the EXACT CLASSICAL SYMMETRIES 
(X0) of the unperturbed system:
detsys0:=gendef(F0des,dvars,indvars):
exactgens0:=pdesolv(detsys0[]);
for ii in exactgens0[3] do
if rhs(ii)=lhs(ii) then chkset:=1;
break;
else chkset:=NULL;
end if;
end do:
#--Stop process if EXACT SYMMETRIES cannot be 
found
detsys0[2];[seq(%[ii]=%[ii],ii=1..nops(%))];
if %=exactgens0[3] then error(`No exact 
symmetries can be found for the system. Procedure 
FAILS`);
end if;
#--Store Unperturbed System 
F0system:=proc()
F0des;
end proc:
print(`Unperturbed System now stored in F0system(
);`);
print(`Exact symmetries now stored in ExactSymms( 
);`);
if chkset=1 then error(`Exact symmetries cannot 
be fully solved for the system. Procedure 
FAILS`);;
end if;
des:=[seq(taylor(newdes0[ii],param=0,order+1),ii=
1..nops(newdes0))];
des:=`asp/conv_taylor_toorder`(%);
#--Change Vec to Diff(`` for easier substitution)
extgencon0ind:=indets(extgencon0);
extgencon0_2:=[][]:
for k in extgencon0ind do
if op(0,k)=Vec then 
extgencon0_2:=extgencon0_2,k=Diff(``,op(1,k));
end if:
end do:
extgencon0_2:=[extgencon0_2];
extgencon0:=subs(extgencon0_2,extgencon0);
#--Store Exact symmetries 
ExactSymms:=proc()
`asp/renamepdesolvout`(exactgens0[],B,G);
end proc:
#print(`Exact symmetries X0 now stored in 
ExactSymms( );`);
#--Relabel constants and functions so they don't 
get confused in 2nd pdesolv
exactgens:=`asp/renamepdesolvout`(exactgens0[],B,
G);
#--Extract functions from 4th list:
exactfuncs:=[][]:
exactconsts:=[][]:
for k in exactgens[4] do
if op(0,k)<>symbol then exactfuncs:=exactfuncs,k;
else exactconsts:=exactconsts,k;
end if;
end do:
exactfuncs:=[exactfuncs];
exactconsts:=[exactconsts];
#--Constants in Der form
consttoder:=[seq(exactconsts[i]=Der(exactconsts[i
],[],[]),i=1..nops(exactconsts))]:
consttoderBACK:=[seq(rhs(consttoder[i])=lhs(const
toder[i]),i=1..nops(consttoder))]:
#--Solve functional conditions for modding 
#funccons1:=[][]:
#if nops(exactgens[1])>0 then
###funccons1:=[seq(op(1,exactgens[1][i])=solve(ex
actgens[1][i],op(1,exactgens[1][i])),
###i=1..nops(exactgens[1]))];
###temp1:=[seq(`asp/diffchoose`(exactgens[1][i],i
ndvars),i=1..nops(exactgens[1]))];
#temp1:=[seq(`asp/newdiff_choose_ALL`([exactgens[
1][i]],dvars,indvars),i=1..nops(exactgens[1]))];
#funccons1:=[seq(temp1[i]=solve(exactgens[1][i],t
emp1[i]),i=1..nops(temp1))];
#funccons1:=`asp/subinlst`(%);
#end if;
#--F0des solved for a DE and in jet form
#tosolv_quant:=`asp/newdiff_choose_ALL`(F0des,dva
rs,indvars);
#tosolv_quantJET:=`asp/convertDtoJet`(tosolv_quan
t,dvars,indvars)[1][];
#--Diff Eqns in Jet Form
F0jetconv:=`asp/convertDtoJet`(F0des,dvars,indvar
s);
F0desjet:=F0jetconv[1];
#--This next one IS THE WHOLE LOT not just F1
F1jetconv:=`asp/convertDtoJet`(des0,dvars,indvars
);
F1desjet:=F1jetconv[1];
X0subbed:=factor(eval(subs(exactgens[3],extgencon
0)));
 
 
#~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
# NEW AUXILIARY H FUNCTIONS ROUTINE
#~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
for ii from 1 to nops(F0desjet) do
valueX0subbed||ii:=factor(value(subs(``=F1desjet[
ii],X0subbed[ii])));
end do;
tosolv_valueX0subbed:=[seq(valueX0subbed||i,i=1..
nops(F0desjet))];
#--Modding just with perturbed DEs: Before exact 
symmetry function conditions are applied
hauxjets1:=`asp/identifyalljets`(tosolv_valueX0su
bbed,dvars,indvars);
#--To ensure order doesn't change, mod each one 
individually wrt the WHOLE unpert. system
for kk from 1 to nops(F0desjet) do
firstmodH||kk:=simplify(mod_eq(des0,dvars,indvars
,tosolv_valueX0subbed[kk],hauxjets1),symbolic);
#firstmodHdes||kk:=%[1];
end do;
firstmodHdes,firstmodHdesJets:=[seq(firstmodH||kk
[1][],kk=1..nops(F0desjet))],sort([op({seq(firstm
odH||kk[2][],kk=1..nops(F0desjet))})],length);
if exactgens[1]<>[] then
#--Modding for the condition. All must be convert 
to jets first
exactgendepend:=`asp/isoFuncsandDependencies`(exa
ctfuncs);
exactconsJet,exactconsJetsubs:=`asp/convertDtoJet
`(firstmodHdes,%);
#--Back subs list
exactconsJetsubsBACK:=[seq(rhs(exactconsJetsubs[i
i])=lhs(exactconsJetsubs[ii]),ii=1..nops(exactcon
sJetsubs))];
#--All jets for the new converted conditions
allconjets:=sort([op(indets(exactconsJet)
intersect
indets(exactconsJetsubs)),exactgendepend[1][],exa
ctgendepend[2][]],length);
#--Full modding now:
for kk from 1 to nops(F0desjet) do
if exactconsJet[kk]<>0 then
secondmodH||kk:=mod_eq(exactgens[1],exactgendepen
d,exactconsJet[kk],allconjets);
else secondmodH||kk:=exactconsJet[kk];
end if;
subs(exactconsJetsubsBACK,secondmodH||kk[1]);
finalmodH||kk:=factor(%/param);
end do;
finalmodH:=[seq(finalmodH||kk,kk=1..nops(F0desjet
))];
else
for kk from 1 to nops(firstmodHdes) do
if type(firstmodHdes[kk],list) then
finalmodH||kk:=factor(firstmodHdes[kk][]/param);
else
finalmodH||kk:=factor(firstmodHdes[kk]/param);
end if:
end do;
finalmodH:=[seq(finalmodH||kk,kk=1..nops(F0desjet
))];
end if;
#print(finalmodH);
#--Check if epsilon remains. If so, use 
alternative modding methods:
#--Check if epsilon multiplies all terms 
originally. If so, no modding required:
if indets(finalmodH) intersect {param}<>{} then
for kk from 1 to nops(finalmodH) do 
if indets(finalmodH[kk]) intersect {param}<>{} 
and length(tosolv_valueX0subbed[kk]) < 
length(finalmodH[kk]) then 
finalmodH||kk:=factor(expand((factor(tosolv_value
X0subbed)[kk][]/param)));
else finalmodH||kk:=finalmodH[kk];
end if;
end do;
finalmodH:=[seq(finalmodH||kk,kk=1..nops(F0desjet
))];
end if;
#-MOD WRT DE IN JET FORM (SOLVE JET FORM AND SUB 
IN)
#if indets(finalmodH) intersect {param}<>{} then
#solva:=solve(F1desjet);
#subs(%,finalmodH);
#finalmodH:=(factor(%));
#end if;
if indets(finalmodH) intersect {param}<>{} then
newfinalmodH:=finalmodH;
for kk from 1 to nops(desls) do
#print([desls[kk]],indvars);
#--Make sure it doesn't choose perturbed term
#try
solva:=`asp/diffchoose`([desls[kk]],indvars);
try
solva:=`asp/diffchoose`(subs(param=0,[desls[kk]])
,indvars);
catch: `Error, (in asp/diffchoose) Can't 
automatically isolate an appropriate derivative 
quantity. Please specify`;
solva:=`asp/diffchoose2`([desls[kk]],dvars,indvar
s);
end try:
solva=solve(desls[kk],solva);
`asp/convertDtoJet`([%],dvars);
subs(%[1],newfinalmodH);
newfinalmodH:=(factor(%));
end do;
finalmodH:=newfinalmodH;
end if;
#--IF epsilon STILL remains, mod wrt the 
conditions
if indets(finalmodH) intersect {param}<>{} then
if exactgens[1]<>[] then
for kk from 1 to nops(exactgens[1]) do
#print([exactgens[1][kk]],[seq(op(0,exactfuncs[ii
]),ii=1..nops(exactfuncs))],[op({indvars[],dvars[
]} intersect indets(exactgens[1][kk]))]);
try
solva:=`asp/diffchoose`([exactgens[1][kk]],[indva
rs[],dvars[]]);
catch: `Error, (in asp/diffchoose) Can't 
automatically isolate an appropriate derivative 
quantity. Please specify`;
solva:=`asp/diffchoose2`([exactgens[1][kk]],[seq(
op(0,exactfuncs[ii]),ii=1..nops(exactfuncs))],[op
({indvars[],dvars[]} intersect 
indets(exactgens[1][kk]))]);
end try:
solva=solve(exactgens[1][kk],solva);
#`asp/diffchoose`(exactgens[1][kk],[indvars[],dva
rs[]]);
#%=solve(exactgens[1][kk],%);
subs(%,finalmodH);
finalmodH:=%;
end do;
end if; 
end if;
 
 
#--IF epsilon STILL remains, Keep only the non 
epsilon terms
if indets(finalmodH) intersect {param}<>{} then
[seq(factor(expand(finalmodH[ii])*param),ii=1..no
ps(finalmodH))]:
#[seq(factor(finalmodH[ii]*param),ii=1..nops(fina
lmodH))]:
seq(coeff(%[ii],param),ii=1..nops(%));
finalmodH:=factor([%]);
end if;
finalmodH:=simplify(finalmodH,symbolic);
#--Store Auxiliary Function/s
AuxFuncs:=proc()
[seq(H[ii]=finalmodH[ii],ii=1..nops(finalmodH))];
end proc:
print(`Auxiliary function/s h now stored in 
AuxFuncs( );`);
#--Solve for any obvious B relationships at this 
point
#Brels:=solve(finalmodH,exactconsts)[];
#~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
# Approximate Symmetries
#~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
for ii from 1 to nops(des) do
#--Equation 2.26
X1gen:=subs(xi=xi1,eta=eta1,extgencon0[ii]);
value(subs(``=F0desjet[ii],X1gen))[];
tobemodded||ii:=factor(simplify(expand(%),trig));
end do;
tobemodded:=[seq(tobemodded||ii,ii=1..nops(des))]
;
#--Identify remaining jet ders
remj:=[][]:
remjets:=indets(tobemodded):
for k in remjets do
if op(0,k)=symbol and substring(k,2)=_ and 
is(substring(k,1) in {dvars[]}) then 
remj:=remj,k;
end if:
end do;
alljets:=[op(indvars),op(dvars),remj];
#--Mod wrt unperturbed DEs
for ii from 1 to nops(des) do
temp:=mod_eq(factor(F0des),dvars,indvars,tobemodd
ed[ii],alljets);
tosolve226||ii:=factor(temp[1]+finalmodH[ii]),tem
p[2];
end do;
topdesolv:=[seq(tosolve226||ii[1],ii=1..nops(des)
)];
#--Identify remaining jet ders
remj2:=[][]:
remjets2:=indets(topdesolv):
for k in remjets2 do 
if op(0,k)=symbol and substring(k,2)=_ and 
is(substring(k,1) in {dvars[]}) then 
remj2:=remj2,k;
end if:
end do;
alljets2:=[op(indvars),op(dvars),remj2];
jetlf:=sort([op({seq(tosolve226||kk[2][],kk=1..no
ps(des))})],length);
#[topdesolv,subs(xi=xi1,eta=eta1,detsys0[2]),allj
ets2],consttoder,newdes0;
simplify([topdesolv,subs(xi=xi1,eta=eta1,detsys0[
2]),alljets2],symbolic),consttoder,newdes0;
end proc:
#================================================
# Identify all parameters in a set of equations
#------------------------------------------------
`asp/id_allparams`:=proc(des,dvars,indvars)
local loc1,kk,loc2;
loc1:=[op(indets(des) minus 
{dvars[],indvars[]})];
loc2:=[][]:
for kk in loc1 do
if type(kk,symbol) then loc2:=loc2,kk;
end if;
end do:
[loc2];
end proc:
#~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
#
#           M A I N   M O D U L E
# S I N G L E   E Q U A T I O N
#
#~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
#================================================
# METHOD I Approximate Symmetries -- Call:
`addon/approxmethod1`
# As definined in: N.H. Ibragimov (Ed.), CRC 
Handbook of Lie Group Analysis of Differential 
# Equations, Vol. 3, CRC Press, Boca Raton, FL, 
1996. (Algorithm pg. 49)
# Perturb the DE/System to order 1 in epsilon 
parameter (epsilon << 0)
# Using lambda theorem method
#------------------------------------------------
`asp/approxmethod1sysFULL`
:=proc(des1::list,dvars::list,indvars::list,param
::symbol,order::integer,LBord::integer:=0)
local
k,defsyms2,exactgens,approxgens,consttodersubs,de
rtoconstsubs,approxFIN1,leftover,slst,sort4lst,sl
st2,defsyms3,cons2,approxFIN2,allBs,idpar,idparDe
r,idparDeronly,exfuncs,approxdet,thefins,classlst
,allfin,exfuncs2,secondrndpds,nzlst,lal,ii,solvde
xfuncs,FIN_OUT2,clst1,finalconslst,kk,des,flag2,a
pproxdetjets,flst;
global
ExactSymms,ApproxSymmetryCondition,ApproxSymms,X1
Symms,approxclassify;
#--The Method for generating approx. symmetries 
after Ibragimov (CRC Vol 3. p. 49)
print(``);
print(`Solving for the EXACT CLASSICAL SYMMETRIES 
(X0) of the unperturbed system...`);
#--Find any additional parameters in the system
idpar:=`asp/id_allparams`(subs(param=0,des1),dvar
s,indvars);
idparDer:=[seq(idpar[i]=Der(idpar[i],[],[]),i=1..
nops(idpar))]:
idparDeronly:=seq(rhs(idparDer[i]),i=1..nops(idpa
rDer));
#--Find all symcons for final perturbed sols
defsyms2,consttodersubs,des:=`asp/approxmethod1_s
ystem`(des1,dvars,indvars,param,order,LBord);
exactgens:=ExactSymms( );
exactgens:=`asp/renamepdesolvout`(exactgens[],B,G
);
 
 
dertoconstsubs:=[seq(rhs(consttodersubs[i])=lhs(c
onsttodersubs[i]),i=1..nops(consttodersubs))];
defsyms3:=subs(dertoconstsubs,defsyms2);
#print(`Exact symmetries now stored in 
ExactSymms( );`);
#--Store classify from 1st pdesolv
classlst:=[][]:
classlst:=classlst,classify(false)[];
#--Determine Constants
cons2:=[][]:exfuncs:=[][]:
for k in exactgens[4] do
if op(0,k)=symbol then cons2:=cons2,k;
else  exfuncs:=exfuncs,k;
end if;
end do;
cons2:=[cons2];
exfuncs:=[exfuncs];
#--Append any additional parameters in the DEs
#cons2:=[cons2[],%[]];
#--Store approximate symmetry condition
ApproxSymmetryCondition:=proc()
defsyms3;
#defsyms2;
end proc:
print(`Approximate Symmetry Condition/s now 
stored in ApproxSymmetryCondition( );`);
#--Find generators X1 for the deformed system:
print(``);
print(`Solving for the APPROXIMATE CLASSICAL 
SYMMETRIES (X1) of the perturbed system...`);
#--Try without substitutions to Der functions 
first FOR DETEQNS ONLY:
try
approxdet:=simplify(deteq_split(subs(param=0,des)
,dvars,indvars,factor(simplify(defsyms3[1],trig))
,[defsyms3[2][],exfuncs[]],defsyms3[3],noerror),t
rig);
catch: `Error, (in desolv/rmfac2) contradiction`;
approxdet:=[]:
end try:
if approxdet=[] then
#--Else with Der functions
try
approxdet:=simplify(subs(consttodersubs,deteq_spl
it(subs(param=0,des),dvars,indvars,simplify(defsy
ms2[1],trig),[defsyms3[2][],exfuncs[]],defsyms2[3
],noerror)),trig);
catch: `Error, (in desolv/rmfac2) contradiction`;
approxdet:=[]:
end try:
end if;
if approxdet<>[] then
approxdetjets:=`asp/identifyalljets`(approxdet[3]
,dvars,indvars);
end if;
#--IF WE CAN FIND DETEQNS:
if approxdet<>[] then
#--Try without substitutions to Der functions:
try
#approxgens:=pdesolv([exactgens[1][],sort(approxd
et[1],length)[]],approxdet[2],approxdet[3],cons2)
:
approxgens:=pdesolv([exactgens[1][],sort(approxde
t[1],length)[]],approxdet[2],approxdetjets,cons2)
:
catch: `Error, (in desolv/split2) contradiction`;
#--Else with Der functions
#approxgens:=pdesolv(subs(consttodersubs,[exactge
ns[1][],sort(approxdet[1],length)[]]),approxdet[2
],approxdet[3],[seq(lhs(consttodersubs[i]),i=1..n
ops(consttodersubs))]):
approxgens:=pdesolv(subs(consttodersubs,[exactgen
s[1][],sort(approxdet[1],length)[]]),approxdet[2]
,approxdetjets,[seq(lhs(consttodersubs[i]),i=1..n
ops(consttodersubs))]):
end try;
else
#--NO DETEQNS, JUST PDESOLV THE WHOLE SYSTEM
try approxgens:=pdesolv(defsyms3[],cons2);
catch: `Error, (in desolv/split2) contradiction`;
approxgens:=pdesolv(subs(consttodersubs,defsyms3)
[],[seq(lhs(consttodersubs[i]),i=1..nops(consttod
ersubs))]);
end try:
end if;
approxgens:=[approxgens[1],factor(approxgens[2]),
factor(simplify(approxgens[3],trig)),approxgens[4
]];
#--Remove any remaining Cs
#Cs list is:
clst1:=[seq(cat(C_,ii),ii=1..nops(approxgens[4]))
];
finalconslst:=[][]:
for kk in approxgens[2] do
if indets(kk) intersect {clst1[]} ={} then
finalconslst:=finalconslst,kk;
end if;
end do;
approxgens:=[approxgens[1],[finalconslst],approxg
ens[3],approxgens[4]];
#--Remove elements in the second list which are 
NOT relations
flst:=[][]:
for ii in approxgens[2] do
if type(ii,relation) then flst:=flst,ii;
else flst:=flst,ii=0;
end if;
end do;
approxgens[2]:=[flst];
#--Store X1 symmetries 
X1Symms:=proc()
approxgens;
end proc:
print(`Infinitesimals X1 now stored in X1Symms( 
);`);
#--Extract any solved exfuncs (as a result of 
approx symms) from original exact symmetries
solvdexfuncs:=[][]:
approxgens[3];
for ii in % do
if is(lhs(ii) in exfuncs) then 
solvdexfuncs:=solvdexfuncs,ii;
end if;
end do;
#--Store classify from 2nd pdesolv
classlst:=classlst,classify(false)[];
#--4th List
sort([op({op([approxgens[4][],exactgens[4][]])})]
);
sort4lst:=`asp/sord`(%);
#--Put together the final generators X0+param*X1
#--All eta1s
 
 
#[seq(lhs(exactgens[3][i])=rhs(exactgens[3][i])+p
aram*rhs(approxgens[3][i]),i=1..nops(exactgens[3]
))];
[seq(lhs(exactgens[3][i])+param*subs(xi=xi1,eta=e
ta1,lhs(exactgens[3][i])),i=1..nops(exactgens[3])
)];
[seq(lhs(exactgens[3][ii])=subs([exactgens[3][],a
pproxgens[3][]],%[ii]),ii=1..nops(exactgens[3]))]
;
approxFIN1:=subs(approxgens[3],approxgens[2],[[ap
proxgens[1][],exactgens[1][]],[approxgens[2][],ex
actgens[2][]],%,sort([op({op([approxgens[4][],exa
ctgens[4][]])})])]);
approxFIN1:=[[op({%[1][]}minus{0})],approxgens[2]
,%[3],[op({%[4][]}minus{0})]];
leftover:=[][]:
for k in approxFIN1[2] do 
if type(k,relation) then
if rhs(k)=0 then leftover:=leftover,k; 
else
leftover:=leftover,solve(k,`asp/collectC`([k]))[]
[];
end if;
else
leftover:=leftover,solve(k,`asp/collectC`([k]))[]
[];
end if;
end do;
indets(subs([leftover],approxFIN1[3])) intersect 
{approxFIN1[4][]};
approxFIN2:=[approxFIN1[1],[exactgens[2][],op({le
ftover})],
subs([leftover],approxFIN1[3]),sort([op(%)])];
`asp/collectB`(exactgens[4]);
allBs:={seq(%[i]=0,i=1..nops(%))};
thefins:=[approxFIN2[1],[op(`intersect`({approxFI
N2[2][]},allBs))],approxFIN2[3],approxFIN2[4]];
allfin:=[%[1],%[2],collect(expand(%[3]),param),[o
p({%[4][],`asp/collectC`(%[3])[]})]];
#--Determine Functions for second round of 
PDESOLV on 1st list
exfuncs2:=[][]:
for k in allfin[4] do
if op(0,k)<>symbol then exfuncs2:=exfuncs2,k;
end if;
end do;
exfuncs2:=[exfuncs2];
flag2:=1:
if exfuncs2<>[] and approxdet<>[] then
secondrndpds:=pdesolv(allfin[1],exfuncs2,approxde
t[3]);
else secondrndpds:=allfin;
flag2:=2;
end if;
#--Store classify from 3rd pdesolv
classlst:=classlst,classify(false)[];
#--TOTAL CLASSIFY LIST OVER ALL PDESOLV ROUTINES:
nzlst:=[][]:lal:=[][]:
for ii in classlst do
if ii[1]=non-zero then nzlst:=nzlst,op(ii[2]);
elif  ii[1]=linearly_independent then 
lal:=lal,op(ii[2])
end if;
end do:
nzlst:={nzlst};
lal:={lal};
#--Store approximate classify output
approxclassify:=proc()
print(`non-zero assumptions :`);
print(nzlst);
print(`linearly independent assumptions :`);
print(lal);
end proc:
#print(`Approximate classify now stored in 
approxclassify( );`);
print(``);
print(`The approximate symmetries of the 
DE/system of the form X0+parameter*X1 are:`);
#--Final Output
if flag2=1 then
FIN_OUT2:=[secondrndpds[1],[`asp/trivial`([second
rndpds[3][],secondrndpds[2][],allfin[2][],solvdex
funcs])[]],allfin[3],[op({allfin[4][]}minus{dvars
[],indvars[]})]];
elif flag2=2 then
FIN_OUT2:=[secondrndpds[1],[`asp/trivial`([second
rndpds[2][],allfin[2][],solvdexfuncs])[]],allfin[
3],[op({allfin[4][]}minus{dvars[],indvars[]})]];
end if;
#--Remove any remaining Cs
#Cs list is:
clst1:=[seq(cat(C_,ii),ii=1..nops(FIN_OUT2[4]))];
finalconslst:=[][]:
for kk in FIN_OUT2[2] do
if indets(kk) intersect {clst1[]} ={} then
finalconslst:=finalconslst,kk;
end if;
end do;
finalconslst:=[op({finalconslst})];
[FIN_OUT2[1],finalconslst,FIN_OUT2[3],FIN_OUT2[4]
];
#--Final constant list check on finalconslst (may 
find inconsitencies after check_approxsymm)
finalconslst:=`asp/check_finaleliminate`([indvars
[],dvars[]],approxgens[4],finalconslst);
[subs(finalconslst,FIN_OUT2[1]),finalconslst,subs
(finalconslst,FIN_OUT2[3]),[op({subs(finalconslst
,[op(indets(FIN_OUT2[4]) minus 
indets(des))])[]}minus{0})]];
end proc:
#////////////////////////////////////////////////
#
# A P P R O X I M A T E   S Y M M E T R I E S
#
# M E T H O D S   2  A N D  3
#
#////////////////////////////////////////////////
#================================================
# LINEAR SPLIT -- Call:`addon/linear_split`
# Extract and solve for the LINEAR parts (L) in a 
DE/s such that sum(L) = sum(NL)
#------------------------------------------------
#--(FEBRUARY 2011)
`asp/linear_split`
:=proc(diffeqn::list,dvars::list,indvars::list)
local
k,difsa,i,dlst,tema,glist1,glist2,glist3,remw,rem
v,remz,rema,pp,l;
if SUB1 in indets(diffeqn) or CHECKVAR in 
indets(diffeqn)
then error(`Don't use SUB1 or CHECKVAR as a 
constant`):
end if:
#--Separate out dependencies with depvars
 
 
dlst:=[][]:
tema:=indets(diffeqn);
for k in tema do
if is(op(0,k) in {dvars[]}) then dlst:=dlst,k;
else next:
end if:
end do:
dlst:=[dlst];
#--Check inputs
if indets(diffeqn) intersect {dlst[],indvars[]} 
<> {dlst[],indvars[]} then error(`Some variables 
have not been declared`):end if:
pp:=1:
for l in diffeqn do
# Convert Relations
if type(l,relation) then difsa:=expand(lhs(l)-
rhs(l)+CHECKVAR);
else difsa:=l+CHECKVAR:
end if:
#--(Added dummy CHECKVAR to ensure lists are 
formed correctly)
#--Convert DE/s to a list
glist1:=convert(difsa,list);
glist2:=[seq(dlst[i]=dlst[i]+SUB1*dlst[i],i=1..no
ps(dlst))];
glist3:=expand(subs(glist2,glist1));
#--Initial Removal substitution u=u+SUB1u to 
check linearity
remw:=[][]:
remv:=[][]:
for k from 1 to nops(glist3) do
if degree(glist3[k],SUB1)>1 or 
degree(glist3[k],SUB1)=FAIL then 
remv:=remv,k;;end if:
try coeff(glist3[k],SUB1); catch: `Error, 
unable to compute coeff`; remw:=remw,k;
end try:
end do:
#--List of locations in glist1 of non-linear
quantities
remz:=[op({remw,remv})];
#--List of locations in glist1 of Linear 
quantities
rema:=[op({seq(i,i=1..nops(glist1))} minus 
{remz[]})];
#--Form L + N ==> L= -1*N
sol||pp:=add(glist1[k],k in rema)=-
1*(add(glist1[k],k in remz));
pp:=pp+1;
end do;
#--Sequence of all DEs
subs(CHECKVAR=0,[seq(sol||i,i=1..(pp-1))]);
end proc:
#================================================
# EPSILON MOVE -- Call: `asp/epsimove`
# Remove any remaining linear epsilon (parameter) 
terms on the LHS of 
# all equations and add to RHS
#------------------------------------------------
#--(FEBRUARY 2011)
`asp/epsimove`
:=proc(delst1::list,paramname::symbol)
local k,delst2,tem,tem2,i;
delst2:=[][]:
for k from 1 to nops(delst1) do
tem:=convert(lhs(delst1[k]),list);
tem2:=[][]:
for i in tem do
if indets(i) intersect {paramname}={paramname} 
then tem2:=tem2,i;
else next:
end if:
end do:
if nops([tem2])=0 then delst2:=delst2,delst1[k];
else delst2:=delst2,factor(lhs(delst1[k])-
convert([tem2],`+`))=factor(rhs(delst1[k])-
convert([tem2],`+`)):
end if:
end do:
[delst2];
end proc:
#================================================
# NONLINEAR EPSILON TERMS -- Call:
`asp/nonlineps`
# Check if any nonlinear terms have NO dependence 
on epsilon (parameter) 
# ==> MUST USE METHOD II
#------------------------------------------------
#--(FEBRUARY 2011)
`asp/nonlineps`
:=proc(delst1::list,paramname::symbol)
local k,delst2,tem,tem2,i,switch;
delst2:=[][]:
for k from 1 to nops(delst1) do
#--Added +TEMA (dummy term) so that list will 
always be of each term,
#--not splitting single multiples up in the list
tem:=convert(rhs(expand(delst1[k])+TEMA),list);
tem2:=[][]:
for i in tem do
if indets(i) intersect {paramname,TEMA}={} then 
tem2:=tem2,i;
#
else next:
end if:
end do:
if nops([tem2])=0 then delst2:=delst2,delst1[k];
else
delst2:=delst2,factor(lhs(delst1[k])+convert([tem
2],`+`))=factor(rhs(delst1[k])-
convert([tem2],`+`)):
switch:=method2;
end if:
end do:
if switch=method2 then
subs(TEMA=0,[delst2]),switch;
else subs(TEMA=0,[delst2]),method3;
end if;
end proc:
#================================================
# METHOD III (Already in L=NL form) Approximate 
Symmetries -- Call:
# As definined in: Comparison of Approximate 
Symmetry Methods, 
# M. Pakdemirli, M. Yurusoy, I.T. Dolapci, Acta 
Applicandae Mathematica, 80, 2004.
# Perturb the DE/System to specified order in 
epsilon parameter (epsilon << 0)
# Outputs DE/s = h functions, h functions
#------------------------------------------------
#--(February 2011)
`asp/perturbDE3L`:=proc(deslst::list,dvars::list,
indvars::list,param::symbol,ord::integer)
local
k,i,des2,deslst2,des3,ls1,ls2,epsubs,hlist,dvar0s
ub,subbdes,hpowseps,stor1,highpo,epsub2,epsub3,mo
rdlst,mordlst2,HFUNCS,allhfuncs,allhfuncs_des,ndv
ars2,allords,loc1,loc2,totalords,ALLHFUNCS;
global OrderFunctions;
#--Check parameter
 
 
#if {param} intersect indets(deslst) <>{param} 
then error(`Parameter is not found in 
DE/system`);
#end if:
#--Check order parameter
if ord<0 then error(`Order must be greater than 
or equal to 0`):
end if:
#~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
deslst2:=`asp/epsimove`(deslst,param);
#--Remove nonlinear side
des2:=[][]:
des3:=[][]:
for k from 1 to nops(deslst2) do
des2:=des2,h||k(op(indvars))=factor(rhs(deslst2[k
]));
des3:=des3,factor(lhs(deslst2[k]))=h||k(op(indvar
s));
end do:
#--Non linear RH sides:
des2:=[des2]:
#--Linear LH sides = h(x1,x2,...,)
des3:=[des3]:
hlist:=[seq(h||k,k=1 .. nops(deslst2))];
#--Sub list for u->u[0] etc
dvar0sub:=[seq(dvars[i]=cat(dvars[i],0),i=1..nops
(dvars))];
#~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
#--EPSILON SUBSTITUTION LIST
for i in deslst do
#--Extract dependencies
ls1:=[op(indets(deslst) minus {indvars[]})];
ls2:=[][]:
for k in ls1 do
if is (op(0,k) in dvars) then 
ls2:=ls2,[op(0,k),[seq(op(i,k),i=1..nops(k))]];
else next:
end if:
end do:
#--List of all dependencies
ls2:=[ls2];
epsubs:=[][]:
for k from 1 to nops(ls2) do
epsubs:=epsubs,ls2[k][1](op(ls2[k][2]))=add(((par
am)^i)*cat(ls2[k][1],i)(op(ls2[k][2])),i=0..ord);
end do:
end do:
#--Subs list up to required order:
epsubs:=[epsubs]:
#~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
#--DETERMINE H FUNCTIONS TO APPROPRIATE ORDER
#--des2 is the list of nonlinear = h
subbdes:=subs(dvar0sub,expand(simplify(subs(epsub
s,des2))));
#--h functions correspond to those terms 
dependent on epsilon to specified order
#--All h functions stored below (only h)
allhfuncs:=[seq(lhs(subbdes[ii]),ii=1..nops(subbd
es))];
#--All h functions (not to a specified order) 
stored below (only rhs)
allhfuncs_des:=[seq(rhs(subbdes[ii]),ii=1..nops(s
ubbdes))];
#--All new vdep vars U0,U1 etc stored
[op(indets(epsubs) minus indets(deslst))];
ndvars2:=[seq(op(0,%[ii]),ii=1..nops(%))];
#--All orders in epsilon (using Taylor series) 
##allords:=`asp/method2and3_paramsortEXACT`(allhf
uncs_des,ndvars2,indvars,param,ord);
totalords:=[seq(`asp/method2and3_paramsort`([allh
funcs_des[ii]],ndvars2,indvars,param,ord),ii=1..n
ops(subbdes))];
#--For the specific order chosen:
allords:=[seq(totalords[ii][ord+1],ii=1..nops(tot
alords))];
#--ALL H funcs
ALLHFUNCS:=[seq(seq(allhfuncs[ii][param^jj]=total
ords[ii][jj+1],jj=0..(nops(totalords[ii])-
1)),ii=1..nops(totalords))];
#--H FUNCTIONS
HFUNCS:=[seq(allhfuncs[ii]=allords[ii],ii=1..nops
(allhfuncs))];
#--Original Equation Expansion
loc1:=`asp/perturbDE2`(deslst,dvars,indvars,param
,ord):
loc2:=`asp/linear_split`(loc1[1],ndvars2,indvars)
;
if length(loc1[1][1])<1000 then
print(`System ( stored in OrderFunctions( ); ) is 
given by:`) ;
#seq(print(loc1[1][i]),i=1..nops(loc1[1]));;
seq(print(loc2[i]),i=1..nops(loc2));;
else print(`Expanded system is stored in 
OrderFunctions( ); `);
end if:
print(``);
#--STORE SYSTEM
OrderFunctions:=proc()
#loc1[1];
loc2;
end proc:
#--DEs to determine point symmetries for,
substution list of h functions
[factor(des3),dvars,indvars],HFUNCS,ALLHFUNCS;
end proc:
#================================================
#--Convert a list of Taylor series expression to 
sums only up to required order
#--METHOD: Convert element to a sum, then to a 
list. Identify bigO terms and remove then
#--sum all elements in the list for required 
expression. Do for all elements.
#------------------------------------------------
`asp/conv_taylor_toorder`:=proc(exp_taylor::list)
local ii,ll,kk;
for ll from 1 to nops(exp_taylor) do
exp||ll:=[][]:
convert(exp_taylor[ll],`+`);
convert(%,list);
for kk in % do
if op(0,kk)=O then next 
else exp||ll:=exp||ll,kk;
end if;
end do;
exp||ll:=convert([exp||ll],`+`);
end do;
[seq(exp||ii,ii=1..nops(exp_taylor))];
end proc:
#================================================
 
 
# Extract each order of a parameter from a list 
of DEs (using Taylor series)
#------------------------------------------------
`asp/method2and3_paramsort`:=proc(deslst::list,dv
ars::list,indvars::list,param::symbol,ord::intege
r)
local ii,epslst,finallst1;
#--Assume the DEs are already in relation form
#--Find taylor series expansion for each:
epslst:=[seq(taylor(deslst[ii],param=0,ord+1),ii=
1..nops(deslst))];
epslst:=`asp/conv_taylor_toorder`(%);
#--Find coeffs of each order of epsilon up to ord
finallst1:=[seq(
[subs(param=0,epslst[kk]),seq(coeff(epslst[kk],pa
ram^ii),ii=1..ord)],
kk=1..nops(epslst))];
[seq(seq(finallst1[ii][jj],ii=1..nops(finallst1))
,jj=1..ord+1)];
end proc:
#================================================
# Extract ONLY THE GIVEN order of a parameter 
from a list of DEs (using Taylor series)
#------------------------------------------------
`asp/method2and3_paramsortEXACT`:=proc(deslst::li
st,dvars::list,indvars::list,param::symbol,ord::i
nteger)
local ii,epslst,finallst1;
#--Assume the DEs are already in relation form
#--Find taylor series expansion for each:
epslst:=[seq(taylor(deslst[ii],param=0,ord+1),ii=
1..nops(deslst))];
epslst:=`asp/conv_taylor_toorder`(%);
#--Find coeffs of each order of epsilon up to ord
if ord=0 then 
finallst1:=subs(param=0,epslst);
else
finallst1:=[seq(coeff(epslst[kk],param^ord),kk=1.
.nops(epslst))];
end if;
[seq(finallst1[ii],ii=1..nops(finallst1))];
end proc:
#================================================
# METHOD II Approximate Symmetries -- Call:
Approximate Symmetries Method II (Fushchich and 
Shelten)
# As definined in: Comparison of Approximate 
Symmetry Methods, 
# M. Pakdemirli, M. Yurusoy, I.T. Dolapci, Acta 
Applicandae Mathematica, 80, 2004.
# Perturb the DE/System to specified order in 
epsilon parameter (epsilon << 0)
# Outputs DE/s = h functions, h functions
#------------------------------------------------
#--(February 2011)
`asp/perturbDE2`:=proc(deslst::list,dvars::list,i
ndvars::list,param::symbol,ord::integer)
local
k,epsubs,ls2,ls1,i,ordes,ndvars,subbeddes,des,des
2,ndvars2,subbeddes3,zeroord,newdesy,paraord,newe
psubs2,newepsubs,mordlst,mordlst2,newdesy2,ord2,s
ubdes,allords;
#--Check parameter
#if {param} intersect indets(deslst) <>{param} 
then error(`Parameter is not found in 
DE/system`);
#end if:
if indets(deslst) intersect {SUB}={SUB} then 
error(`Don't use "SUB" as a parameter`);
end if:
#--Check order parameter
if ord<0 then error(`Order must be greater than 
or equal to 0`):
end if:
#--Convert relations
des2:=[][]:
for k in deslst do
if type(k,relation) then 
des2:=des2,factor(lhs(k)-rhs(k));
else des2:=des2,k;
end if:
end do:
des2:=[des2]:
#--Remove denominators:
des:=[][]:
for k in des2 do
if denom(k)=1 then des:=des,k; 
else des:=des,factor(expand(denom(k)*k));
end if:
end do:
des:=[des]:
#--Extract dependencies
ls1:=[op(indets(deslst) minus {indvars[]})];
ls2:=[][]:
for k in ls1 do
if is (op(0,k) in dvars) then 
ls2:=ls2,[op(0,k),[seq(op(i,k),i=1..nops(k))]];
else next:
end if:
end do:
#--List of all dependencies
ls2:=[ls2];
#--Original DES with u->u[0] etc
ordes:=subs([seq(dvars[i]=cat(dvars[i],0),i=1..no
ps(dvars))],des);
#--New dvars list
ndvars:=[seq(cat(dvars[i],0),i=1..nops(dvars))];
ndvars2:=[seq(seq(cat(dvars[k],i),i=0..ord),k=1..
nops(dvars))];
#~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
#--SUBSTITUTION LIST
for i in des do
#--Extract dependencies
ls1:=[op(indets(des) minus {indvars[]})];
ls2:=[][]:
for k in ls1 do
if is (op(0,k) in dvars) then 
ls2:=ls2,[op(0,k),[seq(op(i,k),i=1..nops(k))]];
else next:
end if:
end do:
#--List of all dependencies
ls2:=[ls2];
epsubs:=[][]:
for k in ls2 do
epsubs:=epsubs,k[1](op(k[2]))=add((param^i)*cat(k
[1],i)(op(k[2])),i=0..ord);
end do:
end do:
#--Sub list:
epsubs:=[epsubs]:
#~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
#--Subs U-->U0+U1
subdes:=subs(epsubs,des);
#--All orders in epsilon (using Taylor series) 
allords:=`asp/method2and3_paramsort`(subdes,ndvar
s2,indvars,param,ord);
 
 
#--FINAL OUTPUT FOR ORDER > 0 (also includes 
zeroord)
convert(allords,diff),ndvars2,indvars;
end proc:
#================================================
# Isolate Functions within a list with constants 
and output these
#------------------------------------------------
`asp/iso_funcs` :=proc(lst::list)
local loc1,ii;
loc1:=[][]:
for ii in lst do
if not type(ii,symbol) then loc1:=loc1,ii;
end if;
end do:
[loc1];
end proc:
#~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
#
#         M A I N   M O D U L E
#      T O T A L   E Q U A T I O N
#
#~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
#================================================
# APPROXIMATE SYMMETRIES 
# As definined in: Comparison of Approximate 
Symmetry Methods, 
# M. Pakdemirli, M. Yurusoy, I.T. Dolapci, Acta 
Applicandae Mathematica, 80, 2004.
#------------------------------------------------
ApproximateSymmetry:=proc(deslst::list,dvars::lis
t,indvars::list,param::symbol)
local
k,loc1,dets,tema,i,deslst1,methodcheck,methswitch
,meth2dvars,argu,ord,higherord,classlst,nzlst,lal
,ii,hfuncs0,meth3final,method3FINAL,meth2final,me
thod2FINAL,hfuncsnz,aparamlst;
global
hFunctions,OrderFunctions,DetEqns,approxclassify;
print(``);
#--DETERMINE WHICH METHOD TO USE. USE METHOD 1 
PREFERENTIALLY AS IT IS MOST COMMONLY USED 
(methswitch shows which)
#--Search Arguments
argu:=[seq(args[i],i=1..nargs)];
if not is(order in indets(argu)) then 
error(`Order of perturbation parameter must be 
specified`);;
#elif not is(method in indets(argu)) then 
#error(`Method 1,2 or 3 to be used must be 
specified`);;
end if;
#--Specified order of epsilon and method:
for k in argu do 
if op(1,k)=order then ord:=op(2,k);
elif op(1,k)=method then
methswitch:=method||(op(2,k));
elif op(1,k)=higher and op(2,k)>0 then 
higherord:=op(2,k);
end if; 
end do;
if type(higherord,symbol) then higherord:=0;end 
if;
#--If NO Specified method:
deslst1:=`asp/linear_split`(deslst,dvars,indvars)
;
if methswitch<>method2 and methswitch<>method3 
and methswitch<>method1 then
#methodcheck:=[`asp/nonlineps`(deslst1,param)];
#methswitch:=methodcheck[nops(methodcheck)];
deslst1:=deslst;
methswitch:=method1;
end if;
#for k in argu do 
#if op(1,k)=solvefor then diflowsolv:=op(2,k);
end if; end do;
#~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
#--FOR METHOD 3
#~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
if methswitch=method3 then
#--Apply METHOD III to the DE/SYSTEM
print(`Using Method III for Approximate Symmetry 
Determination`);
print(``);
print(`Finding DE/System at specified parameter 
order...`);
loc1:=`asp/perturbDE3L`(deslst1,dvars,indvars,par
am,ord):
#if length(loc1[1][1])<1000 then
#print(`System ( stored in OrderFunctions( ); ) 
is given by:`) ;
#seq(print(loc1[1][1][i]),i=1..nops(loc1[1][1]));
;
#else print(`System is stored in OrderFunctions( 
); `);
#end if:
#print(``);
#--STORE SYSTEM
# OrderFunctions:=proc()
# loc1[1][1];
# end proc:
if length(loc1[1][1])<1500 then
print(`The right hand functions (stored in 
hFunctions( ); ) are:`); ;
seq(print(loc1[3][i]),i=1..nops(loc1[3]));;
else print(`h Functions are stored in hFunctions( 
);`);;
end if:
print(``);
#--STORE H FUNCTIONS
hFunctions:=proc()
##loc1[2];
loc1[3];
end proc:
#--Determine if any h functions are =0 to sub 
back in
hfuncs0:=[][]:hfuncsnz:=[][]:
for ii in loc1[2] do
if rhs(ii)=0 then hfuncs0:=hfuncs0,ii;
else hfuncsnz:=hfuncsnz,lhs(ii);
end if;
end do:
if higherord=0 then
#--FIND CLASSICAL POINT SYMMETRIES
print(`Determining CLASSICAL POINT SYMMETRIES for 
the new 
DE/system`);print(subs(loc1[3],loc1[1][1])[]);
dets:=gendef(subs(loc1[3],loc1[1])[]),loc1[2];
print(`Determining equations stored in DetEqns( 
);`);
print(``);
else
#--FIND HIGHER POINT SYMMETRIES
print(`Determining GENERALISED POINT SYMMETRIES 
of specified order`, higherord, `for the new 
DE/system...`);
dets:=defeqn(loc1[1][],type=libacklund,order=high
erord),loc1[2];
print(`Determining equations stored in DetEqns( 
);`);
print(``);
 
 
end if;
#--STORE DETEQNS
DetEqns:=proc()
dets;
end proc:
#--PDESOLVE FOR VECS
print(`Solving determining equations...`);
tema:=pdesolv(op(dets[1]));
#--Stop process if EXACT SYMMETRIES cannot be 
found
dets[1][2];[seq(%[ii]=%[ii],ii=1..nops(%))];
if %=tema[3] then error(`No exact symmetries can 
be found for the system. Procedure FAILS`);
end if;
classlst:=[][]:
#--Store classify from pdesolv
classlst:=classlst,classify(false)[];
#--SUB H FUNCTIONS IN
print(``);
print(`Approximate infinitesimal symmetries given 
by:`);
if higherord=0 then
meth3final:=[[tema[1],tema[2]],loc1[2],tema[3],te
ma[4],[op(indvars),op(dvars)]];
else
meth3final:=[[tema[1],tema[2]],loc1[2],tema[3],te
ma[4],[op(dvars)]];
end if:
#--PDESOLV THE FIRST LIST TO SIMPLIFY
pdesolv(subs(hfuncs0,meth3final[1][1]),[`asp/iso_
funcs`(meth3final[4])[],hfuncsnz],[indvars[],dvar
s[]]);
#method3FINAL:=[[%[1],[meth3final[1][2][],%[2][]]
],meth3final[2],meth3final[3],meth3final[4],meth3
final[5]];
method3FINAL:=[[%[1],[meth3final[1][2][],%[2][]]]
,[subs(loc1[3],loc1[1][1]),loc1[3]],meth3final[3]
,meth3final[4],meth3final[5]];
#--Store classify from pdesolv
classlst:=classlst,classify(false)[];
#--TOTAL CLASSIFY LIST OVER ALL PDESOLV ROUTINES:
nzlst:=[][]:lal:=[][]:
for ii in classlst do
if ii[1]=non-zero then nzlst:=nzlst,op(ii[2]);
elif  ii[1]=linearly_independent then 
lal:=lal,op(ii[2])
end if;
end do:
nzlst:={nzlst};
lal:={lal};
#--Store approximate classify output
approxclassify:=proc()
print(`non-zero assumptions :`);
print(nzlst);
print(`linearly independent assumptions :`);
print(lal);
end proc:
#print(`Approximate classify now stored in 
approxclassify( );`);
method3FINAL;
#~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
#--FOR METHOD 2
#~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
elif methswitch=method2 then 
#--Apply METHOD II to the DE/SYSTEM
print(`Using METHOD II for Approximate Symmetry 
Determination`);
print(``);
print(`Finding DE/System at specified parameter 
order...`);
loc1:=`asp/perturbDE2`(deslst1,dvars,indvars,para
m,ord):
if length(loc1[1][1])<1000 then
print(`System ( stored in OrderFunctions( ); ) is 
given by:`) ;
seq(print(factor(loc1[1][i])),i=1..nops(loc1[1]))
;;
else print(`System is stored in OrderFunctions( 
); `);
end if:
print(``);
#--STORE SYSTEM
OrderFunctions:=proc()
factor(loc1[1]);
end proc:
if higherord=0 then
#--FIND CLASSICAL POINT SYMMETRIES
print(`Determining CLASSICAL POINT SYMMETRIES for 
the new DE/system...`);
dets:=gendef(loc1);
print(`Determining equations stored in DetEqns( 
);`);
print(``);
else
#--FIND HIGHER POINT SYMMETRIES
print(`Determining GENERALISED POINT SYMMETRIES 
of specified order`, higherord, `for the new 
DE/system...`);
dets:=defeqn(loc1,type=libacklund,order=higherord
);
print(`Determining equations stored in DetEqns( 
);`);
print(``);
end if;
#--STORE DETEQNS
DetEqns:=proc()
dets;
end proc:
#--Find all parameters in DE/s - THESE ARE KEPT 
TRACK OF DURING SOLUTION PROCESS
#aparamlst:=[op({op(`asp/id_allparams`(deslst1,dv
ars,indvars))}minus{param})];
#--PDESOLVE FOR VECS
print(`Solving determining equations...`);
tema:=pdesolv(dets[]);
#--Stop process if EXACT SYMMETRIES cannot be 
found
dets[2];[seq(%[ii]=%[ii],ii=1..nops(%))];
if %=tema[3] then error(`No exact symmetries can 
be found for the system. Procedure FAILS`);
end if;
classlst:=[][]:
#--Store classify from pdesolv
classlst:=classlst,classify(false)[];
print(``);
print(`Approximate infinitesimal symmetries given 
by:`);
meth2dvars:=seq(seq(cat(dvars[i],k),i=1..nops(dva
rs)),k=0..ord);
if higherord=0 then
meth2final:=[tema[],[op(indvars),meth2dvars]];
else meth2final:=[tema[],meth2dvars];
 
 
end if:
#--PDESOLV THE FIRST LIST TO SIMPLIFY
pdesolv(meth2final[1],`asp/iso_funcs`(meth2final[
4]),[indvars[],dvars[]]);
method2FINAL:=[%[1],[meth2final[2][],%[2][]],meth
2final[3],meth2final[4],dets[3]];
#--Store classify from pdesolv
classlst:=classlst,classify(false)[];
#--TOTAL CLASSIFY LIST OVER ALL PDESOLV ROUTINES:
nzlst:=[][]:lal:=[][]:
for ii in classlst do
if ii[1]=non-zero then nzlst:=nzlst,op(ii[2]);
elif  ii[1]=linearly_independent then 
lal:=lal,op(ii[2])
end if;
end do:
nzlst:={nzlst};
lal:={lal};
#--Store approximate classify output
approxclassify:=proc()
print(`non-zero assumptions :`);
print(nzlst);
print(`linearly independent assumptions :`);
print(lal);
end proc:
#print(`Approximate classify now stored in 
approxclassify( );`);
method2FINAL;
#~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
#--FOR METHOD 1
#~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
elif methswitch=method1 then
#--Apply METHOD I to the DE/SYSTEM
print(`Using METHOD I for Approximate Symmetry 
Determination`);
#--Check parameter is present
if indets(deslst) intersect {param} = {} then
error(`Perturbation parameter is not present in 
the given equation/system.`);
end if;
#print(``);
#print(`Finding DE/System at specified parameter 
order...`);
if nops(deslst)=1 then
loc1:=`asp/approxmethod1FULL`(deslst1,dvars,indva
rs,param,ord,higherord):
[op(%),[op(indvars),op(dvars)]];
else
loc1:=`asp/approxmethod1sysFULL`(deslst1,dvars,in
dvars,param,ord,higherord):
[op(%),[op(indvars),op(dvars)]];
end if;
end if;
end proc:
#////////////////////////////////////////////////
#
#  C O L L E C T I N G, S U B S T I T U T I N G
A N D   S I M P L I F Y I N G
#
#////////////////////////////////////////////////
#================================================
# Check final constants solved list if any 
variables remain. Solve system
#------------------------------------------------
`asp/check_finaleliminate`:=proc(vars::list,const
ants::list,sollist::list)
local ii,ocons,oconsequal,thsols,ussol;
#--remove any other constants (these are original
constants)
ocons:=[op(indets(sollist) minus 
{vars[],constants[]})];
if nops(ocons)>0 then
oconsequal:={seq(%[ii]=%[ii],ii=1..nops(%))};
else oconsequal:={};
end if;
if indets(sollist) intersect {vars[]}<>{} then
#--Eliminate/isolate vars
eliminate(sollist,vars);
#--Subs each vars =0 so rhs (of constants) must 
also =0
subs(seq(vars[ii]=0,ii=1..nops(vars)),%);
#--Solve for the constants
thsols:=[solve([seq(op(%[ii]),ii=1..nops(%))])];
#--only choose the sols which intersect with a=a 
etc if a is NOT an integration constant
ussol:=[]:
for ii in thsols do
if oconsequal minus ii ={} then ussol:=ii;
end if;
end do:
[subs(ussol,sollist)[],op(ussol)];
#--Sub back into original and append first 
solution to get final constants solution
solve(%,constants)[];
RETURN(`asp/trivial`(%));
else
RETURN(`asp/trivial`(sollist));
end if;
end proc:
#================================================
# Collect C constants
#------------------------------------------------
`asp/collectC`:=proc(lst1)
local loc1,loc2,k;
loc1:=[op(indets(lst1))];
loc2:=[][]:
for k in loc1 do
if type(k,symbol) then
if substring(k,1)=C and substring(k,2)=_ then 
loc2:=loc2,k:
end if:
end if;
end do:
[loc2];
end proc:
#================================================
# Collect B constants
#------------------------------------------------
`asp/collectB`:=proc(lst1)
local loc1,loc2,k;
loc1:=[op(indets(lst1))];
loc2:=[][]:
for k in loc1 do
if type(k,symbol) then
if substring(k,1)=B and substring(k,2)=_ then 
loc2:=loc2,k:
end if:
end if;
end do:
[loc2];
end proc:
#================================================
# Check the infinitesimal solutions satisfy the 
Approx Symmetry Condition
#------------------------------------------------
check_approxsymm:=proc(x1sym:=default,approx_symc
on:=default)
local loc1,loc2,lst1;
 
 
if x1sym=default then
lst1:=X1Symms( );
else lst1:=x1sym;
end if;
if approx_symcon=default then
loc1:=ApproxSymmetryCondition( ):
else loc1:=approx_symcon;
end if;
subs(lst1[3],loc1[1]):eval(%):factor(%);
subs(lst1[2],%);
simplify(%,trig);
simplify(%,symbolic);
end proc:
#================================================
# algsubs a (ordered) list of substitutions 
rather than one at a time
#------------------------------------------------
#--February 2011
`asp/malgsubs`:=proc(sublst::list,lst1::list)
local k, temlst;
temlst:=lst1:
for k in sublst do
temlst:=algsubs(k,temlst);
end do;
temlst;
end proc:
#================================================
# Many Student[powsubs] at once (can use a list)
#------------------------------------------------
#--February 2011
`asp/powsubs2` := proc (sublst::list, eqn) 
local leqn, i; 
leqn:=eqn;
for i in sublst while true
do leqn := student[powsubs](i,leqn) 
end do 
end proc;
#================================================
# isolate then factor
#------------------------------------------------
fiso:=proc(x,y)
factor(isolate(x,y));
end proc:
#================================================
# Substitute (doesn't need to be a list), then 
factor
#------------------------------------------------
fsubs:=proc(anything)
#--All arguments stored in _passed
subs(seq(_passed[ii],ii=1.._npassed-
1),_passed[_npassed]);
factor(%);
end proc:
#================================================
# PRINT SPECIFICATIONS on output: indets, length, 
nops
#------------------------------------------------
specs:=proc(anything)
local in1;
in1:=[indets(anything),length(anything),nops(anyt
hing)];
print(indets=in1[1]);
print(length=in1[2]);
print(nops=in1[3]);
end proc:
#================================================
# Substitute out the following double angle 
formulae for any angle x (don't need to specify)
# sin(x)cos(x) = (1/2)sin(2x)
# cos(x)^2 = (1/2)(1+cos(2x))
#------------------------------------------------
#--June 2011
doubleangle :=proc(lst1::list)
local
ii,loc1,triglst_sin,triglst_cos,subs1,subs2,subs3
;
#--Identify any trigs
loc1:=indets(lst1);
triglst_sin:=[][]:triglst_cos:=[][]:
for ii in loc1 do
if type(ii,trig) and op(0,ii)=sin then 
triglst_sin:=ii,triglst_sin;
elif type(ii,trig) and op(0,ii)=cos then 
triglst_cos:=ii,triglst_cos;
end if;
end do:
triglst_sin:=[triglst_sin]:
triglst_cos:=[triglst_cos]:
#--Double angle formulae for each cos and sin
subs1:=seq(triglst_cos[i]^2=factor((1+cos(2*op(1,
triglst_cos[i])))/2),i=1..nops(triglst_cos));
subs2:=seq(cos(op(1,triglst_sin[i]))*sin(op(1,tri
glst_sin[i]))=sin(2*op(1,triglst_sin[i]))/2,i=1..
nops(triglst_cos));
subs3:=expand(`asp/malgsubs`([subs1,subs2],expand
(lst1)));
`asp/powsubs2`([subs1,subs2],subs3);
factor(%);
end proc:
#================================================
# Apply a generator to a differential equation. 
Subs out Vec(x)--Diff(``,x),
# subs ``=DE (in jet form) and factors. DE given 
is NOT in jet form (will be converted)
#------------------------------------------------
#--September 2011
applygenerator:=proc(gen::list,des::list,dvars::l
ist,indvars::list,solvedinfs::list:=default)
local
ii,genlst1,genlst2,jetDE,jetDEconv,subbedgen,de;
#--Ensure DE is of the form DE=0
if type(des[],relation) then de:=[lhs(des[])-
rhs(des[])];
else de:=des:
end if:
#--Identify Vecs
genlst1:=[op(indets(gen))];
genlst2:=[][]:
for ii in genlst1 do
if op(0,ii)=Vec then 
genlst2:=genlst2,ii=Diff(``,op(1,ii));
end if;
end do:
#--Vec --> Diff(``) Sub list:
genlst2:=[genlst2];
#--Convert DE to jet
jetDE,jetDEconv:=`asp/convertDtoJet`(de,dvars);
#--Substitutions made:
subs(genlst2,gen);
subs(``=jetDE[],%);
value(%):eval(%):simplify(%):
subbedgen:=factor(%);
#--If a fourth opt argument is given, sub inf 
funcs into generator
if solvedinfs=default then RETURN(subbedgen)
else subs(solvedinfs,subbedgen);
RETURN(simplify(factor(%)));
end if;
end proc:
 
 
#////////////////////////////////////////////////
#
# C O M M U T A T O R   P R O C E D U R E S 
#
#////////////////////////////////////////////////
#================================================
# Lie Bracket
#------------------------------------------------
#--August 2011
commutator:=proc(vecslist::list,vars::list)
local k,sublst1,sublst2,vecslst,sublst0,Vlst;
if nops(vecslist)<>2 then error(`Two generators 
required to calculate commutator`);
end if:
#--Check vars match
if not is(indets(vecslist) intersect {vars[]} 
subset {vars[]}) then error(`Some variables not 
declared`,{vars[]} minus {op(indets(vecslist) 
intersect {vars[]})});
end if:
#--Substituions
Vlst:=[seq(Vec(k),k in vars)];
sublst0:=[seq(Vec(k)=Diff(` `,k),k in vars)];
sublst1:=[seq(Vec(k)=D[k],k in vars)];
sublst2:=[seq(D[k]=Vec(k),k in vars)];
print(`The commutator of`);
print([vecslist[1],vecslist[2]]);
print(`is:`);
vecslst:=subs(sublst0,vecslist);
#--Evaluate Commutator
subs(` `=subs(sublst1,vecslist[2]),vecslst[1])-
subs(` `=subs(sublst1,vecslist[1]),vecslst[2]);
value(%);
subs(sublst2,%);
factor(%);
collect(%,Vlst);
end proc:
#------------------------------------------------
end module;
#------------------------------------------------
# W O R K / U P D A T E S   L O G
#------------------------------------------------
#--28 July 2011 - Added new commutator Lie 
Bracket routine. All hfuncs now available via 
Approximate Method III
#--24 August 2011 - Completely new 
`asp/convertDtoJet` routine (previous needed in 
vars given)
#--28 August - Fixed remdiflow for vdp equation 
error (subscript)
#--Fixed for systems via method 1 (modding 
problem for aux funcs). Added apply_gen 
procedure.
#--11 September - Altered applygenerator routine. 
Change made to deal with any nonrelations in 2nd 
output for method 1
#--For g version added check_finaleliminate to 
check the 2nd constant list for method 1. 
#After symcheck is run, may find PDESOLV 
inconsitencies (eg. c1=c2*t) but not realise this 
--> c1=c2=0. #check_finaleliminate solves for
these
#--`asp/epsimove` changed 
#delst2:=delst2,factor(lhs(delst1[k])-
convert([tem2],`+`))=factor(rhs(delst1[k])+conver
t([tem2],`+`)): to
#delst2:=delst2,factor(lhs(delst1[k])-
convert([tem2],`+`))=factor(rhs(delst1[k])-
convert([tem2],`+`)):
#--22 Oct Added fsubs, fiso and specs routines
#--fEB 12 Added a simpler modding proc for H 
funcs (simplify solve the DE in jet form and sub 
in! :#-MOD WRT DE IN JET FORM (SOLVE JET FORM AND 
SUB IN)
#Somtimes removes the correct quantity first 
#if indets(finalmodH) intersect {param}<>{} then
#solva:=solve([all_injet[1][]+param*all_injet[2][
]],op(1,numer(all_injet[1][])));
#subs(%,finalmodH);
#finalmodH:=(factor(%));
#end if;
#--Make sure it doesn't choose perturbed term
#try
solva:=`asp/diffchoose`([desls[kk]],indvars);
#-SO CHANGED TO try 
solva:=`asp/diffchoose`(subs(param=0,[desls[kk]])
,indvars);
 
 
#============================================
# .
#               cMO. F R A C S Y M
# .dWMMK, v1.16
#            .kWMMMMX:
# '0MMMMMMMN. G.F.Jefferson &
# ;MMMMMMMMMMc. J.Carminati
# .cl        .0c;
# .OWMWd.     ,KMMNc
# 'KMMMMWk.   :XMMMMWo    April 2013
# :XMMMMMMM0' .NMMMMMMWx.
# 'MoMMMMMMMoc':MMMMMMMMMc:
#
# A MAPLE Symmetry Package for 
# Finding Determining Equations of 
# Fractional Differential Equations (FDEs)
#
#============================================
# *Image of Sierpinski sieve from 
mathworld.wolfram.com
# ASCII art conversion 
http://www.glassgiant.com/ascii/
#--------------------------------------------
# A U T H O R   I N F O R M A T I O N
#
#  Authors are based at the School of Information 
Technology (IT),
#  Deakin University, Waurn Ponds, Australia
#  Programming: G. F. Jefferson.   Concept: J. 
Carminati and G. F. Jefferson
#--------------------------------------------
#--------------------------------------------
# N O T E
#
#  This package uses the DESOLVII package (Vu, 
Jefferson and Carminati, 2011) 
#  for PDE solution and determination of Lie 
point symmetries.
#  It also uses the ASP package (Jefferson and 
Carminati, 2012) for the form
#  and application of the extended symmetry 
generators (prolongations) for DEs.
#  For information on both packages, refer to:
#
#  [1] K. T. Vu, G. F. Jefferson, J. Carminati, 
Finding generalised symmetries 
#      of differential equations using the MAPLE 
package DESOLVII,
#      J Comput Phys Commun 183 (2012) 1044-1054.
#  [2] G. F. Jefferson, J. Carminati, ASP: 
Approximate Symbolic Computation of 
#      Approximate Symmetries of Differential 
Equations,
#      Comput Phys Comm 184 (2013) 1045-1063.
#--------------------------------------------
# INITIALISE MODULE:
print(`FracSym (April 2013), by Miss G. Jefferson 
and Dr. J. Carminati`);print(``);
print(`The authors kindly request that this 
software be referenced, if it is used in work 
eventuating in a publication, by citing:`);
print(`G.F. Jefferson, J. Carminati, FracSym: 
Automated symbolic computation of Lie 
symmetries`);
print(`of fractional differential equations, 
Comput. Phys. Comm. Submitted May 2013.`);
print(``);
FracSym := module ()
description "Package for finding the 
determining equations of fractional order partial 
and ordinary differential equations";
export
Rfracdiff,fracGen,fracDet,applyFracgen,evalTotalD
,TotalD,expandsum,split;
global
id_frac_diff,id_TotalD,id_jetforms,id_fracpartial
D,`type/Rfracdiff`,`type/TotalD`,`type/sum`,`type
/Sum`,`type/diff`,`type/Diff`,`type/binomial`,`ty
pe/interval`,`simplify/binomial`,`type/&*`;
local
rfracdiff,catlst,find_args,convertDiffToJet,total
D,eval_TotalD,dzerorem,coeffs_list,consplit,fracp
artialD_rem,split_frac_eqns,extractargs_from_func
s,param_check,deteqn_unsplit,make_homogen,all_int
egers,sumval,sumexpand_single,sumexpand_single_in
ert,sumexpand,sumcombine,remove_sums,Rfracdiff_op
,fracdiff_ord,fracdiff_ord_dep,fract_pro_op,subou
t_exact_fracs,eta_invarcon,fracDet_op,rem_constan
t_factors,alt_extgenerator,fracGen_applied,sepexp
rs,extgenINT,intsub_proc;
option package:
#============================================
#
# I D E N T I F I C A T I O N   M O D U L E S
#
#============================================
#--------------------------------------------
# I D E N T I F I C A T I O N 
# id_frac_diff
# Identify fractional derivatives
#--------------------------------------------
# (c) G. F. Jefferson - March 2013
id_frac_diff:=proc(lst::list)
local ii,seta,sto;
seta:=[op(indets(lst))];
sto:=[][]:
for ii in seta do
if type(ii,Rfracdiff) then sto:=sto,ii;
end if;
end do;
[sto];
end proc:
#--------------------------------------------
# I D E N T I F I C A T I O N 
# id_TotalD - ID total derivatives (of the form 
totalD)
#--------------------------------------------
# (c) G. F. Jefferson - March 2013
id_TotalD:=proc(expr,indvars::list)
local ii,poss,indetlst;
poss:=[][]:
indetlst:=[op(indets(expr))]:
# To ensure we pick up any D of integers (aren't 
picked up with indets)
convert(expr,`list`);
indetlst:=[op({indetlst[],%[]})]:
for ii in indetlst do
if type(ii,TotalD) and not 
type(convert(ii,diff),diff) then 
if op(0,op(1,op(0,ii)))=`^` then 
poss:=poss,[ii,op(1,ii),op(1,op(1,op(0,ii))),op(2
,op(1,op(0,ii)))];
else
poss:=poss,[ii,op(1,ii),op(1,op(0,ii)),1];
end if;
end if;
end do;
[poss];
 
 
end proc:
#--------------------------------------------
# I D E N T I F I C A T I O N
# id_jetforms
# Identify jet forms of derivatives given the 
dependent and independent vars
# (As any quantity with dep var first and _ 
following with all other variables indvars 
#--------------------------------------------
# (c) G. F. Jefferson - March 2013
id_jetforms:=proc(lst1::list,dvars::list,indvars:
:list)
local ii,aa1,sto,tem,tem1,tem2;
aa1:=[op(indets(lst1) minus 
{dvars[],indvars[]})];
sto:=[][]:
for ii in aa1 do
if type(ii,symbol) then 
tem:=convert(ii,string);
if
StringTools[CountCharacterOccurrences](tem,
"_")=1 then
StringTools[Explode](tem);
#tem2:=[convert(%[1],symbol),convert(%[2],symbol)
];
tem1:=map(convert,%,symbol);
tem2:={tem1[]} minus {dvars[],_}; 
if {tem1[1]} intersect {dvars[]}<>{} and 
tem1[2]=_ and tem2 intersect {indvars[]} = tem2 
then
sto:=ii,sto;
end if;
end if;
end if;
end do;
[sto];
end proc:
#--------------------------------------------
# I D E N T I F I C A T I O N
# id_fracpartialD - Identify fractional partial 
derivatives of the form 
# e.g. diff(eta[y](x, y), [`$`(x, a+1)])
#--------------------------------------------
# (c) G. F. Jefferson - March 2013
id_fracpartialD:=proc(lst::list)
local ii,aa1,sto,pp1;
aa1:=[op(indets(lst))];
sto:=[][]:
for ii in aa1 do
if type(ii,diff) or type(ii,Diff) then 
pp1:=op(1,op(0,op(0,(convert(value(ii),D)))));
if not type(pp1,integer) and not 
type(pp1,procedure) then sto:=sto,ii;
end if;
end if;
end do;
[sto];
end proc:
#============================================
#
# T Y P E  C H E C K   M O D U L E S
#
#============================================
#--------------------------------------------
# T Y P E  C H E C K
# &* (Non-commutative product)
#--------------------------------------------
# (c) G. F. Jefferson - April 2013
`type/&*` := proc(func)
description "Check whether the input is type 
`&*`";
evalb(op(0,func)=`&*`)
end proc:
#--------------------------------------------
# T Y P E  C H E C K
# Fractional Derivative (Static) Rfracdiff
#--------------------------------------------
# (c) G. F. Jefferson - March 2013
`type/Rfracdiff` := proc(func)
description "Check whether the input is type 
Rfracdiff";
evalb(nops(func)=1 and evalb(op(0,op(0,func))=D) 
and evalb(op(0,op(1,op(0,func)))=`^`)) and 
evalb(not type(op(2,op(1,op(0,func))),integer))
end proc:
#--------------------------------------------
# T Y P E  C H E C K
# Total Derivative Operator (TotalD)
#--------------------------------------------
# (c) G. F. Jefferson - March 2013
`type/TotalD` := proc(func)
description "Check whether the input is type 
Rfracdiff";
local crit1,crit2;
crit1:=evalb(nops(func)=1 and 
evalb(op(0,op(0,func))=D) and 
evalb(op(0,op(1,op(0,func)))=`^`)) and evalb( 
type(op(2,op(1,op(0,func))),integer));
crit2:=evalb(nops(func)=1 and 
evalb(op(0,op(0,func))=D) and 
evalb(op(0,op(1,op(0,func)))=symbol));
crit1 or crit2;
end proc:
#--------------------------------------------
# T Y P E  C H E C K
# sum
#--------------------------------------------
# (c) G. F. Jefferson - March 2013
`type/sum` := proc(func)
description "Check whether the input is type 
Rfracdiff";
evalb(op(0,func)=sum)
end proc:
#--------------------------------------------
# T Y P E  C H E C K
# Sum
#--------------------------------------------
# (c) G. F. Jefferson - March 2013
`type/Sum` := proc(func)
description "Check whether the input is type 
Rfracdiff";
evalb(op(0,func)=Sum)
end proc:
#--------------------------------------------
# T Y P E  C H E C K
# diff
#--------------------------------------------
# (c) G. F. Jefferson - March 2013
`type/diff` := proc(func)
local ii,temp,ans;
description "Check whether the input is type 
diff";
ans:=false:
temp:=indets(func);
for ii in temp do
evalb(nops(ii)=2) and evalb(op(0,ii)=diff);
if %=true then ans:=true;break;
end if;
end do;
ans;
end proc:
#--------------------------------------------
# T Y P E  C H E C K
# Diff
#--------------------------------------------
# (c) G. F. Jefferson - March 2013
`type/Diff` := proc(func)
local ii,temp,ans;
 
 
description "Check whether the input is type 
Diff";
ans:=false:
temp:=indets(func);
for ii in temp do
evalb(nops(ii)=2) and evalb(op(0,ii)=Diff);
if %=true then ans:=true;break;
end if;
end do;
ans;
end proc:
#--------------------------------------------
# T Y P E  C H E C K
# binomial
#--------------------------------------------
# (c) G. F. Jefferson - March 2013
`type/binomial` := proc(func)
description "Check whether the input is type 
binomial";
evalb(op(0,func)=binomial)
end proc:
#--------------------------------------------
# T Y P E  C H E C K
# interval
#--------------------------------------------
# (c) G. F. Jefferson - March 2013
`type/interval` := proc(func)
description "Check whether the input is type 
interval";
local crit1,crit2;
crit1:=evalb(type(func,relation) and 
op(0,op(2,func))=`..`);
end proc:
#============================================
#
# S I M P L I F I C A T I O N   M O D U L E S
#
#============================================
#--------------------------------------------
# S I M P L I F I C A T I O N
# `simplify/binomial`
# Simplify a binomial expression by expanding it 
into factorial form then
# converting back to binomial form (coeffs may 
then be included)
#--------------------------------------------
# (c) G. F. Jefferson - March 2013
`simplify/binomial`:=proc(expr)
local ii,idi,binomlst;
idi:=[op(indets(expr))];
binomlst:=[][]:
for ii in idi do
if type(ii,binomial) then 
binomlst:=binomlst,ii=op(1,ii)!/(op(2,ii)!*(op(1,
ii)-op(2,ii))!);
end if;
end do;
subs(binomlst,expr);
expand(%);
simplify(%,symbolic);
convert(%,binomial);
end proc:
#--------------------------------------------
#============================================
#
# G E N E R A L   M O D U L E S
#
#============================================
#--------------------------------------------
# G E N E R A L 
# catlst - Concatenate a list in order
#--------------------------------------------
# (c) G. F. Jefferson - March 2013
catlst:=proc(lst1::list)
local ii,loc1;
if lst1=[] then NULL elif nops(lst1)=1 then lst1
else
loc1:=[lst1[1]];
for ii from 2 to nops(lst1) do
loc1:=zip(cat,loc1,[lst1[ii]]);
end do;
end if;
end proc:
#--------------------------------------------
# G E N E R A L 
# find_args
# Find the independent variable args for given 
dependent vars
# present in an expression
# Example: Input 
(diff(u(x,t),x)+y(x)+diff(y(x),x),[u,y]
# Output [u(x, t), y(x)]
#--------------------------------------------
# (c) G. F. Jefferson - March 2013
find_args:=proc(expr::list,dvars::list)
local ii,dvars2,aa1,sto;
dvars2:=dvars;
aa1:=[op(indets(expr))];
sto:=[][]:
for ii in aa1 while nops(dvars2) > 0 do
if {op(0,ii)} intersect {dvars2[]} = 
{op(0,ii)} then sto:=sto,ii;
dvars2:=[op({dvars2[]} minus {op(0,ii)})];
#elif {ii} intersect {dvars2[]} = {ii} then 
sto:=sto,ii;
#dvars2:=[op({dvars2[]} minus {ii})];
end if;
end do;
[sto];
end proc:
#--------------------------------------------
# G E N E R A L 
# convertDiffToJet
# Convert differential equations to jet form 
(concatenated) to match DESOLVII
#--------------------------------------------
# (c) G. F. Jefferson - March 2013
convertDiffToJet:=proc(eqn::list,dvars::list,inva
rs::list,check:=default)
local
ii,eqn1,aa1,sto,tem0,tem,ordi,allsubs0,allsubs1,a
llsubs,stt,dvars_withargs,backallsubs,tema,diffor
d;
eqn1:=convert(eqn,diff);
# Find arguments of dependent vars
dvars_withargs:=find_args(eqn,dvars);
# ID instances of dvars and derivatives 
(determine requirement for total derivative)
aa1:=[op(indets(eqn))];
# Check vars are present (only if check=default)
if check<>false then
if {aa1[]} intersect {dvars_withargs[]}={} then 
error(`Some variables stated are not present in 
the given equations.`):
end if;
end if;
# Pick up derivatives
sto:=[][]:
for ii in aa1 do 
if type(ii,diff) and not type(ii,Rfracdiff) and 
indets(ii) intersect {dvars_withargs[]} <>{} then 
 
 
tem0:=convert(ii,D);
tem:=op(0,%);
if op(0,tem)=D then 
# - ODEs here:
tema:=([ii,[op(1,op(0,tem0))][],[op(1,tem0)]]);
sto:=sto,%;
# Determine remaining differential order 
# (only nec. for ODEs since y'' appears as y' 
using "indets")
difford:=PDEtools[difforder](eqn,op(1,op(1,tema[1
])));
if difford>1 then
[seq([diff(tema[1],op(1,op(1,tema[1]))$ii),op(0,o
p(1,tema[1])),[seq(op(1,op(1,tema[1])),kk=1..ii+1
)]],ii=1..(difford-1))];
sto:=sto,%[];
end if;
elif
op(0,op(0,tem))=`@@` and not 
type(ii,Rfracdiff) then 
ordi:=op(2,op(0,op(0,tem0)));
([ii,[op(1,op(0,tem0))][],[seq(op(1,tem0),kk=1..o
rdi)]]);
sto:=sto,%;
else
if not type(ii,Sum) and not type(ii,sum) and 
not type(ii,Rfracdiff) then 
[ii,op(1,%),[seq(invars[ii],ii in 
op(0,%))]];
sto:=sto,%;
end if;
end if;
end if;
end do; 
sto:=[sto]:
# Concatenation
allsubs0:=[seq(sto[-ii][1]=cat(cat(sto[-
ii][2],_),catlst(sto[-
ii][3])[]),ii=1..nops(sto))];
allsubs1:=[seq(kk=op(0,kk),kk in 
dvars_withargs)];
allsubs:=[allsubs0,allsubs1];
# Back substitution list
backallsubs:=[[seq(rhs(ii)=lhs(ii),ii in 
allsubs0)],[seq(rhs(ii)=lhs(ii),ii in 
allsubs1)]];
allsubs,backallsubs;
end proc:
#--------------------------------------------
# G E N E R A L
# totalD - Total derivative of a function 
(automatically ID order)
# Not in jet form
#--------------------------------------------
# (c) G. F. Jefferson - March 2013
totalD:=proc(eqn::list,dvars::list,invars::list,b
ase)
local
ii,eqn1,aa1,sto,tem0,tem,ordi,allsubs0,allsubs1,a
llsubs,jj,cod,avi;
if base=1 then RETURN(``) 
else
if {invars[]} intersect {base}={} then 
error(`Total derivative must be taken with 
respect to one of the independent variables`);
end if;
# Find derivatives. Will take each der and
# diff wrt base * jet form or   original
cod:=convertDiffToJet(eqn,dvars,invars,false)[1];
#print(%);
#allsubs0,allsubs1:=%[1],%[2];
avi:=find_args(eqn,dvars);
# If no arguments found for dependent vars, 
assume as functions of independent vars
if avi=[] then avi:=[seq(ii(op(invars)),ii in 
dvars)];
end if;
allsubs0,allsubs1:=cod[1],[seq(avi[ii]=dvars[ii],
ii=1..nops(dvars))];
for jj in invars do
totder||jj:=add(diff(lhs(ii),jj)*Diff(``,rhs(ii))
,ii in allsubs0)+
add(diff(lhs(ii),jj)*Diff(``,rhs(ii)),ii in 
allsubs1)+
Diff(``,jj);;
end do;
# Output (generator not applied)
D[base]=totder||base;
end if;
end proc:
#--------------------------------------------
# G E N E R A L
# TotalD
# Exported total derivative routine
#--------------------------------------------
# (c) G. F. Jefferson - April 2013
TotalD:=proc(eqn,base,order::integer)
if type(eqn,list) then
[seq(D[base^order](ii),ii in eqn)];
else
D[base^order](eqn);
end if;
end proc:
#--------------------------------------------
# G E N E R A L
# eval_TotalD
# Evaluate all total derivatives in an expression 
# (AS APPLIED TO SINGLE TERMS ONLY)
#--------------------------------------------
# (c) G. F. Jefferson - March 2013
eval_TotalD:=proc(expr,dvars::list,indvars::list)
local ii,alltots,subout,newone;
alltots:=id_TotalD(expr,[op(dvars),op(indvars)]);
subout:=[][]:
for ii in alltots do
newone:=ii;
while newone[4]>0 do
#print([newone[2]],dvars,indvars,ii[3]);
totalD([newone[2]],dvars,indvars,ii[3]);
#print(%);
applygenerator([rhs(%)],[newone[2]],dvars);
newone:=[newone[1],%[],newone[3],newone[4]-1];
#print(%);
end do;
#print(newone[2]);
convertDiffToJet([newone[2]],dvars,indvars,false)
; #print(%);
subout:=subout,ii[1]=subs(convertDiffToJet([newon
e[2]],dvars,indvars,false)[1][1],newone[2]);
 
 
end do;
subs(subout,expr);
end proc:
#--------------------------------------------
# G E N E R A L
# dzerorem
# Identify D[1](f) terms as zeroth order 
derivatives i.e. D[1](f) --> f
#--------------------------------------------
# (c) G. F. Jefferson - March 2013
dzerorem:=proc(expr)
local suba,ii;
suba:=[][]:
[op(indets(expr))];
for ii in % do
if op(0,ii)=D[1] then suba:=suba,ii=op(1,ii)
end if;
end do;
subs(suba,expr);
end proc:
#--------------------------------------------
# G E N E R A L (exported)
# evalTotalD
# Identify D[1](f) terms as zeroth order 
derivatives i.e. D[1](f) --> f
#--------------------------------------------
# (c) G. F. Jefferson - March 2013
evalTotalD:=proc(lst::list,dvars::list,indvars::l
ist)
local ii,stor,condif:
stor:=[][]:
for ii in lst do
eval_TotalD(ii,dvars,indvars):
stor:=stor,dzerorem(%);
end do:
stor:=[stor];
#condif:=convertDiffToJet(%,dvars,indvars,false);
#if indets(condif[1])<>{} then
#subs(condif[1][],stor);
#else stor:
#end if:
end proc:
#--------------------------------------------
# G E N E R A L
# coeffs_list - Apply coeffs to a list or single 
element
#--------------------------------------------
# (c) G. F. Jefferson - March 2013
coeffs_list:=proc(eqn,var)
local ii,out1;
out1:=[][]:
if type(eqn,list) then
for ii in eqn do
out1:=out1,coeffs(ii,var);
end do;
else
out1:=coeffs(eqn,var);
end if;
[op({out1})];
end proc:
#--------------------------------------------
# G E N E R A L
# consplit - Split a list conditions according to 
dependence
# on quantities in the second list
#--------------------------------------------
# (c) G. F. Jefferson - March 2013
consplit:=proc(lst1::list,splitvars::list)
local ii,tem1;
tem1:=expand(lst1):
for ii in splitvars do
tem1:=coeffs_list(tem1,ii)
end do;
tem1;
end proc:
#--------------------------------------------
# G E N E R A L
# split - Split a list conditions according to 
dependence GLOBAL
#--------------------------------------------
# (c) G. F. Jefferson - March 2013
split:=proc(lst1::list,splitvars::list)
consplit(expand(lst1),splitvars);
sort(%,length);
end proc:
#--------------------------------------------
# G E N E R A L
# fracpartialD_rem - Identify fractional partial 
derivatives of the form 
# e.g. diff(eta[y](x, y), [`$`(x, a+1)])
# and remove them from the expression (output two 
lists --> [no fdes],[fdes]
#--------------------------------------------
# (c) G. F. Jefferson - March 2013
fracpartialD_rem:=proc(lst::list)
local ii,sto,nfdes,fdes;
sto:=id_fracpartialD(lst);
nfdes:=[][]:
fdes:=[][]:
for ii in lst do
if indets(ii) intersect {sto[]}={} then 
nfdes:=ii,nfdes;
else fdes:=ii,fdes;
end if;
end do;
[[op({nfdes})],[op({fdes})]];
end proc:
#--------------------------------------------
# G E N E R A L
# split_frac_eqns - Split up fractional and non-
fractional DEs
#--------------------------------------------
# (c) G. F. Jefferson - March 2013
split_frac_eqns:=proc(lst::list,fracdiffs::list)
local ii,fracs,no_fracs;
fracs:=[][]:
no_fracs:=[][]:
for ii in lst do
if indets(ii) intersect {fracdiffs[]} <>{} 
then fracs:=fracs,ii;
else no_fracs:=no_fracs,ii;
end if;
end do;
[[no_fracs],[fracs]];
end proc:
#--------------------------------------------
# G E N E R A L 
# extractargs_from_funcs
# extract all symbols/names from a list (for use 
with parameter checking)
#--------------------------------------------
# (c) G. F. Jefferson - March 2013
extractargs_from_funcs:=proc(eqn::list)
local ii,ip1,loc;
ip1:=[op(indets(eqn))];
loc:=[][]:
for ii in ip1 do
if type(ii,function) then loc:=op(0,ii),loc;
 
 
end if;
end do;
{ip1[],loc} minus 
{diff,ln,exp,sin,tan,cos,sinh,cosh,int};
end proc:
#--------------------------------------------
# G E N E R A L 
# param_check
# Determine if n is a parameter and check it 
isn't used in given eqns
# If used, use n1, n2 etc until no overlap
#--------------------------------------------
# (c) G. F. Jefferson - March 2013
param_check:=proc(lst1::list,param::name)
local ii,loc_param,pp1,nsub;
if extractargs_from_funcs(lst1) intersect 
{param} <>{} then
pp1:=1;
while extractargs_from_funcs(lst1) intersect 
{param||pp1} <>{} do
pp1:=value(pp1+1);
end do:
else pp1:=NULL;
end if;
nsub:=param||pp1;
[lst1,nsub];
end proc:
#--------------------------------------------
# G E N E R A L 
# deteqn_unsplit - Find the determining equation 
for a given DE
# by finding extgenerator and using 
applygenerator
#--------------------------------------------
# (c) G. F. Jefferson - March 2013
deteqn_unsplit:=proc(solvedeq,dvars::list,indvars
::list)
local ii,rhsgen;
if (solvedeq)<>0 and (solvedeq)<>NULL and 
PDEtools[difforder]((solvedeq))<>0 then
extgenerator([(solvedeq)],dvars,indvars);
applygenerator(%[2],[(solvedeq)],dvars);
rhsgen:=expand(convert(%,diff)[]);
elif PDEtools[difforder]((solvedeq))=0 then # 
For RHS with no derivatives
add(xi[ii](op(indvars),op(dvars))*Diff(``,ii),ii
in
indvars)+add(eta[jj](op(indvars),op(dvars))*Diff(
``,jj),jj in dvars);#print(%);
applygenerator([%],[(solvedeq)],dvars);#print(%);
rhsgen:=expand(convert(%,diff)[]);#print(%);
end if;
rhsgen;
end proc:
#--------------------------------------------
# G E N E R A L
# make_homogen - Make all elements in a list of 
the form A (=0 assumed)
# where some are of the form A=B, A=0
#--------------------------------------------
# (c) G. F. Jefferson - March 2013
make_homogen:=proc(lst::list)
local ii,nlst;
nlst:=[][]:
for ii in lst do
if type(ii,relation) then nlst:=nlst,lhs(ii)-
rhs(ii);
else nlst:=nlst,ii;
end if;
end do:
[nlst];
end proc:
#--------------------------------------------
# G E N E R A L 
# all_integers
# Find all integers between (and including 
endpoints) of a given interval
#--------------------------------------------
# (c) G. F. Jefferson - March 2013
all_integers:=proc(int1::interval)
local ii,loca1,loca2,intlist,loc1,loc2,loc3,loc4;
loca1:=op(1,op(2,int1));
loca2:=op(2,op(2,int1));
intlist:=[][]:
# Make loc1 the smaller interval value
if loca1>loca2 then
loc1:=loca2;
loc2:=loca1;
else
loc1:=loca1;
loc2:=loca2;
end if;
# Check if end points are integers
if type(loc1,integer) then 
intlist:=loc1,intlist: end if;
if type(loc2,integer) then 
intlist:=loc2,intlist: end if;
# Get all other integers
# Next above lowest and below highest values of 
the range
loc3:=ceil(loc1);
loc4:=floor(loc2);
# Sequence of all integers
seq(ii,ii=loc3..loc4);
intlist:=[op({%,intlist})];
sort(intlist);
end proc:
#--------------------------------------------
# G E N E R A L
# rem_constant_factors
# Remove constant factors from elements in a list 
which are assumed
# "=0". Uses the MAPLE "factors" routine
#--------------------------------------------
# (c) G. F. Jefferson - March 2013
rem_constant_factors:=proc(lst)
local ii,tem,tem2;
tem2:=[][]:
for ii in lst do
tem:=factors(ii)[2];
tem2:=tem2,factor(convert([seq(jj[1]^(jj[2]),jj
in tem)],`*`));
end do;
[tem2];
end proc:
#--------------------------------------------
# G E N E R A L 
# sepexprs
# Separate out all elements in an expression
#--------------------------------------------
# (c) G. F. Jefferson - April 2013
sepexprs:=proc(expr)
local out1:
if type(expr,relation) then
lhs(expr)-rhs(expr);
 
 
out1:=convert(%,list);
elif
op(0,op(0,expr))=symbol and op(0,expr)<>`+` then 
out1:=[expr]
else
out1:=convert(expr,list);
end if;
end proc:
#--------------------------------------------
# G E N E R A L 
# extgenINT
# Extended generator (if DESOLVII generator 
fails)
#--------------------------------------------
# (c) G. F. Jefferson - April 2013
extgenINT:=proc(lst1::list,dvars::list,indvars::l
ist)
local
ii,jj,allinds,allinds2,allinds3,allargs,dlst,faDE
,ndes;
for jj from 1 to nops(lst1) do
allinds:=indets([lst1[jj]]);
allinds2:={seq(ii[],ii in 
map(sepexprs,[lst1[jj]]))};
allinds3:=% union %%;
# Find arguments
allargs:=find_args([lst1[jj]],dvars);
# Derivatives
dlst:=[][]:
for ii in allinds3 do
if op(0,ii)=diff then dlst:=dlst,ii;
end if;
end do;
dlst:=[dlst];
# Construct a "fake" DE so these will be picked 
up
if dlst<>NULL then
faDE:=add(ii,ii in allargs)+add(kk,kk in 
dlst);
else
faDE:=add(ii,ii in allargs)
end if;
faDE;
if dlst<>[] then
faDE||jj:=extgenerator([faDE=0],dvars,indvars)[2]
;
else
faDE||jj:=[add(xi[ii](op(indvars),op(dvars))*Vec(
ii),ii in indvars)+
add(eta[ii](op(indvars),op(dvars))*Vec(ii),ii in 
dvars)];
end if;
end do;
ndes:=seq([[lst1[ii]],faDE||ii],ii=1..nops(lst1))
;
end proc:
#--------------------------------------------
#============================================
#
#      S U M M A T I O N   M O D U L E S
#
#============================================
#--------------------------------------------
# S U M M A T I O N
# sumval- Find the value of a sum (n=0..m) term 
for a particular n value
#--------------------------------------------
# (c) G. F. Jefferson - March 2013
sumval:=proc(xx::{sum,Sum},var_value::equation)
local ii;
subs(var_value,op(1,xx));
value(%);
end proc:
#--------------------------------------------
# S U M M A T I O N
# sumexpand_single
# Expand lower terms out of a sum. Sum will 
continue from next term to end
#--------------------------------------------
# (c) G. F. Jefferson - March 2013
sumexpand_single:=proc(aa::sum,var::symbol,interv
al::'range'(integer))
local expand_terms,sumpart;
expand_terms:=add(sumval(aa,var=ii),ii=interval);
sumpart:=[op(aa)];
lhs(sumpart[2])=op(2,interval)+1..op(2,rhs(sumpar
t[2]));
expand_terms+sum(sumpart[1],%);
end proc:
#--------------------------------------------
# S U M M A T I O N
# sumexpand_single_inert (inert)
# Expand lower terms out of a sum. Sum will 
continue from next term to end
#--------------------------------------------
# (c) G. F. Jefferson - March 2013
sumexpand_single_inert:=proc(aa::{sum,Sum},var::s
ymbol,interval::'range'(integer))
local expand_terms,sumpart;
expand_terms:=add(sumval(aa,var=ii),ii=interval);
sumpart:=[op(aa)];
lhs(sumpart[2])=op(2,interval)+1..op(2,rhs(sumpar
t[2]));
expand_terms+Sum(sumpart[1],%);
end proc:
#--------------------------------------------
# S U M M A T I O N
# sumexpand - Map "sumexpand_single" to all terms 
in an expression/equation
#--------------------------------------------
# (c) G. F. Jefferson - March 2013
sumexpand:=proc(expr,interval::'range'(integer))
local ii,alli,allisub;
alli:=[op(indets(expr) minus {var})];
allisub:=[][]:
for ii in alli do
if type(ii,sum) then 
allisub:=allisub,ii=sumexpand_single(ii,op(1,op(2
,ii)),interval):
elif type(ii,Sum) then 
allisub:=allisub,ii=sumexpand_single_inert(ii,op(
1,op(2,ii)),interval):
end if;
end do;
subs(allisub,expr);
#factor(%);
end proc:
#--------------------------------------------
# S U M M A T I O N
# sumexpand - Global assignment
#--------------------------------------------
# (c) G. F. Jefferson - March 2013
expandsum:=proc(expr,interval::'range'(integer))
local ii,alli,allisub;
 
 
alli:=[op(indets(expr) minus {var})];
allisub:=[][]:
for ii in alli do
if type(ii,sum) then 
allisub:=allisub,ii=sumexpand_single(ii,op(1,op(2
,ii)),interval):
elif type(ii,Sum) then 
allisub:=allisub,ii=sumexpand_single_inert(ii,op(
1,op(2,ii)),interval):
end if;
end do;
subs(allisub,expr);
factor(%);
end proc:
#--------------------------------------------
# S U M M A T I O N
# sumcombine
# Combine terms with the same variable for 
summing.
# (Planned add) If second argument is true, then 
shift all terms to match before combining
#--------------------------------------------
# (c) G. F. Jefferson - March 2013
sumcombine:=proc(expr,shift:=false)
local
expand_terms,sumpart,expr1,indetlst,stor,ii,stor2
,sumvars,SS1,finsums,covi;
if type(exp,relation) or type(expr,equation) 
then
expr1:=lhs(expr)-rhs(expr);
else
expr1:=expr;
end if;
# ID SUMS
indetlst:=[op(indets(expr1))];
stor:=[][]:
for ii in indetlst do
if type(ii,sum) or type(ii,Sum) then 
stor:=stor,[coeff(expr1,ii),ii];
end if;
end do;
stor:=[stor];
# Sort sums into sets with same summing variable
stor2:=[][];
for ii in stor do
stor2:=stor2,[lhs(op(ii[2])[2]),op(ii[2])[1],[op(
1,rhs(op(ii[2])[2])),op(2,rhs(op(ii[2])[2]))],ii[
1]];
end do;
stor2:=[stor2];
sumvars:={seq(ii[1],ii in stor2)};
SS1:=table();
for ii in stor2 do
SS1[ii[1],ii[3][1],ii[3][2]]:=0;
end do;
for ii in stor2 do
SS1[ii[1],ii[3][1],ii[3][2]]:=SS1[ii[1],ii[3][1],
ii[3][2]]+ii[4]*ii[2];
end do;
# Find all summing variables
op(SS1);
finsums:=op(2,%);
(finsums);
# Final
seq([Sum(factor(rhs(ii)),[lhs(ii)][1]=[lhs(ii)][2
]..[lhs(ii)][3])],ii in finsums);
covi:=convert(%,`+`);
# Substitute back into expression
subs([seq(ii[2]=0,ii in stor)],expr1);
%+covi;
convert(%,diff);
end proc:
#--------------------------------------------
# S U M M A T I O N
# remove_sums
# Remove "sum" terms from an expression. Output -
-> [[remaining terms],[sums]]
#--------------------------------------------
# (c) G. F. Jefferson - March 2013
remove_sums:=proc(expr)
local ii,aa1,sums1,sums2;
sums2:=[][]:
aa1:=[op(indets(expr))];
sums1:=[][]:
for ii in aa1 do
if type(ii,sum) or type(ii,Sum) then 
sums1:=ii,sums1:
elif type(ii,Sum) then sums2:=ii,sums2;
end if;
end do;
sums1:=[sums1];
if sums1=[] then [expr,[]];
else
[[subs(seq(kk=0,kk in 
sums1),expr)],[add(coeff(expr,kk)*kk,kk in 
sums1)]];
#[[subs(seq(kk=0,kk in 
sums1),expr)],[seq([coeff((expr),kk)*op(1,kk),op(
2,kk)],kk in sums1)]];
end if;
end proc:
#--------------------------------------------
#============================================
#
# F R A C T I O N A L   D E R I V A T I V E
# M O D U L E S
#
#============================================
#--------------------------------------------
# F R A C T I O N A L   D E R I V A T I V E
# rfracdiff
# Fractional Derivative (FULL INTEGRO-
DIFFERENTIAL FORM) 
#--------------------------------------------
# (c) G. F. Jefferson - March 2013
rfracdiff:=proc(func::function,var::symbol,order)
local ii,pp1,msub,xisub,pt1,pt2;
# Check diff variable and order symbol are 
acceptable
if indets(func) intersect {var} ={} then 
error(`Cannot be differentiated with respect to 
the given variable`):
elif indets(func) intersect {order}<>{} then 
error(`Cannot use an order symbol which occurs in 
the given function. Please chose another.`):
end if;
# For m and tau (check neither are used)
# Check parameters to be used in following 
# procedures are NOT in the DEs
msub:=param_check([func,var,order],m)[2];
xisub:=param_check([func,var,order],tau)[2];
if type(order,integer) then
if order=0 then func;
else
 
 
diff(func,var$order);
end if;
else
# Output
pt1:=(1/Gamma(msub-order))*Diff(``,var$msub);
pt2:=Int(subs(var=xisub,func)/((var-
xisub)^(order+1-msub)),xisub=0..var);
subs(``=pt2,pt1);
end if;
#value(%);
end proc:
#--------------------------------------------
# F R A C T I O N A L   D E R I V A T I V E
# Rfracdiff_op + evaluation routine Rfracdiff
# Fractional Derivative (Static form) 
# Standard output: Rfracdiff(u(x,t),t,a) -->
D[t^a](u(x, t));
# For a PRODUCT, generalised Leibnitz rule is 
used
# (forced to be not commutative using &* 
operator)
# (As per Kasatkin paper) e.g. 
Rfracdiff(u(x,t)&*v(x,t),t,a) -->
# sum(binomial(a, n)*D[t^(a-n)](u(x,
t))*D[t^n](v(x, t)), n = 0 .. infinity)
# IDs zero:  Rfracdiff(0&*v(x,t),t,a+1) --> 0
and  Rfracdiff(0,t,a+1)-->0
# * Uses inert form of Sum to save time (increase 
efficiency)
# **Change made:
# Original method (following Kasatkin)
# Express D[a+1](f&*g) from n=0,...inf as 
binomial(a+1,n)*D[a-(n+1)](f)*D[n](g)
# Shifted in the code here to make all sums 
compatible -->
# Alternative method used
# Express D[a+1](f&*g) from n=-1,...inf as 
binomial(a+1,n+1)*D[a-n](f)*D[n+1](g)
#--------------------------------------------
# (c) G. F. Jefferson - March 2013
Rfracdiff_op:=proc(func::{function,`&*`,0},var::s
ymbol,order)
local
ii,pp1,msub,xisub,pt1,pt2,nsub,os1,ret1,it1,subi,
flag1;
if func=0 then RETURN(0);
else
# Check diff variable and order symbol are 
acceptable
if indets(func) intersect {var} ={} then 
error(`Cannot be differentiated with respect to 
the given variable`):
elif indets(func) intersect {order}<>{} then 
error(`Cannot use an order symbol which occurs in 
the given function. Please chose another.`):
end if;
# Check parameters to be used in following 
# procedures are NOT in the DEs (n)
nsub:=param_check([func,var,order],n)[2];
# Output as static notation
# order without integer
if type(order,integer) then 
error(`Use "diff" for integer order 
derivatives`);break;
elif type(order,fraction) then 
os1:=order=order;
flag1:=1;
else
solve([order]):
os1:=op(%);
flag1:=0;
end if;
if type(func,`&*`) then
if op(1,func)=0 or op(2,func)=0 then 
RETURN(0);end if;
# Original method (following Kasatkin)
# Express D[a+1](f&*g) from n=0,...inf as 
binomial(a+1,n)*D[a-(n+1)](f)*D[n](g)
# Use this method if alpha is a fraction (not a 
symbol)
if flag1=1 then
ret1:=Sum(binomial(order,nsub)*D[var^(lhs(os1)-
nsub)](op(1,func))*D[var^((nsub))](op(2,func)),ns
ub=0..infinity);
#ret1:=sum(binomial(order,nsub)*D[var^(lhs(os1)-
rhs(os1)-
nsub)](op(1,func))*D[var^((nsub))](op(2,func)),ns
ub=0..infinity);
else
#ret1:=D[var^order](func);
#end if;
# Alternative method used
# Express D[a+1](f&*g) from n=-1,...inf as 
binomial(a+1,n+1)*D[a-n](f)*D[n+1](g)
ret1:=Sum(binomial(order,nsub-
rhs(os1))*D[var^(lhs(os1)-
nsub)](op(1,func))*D[var^((nsub)-
rhs(os1))](op(2,func)),nsub=solve(nsub-
rhs(os1),nsub)..infinity);
end if;
else
ret1:=D[var^order](func);
end if;
# Tidy up and other combos of D functions, for 
example, D[n](D[t]u) --> D[t,n]u --> D[t^(n+1)]u
it1:=[op(indets(ret1))];
subi:=[][]:
for ii in it1 do
if nops(ii)=1 and not type(ii,symbol) then
convert([op(op(0,ii))],`*`);
simplify(%,symbolic);
subi:=subi,(op(0,op(0,ii))[op(op(0,ii))]=op(0,op(
0,ii))[%]);
end if;
end do;
RETURN(subs([subi],ret1));
end if;
end proc:
#--------------------------------------------
Rfracdiff:=proc(func::{function,`&*`,0},var::symb
ol,order)
local func1;
if type(order,integer) and not type(order,symbol) 
then
if type(func,`&*`) then 
func1:=op(1,func)*op(2,func);
else func1:=func;
end if;
if order<>0 then
diff(func1,var$order);
else func1;
end if;
else Rfracdiff_op(func,var,order);
end if;
end proc:
#--------------------------------------------
# F R A C T I O N A L   D E R I V A T I V E
# fracdiff_ord
# Determine order and derivative of fracdiff 
# e.g. For derivative of the 
# form D[t^a](u(x, t)), Output --> [t,a]
 
 
#--------------------------------------------
# (c) G. F. Jefferson - March 2013
fracdiff_ord:=proc(aa::Rfracdiff)
op(0,aa);
op(1,%);
[op(1,%),op(2,%)];
end proc:
#--------------------------------------------
# F R A C T I O N A L   D E R I V A T I V E
# fracdiff_ord_dep
# Determine order and derivative of fracdiff WITH 
the dependent var
# e.g. For derivative of the form D[t^a](u(x, 
t)), Output --> [u,t,a]
#--------------------------------------------
# (c) G. F. Jefferson - March 2013
fracdiff_ord_dep:=proc(aa::Rfracdiff)
op(0,aa);
op(1,%);
[op(0,op(1,aa)),op(1,%),op(2,%)];
end proc:
#--------------------------------------------
# F R A C T I O N A L   D E R I V A T I V E
# fract_pro_op - Prolongation operator as from G-
w. Wang et al., 
# Commun Nonlinear Sci Numer Simulat (2013)
# Extended form proposed by G. F. Jefferson 
(2013)
# with discussion with A.A.Kasatkin
#--------------------------------------------
# (c) G. F. Jefferson - March 2013
fract_pro_op:=proc(extfrac::Rfracdiff,dvars,indva
rs,paramsublst::list)
local
ii,fracord,storarg,allvars,others,term1,term2_3,t
erm4,term5,term6,base1,nsub,eta_pt1,eta_pt2,eta_p
t3,etaexpand,base2;
fracord:=fracdiff_ord_dep(extfrac);
# Here: fracord[1]=dvar, fracord[2]=base, 
fracord[3]=symbol
storarg:=fracord[1]=find_args([extfrac],dvars)[];
allvars:=[op(indvars),op(dvars)];
# Make sure the dep var is IN the fracdiff
if {dvars[]} intersect indets(fracord) ={} then 
error(`Only for fractional derivatives of the 
given dependent variable/s`);
end if; 
# All other indept. vars (except that in the 
FracDiff
{indvars[]} minus {fracord[2]}:
others:=[op(%)]:
# Expansion formula - Basic Form
if type(fracord[3],integer) or 
type(fracord[3],fraction) then error(`Fractional 
derivative should be given as a symbol`):break;
end if;
term1:=Rfracdiff(eta[fracord[1]](op(allvars)),fra
cord[2],fracord[3]);#print(0,%);
term2_3:=add(xi[jj](op(allvars))*Rfracdiff(diff(r
hs(storarg),jj),fracord[2],fracord[3])-
Rfracdiff(diff(rhs(storarg),jj)&*xi[jj](op(allvar
s)),fracord[2],fracord[3]),jj in 
others);#print(1,%);
term4:=Rfracdiff(rhs(storarg)&*D[fracord[2]](xi[f
racord[2]](op(allvars))),fracord[2],fracord[3]);#
print(2,%);
term5:=(-
1)*Rfracdiff(rhs(storarg)&*(xi[fracord[2]](op(all
vars))),fracord[2],fracord[3]+1);#print(3,%);
term6:=xi[fracord[2]](op(allvars))*Rfracdiff(rhs(
storarg),fracord[2],fracord[3]+1);#print(4,%);
#base1:=term1+sumexpand(term2_3,solve(fracord[3])
..0)+sumcombine(sumexpand(term4+dzerorem(sumexpan
d(term5,solve(fracord[3])-1..0-
1)),solve(fracord[3])..0))+term6;
base1:=term1+sumexpand(term2_3,solve(fracord[3]).
.0)+sumexpand(term4,solve(fracord[3])..0)+
dzerorem(sumexpand(term5,solve(fracord[3])-
1..0))+term6;#print(5,%);
base1:=sumcombine(%);#print(%);
base1:=subs(paramsublst,base1);
nsub:=subs(paramsublst,n);
# Extension on eta term in base form (term 1 in 
above)
eta_pt1:=diff(eta[fracord[1]](op(allvars)),fracor
d[2]$fracord[3]);
eta_pt2:=(-
1)*fracord[1]*diff(diff(eta[fracord[1]](op(allvar
s)),fracord[1]),fracord[2]$fracord[3]);
eta_pt3:=sumexpand(Sum(binomial(fracord[3],nsub-
solve(fracord[3]))*diff(eta[fracord[1]](op(allvar
s)),fracord[2]$(nsub-
solve(fracord[3])),fracord[1])*D[fracord[2]^(frac
ord[3]-
nsub+solve(fracord[3]))](fracord[1](op(indvars)))
,nsub=solve(fracord[3])..infinity),solve(fracord[
3])..0);
etaexpand:=eta_pt1+eta_pt2+eta_pt3;
base1;
dzerorem(%);
expand(%);
convert(%,diff);
# Expanded without eta expansion:
base2:=factor(%);
# Expanded with eta expansion:
base2:=subs(term1=etaexpand,base2);
# Form for substitution in deteqns
extfrac=base2;
end proc:
#--------------------------------------------
# F R A C T I O N A L   D E R I V A T I V E
# subout_exact_fracs
# Convert any exact fractional derivative 
(fractions, not symbols)
# into a temporary form with a symbol.
# Substitute exact value back at the end of the 
process
# (convert 2nd list with fractional diff to inert 
Diff
# form so these derivatives don't disappear)
#--------------------------------------------
# (c) G. F. Jefferson - March 2013
subout_exact_fracs:=proc(eqns::list,fracdiffs::li
st,dvars::list,indvars::list)
local ii,stor,tem1,sublst,stor2,sublst2;
stor:=[][]:
stor2:=[][]:
for ii in fracdiffs do
tem1:=fracdiff_ord(ii);
if type(tem1[2],integer) then error(`Routine 
is only to be used for fractional order 
differential equations. Use gendef`);
elif type(tem1[2],fraction) then 
stor:=stor,tem1[2];
stor2:=stor2,op(0,ii);
end if;
end do;
 
 
stor:=[stor];
stor2:=[stor2]:
sublst:=[seq(stor[ii]=param_check(eqns,A||ii)[2]+
floor(stor[ii]),ii=1..nops(stor))];
sublst2:=[seq(param_check(eqns,A||ii)[2]=stor[ii]
-floor(stor[ii]),ii=1..nops(stor))];
if sublst<>[] then
subs(sublst,fracdiffs),sublst2,[seq(subs(sublst,s
tor2[ii])=stor2[ii],ii=1..nops(sublst))];
#subs(sublst,fracdiffs),[seq(rhs(ii)=lhs(ii),ii
in
sublst)],[seq(subs(sublst,stor2[ii])=stor2[ii],ii
=1..nops(sublst))];
else
fracdiffs,[],[];
end if;
end proc:
#--------------------------------------------
# F R A C T I O N A L   D E R I V A T I V E
# eta_invarcon
# Invariance Condition - If fractional derivative
is D[t,a] 
# then infinitesimal xi[t]=0 when t=0.
#--------------------------------------------
# (c) G. F. Jefferson - March 2013
eta_invarcon:=proc(fracdiffs::list,dvars::list,in
dvars::list)
local ii,tem,loclst;
loclst:=[][]:
for ii in fracdiffs do
tem:=fracdiff_ord_dep(ii);
loclst:=xi[tem[2]](op(subs(tem[2]=0,[op(indvars),
op(dvars)])))=0,loclst:;
end do;
[op({loclst})];
end proc:
#--------------------------------------------
# F R A C T I O N A L   D E R I V A T I V E
# alt_extgenerator
# extgenerator routine for use with fracGen 
routine.
# Since forms are considered homogeneous, some 
expressions may
# given an error for extgen e.g. 
extgenerator([D[x^(a+1)](y(x))],[y],[x]);
# while extgenerator([D[x^(a+1)](y(x)) = 
0],[y],[x]); is fine
# convert to =0, find ext generator then convert 
back
#--------------------------------------------
# (c) G. F. Jefferson - April 2013
alt_extgenerator:=proc(lst1::list,dvars::list,ind
vars::list)
local
ii,result,stor,stor2,genres,all_depvar_wargs;
# Assumes all elements in lst1 are homogeneous 
form ("=0" assumed)
stor:=[][]:
stor2:=[][]:
#all_depvar_wargs:=find_args(lst1,dvars);
#genres:=convert(%,`+`);print(%);
for ii in lst1 do
if type(ii,diff) then result := 
extgenerator([ii],dvars,indvars);
else
#result :=
[[ii],extgenerator([genres=0],dvars,indvars)[2]];
[add(xi[ll](op(indvars),op(dvars))*Vec(ll),ll in 
indvars)+add(eta[ll](op(indvars),op(dvars))*Vec(l
l),ll in dvars)];
result :=[[ii],%]; 
end if;
#try
#result := extgenerator([ii],dvars,indvars); 
#catch: `Error, (in desolv/PickLHSDerivative) 
Cannot pick out the left hand side derivatives`: 
print(ii);
# Use generic extgenerator (no derivatives 
present)
###ii=0;
#result := 
[[ii],extgenerator([genres=0],dvars,indvars)[2]];
#end try;
stor:=stor,result[1][];
stor2:=stor2,result[2][];
end do;
[[stor],[stor2]];
end proc:
#--------------------------------------------
#============================================
#
# K E Y   F R A C T I O N A L
# D E R I V A T I V E
# S Y M M E T R Y M O D U L E S
#
#============================================
#--------------------------------------------
# K E Y   F D E  S Y M M E T R Y
# applyFracgen
# Apply a generator to a FRACTIONAL differential 
equation.
# Subs out Vec(x)--Diff(``,x), subs ``=DE (in jet 
form) and factors. 
# DE given is NOT in jet form (will be converted)
#--------------------------------------------
# (c) G. F. Jefferson - March 2013
applyFracgen:=proc(gen::list,des::list,dvars::lis
t,indvars::list)
local
ii,genlst1,genlst2,jetDE,jetDEconv,subbedgen,de,c
odiff,finout;
#--Ensure DE is of the form DE=0
if type(des[],relation) then de:=[lhs(des[])-
rhs(des[])];
else de:=des:
end if:
#--Identify Vecs
genlst1:=[op(indets(gen))];
genlst2:=[][]:
for ii in genlst1 do
if op(0,ii)=Vec then
genlst2:=genlst2,ii=Diff(``,op(1,ii));
end if;
end do:
#--Vec --> Diff(``) Sub list:
genlst2:=[genlst2];
#--Convert DE to jet
codiff:=convertDiffToJet(de,dvars,indvars,false);
#if codiff
jetDE:=subs(%[1][],de);
#--Substitutions made:
subs(genlst2,gen);
subs(``=jetDE[],%);
#value(%):
finout:=convert(%,diff);
end proc:
 
 
#--------------------------------------------
# K E Y   F D E  S Y M M E T R Y
# fracGen
# Form of the extended generator to fractional 
order differential equation
# Automation of the work "R.K. Gazizov, 
A.A.Kasatkin,S.Y.Lukashchuk 2007,
# Continuous transformation groups of fractional 
differential equations
# VESTNIK, USATU 9". 
# To apply the generator to an FDE, use the 
applyFracgen routine
#============================================
# (c) G. F. Jefferson - March 2013
fracGen:=proc(lst1::list,dvars::list,indvars::lis
t,interval_opt::{interval,relation}:=default)
local
ii,allvars,xilst,etalst,fracdiffs,lst,k_check,n_c
heck,r_check,m_check,paramsublist,PartialDetEqns,
frac_pros,frac_pros_sub,stag,gen,fracdiffs_wo_arg
s,fracdiffs_symbols,frac_subs,frac_subsalt,tem1,f
racsub1,fracsub2,fin,out_symbols,symb_set;
if warn<>false then
#print(`Routine is for fractional derivatives 
assumed to be of non-integer order`);
end if:
lst:=make_homogen(lst1);
# ID Infinitesimals to be used
#~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
allvars:=[op(indvars),op(dvars)];
xilst:=[seq(xi[ii](op(allvars)),ii in indvars)];
etalst:=[seq(eta[ii](op(allvars)),ii in dvars)];
# Identify fractional derivatives (assume all 
fractional derivatives 
# are NOT considered for integer forms)
#~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
fracdiffs:=id_frac_diff(lst):
fracdiffs,frac_subs,frac_subsalt:=subout_exact_fr
acs(lst,fracdiffs,dvars,indvars);
# frac_subs contains list of the form 1/3=A etc
for any EXACT fractional ders. These "symbols" 
need to be substituted into the original FDEs and 
back substituted AT THE END
if frac_subs<>[] then
tem1:=[seq(ii=ii,ii in fracdiffs)];
fracsub1:=[seq(rhs(ii)=lhs(ii),ii in frac_subs)];
fracsub2:=[seq(rhs(ii)=lhs(ii),ii in 
frac_subsalt)];
subs(%,%%,%%%);
lst:=subs(%,fracsub2,lst);
else lst:=lst;
end if:
fracdiffs_symbols:=[seq(kk=convert(kk,symbol),kk
in fracdiffs)];
# Print intervals on fractional derivatives
if interval_opt=default then
if type(fracdiffs,list) then
print(`Intervals/values considered for the 
fractional derivative/s:`);
indets([seq(op(op(1,op(0,ii))),ii in fracdiffs)]) 
minus {indvars[],dvars[]};
symb_set:=[op(%)]:
for ii in symb_set do
if {ii} intersect indets(frac_subs) = {} then
print({0<ii,ii<1});
end if;
end do;
if frac_subs<>[] then
out_symbols:=[op({frac_subs[]})];
for ii in out_symbols do
if type(ii,relation) then print(ii);
else print({0<ii,ii<1});
end if:
end do:
end if;
end if;
else
print(`Intervals/values considered for the
fractional derivative/s:`);
print (interval_opt);
end if;
if fracdiffs<>[] then
convertDiffToJet(fracdiffs,dvars,indvars):
subs(%[1][2],fracdiffs);
fracdiffs_wo_args:=[seq(%[ii]=fracdiffs[ii],ii=1.
.nops(fracdiffs))]:
end if;
# Check parameters to be used in following 
procedures are NOT in the DEs
#~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
k_check:=param_check(lst,k)[2];
n_check:=param_check(lst,n)[2];
r_check:=param_check(lst,r)[2];
m_check:=param_check(lst,m)[2];
paramsublist:=[k=k_check,n=n_check,m=m_check,r=r_
check];
# Generate extended operator for 
# All DES (fractional parts will be ignored)
#~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
#PartialDetEqns:=[seq(extgenerator([ii],dvars,ind
vars)[2][],ii in lst)];
#PartialDetEqns:=[seq(alt_extgenerator([ii],dvars
,indvars)[2][],ii in lst)];
PartialDetEqns:=[seq(extgenINT([ii],dvars,indvars
)[2][],ii in lst)];
# Find prolongations for FDE parts
frac_pros:=[seq(fract_pro_op(ii,dvars,indvars,par
amsublist),ii in fracdiffs)];
frac_pros_sub:=[seq(lhs(kk)=rhs(kk)*Diff(``,conve
rt(lhs(kk),symbol)),kk in frac_pros)];
# ID all fractional DEs in each list entry and 
sub in fractional prolongations
stag:=[][]:
for ii from 1 to nops(lst) do
id_frac_diff([lst[ii]]):
add(kk,kk in %);
subs(frac_pros_sub,%);
stag:=stag,%+PartialDetEqns[ii];
end do:
stag:=[stag];
# Simplifications
#~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
# Apply total derivative operators
gen:=eval_TotalD(stag,dvars,indvars);
fin:=[seq([subs(fracdiffs_symbols,[lst[ii]]),[gen
[ii]]],ii=1..nops(lst))];
if frac_subs<>[] then
# If exact form, keep dummy variable and output 
as last set. (Avoid substitution of fractions 
into MAPLE partial diffs)
# Eg. if order is a=1/3, then keep a in the
extensions and {a=1/3} is output at the end
 
 
fin,{frac_subs[]};
else
fin;
end if;
end proc:
#--------------------------------------------
# F R A C T I O N A L   D E R I V A T I V E
# fracGen_applied
# Applies fracGen to a det of FDEs (used in 
fracDet routine)
#--------------------------------------------
# (c) G. F. Jefferson - April 2013
fracGen_applied:=proc(lst1::list,dvars::list,indv
ars::list,interval_opt:=default)
local ii,fracgens,stor;
fracgens:=fracGen(lst1,dvars,indvars,interval_opt
);
stor:=[][]:
for ii from 1 to nops(fracgens) do 
stor:=stor,applyFracgen(fracgens[ii][2],fracgens[
ii][1],dvars,indvars)[];
end do:
[stor];
end proc:
#--------------------------------------------
# K E Y   F D E  S Y M M E T R Y
# f r a c D e t_ o p  + EVALUATING ROUTINE f r a 
c D e t 
# Method of applying extension to fractional 
order differential equation
# Automation of the work "R.K. Gazizov, 
A.A.Kasatkin,S.Y.Lukashchuk 2007,
# Continuous transformation groups of fractional 
differential equations
# VESTNIK, USATU 9". Infinitesimals eta assumed 
linear in the dependent 
# variable with which fractional derivative is 
being taken
# Can deal with fractional derivative quantities
# Optional argument - interval of alpha (frac 
var). Considers all cases for
# integers of alpha seperately
#============================================
# (c) G. F. Jefferson - March 2013
fracDet_op:=proc(lst1::list,dvars::list,indvars::
list,num_terms::integer,interval_opt::{interval,r
elation}:=default)
local
ii,allvars,xilst,etalst,fracdiffs,deteqset,splitl
ist,k_check,n_check,r_check,m_check,split_DES,mod
Fracs,modNonFracs,modFracs_PartialDetEqns,modNonF
racs_PartialDetEqns,paramsublist,frac_pros,full_l
ist_1,subfracs,full_list_2,jetlst,full_list_3,fir
stsimp,firstsimp2,deteqn1,split1,ss2,dsums,new_co
ns,idfra,split2,split_deteqn1,split_deteqn2,linfo
r,splitlst,splitlstsums,invar_con,fracdiffs_wo_ar
gs,remi,frac_subs,frac_subsalt,tem1,fracsub1,frac
sub2,lst,temp,frac_subs2;
fracdiffs:=id_frac_diff(lst1):
if fracdiffs=[] then gendef(lst1,dvars,indvars);
[%[1],[],%[2],%[3]];
else
deteqset:=[][]:
# ID Infinitesimals to be used
#~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
allvars:=[op(indvars),op(dvars)];
xilst:=[seq(xi[ii](op(allvars)),ii in indvars)];
etalst:=[seq(eta[ii](op(allvars)),ii in dvars)];
# Identify fractional derivatives (assume all 
fractional derivatives 
# are NOT considered for integer forms)
#~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
fracdiffs:=id_frac_diff(lst1):
fracdiffs,frac_subs,frac_subsalt:=subout_exact_fr
acs(lst1,fracdiffs,dvars,indvars);
# frac_subs contains list of the form 1/3=A etc 
for any EXACT fractional ders. These "symbols" 
need to be substituted into the original FDEs and 
back substituted AT THE END
if frac_subs<>[] then
tem1:=[seq(ii=ii,ii in fracdiffs)];
fracsub1:=[seq(rhs(ii)=lhs(ii),ii in frac_subs)];
fracsub2:=[seq(rhs(ii)=lhs(ii),ii in 
frac_subsalt)];
subs(%,%%,%%%);
lst:=subs(%,fracsub2,lst1);
else lst:=lst1;
end if:
splitlist:=split_frac_eqns(lst,fracdiffs);
if fracdiffs<>[] then
convertDiffToJet(fracdiffs,dvars,indvars):
subs(%[1][2],fracdiffs);
fracdiffs_wo_args:=[seq(%[ii]=fracdiffs[ii],ii=1.
.nops(fracdiffs))]:
end if;
# Check parameters to be used in following 
procedures are NOT in the DEs
#~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
k_check:=param_check(lst,k)[2];
n_check:=param_check(lst,n)[2];
r_check:=param_check(lst,r)[2];
m_check:=param_check(lst,m)[2];
paramsublist:=[k=k_check,n=n_check,m=m_check,r=r_
check];
# Split off the FDEs
# Solve for fractional derivative/s (if not 
solvable, process stops)
# Use the list modFracs to mod Fractional Ders 
# Use DESOLVII mod_eq routine for modding with 
integer order DEs (modNonFracs)
#~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
if fracdiffs<>[] then
split_DES:=split_frac_eqns(lst,fracdiffs);
modFracs:=solve(split_DES[2],fracdiffs)[];
modNonFracs:=split_DES[1];
# Check if fractional derivatives cannot be 
solved for (at all or uniquely)
if modFracs = [] then error(`Cannot be solved for 
fractional derivatives`):
elif nops([modFracs])>1 then WARNING(`A 
particular solution for the fractional 
derivative/s has been chosen`):
modFracs:=[modFracs][1]:print(%);
end if;
else
modFracs:=[];
modNonFracs:=lst;
end if;
# Generate determining equations (unsplit) for 
# 1. Fractional containing DEs - ONLY for non-
fractional components
# 2. Fully for nonFractional DEs
# Now using FracGen (other routines from versions 
1-6 switched off)
#~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
#if modFracs<>[] then
 
 
#modFracs_PartialDetEqns:=[seq(lhs(ii)=deteqn_uns
plit(rhs(ii),dvars,indvars),ii in modFracs)];
#else modFracs_PartialDetEqns:=[]
#end if;
#if modNonFracs<>[] then
#modNonFracs_PartialDetEqns:=[seq(deteqn_unsplit(
ii,dvars,indvars),ii in modNonFracs)];
#else modNonFracs_PartialDetEqns:=[]
#end if;
# Find prolongations for FDE parts
#frac_pros:=[seq(fract_pro_op(ii,dvars,indvars,pa
ramsublist),ii in fracdiffs)];
# Substitute extended operators for fractional 
components in
# Put all deteqns together in one list
# (No modding yet)
#full_list_1:=[subs(frac_pros,modFracs_PartialDet
Eqns)[],modNonFracs_PartialDetEqns[]];
#full_list_1:=eval_TotalD(make_homogen(full_list_
1),dvars,indvars);
# Using fracGen routine instead
if interval_opt=default then
full_list_1:=fracGen_applied(lst,dvars,indvars):
else
full_list_1:=fracGen_applied(lst,dvars,indvars,in
terval_opt):
end if;
# Modding process. 
#~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
# Mod wrt Frac Des first:
if modFracs<>[] then 
convertDiffToJet(modFracs,dvars,indvars)[1];
subfracs:=[seq(lhs(ii)=subs(%[],rhs(ii)),ii in 
modFracs)];
full_list_2:=subs(%,full_list_1);
subs(fracdiffs_wo_args,%);# For any FracDers 
which have been converted
else full_list_2:=full_list_1:
end if;
jetlst:=id_jetforms([full_list_2[],full_list_1[]]
,dvars,indvars);
# Mod wrt any other DEs:
if modNonFracs<>[] then
full_list_3:=expand(mod_eq(modNonFracs,dvars,indv
ars,full_list_2,[jetlst[],op(allvars)])[1]);
else full_list_3:=full_list_2:
end if;
# Simplifications
#~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
# Apply total derivative operators
firstsimp:=eval_TotalD(full_list_3,dvars,indvars)
;
convert(%,diff);
expand(%):
# Determining equations (UNSPLIT)
#~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
deteqn1:=%:
# Simplification of SUMS and FRACTIONAL DERS
#~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
# Extract first term from sums (n=1)
# CHANGE - Expand out 3 terms
# Split off sums and separate according to 
fractional derivative
if fracdiffs<>[] then
splitlst:=[][]:
splitlstsums:=[][]:
for ii in deteqn1 do
#sumexpand(ii,1..1):
sumexpand(ii,1..num_terms):
eval_TotalD(%,dvars,indvars);
expand(%):
factor(%):
remi:=remove_sums(%);
splitlst:=remi[1][],splitlst;
splitlstsums:=remi[2][],splitlstsums:
end do:
split1:=[[splitlst],[splitlstsums]]:
else
split1:=[deteqn1,[]]:
end if;
# Collect and split by fractional derivatives
idfra:=id_frac_diff([split1[1][]]);
if idfra<>[] then
split2:=consplit([expand(split1[1])[]],%);
else split2:=split1[1];
end if;
# Split according to jet derivatives 
jetlst:=id_jetforms(split2,dvars,indvars);
split_deteqn1:=consplit(expand(split2),jetlst);
#split_deteqn1:=factors_simplifier(%);
# Finally, remove and partial fdes and add to 
"sum" list 
# (OUTPUT [NFDES],[FDES])
split_deteqn2:=fracpartialD_rem(split_deteqn1);
split_deteqn2:=convert(%,diff);
# Invariance conditions on the etas/xis
#~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
if fracdiffs<>[] then
invar_con:=eta_invarcon(fracdiffs,dvars,indvars):
else
invar_con:=[];
end if;
# Output final determining equations (second list 
is sums for later use)
#~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
deteqset:=sort(split_deteqn2[1],length),factor([i
nvar_con[],split_deteqn2[2][],split1[2][]]),[xils
t[],etalst[]],allvars;
# Linear assumptions for eta in dep vars (in
Fractional Ders)
#~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
# Assume linear in eta (no mu terms at present)
if fracdiffs<>[] then 
indets(fracdiffs) intersect 
{find_args([lst],dvars)[]};
temp:=[op(%)];
# Linear form in in depvars for eta:
linfor:=[seq(diff(eta[op(0,ii)](op(allvars)),op(0
,ii)$2),ii in temp)];
deteqset:=[simplify(convert([linfor[],deteqset[1]
[]],diff),symbolic),deteqset[2],deteqset[3],deteq
set[4]];
deteqset:=[rem_constant_factors(%[1]),convert(%[2
],Diff),%[3],%[4]];
end if;
#============================================
# Final SPLIT determining equations (sub back in 
any exact Ders
 
 
# I.E. if order is 1/3 rather than alpha. DON'T 
sub back into second list
# Just have condition a=1/3 so fractional 
partials won't disappear 
# - MAPLE problem)
#============================================
#[deteqn1,deteqset];
if frac_subs=[] then
deteqset;
else
# Check no redundant subs in 2nd argument (can 
happen with systems)
frac_subs2:=[][]:
for ii in frac_subs do
if indets(ii) intersect 
indets(deteqset[2])<>{} then
frac_subs2:=ii,frac_subs2:
end if;
end do;
frac_subs2:=[frac_subs2]:
#[subs(frac_subs,deteqset[1]),[frac_subs[],deteqs
et[2][]],deteqset[3],deteqset[4]];
[subs(frac_subs2,deteqset[1]),[frac_subs2[],deteq
set[2][]],deteqset[3],deteqset[4]];
[rem_constant_factors(%[1]),%[2],%[3],%[4]];
end if;
end if;
end proc:
#--------------------------------------------
# Interval substitution
intsub_proc:=proc(lst1::list,dvars::list,indvars:
:list,terms::integer,interval_opt::{interval,rela
tion,list}:=default)
local
suba,allints,allothersets,ii,fracdiffs,tema,fracd
iffa,fracdiffa_dep,finda,finda_subs,temp1,temp2,s
uboutfracdiffs,findets,kk;
if not type(interval_opt,list) then
suba:=op(1,interval_opt);
fracdiffs:=id_frac_diff(lst1):
fracdiffa:=[seq(fracdiff_ord(ii),ii in 
fracdiffs)];
fracdiffa_dep:=[seq(fracdiff_ord_dep(ii),ii
in fracdiffs)];
finda:=find_args(lst1,dvars);
# List of the form u=u(x,t) etc.
finda_subs:=[seq(op(0,ii)=ii,ii in %)];
# Error check:
if indets(fracdiffa) intersect {suba} <> 
{suba} then error(`Interval given must be for the 
order of a fractional differential quantity.`):
end if;
if type(interval_opt,interval) then
# Find all integers between the given 
interval end points
allints:=all_integers(interval_opt);
# Sub out total Ds for given integer of 
symbol
allothersets:=[][]:
for ii in allints do
temp1:=subs(finda_subs,fracdiffa_dep);
temp2:=subs(suba=ii,subs(finda_subs,fracdiffa_dep
));
suboutfracdiffs:=[seq(Rfracdiff(temp1[ii][])=Rfra
cdiff(temp2[ii][]),ii=1..nops(temp1))];
tema:=subs(suboutfracdiffs,lst1);
#allothersets:=allothersets,[fracDet_op(tema,dvar
s,indvars,terms)[],{suba=ii}];
fracDet_op(tema,dvars,indvars,terms);
allothersets:=allothersets,[simplify(subs(suba=ii
,%[1])),%[2],%[3],%[4],{suba=ii}];
end do:
findets:=[[fracDet_op(lst1,dvars,indvars,terms,in
terval_opt)[],{suba}],allothersets];
else
temp1:=subs(finda_subs,fracdiffa_dep);
temp2:=subs(interval_opt,subs(finda_subs,fracdiff
a_dep));
suboutfracdiffs:=[seq(Rfracdiff(temp1[ii][])=Rfra
cdiff(temp2[ii][]),ii=1..nops(temp1))];
tema:=subs(suboutfracdiffs,lst1);
#findets:=[fracDet_op(%,dvars,indvars,terms)[],{i
nterval_opt}];
fracDet_op(%,dvars,indvars,terms,interval_opt);
findets:=[subs(interval_opt,%[1]),%[2],%[3],%[4],
{interval_opt}];
end if;
else
# When a list of intervals/values is given
suba:=[seq(op(1,ii),ii in interval_opt)];
fracdiffs:=id_frac_diff(lst1):
fracdiffa:=[seq(fracdiff_ord(ii),ii in 
fracdiffs)];
fracdiffa_dep:=[seq(fracdiff_ord_dep(ii),ii
in fracdiffs)];
finda:=find_args(lst1,dvars);
# List of the form u=u(x,t) etc.
finda_subs:=[seq(op(0,ii)=ii,ii in %)];
# Error check:
if indets(fracdiffa) intersect {suba[]} <> 
{suba[]} then error(`Interval given must be for 
the order of a fractional differential 
quantity.`):
end if;
for kk in interval_opt do
if type(kk,interval) then
error(`Intervals may only be given for 
one symbolic fractional derivative`):
end if;
end do:
temp1:=subs(finda_subs,fracdiffa_dep);
temp2:=subs(interval_opt,subs(finda_subs,fracdiff
a_dep));
suboutfracdiffs:=[seq(Rfracdiff(temp1[ii][])=Rfra
cdiff(temp2[ii][]),ii=1..nops(temp1))];
tema:=subs(suboutfracdiffs,lst1);
#findets:=[fracDet_op(%,dvars,indvars,terms)[],{i
nterval_opt}];
fracDet_op(%,dvars,indvars,terms,interval_opt);
 
 
findets:=[subs(interval_opt,%[1]),%[2],%[3],%[4],
{interval_opt[]}];
end if;
RETURN(findets);
end proc:
#--------------------------------------------
fracDet:=proc(lst1::list,dvars::list,indvars::lis
t,terms::integer,interval_opt::{interval,relation
,list}:=default)
local findets;
# If an interval is given for a symbol, 
# find determining equations for these interval
values
# Otherwise, use FracDet as normal
#~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
if interval_opt=default then 
findets:=fracDet_op(lst1,dvars,indvars,terms);
else
findets:=intsub_proc(lst1,dvars,indvars,terms,int
erval_opt);
end if;
RETURN(findets);
end proc:
#--------------------------------------------
#============================================
#--------------------------------------------
# W O R K   L O G
#--------------------------------------------
# v1 -->v3 Various fixes. All sums inert (faster 
execution)
# v3 --> v4 Added param_check to rfracdiff and 
Rfracdiff routines so any variables may be 
present in the input function (won't affect dummy 
vars). Also, rfracdiff is a normal integer order 
derivative for given integer order.
# v4 --> v5 Simplify output of determining 
equations (PDEs only) with rem_constant_factors 
routine to remove constant factors. For interval 
and specific fractional values, these now appear 
at the END of each list of determining equations
# v5 --> v6 Added evalTotalD (evalTotalD) as an 
exported routine. Auxiliary conditions output in 
FracDet converted to inert Diff form (stop 
partials from evaluating)
# v6 --> v7 In id_TotalD routine, to ensure we 
pick up any D of integers (aren't picked up with 
indets) we use conversion to lists as well. Added 
TotalD (exported) routine for total derivatives 
(input for evalTotalD). 
# v7 --> v8 make_homogen routine wasn't 
outputting eqns in order (changed). 
fracGen_applied routine added and 
alt_extgenerator. KEY CHANGE: Now using FracGen 
inside the FracDet routine via fracGen_applied. 
(for consistency). 
# v8 --> v9 made type checks on diff and Diff map 
over ALL terms in a given expression (not for 
single terms) (was affecting fracGen routine)
# Also, changed subout_exact_fracs so 
substitutions are of the form "fraction 
sub+integer"
# e.g. Frac Der 1/2 -> A1, FracDer 3/2 ->
A1+floor(3/2) = A1+1
# Option for how many terms "peel off" in fracDet 
(required fourth argument)
# v9 --> v10 Needed to sub symbols back into main
det.set BEFORE solution if exact values were 
given
# v10 --> v11 Changed non-commutative product 
operator to &* from @ (added type). Prints 
interval for considered fractional derivative 
symbol. Fixed evalTotalD. Added sumexpand and 
split as exported routines.
# v11--> v12 Using extgenINT instead of 
alt_extgenerator. Fixed Linear assumptions for 
eta in dep vars (in Fractional Ders) in 
fracDet_op (not taking second derivative wrt 
correct vars)
# v12--> v13 Fixed printed intervals. Fixed 
evalTotalD (don't concatenate fractional 
derivatives) by checking type Rfracdiff in 
convertDiffToJet and applying convertDifftoJet 
only to terms that aren't sums and turning off 
convertDiffToJet  in evalTotalD
# v13-->v14 Check no redundant subs in 2nd 
argument (can happen with systems) in fracdet_op
# v14 -->v15 Added ability to set parameters for 
DIFFERENT fractional derivatives
# v15 --> v16 Fixed error in fract_pro_op for 
orders a+1 and higher (moved sumcombine to occur 
AFTER expansion)
#--------------------------------------------
end module:
